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TONE CONTROLS - THEIR TYPES AND USES
CENTRAL BASS SPEAKER FOR THE BOTTOM OCTAVE
STYLING HOME- BUILT EQUIPMENT
MAKING SIMPLE RECORD STORAGE CABINETS
THE BARGAIN CLASSICS - FIRST PART OF A SURVEY

don't miss
Irnhofs
fabulous
s91 11 -„ndeds
bargains

radio

television

ta pc recorders

hi-fi

sale starts 9.30am Monday 16th March
HAVE YOU SEEN
THE NEW IM RANGE OF IMHOF SPEAKERS YET?
Then you must! There is the 1M. moo measuring 191" if X r
is Watts RMS capacity, so-zo,000 Hz costing £24.19.od in either teak
or walnut and £27.9.od in white. Also the IM.zoo measuring 24.1" x
is"x tor; zo watts RMS, 40-zo,000 Hz and costing £ 38.17.od in
teak or walnut and £42.o.od in white. Both models have bass and treble
units with two-way crossover, impedance 8ohms. They can be supplied
in other finishes to special order.

7with

And now we can offer the improved ImhofJunior Mk II hi-fi loudspeaker
which is fantastic value at £ 15.1s.od.
When you're in town—pop into Imhofs and see for yourself just how good
they arc.

IM.1101",5

Dept. 4/3 112-116 New Oxford Street, London WC1
telephone 01-636 7878
Please tick appropriate squares
Ienclose cheque/postal order/stomps for 2/6d— please
send me acopy of THIS YEAR OF HI- Fl

D

Living overseas Iwould like afree copy of
THIS YEAR OF HI- Fl E
Please send me, free of charge, details of:
monthly record accounts
guaranteed export service D
Eddystone communication receivers Ill
name
address

R53A
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Britain's largest selling
hi-fi journal, with an
audited average net sale of
39,398 copies per issue at the
last half- yearly count ( July- Dec. 1969).

SOUND STUDIO SPECIAL PURCHASE!
Top quality TRUVOX equipment for
superb stereo hi-fi sound - now with the
advantage of reallyconsiderablesavings

PD 204

TSA 200 STEREO AMPLIFIER. Maker's Spec.: 15 + 15 watts
R.M.S., 15-25 kHz ± 1dB. Inputs: P.U. I. 50 mV, P.U. 2. 3. 5mV.
Tape 100 mV. Tuner 100 mV. Aux. 100 mV. Tape out 200 mV.
Headphone socket. Rumble Filter. Scratch Filter. Loudness
control. Tape monitor. Teak Cabinet. Last List Price £54.12.0.
FM 200 IC. TUNER WITH DECODER. Maker's Spec:
Sensitivity 2.0 Micro v. for 30 dB quieting I.H.F.M. Frequency
response 20 Hz- I5 kHz ± 1dB. Variable output up to .7 volts
R.M.S. A.F.C. Dual-gate MOS-FET front end. Inegrated circuit
IF stage equivalent to 10 transistors, 7 diodes, II resistors etc.
Teak Cabinet. Last List Price £60.11.10.
PD 204 TAPE UNIT. Maker's Spec.: 3 heads, 3 motors.
Outer rotor capstan motor. Full mixing. Duo play. Track to
track transfer. Auto stop. Separate AB test monitor facilities.
Emitter follower outputs. Editing flap. Separate tone control.
Inching cue control. Balanced servo brakes. Vertical or
horizontal operation. Teak plinth. Wow and Flutter 7+ ins./sec.
Better than . 08%. Freq. res. 7 30-18,000 ± 2dB. 31: 3012,000
2 dB. Signal/Noise better than 48 dB. Last List Price
£150.11.7.
LS 200 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM. Maker's Spec.: Teak
cabinet 17" x 8" x 51". Bass unit 5", 30 Hz resonance. Moving
coil pressure Hr. unit. Frequency response of system. 3515,000. Power handling 12 watts R.M.S. 15 ohm. Last List
Price £22.7.3.
LS 300 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM. Maker's Spec.: Teak
cabinet 22" x 14"x lor. Bass unit 13" x 9". Treble unit l.
(K.E.F. BI39 and T15.) Frequency response 45-20.000. Power
handling 20 watts R.M.S. 8ohm. Last List Price £ 46.
Delivery and Insurance per item 12/6

£35

FM 200 IC

£41
£104
14.19.6
Ei

9.10.0

LS200/LS300

THE SOUND STUDIO LTD., 33-35 Camden Rd., Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 32153

\k‘
HI-FI NEWS

Late nights: Mondays and Fridays until 8 p.m.
Credit Facilities. Barclaycard. Part Exchanges. Home Demonstrations. Installations.
Repairs. HFDA Member—plus an extra six months' guarantee on labour and parts—
/2months in all!
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For sales from our
LONDON office ring
01-242 3130

96
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Just what is this ABR,
that makes such a
vital difference to the
DITTON 15 ' ?
1.

Studio quality high frequency unit ( HF1300 Mk. 2).

2.

Anechoic cellular foam
wedge and lining eliminates
standing waves.

3.

High hysteresis panel loading material to eliminate
structural resonances.

4.

Auxiliary Bass Radiator
(ABR)—plastic foam diaphragm of high rigidity and
low mass having a free air
resonance of only 8 Hz,
double roll suspension
allowing excursions up to
2
4 " with
virtual absence of
distortion.

5.

8" bass unit, with free air
resonance of 25 Hz, and
massive Ferroba II magnet
structure for optimum
magnetic damping and
cone treated with viscous
damping layer to suppress
resonances.

6.

Units mounted flush to
eliminate diffraction effects
and tunnel resonances;
covered by acoustically
transparent grille cloth for
maximum presence.

7.

Full L- C Crossover network.

4

2

5

6

7

"DITTON 15"
Now firmly established as a superb high-fidelity loudspeaker. Design features include the exclusive CELESTION
ABR ( auxiliary bass radiator), HF1300 treble unit— as used
in B.B.C. Monitor Loudspeakers— and specially developed
mid/bass unit. Low loss LiC crossover.
Power handling: 15 watts r.m.s.; 30 watts peak.
Impedance 4-8 ohms.
Dimensions: 21 in. X 9 in. X 9 in.
Choice « finish: Teak or walnut.

It's an interesting story— and worth enquiring about.
Send for details of the three Celestion
Hi -Fi Speaker systems.

Celestion

Studio
Series

Loudspeakers for
the Perfectionist

RO LA CE LESTI ON LTD., Ferry Works, Thames Ditton, Surrey.
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01 -398 3402

The Guides published by the LPRL are written by a team of critics who have,
between them, listened to virtually every important LP ( within the fields covered)
issued in the British Isles over the last two decades. Their experience is unique in
gramophone publishing and that is why . . .

NEW ISSUES ARE IMMEDIATELY
available to LPRL members (of Professional and Semi- Professional services). A regular list of the cream of new issues
is sent with your library parcel. You make your choices
from this list.
IF YOU LIKE A RECORD you can purchase it (and this
automatically cancels its hiring fee) if not, just return it and
borrow some more.
What better arrangement could there be? For the unending
flood of new issues must produce many, many discs you
would like to hear, but not always purchase. ( And, indeed,
your savings on the purchase price of those you do buy can
cancel out the cost of borrowing the others.) You can borrow
up to eight records in a single parcel, and on this number
the postal cost per disc is minimal. The Library covers the
entire classical range from Bartàk to Beethoven, Verdi to
Rodgers and Hammerstein and we have a hand-picked
catalogue of good quality Light Music ( Kaempfert, Last,
Alpert, Mantovani, etc.) which is so effective for showing off
the sparkle of modern stereo on agood reproducer.
Membership of the LPRL is a must today for the serious
record collector. To prove it we offer

As a basis for guidance you NEED volumes V & VI

by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton, Ivan March, Denis Stevens
"over 1,000 pages of most readable and lucid criticism by four authors whose
obvious enthusiasm for and knowledge of their subject is certainly well conveyed."
THE GRAMOPHONE
"The most comprehensive and reliable guide to LP recordings . . . very good
value indeed."
RECORD REVIEW

VOLUME V 25/-

VOLUME VI 28/

(2/6 post)
( 2/6 post)
covering composers A-Mc
covering composers Me -Z
Volumes I & 3 are now out of print and are replaced by Volumes 5 & 6.
Volume 2 still available at 25/- (
2/6) post.
Volume 4 now out of print.
Other indispensable Library publications include

'THE GREAT RECORDS'

A SPECIAL FREE 7 DAY
INTRODUCTORY LOAN

aselective discography chosen by MICHAEL COX, CHARLES FOX,
JOHN FREESTONE, EDWARD GREENFIELD, PHILIP HOPEWALLACE, ROBERT LAYTON, WILLIAM MANN, IVAN MARCH
and ALEC ROBERTSON. Edited by Ivan March. 35/— ( 2/— post)

FOR IMMEDIATE MEMBERSHIP
OF ANY OF OUR LIBRARY SERVICES

This is unquestionably the finest book on records we have published. It makes fascinating
reading and the diverse styles—sometimes elegant, sometimes humorous, always infectiously enthusiastic—of the nine authors provide an endless source of reading pleasure,
quite apart from the value of the book as adefinitive survey of the gramophone's achievement in the 'sixties.

These are varied in style to suit every personal need and the immaculate standard
of records, plus the breadth of music available, is provided by the finest Record
Library in the world.

HERE ARE THE FOUR MAIN LIBRARY SERVICES ...

"The nine collaborators have developed a most admirable
aptitude for judging interpretation and technical repro-

II The Professional Stereo Record Library

duction simultaneously. It is not primarily the composition
that counts, nor one particular human voice, nor one
particular conductor's contribution, but the interplay

(for those with top quality hi-fi equipment).
Annual subscription: 2 guineas ( includes damage insurance).
Cost: 6d. per day for each guaranteed mint LP borrowed.
(N.B.) In order to qualify for membership you must have genuine high fidelity
equipment, with a playing deck physically separated from the loudspeakers, a
transcription motor and a cartridge arm of comparable standard ( a list will be
supplied on request).
The Professional Stereo Record Library Catalogue ( 3/6 post free) contains
every highly recommended stereo record of classical and light music
(personally selected by the Editor of ' The Stereo Record Guide'). The
records in the Library are in an immaculate condition and members ( who
can borrow new issues too) can expect to receive agood proportion of brand
new records.

between art and technique in the cases where all details
have succeeded and where the best qualities of the music
have emerged and can be eternally preserved on the matrix.
An excellent book and something of a goldmine. . . ."
Ella Arntsen in
SCANDINAVIAN PUBLIC LIBRARY JOURNAL

THE PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

By EDWARD GREENFIELD, IVAN
MARCH and DENIS STEVENS
PRESENTATION EDITION DE LUXE
If- post
BINDING
& packing.
A supplementary volume is being prepared foi publication in the
Spring ( 1970).

• The Semi- Professional Service

I
7/6 .,

(for those with a good modern stereo reproducer, who want immediate access to
new issues plus the normal service as covered by the Full LPRL Catalogue).
Annual subscription: 25/- ( includes damage insurance).

al The Standard Library Service

THE LPRL (SELECTIVE) CLASSICAL
CATALOGUE AND HANDBOOK

Annual subscription: Iguinea ( includes insurance against accidental damage).
Cost: 3d. per day for each ( perfect) LP borrowed.

POST FREE

This selective catalogue listing only the cream of the recommended
classical LPs issued to date ( mono and stereo). Only records of a
high standard of performance and recording are included and where
possible a ' Best Buy' is given.

• The Once- a- year Subscription
Inclusive annual membership covering hiring, postage and insurance.
Cost: 1/- to 1/3 per week for each LP ( according to number borrowed).
Membership: Open to all music lovers with a modern reproducer who know about
keeping their stylus in good shape and about care of precious LPs ( for both services).
Catalogue includes every current recommended Stereo and Mono LP of classical
music. ' Musicals' as detailed in THE LPRL ( CLASSICAL) CATALOGUE &
HANDBOOK (
8/6 post free) with a special Light Music Supplementary list
(sent on request).
*BUDGET PARCELS: A selection of 6 budget- priced ' bargain Classics'.
Cost: Just over 11cl. per disc per day.

THE LPRL ( SPECIALIST) FACTORY FRESH SALES

THE PROFESSIONAL STEREO
CATALOGUE

YOU

ARE

UNHAPPY

WITH

THE

SERVICE

STANDARD

FOR NEW LP's, 33 CATHERINE ST., W.C.2. (
Tern. 1179)
3. LPs are de-staticised ( without charge) by a simple process, freeing them from
static without applying a surface film. They can be reproduced at the lightest
tracking weights without interference from dust.

OFFERED

BY

YOUR

PRESENT

Send 6d. stamp ( no envelope) for details of all L.P.R.L. services to:

THE LONG PLAYING REC

3/6

POST FREE
Latest EDITION
(a concise list of the finest stereo records).
BOTH CATALOGUES TOGETHER ARE 10 6 ( post free)

Used regularly by satisfied Record Buyers all over the world as well as local authorities, universities and schools guarantees . . .
I. A guaranteed unplayed factory fresh copy of any LP currently available.
2. Rigorous inspection and careful packing ensures a perfect disc.

IF

816

RD LIBRARY LTD

SQUIRES GATE STATION APPROACH, BLACKPOOL, LANCS. FY8 2SP
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SUPPLIER

TRY

US

NOW

You can also borrow personally from
(write direct for details)

LONDON

BRISTOL

33 Catherine St.,
VV.C.2 ( off Aldwych)

House of Sound
5 Marsh St.

(Phone TEM 1179)

(Phone 21534)

Chesham

Waltham

Aldenham

Don't dismiss these loudspeakers
until you've heard them . .
•

Recommended retail price
Brilliant 3 and 4 way systems of quality,
developed by Sheppard Audio Ltd. for
those requiring near perfection from
compact, elegantly styled enclosures. The
designer has drawn from his intimate
knowledge of this specialized field of
QUALITY sound reproduction to bring
you
the loudspeakers
of the 70's.
Only the finest of drive units and close
tolerance components, rigid construction
enclosures plus 2 years' research and
development work ( much burning ol midnight oil) combine to offer you these outstanding systems of exceptional high
quality.
Consider the ALDENHAM—a superb
example
of
modern
techniques,
a
3 way system in a reasonably compact
enclosure 231."x 15"x 10+", designed to fit
neatly into any decor. Undoubtedly amost
outstanding loudspeaker. The system
comprises bass unit Kef 13" x9" flat driver
plus a 5" mid range Lnit using a plastic
diaphragm for even smoother response—
this unit housed in its own special enclosure ( within the main cabinet) completely
isolating it from bass interaction. The
treble unit, with î" domed diaphragm
handles extreme frequenc•es with complete ease. This combination, together

with
the
mid
range
level
control
which provides fine adjustment of mid
frequency, produces an output of great
musical clarity.
In his review of the ALDENHAM ( November) John Borwick, B.Sc., Technical Editor
of The Gramophone, says:—
"The middle frequency control is definitely
not just a gimmick—though Isoon settled
for a fairly central setting. People are very
sensitive to the shift in presence of ' forwardness' which a change in mid frequency
volume can bring about. Control of this
property is not included in many amplifiers
—though bass and treble control usually is—
and so it makes a sensible addition to any
3 way system. Now that Ihave lived with the
Aldenham for a few weeks Ican say quite
categorically that this is a really splendid
speaker that deserves to reach a wide
public...."

Chesham bookshelf £ 39/10/0
Chesham
Aldenham
Waltham

..

Waltham elite

£44/15/0
£54/0/0
£63/10/0
£69/0/0

SHEPPARD AUDIO LTD.,
31 NEWBERRIES PARADE,
RADLETT, HERTS. Radlett 5440.
Please send me details of Loudspeakers
Cabinet furniture

E

Name
Address

HN17

INSIST ON A

QUALITY

DEMONSTRATION

SOUND
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HOW

DO YOU WANT YOUR

as
Or, more to the point, how do you know FOR CERTAIN that it's as ' hi' as you can afford to go? There's only one way to be
sure, and that is to listen to EVERY combination of units that falls into your price bracket. And where can you go to do that?
The answer is ' the UTS Demonstration Studio in Tottenham Court Road'. The-e, in ideal conditions and without delay in
switching from one hook-up to another, you can hear avirtually infinite number of combinations of units. It's the only way to
judge.
And ow- experience suggests that you will be most pleasantly surprised to find how hi the fi does go in your price bracket!
From the wide range of equipment available we have selected the
DULCI 207M Stereo Amplifier (7 watts r.m.s. per channel)
the GARRARD SP25 PLAYER UNIT fitted with NEAT V70
Stereo Cartridge and a pair of KELETRON 3-WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS. This is a tried and tested no compromise
Stereo System providing honest High Fidelity at alow all in price
of around £80.
This is just one of the many combinations of leading British
and Imported equipment we can supply—the final choice is
yours but why not let the UTS Audio Experts help you to select
the best system that your money can buy!

ulTs

UNITED

TECHNICAL

SUPPLIES

LIMITED.

Audio Demonstration Studio, 29, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Telephone: 01-580 5015. Open six full days aweek—Thursday until 7p.m.
315

ompritRowinYOUR
MONEY AWAY WHEN
YOU BUY RECORDS/
0 Buy () Borrow

OCheck with W.S.L.

0 RECORDS AT COST
This latest W.S.L. service is now enjoyed by many hundreds of record buyers and offers all gramophone
records Brand New and Factory Fresh at dealers' cost price plus monthly lists of Brand New deletions
and slightly used records at genuine savings of up to 75% off the usual list price. Send coupon for
full details, without obligation.

O SPECIALIST STEREO LIBRARY
The Wilson Stereo Library is acomplete collection of every worth- while stereo record available in this country and offers agreater choice of Classical, Light, Demonstration, Popular
and Jazz records than that to be had from any other library. All new releases are immediately available. Only records in new condition re-create the full wonder of modern stereo
recording and since its inception The Wilson Stereo Library Service has specialised exclusively in serving music listeners who possess good quality stereo equipment and this
specialisation has made it possible for us to offer stereo records in mint condition.
Members choose from the complete Library Catalogue and records are despatched by
our simple and speedy postal service or can be collected from the Library Centre.
For tape enthusiasts we also offer aStereo Tape Library of American, Continental
and British 7m, reel-to-reel, 74• i.p.s. 4- track stereo tapes. Send for full details of
how you can become amember of the Wilson Specialist Stereo Library and enjoy
the whole exciting world of stereo sound for only a few pence per day.

To: The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.
104-106 Norwood High Street, London S.E.27
(Tick items required)
ri Please send me free booklet giving full
details of the W.S.L. Stereo Disc and Tape
Library and W.S.L. " Records at Cost"
Service. I enclose 9d. postage.

D Please send me The W.S.L. Stereo Index,
17/6 plus P & P 2/6.

Ienclose: £
Name

O

THE W.S.L STEREO INDEX

Tells you all you ‘Atint to know about ever>
worth- while Classical, Jazz, Popular, Light
and Demonstration record. It is recognized
as the only Stereo Publication giving the
release date and complete information on
every worth-while stereo record issued up to
March 1970. This fourth edition has been
completely revised and greatly enlarged by
the inclusion of full length features by many
well-known personalities. These articles
include an appraisal of the great Operatic
Recordings, acomplete review of all Light
Stereo Records, a review of the best
Orchestral and Chamber Music Recordings, aspecial review of the best demonstration records and personal reactions to
Popular Stereo Records.

Send today 176 P & P 26

Address

The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd •
HFN

104-106 NORWOOD HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.E.27

WO L

Why more hi-fi fans
buy Wharfedale than
any other loudspeakers
They sound better. They should do because
Wharfedale pioneered loudspeakers. More than
30 years know-how is built into every Wharfedale
System. That is why they have little or no coloration
of their own.They are designed to reproduce what
the recording engineer recorded, and they do just
that. No more. No less. No-one buys high fidelity
equipment without making comparisons. That suits
us fine. Ask your dealer to demonstrate any of the
Wharfedale Speakers. Compare them sound for
sound, pound for pound. Then buy Wharfedale and
live happily ever after.
If you want the vital statistics—fill in the coupon
and post it to:—

Please send me acolour leaflet for the
Denton, Super Linton, Melton,
Dovedale III, Rosedale

Name
Address
N.2/7,

O

Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire.

VVHARFEDALE

the true sound in high -fidelity.

Melton
Dovedale Ill

AYA Rank Wharfedale Limited

Super Linton
Demon
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STAR BUDGET SYSTEMS
FROM LIND - AIR AUDIO'
ONeY

SAVE £ 1.11.6
SPECIAL LIND-AIR
STEREO OFFER!
Lind- Air LA20 Stereo Amplifier .. £24
Pair of Lind- Air KN654/3 three-way
General Purpose Speakers .. £ l9
Garrard 1025 Record Deck fitted
Sonotone Stereo Cartridge ..
LIO

0 0

TOTAL PRICE

I 0

..

LIND-AIR PRICE

0 0
I 0

£53

£41.9.6

With Garrard 3000 Record Deck 4 gns. extra.

Can also be supplied

Only takes a matter of minutes to set up and it's
ready for use, simple connections, details supplied

with wooden slot front speakers.

ØNY FkOM

*SAVE Z13.13.4*
Teleton F2000 AM/FM Stereo Amp. £.5I 0
El 3 6
G
d 3000 with Sonotone Cart ..
Keletron KN 824/3 Speakers ( Pair) £23 0
Wooden Base ..
f2 19
Total Recommended Price ..

E90

0
10
0
6

6 4

OUR PRICE 73 gns.

*SAVE £10.113.5*
Arena F210 Stereo Amplifier £ 36 ' 5
EIS 4
G
d SP 25 .. ..
Neat V70 Cartridge .. ..
ES
4
Arena HTI4 Speakers ( Pair) £30 9
Base and Cover .. ..
ES 19

0
3
8
0
6

Total Recommended Price

5

Total Recommended Price

£30
£25
El 5
£6
£5
El
.

9
0
4
4
19
3

£ 34

0
0
3
8
6
10

I 3

OUR PRICE £75

*SAVE

£93 12

OUR PRICE 79 gns.

* SAVE £ 9.1.3 *
Sinclair 2000 Stereo Amplifier
Sinclair 2000 Speakers ( Pair)
Ga
d SP 25
..
Audio Technica AT66 Cartridge
Base and Cover
Leads and Plugs

AUDIO

*SAVE

Dulci 207 Stereo Amplifier .. £25 0
Gar rard 1025 with Cartridge .. EIO
1
Sinclair Q16 Speakers ( Pair) .. £ l7 IS
Wooden Base
E2 19

0
1
0
6

Total Recommended Price .. £55 19

7

OUR PRICE 45 gns.

e
,S)9 . 9 43(*jo)

£ 8.15.5*

* SAVE

Teleton SAQ 203E Stereo Amplifier £ 28 7
Garrard SP 25 ..
EIS 4
Neat V70 Cartridge ..
ES 4
Keletron KN824/3 Speakers ( Pair) £23 0
Base and Cover
C5 19

0
3
8
0
6

Sinclair 2000 Stereo Amplifier
Sinclair QI6 Speakers ( Pair)
G
d SL55
Sonotone 9TAHC Cartridge ..
Wooden Base ..

Total Recommended Price

5

Total Recommended Price

£77 15

£ 8.114.7*

£6.1.10*
£30
El 7
El 3
£4
£2

.

£69

9
19
10
4
19

I 10

OUR PRICE 60 gns.

OUR PRICE£69
Also available Wharfedale Denton speakers £ 10 16 0 extra.

0
0
4
0
6

r),,mçá cc5Ó)

PLEASE ADD 35,- FOR CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE

NOTE: CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE FOR
PERSONAL CALLERS!

Send for
our FREE
16 page
Hi-fi
Brochure

r. 1E ciARS FO,IETIELLI
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•
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If it's for your listening pleasure you're certain to find it at—
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See and hear them now at London's Newest Hi Fi Store or
order by post. All leading names in stock plus expert advice,
Hi Fi Demonstrations, Part Exchanges, Mail Order and Export Sales.

i
e
t
t
dra.

SU 5110111U AIR NOSE IN MU
It* MI ON IKE FOUOINING MISS

LIND-AIR AUDIO
18/19 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W.1.
Tel: 01-580 2255
Open six full days a week. Thursdays until 7p.m.
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In your home...

Goodmans
Music Suite

The heart of the Music Suite is the TunerAmplifier — Goodmans 3000. Matching
partners are Goodmans 3025 record
player and the 3005's — Goodmans custommade Music Suite loudspeakers.
This is the whole — the Music Suite
by Goodmans — for the music lover who
demands beauty in looks as well as in
performance.

Goodmans 3000 — the Music Suite
Tuner- Amplifier — is classically simple
in appearance, smoothly elegant in design.
The 3000 is a sophisticated performer,
giving 15 watts per channel at less than
0.5% total harmonic distortion and having
an integral stereo FM radio tuner with 5 pretuneable push buttons and switchable AFC.

0
0
0
0
0 „,„
oo

The Music Suite Record Player —
the Goodmans 3025 is a 4- speed single
player with dynamic pick up and diamond
stylus. The well- designed matching
cabinet of polished wood has asecurely
hinged wood lid with inspection window.

The matching loudspeakers, the
Goodmans 3005s, are only 12°' x 7'x7" deep.
They can of course be used horizontally or
vertically. They handle up to 15 watts each,
smoothly and easily and are quietly good
looking. ( Should you prefer larger units
choose from the famous "M" range High
Fidelity Loudspeakers.)

with all the necessary leads and plugs.
Installation in your h,ome is quick and easy.
All Music Suite units can be purchased
separately.
Call in at your local Goodmans Dealer and
ask to hear the Music Suite — or send for the
6 page full colour brochure with full details.
Recommended prices:
3000 Tuner/Amplifier £ 77.14.7
3025 Recard Player £37.14.9
3005 Loudspeakers per pair £25.0.0.

,Please send me acopy of the Music
I Suite brochure
I Name
I Address

I e
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd
All Music Suite items are meticulously
finished in Teak and are supplied complete
319

Axiom Works, Wembley, Middx.
! Telephone: 01-902 1200
HFN
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new Dynasonic
for the 70's
New Dynasonic 2T

The Dynasonic 2T was first introduced
by Alec Shackman In 1964 and highly
praised by Ralph West of HiFi News in May of that year. Now, beautifully restyled,
with outstanding performance, it incorporates a 13"x 8" bass unit for clearly articulated
low notes radiation, plus 2 high quality moving coil tweeters for smooth, silky, high
note reproduction. This loudspeaker is on demonstration together with the Bowers and
Wilkins DM3, KEF ' Concord', Leak
'Sandwich' and other quality speakers.
Dimensions: Height 26"; Width 15";
Depth 11".

n

I

in
Equal to the best at only £ 2a W

Hear! Compare!
And judge
for yourself!

Large Stocks
Large stocks are always carried of the following
makes: Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Rogers,
Goodman, Thorens, Garrard, Goldring, Shure,
SME, Sugden, Philips, Wharfedale, KEF,
Richard Allan and everything that is best to
ensure lasting satisfaction.
Good results depend largely on the correct
choice of loudspeaker. We are demonstrating
Bowers & Wilkins DM3, Dynastatic Mark Il.
Leak ' Sandwich', Dynasonic 2T and speakers
by Richard Allan, Celestion, Goodman, KEF
and Wharfedale.

WE ARE A SHOP AND
CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Hours of opening 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Including Saturday.
Half day Thursday.

and the

Dynastatic Mark II
The unique Dynastatic Mark II incorporates the world famous Shackman
electrostatic unit acclaimed by F. C. Judd
in HiFi Sound, John Borwick in The
Gramophone, Ralph West in HiFi News
and Donald Aldous in Audio & Record
Review.
It has been in constant and increasing
production for 5years and is the only
really successful electrostatic dynamic
speaker ever produced. The Dynasonic 2T and the Dynastatic Mark Il
speakers are obtainable only at AUDIO
SERVICES. The shop where high
quality sound reproduction costs less!

THE DYNASTATIC MARK ll
SELLS FOR ONLY

81U10
MEZTAIMZ
IUD

82, EAST BARNET RD,

NEW BARNET,HERTS.
TEL:

01-449

£52

It also
looks beautiful

SEND stamped
addressed envelope
for our new
DISCOU NT price list.

6605

11•111111111--M1111
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Complete Compact
You Really Can HEAR
25004 70-WATT SCIILID STATE STEREO AMPLIFIER
PET-SOLID STATE MI/FM STEREO TUNER

KT- 3500

TRIO's technical know-how has once again
accomplished

what

every stereophile

has

been

waiting for—the complete, compact combination with big
stereo power. It's all wrapped up in the combined space- saving
package of the 70- watt KA 2500 stereo amplifier and KT- 3500 stereo
tuner. Ultra low IM distortion in exceptionally clear low to high level listening
is but one feature of the KA 2500. There's also 11 to 32,000 Hz frequency response
through its all silicon transistor. The KT- 3500 offers superior front-end sensitivity
with all- transistor FET's. Outstanding selectivity is obtained through the use of more
than 45dB. Combined, the performance of these compact partners is a stereo achievement equalled no where else.
SPECIAL FEATURES OF

KA -2500

* 70 watts of ( HF Standard total music power.
* Continuous Power: 20 watts/20 waUs at 8 ohms ( Each Channel Driven)
* All silicon transistor amplifier provides wide Il to 32.000Hz frequency response and 15 to 30.000Hz
power bandwidth
* 2 pairs of stereo phone inputs for 2 sets of stereo speakers and front panel speaker selector .witch.
* Harmonic Distorton: Less than 0.8"..at rated output.
* Damping Factor: 25 ( at 8 ohms)
* DIMENSIONS: 12-1/2W, 4-1/81-1. 9.5/15 -0.
SPECIAL FEATURES OF

KT -3500

e2

FET's, 4 gang Tuning Condenser Frant-enif for superior sensitivity and response ratio.
* 2 IC's IF Stages provide very high selectivity and 2.5dB capture ratio
* New AM/FM signal strangth meter and FM Zero-center tuning meter.
* New " Luminous- Dial" when the set is an. the dial illuminates in a beautiful blue hue.
*-r
-rvi Usable Sensitivity. iHF. I.9µV
* FM Selectivity (Alt. channel, ( HEY Better than 45dB
* = IN Stereo Separation: Better than 35de at 1.000 Hz
* DIMENSIONS: 13W, 4-1/8"H. 12-1."20 ( including control knobs & AM antenna)

the sound approach to quality

T

RI 0

r

•rptica

TO: B.H. Morris & Co., ( Radio) Ltd.

I-1N

Send me information on TRIO TUNER,
AMPLIFIERS & name of nearest TRIO retailer,
NAME:

AGE:

ADDRESS:
TOKYO

JAPAN

Sole Agent for the U.K. B.H. MORRIS & CO., ( RADIO) LTD.
321

84'88, Nelson Street, Tower Hamlets, London E.1. Phone: 01-190 4824.

Largs-Big noise in Hi-Fi!

Sherbourne - By Largs cabinetmakers, in period style. Designed for
extensive HiFi equipment. 4' 3*" long,
1' 3 deep, 2' 51 high overall.
Price (cabinet only) £82.

6-

Not that abig noise is what you judge HiFi by. `Great sound', yes- big noise, no. Decibels
don't measure excellence: faithful, undistorted reproduction does. From the diffident
pianissimo of alonely oboe to the exuberant fortissimo- of massed brass and tympani
(plus cannon!) in the 1812 Overture - real HiFi can re-create for your private ear the
self-same sound that the concert audience heard.
Largs are specialists in real HiFi.
We have probably the widest range of good components, by leading makers, that you'll find
under one roof anywhere. We offer you unique - literally unique - facilities for
comparative listening to these in countless combinations, so that you can infallibly pick out
the one that, to your private ear, is seal HiFi.
And we can house the equipment you choose in your choice of asuitable, beautiful cabinet.
This may be one from dozens that we have ready for it, or one (like the Sherbourne
pictured) specially made in our cabinet shop to any favoured furniture style.
So, when in acolloquial sense we call ourselves abig noise in HiFi, we're not sounding our
trumpet too loudly, are we ? Quite alot of people agree with us, we're glad to say. It would be
trumpeting to list them - but any time you look in at Largs you're likely to find aVery Big
Noise Indeed discussing HiFi at Hi-Fi's big noise!
Send for our booklet 'Traditional Furniture' (or, if you have modern tastes, ask for our
`Contemporary' brochure).
Delivery and normal installation are free within 20 miles of London, so is Largs technical
know-how for any servicing required within r
2 months.
e tub e•

Now probably the best showrooms in the
world for good High Fidelity.

High Fidelity Dealers Association

4i
fr
Ahlarrtr=lei
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76-77 High Holborn, London, - 01-242 2626 (PBX).

Armstrong
the high fidelity sound

Series 500

Tuners, Amplifiers, Tuner amplifiers
526 AM- FM Stereo Tuner amplifier
A new stereo tuner amplifier combining
the circuitry and features of the well
known 521 Stereo Amplifier and 523
AM- FM Tuner. Power output of 25 watts
per channel, continuous sine wave, all
the facilities expected in a top class
amplifier, stereo and mono FM, coverage of the medium and long wavebands,
and all backed up by the best after sales
service available.

525 FM Stereo Tuner amplifier
The new 525 Stereo Tuner amplifier is
identical to the 526 except that it does
not include coverage of the medium and
long wavebands. Both tuner amplifiers,
with the addition of the M8 Stereo Radio
Decoder, give superb results on stereo
radio. Mono- stereo FM switching is
automatic and a stereo indicator tells
you when a broadcast is in stereo.

521 Stereo Amplifier
523 AM- FM Tuner
524 FM Tuner
Separate amplifier and tuner or integrated tuner amplifiers, there is no difference in performance or specification,
your choice should be guided only by
whichever is the more convenient in
your own particular circumstances.
Illustrated here are the 521 StereoAmplifier ( left) and the 524 FM Tuner ( right).
All Series 500 models are complete with teak veneered case for
which there is no extra charge.
All Armstrong models have been selected by The
Council of Industrial Design for inclusion in The Design
Index.

Armstrong Series 500, recommended retail prices
521 Stereo Amplifier £52 0 0
523 AM- FM Tuner
£52 9 0
524 FM Tuner
£40 4 6
525 FM Stereo Tuner amplifier £87 16 9
526 AM- FM Stereo Tuner amplifier £98 15 6
M8 Stereo Radio Decoder £9 10 0

For full colour catalogue of all models, plus stockist list, post
coupon or write mentioning 3HFN 70

name
address

Armstrong Audio Limited, Warlters Road, London, N.7
The name Armstrong is our registered trademark

3HFN 70

telephone 01-607 3213

323

Uncamouflaged
All too many stereo makers tend to gloss over their
inadequacies with high-sounding rhetoric, hiding poor
performance behind purple prose.
Sansui, Japan's foremost audio- only specialist, offers you stereo
without camouflage. Complete, and all out in the open.
We let features and figures do the talking for us, not empty phrases.
One of our most powerful and most popular systems, for example, offers:
The 180 watt 5000A receiver, with a15 to 30,000Hz power
bandwidth figure and distortion of 0.8% or less. IC and FET circuitry,
trouble-free output terminals, two AC outlets, MPX separation adjustor,
and aground terminal that permits abetter than 65dB S/N ratio.
The 70 watt SP- 2000 speaker system. You can hardly call those
hand- carved " Kumiko" fretwork grilles " camouflage," when behind
them are six perfectly positioned speakers, with a12dB/oct. crossover
network and 3-position level controls. Superb stereo reproduction
throughout awide 30 to 20,000Hz frequency response range.
Add the professional 2- speed manual turntable SR-3030BC,
and 2-way 4- speaker SS- 20 headphone set and you're ready for
an eye-opening surprise in undisguised stereo.
If you've had enough of camouflage compromises and excess verbiage,
we think you'll find us refreshingly frank. Because at Sansui,
the only word that really counts is quality.

Sansui_

England: BRUSH CLEVITE COMPANY LIMITED Thornhill, Southampton SO9 1QX Tel: Southampton 45166 / Ireland: RADIO CENTRE 122A, St. Stephen's Green,
Dublin 2 / West Germany: COMPO HI-FI G.M.B.H. 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 65 / Switzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022
Zurich, Gotthardstr. 6, Claridenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue J.-R. Thorelle, 77, 92•Bourg-la-Reine/ Luxembourg: MICHAEL SHEN, EUROTEX 12, Route
de Thionville / Austria: THE VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. 1070 Wien, Burggasse 114 / Belgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Bouleverd Léopold II, 1080 Brussels /
Netherlands: TEMPOFOON BRITISH IMPORT COMPANY N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat 8, Postbus 540 / South Africa: GLENS ( PM LTD. P.O. Box 6406
Johannesburg / Southern Yemen: BHICAJEE COWASJEE LTD. Steamer Point, Aden / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. FRANKFURT OFFICE 6 Frankfurt am Main,
Reuterweg 79, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, japan

NI KKO....
SOLID STATE STEREO AMPLIFIER
NIKKO

SOL ID - STA TE STEREO RAWL/FIER

fuNC TION
apt .0.

A new amplifier from Nikko giving remarkable performance at an amazingly low price, utilising advanced electronic techniques, including
integrated circuits ( I.C.'s). This unit is capable of results usually associated with far more expensive amplifiers and still has most of the
extra features found on Nikko equipment, including stereo headphone socket, loudness control, rumble and scratch filters, circuit breaker
protection etc.

Today's leading budget price amplifier

TRM.30—Stereo Amplifier
94+9k watts r.m.s. £35 10 O.

NIKKO TRM-30.

ST.70IB—AM'FM Stereo Multiplex
Tuner Amplifier. £136 3 II.

woe *

35.10.0

TRM.50—Stereo Amplifier
17+17 watts r.m.s. £58 0 O.

0
-

• • * •

E.

TRM.40B—Stereo Amplifier
15+15 watts r.m.s.
10 O.

ST.501—AM/FM Stereo Multiplex
Tuner Amplifier. 18+18 wat:s r.m.s.
£121 17 II.

FAM.14—AM/FM Stereo Multiplex
Tuner. £93 5 9.

FAM.I2—AM/FM Stereo Multiplex
Tuner. £68 8 3.

STA.30I—AM/FM Stereo Multiplex
Tuner Amplifier. 12+12 watts r.m.s.
£99 10 2.

TRM.120—Professional Stereo
Amplifier. 45+45 watts r.m.s. £95 0 O.

NIKKO

PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD HIGH-FIDELITY

DEALERS

Send for fully illustrated catalogue giving full details of the complete range of Howland-West Audio Products.
HOWLAND-WEST LTD., 2 Park End, South Hill Park, London, N.W.3. Telephone: 01-794 6666/6033.

au mo

Name

HOWLANd WEST

Address

PRODUCTS

HFN26
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The month of March brings together two undoubted leaders in the world of high fidelity- SONY with their unequalled
range of high fidelity tape and video equipment, proven by more than 20 years research and development and
LASKY'S whose incomparable facilities ond technical knowledge is backed by over 36 years experience in every aspect
of sound reproduction.
The entire 1970 range of SONY equipment is gathered together for you to see, hear and compare in the ideal
surroundings of our showrooms at 42/45 Tottenham Court Road,W.1-The Home of High Fidelity Special evening
demonstrations by SONY experts will be given on March 5, 12, 19 and 25 between 6.30 p.m. and 8.30 p.m. Invitation
cards to the SONY evening demonstrations are available by post on request or from any of our branches.
Our demonstration facilities enable you to make abalanced comparison of any combination of equipment in conditions
designed to give you an exact rendering of the sound you will hear in your own home. Our experienced staff will give
you every assistance in planning acomplete system and in selecting the equipment most suited to your requirements.

SONY- perfectly at home in the Home of High Fidelity
42-45 Tottenham Court Road, London Wl. Tel: 01-580 2573
Open all day, 9am- 6pm Monday to Saturday

"Ka

mlwm.-3rm

We feature here aselection from the vast range of SONY
equipment available from stock
TC-630 Four hack 3- head
stereo tape recorder
£199.15.0

STR-122 AM/FM multiplex stereo tuner/3+3 watts stereo amplifier £52.10.0

ST-80WAM/FM multiplex stereo tuner £49.8.0
HP-488 Stereo "compact"
system £ 161.15.0

STR-6120 FM multiplex stereo tuner/60+60 watts
stereo amplifier £323.10.0

TonUn

STR-222AM/FM multiplex stereo tuner/8+8 watts stereo amplifier £84.10.0

DR-4AStereo headphones £9.5.0

HP-122 Stereo "
compact" system £9815.0

TC-252D Four track
stereo tape deck £72.15.0

TC-130Stereo cassette recorder
system £ 112.10.0

PACKAGE DEALS ARE AVAILABLE ON COMPLETE SONY SYSTEMS
SONY products may be seen and heard at all our West End and City branches.
If you are unable to pay us avisit we shall be pleased to send you- free of charge- acopy of
our latest Audio Tronics Catalogue which features awide range of SONY equipment.
Branches

High Fidelity Audio Centres

207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Tel

01 723

33 TOTTENHAM CT. Re., LONDON, W.1

Tel

01 636 2605

Tel

01-353 2833

3271

42-45 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.1

Tel 01-580 2573

Open all day, 9 a.m — 6 p.m. Monday to Saturday

Open all day, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to Saturday

152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Open all day Thursday. early closing 1 p m. Saturday

118 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

member

Tel 01-723 9789

Open all day Saturday, early closing 1 p.m. Thursday

ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 3-15 CAVELL STREET, TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON, E.1

Tel.: 01-790 4821

NE

111Fi Stereophonic sound with
1111UPSTE111 FOUR TWENTY

Perfectly matched equipment specially designed for people who
appreciate fine sound.'SYSTEM FOUR—TWENTY' units have the
added advantage of being housed in veneered teak cabinets
and are suitable for shelf or contemporary wall mounting
KLINGER STEREO AMPLIFIER KC35
Built to the highest technical standards ensuring outstanding reliability, long term stability
and virtual freedom from heat, hum, microphony and noise. This fully integrated high
fidelity amplifier represents the ultimate in domestic sound reproduction, including comprehensive facilities for record reproduction.
All input and output facilities are provided by foolproof plugs into clearly identified sockets
at the rear of the instrument.
Two different pickups can be connected simultaneously and selected by switch control.
The front control panel is finished in Brushed Aluminium with Black trim.

£30.9.0.

GARRARD SP25 Mk II RECORD PLAYER
A high-quality single record playing unit at moderate cost; incorporates a number of special
features including acue and pause control, calibrated fine stylus force adjustment, pickup arm
bias compensation and a large turntable. On completion of playing a record the automatic
pick up arm returns to its rest and the motor cuts off.
Finished in Polychromatic Dark Green and Silver, and mounted on a Teak Plinth with
Perspex Cover.

SHURE STEREO CARTRIDGE MODEL M3D-M

Shure Magnetic M3D-M is a magnetic cartridge with wide frequency response and excellent
channel separation. It tracks at under 3grammes and has aresponse from 20 Hz to 15,000 Hz.
A compatible stylus with 0.7 mil radius is fitted and will play both Mono and Stereo records.
Price of SP25 with Shure Cartridge all mounted on Teak Plinth with Cover.

£31.12.6.
FOUR UNIT LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
To complement the superb results attainable from the Amplifier, we offer aspeaker combination capable of smooth reproduction from 40 Hz to 20 kHz. Full stereo width is achieved
with a carefully matched four- speaker system consisting of two 6 in. round bass units and
two 4 in. high frequency tweeter units. Mounted in Teak Veneered enclosures measuring
14 in. X 9 in. X el in. The bass unit has a specially developed dual- cone using a moulded
rubber surround of new design which ensures asmooth frequency response over the lower
and middle register.
A high flux magnetic assembly ensures high frequency and efficient
reproduction with special matched 8 ohms Voice coil.
The 4 in. Cone Tweeter is fitted with apowerful ceramic magnet and lightweight coil. These
units coupled with aspecial crossover filter, ensure asmooth response with complete freedom
from irregularities.
Price for two matched speaker systems.

£23.2.6.
MI
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111.1

£75

SYSTEM FOUR—TWENTY units are available separately£85.4.0

Please send me FREE
111 specification leaflets of I b
ut
I your range.

100 Chase Side, Southgate,
London 614
Tel: 01-886 3733/9666

units purchased complete only

H.P. Terms
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Available

CALLERS WELCOME

FULLY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AVAILABLEPOST THIS COUPON TRAY FOR LEAFLETS

50+50
50+50 HIGH POWER
50+50 AMPLIFIER
am FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS!
50+50
511+50
50+50
50+50
50+50
50+50
50+56
50+5C
The March issue of Practical Electronics ,
presents afully detailed series showing how '7
,
to construct a high power solid state audio
amplifier. It's atwin channel 50 plus 50 watt
design with a hi-fi specification and all
purpose capability ranging from paging and
public addressto instrumental and other forms
of music reproduction systems. Portable and
ruggedly constructed, the amplifier features
low noise f.e.t. pre- amp stages and output protection circuits giving utmost dependability.

SINGLE CHANNEL SPECIFICATION

25Hz to 25kHz ± 3dB

Frequency
Output

50W into 5ohms

response

Sensitivity
'Low' input
'High' input
Input Impedance
'Low'
'High'

1.8mV

150mV

1megohm
500 kilohm

55dB at maximum sensitivity

Signal to noise ratio

0.3% at 50W

Total harmonic distortion
Tone control — bass

+ 14dB maximum at 100Hz

Tone control — treble

± 18dB maximum at 10kHz

HURRY FOR THIS
IMPORTANT MARCH
ISSUE! ON SALE
NOW 3/-

331
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'WAITS' THE NAME

WATTS " DUST BUG"
Automatic Record Cleaner. Easily fitted to
any transcription type turntable Provides
asimple and effective method of removing static and dust while tne record is

being played. Surface noise and
record and stylus wear sreduced,
resulting in cleaner reproduction.

Complete with 1- oz. New Formula
dispenser and instructions
Price 18/9, plus 4/5 P.T.
Replacements:
Nylon Bristle and Plush Pad 1/9.
•oz. New Formula dispenser 2/6.

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED WORLD-W1DE DISTRIBUTORS FOR " WATTS" PRODUCTS
ADEN
ARABIAN GULF
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
AUSTRIA
BARBADOS
BELGIUM
BERMUDA
BRAZIL
CANADA
CYPRUS
DENMARK
DUBAI
FINLAND
FIJI
FRANCE
GERMANY
GERMANY
GERMANY
GERMANY
GIBRALTAR
GREECE
GREENLAND
HAITI
HOLLAND
HONG KONG
ICELAND
IRAN
IRELAND
IRELAND

8hicalee Cowasjee Ltd.
Jashanmal & Sons
Simon Gray Pty., Ltd.
J. K. Sidek
Hans Lurf
Mr. C. A. Hinds
Televic Electroacoustics
Music City
J. E. Veiga
Smyth Sound Equipment Ltd.
KH. Papasian Ltd.
Ortofon AiS
Vithaldas V. & Sons
Braun Electric Finska -AB
Narseys Ltd.
Hi- Fa
Braun AG
Electroacoustic GMBH
Paillard Boles GMBH
AEG-Telefunken
A. D. Cohen Ltd.
Electronica 0.E.
Nota- Bene
La Boite aMusique
rhea( N.V.
The Radio People Ltd.
Sjalfvirkni Sveinn Gudmundsson
Setik Petrossian
kish Record Factors
Solomon & Peres Ltd.

Steamer Point
Bahrain
Melbourne
Vienna
Vienna
St. Michael
Kachtem (W.V.L.)
Hamilton
Rio de Janeiro
Quebec
Nicosia
Copenhagen
Dubai
Helsingfors
Suva
Paris
Frankfurt
Kiel
Munchen
Hannover
Main Street
Athens
Godthaab
Port-Au- Prince
Amsterdam
Kowloon
Reykjavik
Tehran
Dublin
Belfast

IRELAND
ISRAEL
ITALY
JAMAICA
JAPAN
KENYA
KENYA
KENYA
MAURITIUS
NEW GUINEA
NORFOLK ISLAND
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
PORTUGAL
SINGAPORE
SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH AFRICA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
TAIWAN
TRUCIAL STATES
OF OMAN
UGANDA
U.S.A.
VENEZUELA
ZAMBIA

The Symphola Co. Ltd.
Elektron-Csillag Ltd.
Larir International S.p.a.
Wonards Radio Engineering Ltd.
lmai & Co. Ltd.
East Africa Music Stores Ltd.
Musicraft ( Kenya) Ltd.
Shankardass Ltd.
The Graforolian Store
Rabaul Music Store
Burns Philip ( South Sea) Co. Ltd.
His Master's Voice ( N.Z.) Ltd.
Skardinavisk Elektronikk A/S
Jorge Goncalves
Eastland Trading Company
Gallo (Africa) Ltd.
Gallo ( Africa) Ltd.
Gallo ( Africa) Ltd.
Electronica yElectro Acustics
Reunidas S.L.
Elfa Radio & Television AB.
Thorens-Franz AG.
Taiwan Development Corporation

Vitoria
Stockholm
Wettingen
Taipei

The Music Centre Inc.
Musicraft ( Uganda) Ltd.
Elpa Marketing Ind. Inc.

Riga Dubai
Kampala
New York

Maracaibo Import
The Piano House Ltd.

Caracas
Kitwe

THE ONLY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
RECORD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
332

Belfast
Tel Aviv
Milan
Kingston
Tokyo
Nairobi
Nairobi
Nairobi
Port-Louis
Rabaul
Wellington
Oslo
Lisbon
Prince Street
Cape Town
Durban
Johannesburgh

FOR RECUR MAINTENANCE

WATTS " MANUAL
PARASTAT" WITH
HUMID MOP
A dual purpose record maintenance device. Keeps
new records in perfect condition. Restores fidelity
to older discs. The Humid Mop cleans and conditions the bristles and velvet pads. Ensures correct
degree of humidity at the time of use. Complete
with 1oz. New Formula dispenser and instructions.

WATTS " DISC
PREENER"

WATTS " HI-FI
PARASTAT"

Keeps new records like new. Expressly designed
for use with records which have not had previous
antistatic treatment.
Complete with instructions.

Gramophone Record Maintenance and Stylus
Cleaning Kit
Designed for use an NEW records or records ,n
new condition which are to be played with picxups requiring very low tracking pressures. Provides
the high degree of record cleanliness necessary
when using ultra lightweight pick-ups. An integral
part of the kit is the Watts Stylus Cleaner which
provides a safe and efficient method of cleaning
the stylus. Supplied complete with instructions,
1 oz. New Formula dispenser, Distilled Water
dispenser, spare pad cover and ribbons.

Price 6/9.
Replacements: Packet of 4 wicks 2/-.

Price: 52/6
Replacements: Pad Covers 21- each. Brush 12/6.
Sponge Cover Pad 1/-. 1 oz. New Formula dispenser 4/6. Humid Mop Sponge and 4 wicks.
3/-. ManJai Parastat
available separately
Price 4716.
Humid Mop
available
separately
Price 5/-.

A GUIDE TO THE BETTER
CARE OF L.P. AND STEREO
RECORDS
Completely

Price 42/6, plus 1/3 P.T.

,All obtaînable from
your local specialist
or if in desperation
send coupon direct.

Replacements:
1 oz. New
Formula
dispenser 4/6.
Distilled Water
dispenser 4/-.
Pad Cover and
Ribbons 1/9.
STYLUS CLEANER
available separately
complete with instructions. lb
Price 5/- plus 1/3 P.T.

rTo CECIL E. WATTS LTD. DARBY HOUSE, SUNBURY ON THAMES, MIDDLESEX.
Please send ( Post Free U.K. and Commonwealth)
. Dust B-ugs

Disc Preeners ri 6/9
Manual Parastat & Humid Mop
Manual Parastat

revised. 48 pages,

only (
4 47/6

Humid Mop only y 5/-

52 6

Q
I,. 18/9

plus 4/5 P.T.

Parastats (
4, 42/6 plus 1/3 P.T.
Stylus Cleaners

5/— plus 13 P.T.

48 page Booklets (
4 2/6

fully illustrated,
providing all
necessary
information on
Record Care.
2/6 Post Free.

Spares and Replacements.
enclose cheque/P.O. value £
Name
Address

333

(Do not send postage stamps)

FCAVE

TOP DISCOUNTS
CARTRIDGES
Sonotone 9TAH/C
Audio Technica AT66
Audio Technica AT33
Audio Technica AT35
Shure M44-7 ..
Shure M55- E
Shure M75-6 ..
Shure M75- E
Shure M75- G
Shure M91- E
Connoisseur SCU1
Goldring G800 ..

Rec. Retail
Price
£4
£6
£10
£18
£10
£16
£16
£25
£16

Cave's
Price

0 6
2 6
10 6
4 6
310
13 6
16 0
18 10
16 6

SPEAKERS

£2 9
£5 2
£9 10
£16 4
£9 2
£ 13 19
£ 12 15
£ 19 12
£ 114 0
£25 0
£5 16 9 £5 9
£13 0 0
£10 0

6
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
0
0
6
0

£23 6
£45 2
£15 9
£31
4
£69 11
£41 14
£25
I
£36 8

7
6
0
2
2
9
6
6

19
10
15
10
6
12
0
19

6
0
0
0
2
6
0
6

£7 14
£32 18
£6 10

6 £6 15
0 £29 0
0 £5 19
£4 15
£3 12

6
0
6
0
6

£ 18
£37
£11
£25
£61
£37
£21
£28

HEADPHONES
Sansui SS2
Beyer DT48
Akai ASE95
Eagle SEI
Shriro Secom 650 ..
PICKUP ARMS
Decca International..
Decca Mk. ISuper Arm
S.M.E. 3009 9' ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Audio Technica AT1007
Goldring L75
Goldring L69
Transcriptor Fluid Arm

£36
£9
£31
£13
£27
£12
£7
£19

10 0
0 0
1 6
11 10
9 3
10 11
15 11
2 8

£6
£10
£8
£11
£22
£18
£7
£16

£109
£195
£109
£78

£23
£8
£27
£ 12
£21
£ 10
£7
£ 17

RECORD DEPARTMENT
CREDIT TERMS
DEMONSTRATIONS
REPAIR FACILITIES

Tel. 01-9481441 up to 8pm

TURNTABLES
Garrard AP75
Garrard SL95
Garrard SP25 Mk. II
Garrard 401 .
Thorens TDL25
Thorens TD150 Mk 11
Goldring Lenco GL69
Goldring Lenco GL75

5 BRIDGE STREET
RICHMOND
SURREY

17
2
18
5
3
10
0
4

6
6
6
0
8
0
3
3

12
0
7
5
18
0
15
10

4 £5 15
6 £9 13
6
f7 6
0
£10 0
6 £20 5
0 £ 16 4
0
f7 5
0 £ 15 10

10
0
7
0
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

10
0
10
10
0
19
19
4
8
17
19
10
18
17
4

Rec. Retail
Price

Wharfedale Denton
(Per pair) .. £35 18 4
Wharfedale Super
Linton ( per pair) .. £42 18 0
Wharfedale Melton .. £ 29 10 0
Wharfedale Dovedale III f39 10 0
Wharfedale Rosedale £ 55 0 0
Leak Sandwich Teak £43 10 0
Leak Mini- Sandwich £29 15 0
Leak Sandwich Rosewood
KEF Concerto .. £ 53 10 0
KEF Cresta ( per pair) £44 7 3
KEF Concord .. £43 10 0
KEF Celeste Mk. 2.. £22 19 6
Goodmans Marimba
(per pair) .. £48 0 0
Goodmans Mambo's
(per pair) .. £44 13 0
Goodmans Maxim .. £20 8 0
Goodmans Mezzo II £ 30 18 0
Goodmans Magnum K £40 2 0
Tandberg 7 Teak .. £27 0 0
Tandberg 11 Teak .. £ 18 0 0
Tandberg 12 Teak .. £20 5 0
Celestion Ditton 15' £31
4 0
Celestion Ditton 10'
Mk. II
£ 21 13 9
Celestion Ditton 25" £ 59 17 0
Lowther Ideal Baffle £35 10 0
Lowther Acousta Enc.
PM6
£45 10 0
Lowther Acousta Enc.
PM7
£ 56 0 0
Quad Electrostatic .. £66 0 0
Decca Mini Enclosure £21
0 0
Tannoy 12" Monitor
Gold " Lancaster"
Enclosure .. .. £ 54 0 0
B & W DM3 Monitors £63 0 0
B & W P2/H Monitors £94 10 0
Kenneth J. Elwin NS £ 32 15 0
Kenneth J. Elwin MIO £ 24 15 0

Cave's
Price
£29
£36
£24
£33
£46
£34
£22
£37
£45
£37
£33
f20
£42

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

0 0
10
10
0
15
10
19
19
9
0
10

0
0
0
0
6
0
6
6
0
0
9

0 0

£38 4
£ 17 10
£23 19
£32 10
£24 6
£ 16 3
£18 4
£27 9

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
6

£ 19 4 9
£53 18 0
£31
1 3
£39 16

0
0
6
0
0

MICROPHONES
Eagle DM I6HL
Eagle DM58HL
Eagle U D5OH L
Beyer M81HL
Beyer M818HL
Philips AKGD19C
Philips AKGDI1OHL
Shure 560
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 1710W
Akai M9
Akai 17101
Sanyo MR801 ..
Sanyo MR800 ..
Sanyo M26 Cassette
Philips E13302 Cass.
Aiwa TP730 Stereo..
Aiwa TP101 & Radio
Aiwa 728 Cass. ..
Teleton T710
Grundig TK120 • •
Grundig TK 144 • .
Grundig TK124 • .
Grundig TK245 • •
Ferrograph
Revox
..
Tandberg

£28
£41
£60
£36
£34
f39
£47
£41
£116

0 £89
0 £ 165
0 £89
0 £69
£79
£21
7 6 £22
9 6 £34
18 0 £50
4 6 £29
15 0 £29
17 6 £34
13
1 £41
18 6 £36
13 9 £ 103

Send for Special List

0
O
0
0
O
6
0
8
6
6
6
6
10
6
9

AMPLIFIERS
Leak 70 Chassis
£63 0
Leak 70 Case
£69 10
Leak 30+ Chassis ..
£53 0
Leak 30+ Case ..
£59 10
Kenneth J. Elwin 849
£58 15
Armstrong 521 ..
£52 0
Rogers Ravensbourne
£64 0
Rogers Ravensbrook
£42 10
Quad 33 Control Unit
f43 0
Quad 303 Amplifier
£55 0
Teleton 203E
£27 15
J. E. Sugden A21 ..
£56 0
Ferrograph F307 ..
£56 0
Sansui AU70 ( Valve)
£76
1
Sansui AU222
£62 17
Sansui AU555
£80 9
Sansui AU777
£115 15
Goodmans Maxamp
£54 0
Lux SQ1220
£124 10
Lux SQ77T
£67 7
Lux SQ505
£97 10
Rotel 100 AMP. ..
£45 10
Rotel RA840
£75 0
Tripletone 8+8 Mk. 2 £35 17
Tripletone HiFi Major £l9 18
Tripletone Gemini
Series 3 ..
£19 10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
7
7
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
6
6

£52
£57
£43
£50
£51
£44
£51
£36
£37
£48
£23
£49
£49
£66
£55
£68
£ 102
£43
£ 105
£57
£80
£40
£65
£31
£ 17

0

£ 17

0
15
14
0
10
10
5
10
12
2
12
0
0
12
5
10
0
10
16
3
12
0
12
7
8

£98
£87
£168
£95
£119
£129
£129
£127
£162
£207
£64
£51
£118
£42
£77
£112
£117

18
16
0
0
0
0
1
4
3
16
11
0
15
8
14
7
6

Cave's
Price

4
9
0
0
0
0
10
3
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
4
8

£85
£76
£ 148
£85
£ 107
£ 116
£116
£ 114
£ 145
£186
£59
£37
£104
£35
£65
£101
£ 107

17
10
0
0
2
5
5
10
15
13
14
19
7
10
10
15
0

6
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
6
0
6
0
6
0
0
0
0

4 6
2 5
0 0
9 0
4 6
5 6

£54
£48
£46
£43
£34
f68
£29

10
10
0
12
0
0
10

0
0
0
6
0
0
0

TUNERS
Leak Stereofetic Case £64
Leak Stereofetic Chassis £ 56
Quad FM .. .. £ 51
Armstrong 523 .. £ 52
Armstrong 524 .. £40
Goodmans Stereomax £ 82
Armstrong 424 ..

3

£49 0 0
£57 15 0
£18 10 0
£47 5
£53 11
f80 6
£28 10
£21 15

Armstrong 526
Armstrong 525
Lux SQ HQ555
Rotel FAX 330
Rotel FAX 550
Rotel FAX 660
Sansui 350 ..
Sansui 400 ..
Sansui 2000 ..
Sansui 5000 ..
Wien 2312 ..
Teleton F2000
Teleton 7AT-FET
General R4200
Goodmans 3000
Pioneer SX440
Pioneer LX440

Rec. Retail
Price

0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
0
6
9
9

1 3

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Deccasound 603 ..
£69 10
Deccasound 604 ..
£69 10
Deccasound 1203 ..
£95 0
Deccasound 1204 ..
£95 0
Marconiphone Unit
Four .
£74 10
Cave's Mark II ..
Teleton CMS 400 ..
£118 10
Rigonda " Marksman"
£71 10
Radon 404 Blonde Oak
£57 4
Radon 404 Teak ..
£57 4
Wyndsor 1500S ..
Philips 822 ..
£61 19
Philips GF417
£85 9

0
0
0
0

£62 15
£62 0
£85 10
£84 17

0

£65 10
£73 0
0 £104 0
0 £65 0
0 £49 0
0 £51 10
£47 10
0 £ 56 0
6 £76 17

Televisions ( Monochrome and Colour) are for
special quotation and can be purchased to your
advantage.

Other goods stocked

include Portable Tele-

visions, Radios, Record Players, Radiograms,
Loudspeaker Units and Cases, plugs, replacement Styli.

Prices quoted above are our selling prices at
the time of going to press and are subject to
alteration.

E. & 0.E.

Our stock of new equipment is extensh eand carries full manufacturer's guarantee. The above list is only representative of the equipment stocked by us. Equipment can be installed in any
part of London. Customers rarely being kept waiting.

YOU CAN BUY BETTER AT CAVES

AMAZING OFFERS . .

•

Before recording
or after 10 hours
playback
use the new...

Rotel, Teleton, Lux, Pioneer,
Sansui, and other Japanese makes.
Send for our Special List.
ROTEL
AM /FM Tuner
Amplifiers will
et WI
receive Stereo
Broadcasts with remarkable clarity.
TELETON CRIO T
Stereo Tuner Amplifier, includes Stereo radio
£34/ I
0/REGONDA " Marksman"
Hi Fi Audio plan, includes Stereo radio,

£59 10'-

FERROGRAPH Tape Recorders
Suggested
Retail Price

Cash Price

702

£ 194/15/8

£1 63/5/-

722

£ 204/16/9

£172/10/-

704

£ 194/15/8

£164/-/-

724

£204/16/9

£172/5/-

recommended
Tandberg and other hooding tepe
recorder manufacturers end
Technical experts of
Audio Journals
SAVE REPAIR COSTS irs EASY TO CLEAN REEL & CASSETTE RECORDERS

TANDBERG
Send for special list

tape head
AN11$7 ,
t
, .
Cleaner

We welcome enquiries and can give demonstrations
of most of the World's finest equipment as if it
were in your own home. You can compare the
sound from over 30 different types of speakers,
from a large range of amplifiers, tuner- amplifiers,
tuners and turntables using different cartridges.
Our stock of new equipment is extensive and we
have afine range of tape recorders.

When endorsed by
Ferrograph, Revox and Tandberg it's got to be
good. They - and technical experts of Audio
Journals - don't commit themselves casually.

Equipment can be installed in any part of London.

RECORDS

Do as they do— rely on Bib Compact Tape Head Cleaning Kit to maintain
tape heads and other parts of the tape recorder in clean condition. Make
it a habit prior to recording or after 10 hours play-back; make sure of
best quality recording. Suitable for reel-to-reel or cassette models, Bib
Compact Tape Head Cleaning Kit comprises 1bottle of Bib Tape Head
Cleaner — 2 Blue Tape Head Applicator Tools — 2 White Tape Head
Polisher Tools- 10 Applicator and Polisher Sticks- 1absorbent cleaning
cloth; all in aplastic wallet. ONLY 9/9 including P.T.
Larger Size EKit: 16/10 including P.T.

10% off LP's.
Send for full lists.

F. CAVE
5 BRIDGE STREET, RICHMOND, SURREY
Phone: 01-948 1441

4

Prices recommended retail. Obtainable from all good audio stockists.

•
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Bib Division Multicore Solders Limited, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

Most " finger-touch"
controls need
agood strong hand.

But for TEAC, one finger does fine!
Try this test. Switch instantly
from fast forward to fast
reverse without going through " stop."
Impossible on most machines!
Because speed changing on other recorders
is an awkward mechanical manipulation.
So speeds just can't be very accurate.
RECORD

FAST

1

111/

-

1

1111/

CI

1

TEAC tape recorders
are significantly different.
Change instantly from fast forward
to fast reverse.
Or from play to reverse play.
A light, elegant finger touch activates
our electronic solenoid controls, •
An operating pleasure
that people who demand the best get.
With TEAC! Of course,
there are other vital features.
By the score. Our A-40 10S
(a superior 4-track unit),
A -6010 (the finest stereo
7" reel 4-track unit),
and A-7030 (a 15 ips. 10 1
:2" reel
2- track custom unit)
are quality decks with refinements
and impressive specifications.
All have three motors, four heads,
and automatic features. All offer
wow & flutter that tests out under 0.1%!
All have extended frequency response
that is virtually flat to 20 kHz!
Test out a TEAC soon.
And you'll soon figure out
a way to take it home with you.
TEAC—when you play for keeps!

A-6010
Our finest 4- track stereo tape deck.
Everything about it is professional.

TEAC DISTRIBUTORS:

TEAC
TEAC EUROPE N.V.

Amsterdam W2, Kabelweg 53-55, Postbus 8180,
Netherlands Phone (020) 16 49 44

U.K. B. H. Morris & Co., ( Radio) Ltd., 84/8E, Nelson St., London, E. 1 West Germany TEAC European Service Center,
Dotzheirn Wiesbadenerstrasse 70A, 6200 Wiesbaden
HANIMEX ( DEUTSCHLAND) GMBH, 3000 Hannover. Haltenhoffstr. 50
Belgium INELCO S.A.,
20-24, Rue de l'Hospital, Brussel 1 France Fabrications Electroacoustiques Frei 7, Rue Sainte-lsaure, Paris 18
Netherlands INELCO N.V., Arent
Janszoom Ernststraat 801, Amsterdam Z. II Italy Audel sas. 20124 Milano V. le Tunisia 45 Cyprus Electroacoustic Supply Co., Ltd., P.O. Box 625,
Limassol Denmark Quali-Fi, Christiansholms Parkvej 26, Klampenborg Greece Elina Ltd., 59 & 59A Tritis Septemvriou Street, Athens 103 Ireland
International Trading Group Ltd., 5 Cope St., Dame Sr., Dublin 2 Portugal Jorge Goncalvçs, Avenida 5 de Outubro, 53, 1., Lisboa- 1 Sweden Audio.
Nike AB, Sunnanvag 14E, Lund 7 Japan TEAC Corporation 2-8-8, Tsunohazu, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
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Goldringlenco GL69
TranscriptionUnit
Goldring's answer to the problems of enthusiasts
who want much more than basics, but don't
require extreme sophistication of design.

\

Its speed can be continuously varied
from 30 r.p.m. to 86 r.p.m. The new lightweight
pick-up arm L.69 has a removable plug-in
shell which can accommodate all standard
fixing cartridges for both mono and stereo
reproduction. Both the height of the arm and
the position of the stylus in the headshell can
be adjusted to give optimum tracing.
The stylus pressure is adjustable by sliding
counterweight, and the pick-up can be
lowered on to the record by means of a
viscously damped pick-up lowering device.
The mains On/Off switch isfully suppressed,
and the idler wheel is automatically
disengaged from both turntable and drive as

®

the unit is switched off.
The GL. 69 is available in chassis form, or
as the GL.69/P mounted on a very attractive
teak base for which a hinged clear plastic
dust cover is available as an optional extra.
GL.69 £25.1.6 tax paid. GL.69/P £33.11.9
tax paid. Lid 69 £4.4.3 tax paid.
To achieve optimum reproduction from
the GL. 69 we recommend one of the
Goldring 800 series Free Field stereo
magnetic cartridges—G800 or G800 H.

Send for details on the complete range of Goldring Hi Fi Equipment.

Goldring Manufacturing Co. ( Great Britain) Ltd.,
486/488 High Road, Leytonstone, London E.11. Tel: 01-539 8343
337

GRIS
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Fi where you see
▪ Buy your Hi▪ this sign - it's your guarantee
▪ of a good deal - and agood
deal more!
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The HFDA symbol, in a showroom or on printed matter,
signifies membership of the HIGH FIDELITY DEALERS
ASSOCIATION - formed by leading HiFi retailers to provide customers with arigid guarantee of value for money.
Every purchaser from an HFDA member will receive a
printed guarantee and undertaking on the part of the Dealer
which, subject to the conditions set out in it, will incorporate
the following benefits:1

A free replacement for any stock equipment found to be
faulty immediately after purchase.

9

A right for the buyer to receive afull credit for the price paid
by him against any other stock equipment if the buyer wishes
to change the unit originally supplied, within seven days of
delivery.

3
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H.F.D.A. MEMBERS

A minimum of six months service guarantee providing for
free labour in addition to the manufacturers component
guarantee. This will also be available to the purchaser if he
moves house and takes the equipment into the service area of
another member who is an agent for the make concerned.

Member dealers are also pledged to:-

A_

LONDON FRANCIS OF STREATHAM, 169/173 High Road,
S.VV.16.
HAMPSTEAD HIGH FIDELITY. 9IA Heath St., N.W.3.
THOMAS HEINITZ, 35 Moscow Road, W.2.
HENRY'S RADIO LTD., 309 Edgware Road, W.2.
HERMLYN HI- Fl. 230 High St., Eltharn, S.E.9.
HI- F1 CENTRE, 3 Station Parade, Sheen Lane, S.W.I4.
LARGS OF HOLBORN, 76/77 High Holborn, W.C.I.
LASKY'S RADIO LTD., 42/45 Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.
LASKY'S RADIO LTD., 118 Edgware Road, W.2.
MODERN ELECTRICS, 120 Shaftesbury Ave., W.I.
NEWBURY RADIO LTD.. 305 Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7.
NUSOUND, 24 Oxford Street, W.I.
THE RECORDER COMPANY, 188 West End Lane, N.W.6.
REW AUDIO VISUAL CO., 146 Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.
REW AUDIO VISUAL CO.. 266/8 Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.I7.
ROUNDABOUT RECORDS LTD., 8 Parson St., N.W.4.
SOUND INCORPORATED LTD., 114/126 Broadway, S.W.I9.
TELESONIC LTD., 92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.I.
UNITED TECHNICAL SUPPLIES, 29 Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.I.

-1-

a

Provide aconsultancy service which will be free to you at all
times once you have purchased your equipment through that
HFDA member.

There is no extra charge whatever for the valuable facilities
that are yours when you buy HiFi equipment - whatever its
make, whatever its price - from amember of the High Fidelity
Dealers Association.

MEMBERS ARE DEALERS WITH STANDARDS THEY
TAKE PRIDE IN- AND THEIR PRIDE IN THOSE STANDARDS IS YOUR GUARANTEE OF VALUE FOR MONEY.

3
3
3
im
3

3
3
ii

3

3
im

BEDS CARLOW RADIO LTD., 6 St. Loyes St., Bedford.
CANES UNIVERSITY AUDIO, 112 Peas Hill, Cambridge.

3

CHESHIRE AUDIO CENTRE FAIRBOTHAM, Lower
Hillgate. Stockport.
CHARLES WORTHS HI- F1, 112 Foregate St., Chester.
CHARLES WORTHS HI- F1, 28 Hightown, Crewe.
HI- F1 & TAPE RECORDER LOUNGE, Green Lane. Wilmslow.
PETERS HI-FI, 24 St. Michaels Sq. Precinct. Chester.

3

CUMBERLAND E. C. WILSON, 70 Main St., Keswick.
DEVON EXON AUDIO, 164 Sidwell St., Exeter.
DORSET SUTTONS HI-FI CENTRE, Hardye Arcade,
Dorchester.
ESSEX LE CONNOISSEUR SOUND, 160 Heath Pk. Rd.,
Rornford.
ESSEX HI-FI CENTRE. 210 London Rd., Hadleigh.
NEWBURY RADIO LTD., 120 North St., Romford.
SOUNDTRACK 149 Leigh Road, Leigh- on- Sea.
UNIQUE RADIO, 6 The Facade, High Rd., Goodmayes.
GLOS TAPE RECORDER & HI- F1 CENTRE, Stokes Croft,
Bristol.
HANTS (& IOW) DAWSONS RADIO. Seamoor Rd.,
Westbourne, Bournemouth.
EXPRESS RADIO, 105/107 Fawcett Rd., Southsea.
HAMILTON ELECTRONICS, 35 London Rd., Southampton.
KEN ROSE AUDIO LTD., 283 Fleet Rd., Fleet.
RUSSELL'S. 40 Upper St. James St., Newmart, IOW.
SUTTONS HI- F1 CENTRE, 421 Shirley Rd., Southampton.
WIRELESS SUPPLIES, Old Christchurch Rd., Bournemouth.
HERTS RADIOLUX, 36 Woodlands Parade, High St..
Watford.
HUNTS J. V. ROBINSON LTD., 91 High St., Huntingdon.
KENT BENNETT & BROWN, 2 Milton Rd., Gravesend,
CANTERBURY HI-FI, 26 St. Dunstans St., Canterbury.
SOUND STUDIO LTD., 33/35 Camden Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
WESTMINSTER HIGH FIDELITY, 12 High St., Bromley.
LANCS AVGARDE GALLERY LTD.. Bratennose St.Manch
BEAVER RADIO LTD., 20/22 Whitechapel, Liverpool I.
GODLEY SPEARS LTD., 2/10 Shudehill, Manchester 4.
HARKER & HOWARTH ( MUSIC) LTD.. Goodwin St., Bolton.
HAROLD STOTT LTD.. 18 Westfield St.. St. Helens.
HOLDINGS LTD., 39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn.
KIRK ( STEREOLECTRICS) LTD.. 203 St. Georges Rd., Bolton.
LANCS HI- F1 LTD., 248 Wilmslow Rd., Manchester 14.
NORMAN WHITELEY, 4 Deansgate, Blackpool.
H. PLUMB & SON. Dicconson St.. Wigan.
J. SMITH & SON, STEREO CENTRE, 184 The Rock, Bury.
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE. 266 Waterloo Rd., Blackpool.
WAYFARERS RADIO, 18 Burton Arcade, Lord St., Southport.
MIDDX DAYTRONICS LTD., II9A High Sc., Teddington.
MUS1CRAFT HI-F1 CENTRE, 63 High St., Hounslow.
THE RECORDERIE, 10 Buckingham Parade, Stanrnore.
THE RECORDERIE, 3 Rowland Pl., Green Lane, Northwood.
N'HANTS AUDIOCRAFT, Abington Sq., Northampton.

Maintain facilities for the demonstration and comparison of
all HiFi equipment stocked, and fully qualified staff who
will offer sound and honest advice.

3

NORTHUMBERLAND J. G. WINDOWS.
ICentral Arcade, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
NOTTS SYD BOOTH, 11 Queen St., Mansfield.
NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE, 156 Alfreton Rd., Nottingham.
PETER ANSON ELECTRONICS, 165 Arkwright St., Nottrn.
OXFORD HORNS. Six South Parade, Oxford.
STAFFS HI- F1 CENTRE, Pall Mall, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
MILLWARDS HOUSE OF HI- F1, Salop St., Wolverhampton
SURREY MERROW SOUND LIMITED, 229 Epsom Road,
Guildford.
SURBITON PARK RADIO. 48 Surbiton Rd., Kingston.
SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT, Royal Oak Centre, Purley.
SUSSEX C. P. ABRAHAM LIMITED, Queens Rd., Hastings.
JOHN KING, 71 East St., Brighton.
WARWICKS NORMAN H. FIELD, Hurst St., Birmingham S.
WILTSHIRE SUTTONS HI- F1 CENTRE, Blue Boar Row,
Salisbury.
WORCS JOHNSONS SOUND SERVICE, 43 Friar St.,
Worcester.
YORKS CAMERA 65 LTD., 15 Station Bridge. Harrogate.
FIELDS RADIO LTD.. 52 Hall Gate, Doncaster.
GEOFFREY BARNARD, GB STUDIO. 3 Pitt St.. Barnsley.
McKENNA & BROWN, 122 Linthorpe Rd., Middlesborough.
PRATTS, 33 North Parade, Bradford I.
J. S. RAMSBOTTOM & CO. LTD.. Coney Lane, Keighley
SWIRES, Imperial Arcade, Huddersfield.
SCOTLAND LARG & SONS ( DUNDEE) LTD.,
Whitehall St., Dundee

2.
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McCORMACK'S LTD., 33 Bath St., Glasgow C.2.
II
H.F.D.A., 19-21 Conway Street, Fitzroy Square,
3
WALES HOLT HIGH FIDELITY, 8 Portland St., Swansea.
II
London, WIP 6DY.
II
TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE, Oxford Arcade, Cardiff.
MI
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You're on the right trackwith GoIdling 800
magnetic cartridges
Go1(Iring 800 magnetic cartridges track unerringly.
Because that's the way we make them. They're designed to
translate even the most delicate information stored in the groove
back into an identical electrical signal. We call it the sound
of true transduction.
Hear it for yourself. You'll know you're on the right track.
Goldring 800/H... the 800/H is designed
for inexpensive changers to track
between 21-34 grams and has
ahigh output of at least
8mV. £10.13.6 tax paid.
Goldring 800
... the 800 is designed
for standard arms and
changers where the
requirements of high
fidelity and robustness
usually conflict. £ 13.0.0 tax paid.

Goldring 800 E ... is designed for transcription arms and amicro-elliptical
diamond is fitted to a finer cantilever, end damped against natural
tube resonance £18.17.1 tax paid.
Goldring 800 Super E ... the 800
Super E is for those to whom
perfection is barely good enough.
Extraordinarily low mechanical impedance for superb tracking capabilities.
Each cartridge is supplied with its individual
curve and calibration certificate. £ 26.0.0 tax paid.

e

®

Send For details and complete range of Goldring Hi- Vi equipment
Goldring Manufacturing Co. (Great Britain) Ltd.
486-488 High Road, Leytonstone, London, E.11. Tel: 01-539 8343.
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Epping than fore;
o

A

S anyone here knows.
If you haven't been to Epping lately ( or
ever) come and see what a pleasant but busily
developing country town it is.

new to hi-fi along the right lines as they do discussing response curves and output impedance
with the more experienced devotee.

All the leading names can be found here from
Altai to Wharfedale, and some you certainly
won't find elsewhere.

Demonstrations in your own home are readily
available, and the chance is welcomed, as they
know that the place where the music will be
heard is the best location for testing acoustical
balances and equipment— and it gives you a
chance to see if teak, rosewood or walnut blends
best with your living room.
If you can't call in, write or phone and let them
know your requirements. The same expert,
immediate and personal service is given to these
enquiries as to the on- the- spot customer, and
the full 12- months guarantee ( NO repair bills)
applies.

The helpful and courteous staff are . fullytrained, enthuslas-tic experts—but don't necessarily expect you to be. They take as much pride
and pleasure in guiding someone completely

But if you can, visit Epping. This hi-fi treasure
trove is called Chew Si Osborne Ltd, and if, when
you leave it, you have some loose change left,
there are some nice pubs in Epping too.

Halt- way along the High Street, at number 148,
anew, enlarged demonstration showroom, tull of
hi- fl and tape-recording equipment, awaits your
inspection.
The wide range of tuners, speakers, amplifiers,
turntables etc., plus an extensive selection of
mono/stereo records and tepes means no
waiting.

CHE

W

AND

OSBORNE

LTD.

tti

Sanyo 0060 AM- FM
tuner amplifier

T48
1
eI
eH p
i gohnSet•
re
4e
24
t2Epping' Essex.

Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m. till 6.Ekez.fecept vVfainafilay...elpled all day) and Friday ( late shopping) 9a.m. till 8p.m.
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Thorens TD150A13
turntable
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The Compact
Cresta 15
can take it.
And still
more.
The Cresta 15is afraid of nothing — and
that includes Wagner! You'd think a
speaker system only 13" x9" x7"
couldn't do justice to the big, bold
brasses, as well as the timid triangle. A
lot of people thought so, until they
heard the Cresta 15in action. Result ? A
lot of people now own one — or two.
Inside that compact exterior, there are
two terrific speakers which handle the
entire gamut of musical frequencies.
How did we make them work so well in
asmall, attractive enclosure ? It wasn't
easy! If you're short of space ( or, for
that matter, money) and still want the
finest of speakers, give the Cresta 15
afair hearing. ( About 2+ minutes.) It's
another example of sound thinking
by KEF.

SPECIFICATION
Size:
Weight:
Impedance:

13"x9"x7"
33 cm. x23cm. x18 cm.
14-fib.
6.6 kg
4 — 8ohms.

PRICE £22.3.7
Fitted with LF unit type
B110 and HF unit type T27
with 4kHz dividing

Max. Input:
15 watts r.m.s. 30 watts music
System resonance: 59 Hz.
Input connections: Terminals

network.

Internal volume:
Frequency range:

8.6 litres

walnut or teak veneer and

50 — 30,000 Hz.

woven brown grille.

Cabinet finished in selected

340

Write for further details to

CM>

see us at

SONEX711
Skyway Hotel

Bath Rd, Hayes, Middx.
April 24th- 26th 1970
Fri Er Sat: 11am — 9pm
Sun: Ilam — 6pm

KEF ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Tovil • Maidstone • Kent
Phone: Maidstone 57258

Introducing the Pioneer
Stereo Stalwarts!
Here's that backbone of the famous Pioneer family
of fine stereo sound components— designed and engineered with meticulous attention to detail • that has
made Pioneer arespected name worldwide.
Take for instance the beautifully styled SX-440 receiver. Its lustrous black front panel gives you subdued
illumination for fool- proof dialing, and a smart attractiveness you'll love at first sight. Here is stereo
perfection with 44 watts output ( IHF), awide sensitive
frequency response of 20Hz to 50kHz, ( plus every input
SA-500 AM/FM Multiplex
Stereo Amplifier
Music Power Output:
44 watts at 4ohms ( IHF)
Frequency Response:
20 to 50,000Hz+ IdEl
S/N Ratio: Phono 75dB

TX-500 AM/FM Multiplex
Stereo Tuner
S/N Ratio: 50dB ( IHF)
Sensitivity: 2.51 ,V ( IHF)
Frequency Range:
87 to 108MHz

and output you'll ever need to fill your stereo system
demands.) Whatever your price range. Pioneer makes
asuperlative component to give you the ultimate in

1

11

sound-sational stereophonic listening!

E)

E.) €) 0 0
•

•

•

‘
1
0

ago

SX-770 AM/FM Multiplex
Stereo Receiver
Music Power Output:
70 watts at 4ohms ( IHF)
Frequency Response:
20 tci UXX)Hz + 3dB
(Overall)
FM Frequency Range:
87.5 to 108MHz

SX -990 AM/FM Multiplex Stereo
Receiver
Music Power Output: 100 watts at
8ohms ( IHF)
Frequency Response: 10 to 100,000Hz
±3c1B ( Overall)
FM Frequency Range: 87.5 to 108MHz

SX-440 AM/FM Multiplex Stereo
Receiver
Music Power Output: 40 watts at
4ohms ( IHF)
Frequency Response: 20 to 70,000Hz
±_•3dB ( Overall)
FM Frequency Range: 87 to 108MHz
Service and maintenance are available in U.S.A. and Europe
PIONEER ELECTRONIC ( EUROPE) AG.,
59 Forch Strasse, 8032 Zurich, Switzerland
AUTHORISED AGENTS IN ENGLAND: Shriro ( UK) Ltd.

Lynwood House, 24-32 Kilburn High Road,
London, N.W.6 Tel : 01-624 9102/3

For information and brochure, please return the coupon below.

PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
15-5, 4-chome, Ohmori-nishi, Ohta-ku, Tokyo, Japan

TOMORROW'S SOUND - TODAY

1P1ONEER
PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
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Please send me a leaflet on the SA-900 TX-900
Name
Address

HN-3-PS

available for alimited time only.
75 ohm.
79/6

+ P/2
P
/6

SAVE Vo) 40%

Normal List Price
I
25/—

Brand new, top quality recording tape with leaders, trailers, stop foil, in factory sealed
rigid Polythene container.
KJ Price
List Price

LP 35
DP 26
SAVE

reel LP

25/6

16/6

1200' on 5f" reel LP

32/6

20/6

1800' on 7"

reel LP

47/6

29/6

1200' on 5"

reel DP

39/6

24/6

1800' on 5f" reel DP

52/6

32/6

2400' on 7"

75/—

45/—

900' on 5"

reel DP

white boxes extra per reel 5" 1/3, 5k" 114, 7" 116
Post and Packing 2/6. Orders over £5post free.

CASSETTE
RECORDER by
PHILIPS
List Price E28.7.0

BASF— ONE OF THE PREMIER
TAPES SUPPLIED BY

Model
EL3302
Price P & P 7/6

Battery operated with up to 120 min. recording from microphone, radio etc.
Supplied with carry case, cassette. mic. and recording lead.
Fully
guaranteed
and Brand New

SAVE
£15
Philips GH 927 FM Stereo Tuner

PRICE £29.19.6
List Price £44.19.6
1970 CATALOGUE
180 ILLUSTRATED PAGES
FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS

SEND

TODAY

VHF

SAVE £23
Philips GH 944
AM- FM Stereo tuner
with AFC, MPX Decoder,
moving coil meter and
silent FM tuning.
Receives
long, medium and short waves
as well as stereo VHF.
Cabinet finished in teak.
Dimensions 15" x81" x 51".

Stereo reception
with AFC and MPX
Decoder. Cabinet
finished in teak.

K. ENTERPRISES

Telephone:
WATFORD
(Dept. HF3) ( Head Office & Mad Order Div.)
22338 or
33 Bridle Path, Watford, Herts, WD2 4AA 25634
SHOWROOMS—( For Callers only)
17 The Bridge, Wealdstone, Middx.
(Opposite Harrow&WealdstoneStn.)
Hours: 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Lunch: I
2.30-1.45 p.m.

Dimensions
14"x6rx 3r.

B and
New

Fully Guaranteed

THORre5

THORENS TD150 SERIES II
An advanced version featuring integrated
pickup arm with inbuilt lowering device
and anti- skating device.
Model TD150AB MKII
£47.8.7 Tax Paid.

Thorens TD124/II
Transcription Turntable
£46.15.10. Tax Paid.

Thorens TD125
Electronic Turntable
£75.17.8 Tax Paid.

Prove the
superiority
of THORQ4,5
for yourself
Thorens Products are stocked and demonstrated by all
leading Hi-Fi dealers or write for full details

0 metrosound

Metrosound ( Sales) Limited, Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex. Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933

ALL BRITISH SILICON DESIGNS
ON DEMONSTRATION NOW
BROCHURE FREE ON REQUEST

*

HENELEC IC STEREO

Three dual- channel integrated circuits are used in this new design from
Henry's Radio Ltd., which has the unusual facility of doubling as a high
quality headphone amplifier. Push button inputs are provided for
magnetic, crystal and ceramic pickups and microphones, radio tuners,
equalised tape signals, etc. Wide range tone controls and switched high
and low pass filters are incorporated, and the unit has•its own power
supply. The silver and gold front panel, and slimline teak cabinet, give an
impressive appearance to this fine amplifier.

Price £ 25 - *

HENELEC ' 25-25' STEREO POWER
AMPLIFIER

Comprising two 25 watt RMS amplifiers with power supply, the '25-25'
has been styled to match the ' IC Stereo', with gold front and rear panels,
and teak cabinet. This new design features complementary transistors in
the symmetrical output stages, directly coupled to loudspeakers of 8ohms
impedance or higher. Each channel will deliver 25 watts RMS into an
8ohm load over afrequency range of 15 Hz-25 KHz 3dB.

Price [231-/-

SAVE!
IP 10

E19129

DWI/Model 70 / DM3

an recommended
prices

Three outstanding loudspeakers, each one
just about unbeatable in its class.
Loudspeakers that set new standards
in sound reproduction.

But lonely. Because up there, in the
B & W class, competition's abit thin on
the ground... but then, that's just one
of the burdens the great have to bear.
Iwant to find out more about the
DM1

lModel7o

Using the new stereo eqmproent described
above. Performance of the systems is comparable with other equipment costing up to
£50 more.

ICI. Henelec IC stereo control unit
and 25-25 amplifier, Garrard SP25
Mk II, AT66 cartridge, BNI De Luxe
Plinth/Cover, Wharfedale Dentons,
Cables/Leads. ( Usual Price £ 115.)
Price £S
15, p.p. 30/ICIA. As ICI, but with Wharfedale
Super Linton Loudspeaker systems.
(Usual Price £ 123.) Price £ I03, p.p.
30/IC2. As ICI, but with Garrard SL65B
Autochanger. ( Usual Price
I18.)
Price 09/10 -, P•P• 30 /
ICIA. As IC2, but with Super Linton
Speakers. ( Usual Price [ 126.) Price
EI07/10/-, p.p. 30/-

Praised applauded, talked about
wherever they're heard.

fl

HENELEC IC STEREO
HI-FI SYSTEMS

IC3. Uses G
d AP75, Aril Cartridge, BN4 De Luxe Plinth/Cover,
Wharfedale
Melton or Celestion
Ditton 15 Speakers. ( Usual Price
£149.) Price £ I25. p.p. 40/1C4. With Goldring GL69P, otherwise as IC3. ( Usual Price [ 155.)
Price £ 132, p.p. 40/1C4A. As IC4, but with GL75P and
G800 cartridge. ( Usual Price £ 167.)
Price £ I45, p.p. 40/105. With Goldring GL75P, G800E
cartridge, Dovedale Ill's or Magnum
K Speaker system. ( Usual Price I96.)
Price £I67, p.p. SW-

SELECTED FOR QUALITY AND VALUE—

111 DM3

please send me full details.

ASK FOR A

Name

DEMONSTRATION

Address
HFN35

B SINN

BROCHURE FREE

electronics

ON REQUEST

Littlehampton Rd . Worthing • Sussex
Tel. Worthing 66830 •

Grams. Monex Worthing
344

ENGLANDS
LEADING
HIGH—FIDELITY
CENTRE

HENRY'S RADIO
ALL

TYPES

Fully

CATALOGUES

Illustreed

A

OF ELECTRONH
COMPONENTS
TEST
EQUIPMENT
KITS
BUILT UNITS

HIGH

COMPREHENSIVE •

CLEAR •

CONCISE •

CATALOGUES

purchases.
ORDER

AS CATALOGUE

A

PRICE 7/6,

p p 2/

WHY NOT
SEND
AWAY
TODAY

B

New audio and high fidelity catalogue. 120 pages containing
ideas and equipment for every application Spec PI low PlIcel for
all leading makes. Plus 12/6 extra discount voucher.
ORDER AS CATALOGUE B.

PRICE 7/6

1 /•
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*AMPLIFIERS * MIKES
0
•

-09

A9

*TUNERS * HEADPHONES

-

c

DI

*CABINETS * CARTRIDGES

.

0 £39 10 0
p.p. 20/-

£73 10

0 [59 0 0
P.P. 70 /
-

£30

0 0 £65 0 0
P.P. XV -

£100

0 0 [85 0 0
P.P. 40 /
-

C102

Nikko TRM 40B amplifier, G
d AP75, AT2 I
Audio Tech, cartridge, de luxe Plinth Cover, pair
KNI04/3 speaker systems, or add LIO to System
Price for Super Lintons.
As 831, but with Garrard SL75 and Audio Tech.
AT33 cartridge.
As 831, but with G
d SP25 Mk II and AT66
cartridge.
As B51, but with Garrard AT60 Mk 11 Autochanger
and magnetic cartridge.

£120

0 0 £105 0 0
P.P. 40 /
-

0 0 £118 0 0
P.P. 40 /
0 £96 0 0
P.P. 40 /
£110 10 0 £96 0 0
P.P. 40 /
£137

£110 10

Armstrong 521, Garrard SL75 or 5L7213, Audio
Tech. AT33, De Luxe Plinth/Cover, Wharfedale
Melton or Celestion Ditton 15 or Goodmans
Mezzo speaker systems.
As Al but with Garrard AP75 and AT2I cartridge.

£168

As A2 but with Garrard 51.25 Mk 11

£144 16

As Al but with Goldring GL75 and 0800 cartridge.

£174

0

Armstrong 525 FM Tuner Amplifier rest as A2
(stereo Multiplex Decoder optional L9/10/-).
As A6A but with Goldring GL75P and G800 cartridge.
Nikko TRM 50B, Goldring GL75P and 0800E cartridge. 8 & W DM1 Bookshelf speaker systems or
Wharfedale Meltons or Celestion Ditton 15
speakers.

£190

0

£210

0

£190

0

£153

0 0 £145 0 0
P.P. 40/14

0 [132
P.P.
O £122
P.P.
0 £154
P.P.
0 £165
P•P•
0 £190
P.P.
0 [170
P.P.

0 0
40 /
-

0 0

40 /
-

0 0

40 /
-

0 0

40 /-

0 0

40/-

0 0

40 /
-

NOTE FOR ' A' SYSTEMS ONLY, ALTERNATIVE TO 521, NIKKO TRM 4013, SINCLAIR NEOTERIC 60, or add £ 12 FOR LEAK STEREO 70.

*SPEAKER SYSTEMS
0000

£49 10

NOTE: B31, B41, B51, B5IA with Nikko TRM 30B in place of TRM 40B, deduct £8, or
with Nikko TRM 50B add £ 12 to Henry's Special Price.

.P1, 00000_00

u
ex,_

HENRY'S
PRICE

USUAL
PRICE

Wharfedale Dentons or £ 16 for Super Lintons.

A6A

•

Henelec 5 - 5watt amplifier, Garrard 2025TC with
9TAHC Diam., Plinth Cover. Two 10 watt 13rx
8+" EMI with twin tweeters. Polished cabinets
18" X II" x7.
Teleton 203E amplifier, Garrard 3000 or 20251C
with 9TAHC Diam. Deluxe plinth cover, pair
KN824/3 polished speakers Irx 10" x7".
Teleton 203E. Garrard SP25 Mk II with magnetic
cartridge. Deluxe Plinth/Cover. Speakers as for
C4.
Teleton F2000 or F4200 Tuner AM/FM/Stereo FM/
Amplifier. Garrard SP25 Mk 11 with 9TAHC Diary.
and Plinth/Cover. Pair KN824/3 speakers 17"X
10" x 7'.
As 1311, but with Garrard AT60 Mk II Autochanger.

...00000000

..t I<

i È
<.'1

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

£94

....... lino
'd'ilret421:1Z

Based upon known equipment.
Complete with cables as required.
On demonstration now.
Credit terms available, not C3,4,5.
All fully detailed in the new Hi -Fi
Catalogue, 120 pages, price 5/,
p.p. II-. With aaaaa 12/6 discount voucher

5 0 £88 0 0
P.P. 40 /
0
0 £79 0 0
As BI, but with Garrard 2025TC or 3000LM.
BlIB
P.P. 40/NOTE: C4, CS, BI 1, B1 IA and 8118 can be supplied with larger speakers KNI04/3
21" XIIrx 9r add L10 to Total Price. Alternatively add L10 to System Price for
BIIA

Add £ 5for SL95B.

2025TC 9TAHC Dia.
£8
9
3000LM 9TAHC Dia.
12
3500 9TAHC Dia.
17
A70 Mk 11 Deram
28
401 less arm/cart.
23
099 less arm/cart.
39
TD 150A Mk II ..
43
TDI50A8 Mk II
64
TDI25
43
TD124/II
62
Leak Complete
35
Goodmans 3025
23
GL69 less cart.
33
GL75 less cart.
29
SL728
32
SL758 less cart.
SL95B less cart.
40
PLINTHS/COVERS
For 2025, 3000, AT60, SP25, SL65: Ty e I,
£5/5/-, p.p. 5/-. BNI De luxe, E8/10/-,
p.p. 6/6.
For AP75, 5172, 75, 95: Type 4, £6,.p.p.
5/-. BN4 De luxe, £8/10/-, p.p. 6/6.
Type BI, For ary Garrard Deck ( state
which) or uncut board 114" x 16r x 8",
£11/10/-, p.p. 8/6.
Also room for
Amplifiers, etc.

o o o o

SYSTEMS

Over 300 pages fully detailed and illustrated with more than 6.000 stock items. Every
thing for amateur and professional use. Complete with 5 vouchers 10/ value, for use with

GARRARD, GOLDRING,

_l°

STEREO

FIDELITY
GENERAL
AUDIO
EQUIPMENT
CATALOGUE

A

VAST RANGE
ALWAYS IN STOCK
PLUS ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

SELECTED

Goldring GL75P or Thorens TD150AB and TX II, £250 approx
pair Kef Concord speakers, Audio Tech. AT2I X or
Shure M55E, Quad 33 and 303 Amplifier. Alternatively with Nikko STA301 Stereo Tuner Amplifier.

£218 0 0
P.P. 60/-

*TAPE UNITS
STEREOPHONES SE30 C6/15/- or 5E28 L9/19/6 or K0727 [ 16/10/-

HENRYS SPECIALISE IN ALL THESE
THINGS— A CATALOGUE IS A MUST!
kIso
PUBLIC
AND

ADDRESS- DISCOTHEQUE

EVERYTHING

ELSE

FOR

HI-FI

EQUIPMENT
ENTHUSIASTS

HENRY'S RADIO LID

309 EDGWARE
01

-

ROAD

LONDON

723 6963 OPEN MON

-

THE HOME
OF HI—FI

W.2

FRI 9am to 6pm Open all day Saturday.

345

VALUE, PERFORMANCE AND GUARANTEE

Project 60

an exciting alternative

The buyer of an amplifier today has a remarkably wide variety to
choose from. It is unlikely that apurchaser would have real difficulty

efficiency are being used
In view of the very high performance of an amplifier system built with
Project 60 modules, the cost may seem surprisingly low. There are

in finding a unit that met all his requirements, although the price
might not be as low as could be wished. The only snags are that one's

two reasons for this: Firstly, we are the largest producers of this type
of module in Europe and we are able therefore to use highly efficient

needs can change and that the technically correct amplifier may be
physically inconvenient. If you are confident that there is an amplifier
available, of the right size and price, which will meet all your needs for
the forseeable future, then that Is your best buy. If not, however, we

production methods. Secondly, you are not paying for a cabinet
which you may not require anyway.
All you need to assemble your system is ascrewdriver and asoldering

can offer you another possibility which we believe to be an exciting
alternative approach. That alternative is Project 60.
Project 60 is a range of modules which connect together simply to
form a complete stereo amplifier with really excellent performance.

iron. No technical skill or knowledge whatsoever is required and, in
the unlikely event of you hitting aproblem, our customer service and
advice department will put the matter right promptly and willingly.
Project 60 modules have been carefully designed to fit easily into
virtually every type of plinth or cabinet to provide a complete unit

So good, in fact, that only 2 or 3amplifiers in the world can compare
with it in overall performance.

of great compactness. Only holes have to be drilled into the wood of

The modules are: 1. The Z-30 high gain power amplifier, which is an

the plinth and any slight slips here will be covered completely by the
aluminium front panel of the Stereo 60. The Project 60 manual gives
all the instructions you can possibly want clearly and concisely.

immensely flexible unit in its own right. 2. The Stereo 60 preamplifier
and control unit. 3. The PZ.5 and PZ.6 power supplies. A complete
system comprises two Z- 30's, one Stereo- 60 and a PZ -5 or PZ -6.
The power supplies differ in that the PZ -6 is stabilised whilst the

Perhaps the greatest beauty of the system is that it is not only flexible
now but will remain so in the future. We shall shortly be introducing

PZ -5 is not. This means that the former should be used where the

additional modules wnich will include acomprehensive filter unit, a

highest possible continuous sine wave rating is required. In anormal
domestic application there will not be a significant difference

stereo F.M. tuner and an even more powerful amplifier for very large
systems. These and all other modules we introduce will be compatible
with those shown here and may be added to your system at any time.

between using either power unit unless loudspeakers of very low

SINCLAIR

RADIONICS

LTC

22 NEWMARKET ROAD

CAMBRIDGE

Telephone: 0223 52731
;46

Z.30

TWENTY WATT R.M.S. (40 WATT PEAK) HIGH
FIDELITY POWER AMPLIFIER

The Z.30 is acomplete power amplifier of very advanced design employing 9
silicon epitaxial planar transistors. Total harmonic distortion is incredibly low
being only 0.02% at full output and all lower outputs. As far as we know, no
other high fidelity amplifier made can match this specification, no matter what
the price. Thus you can be utterly certain that your Project 60 system will do
full justice to your other equipment however good it may be. The Z.30 is unique
in that it will operate perfectly, without adjustment, from any power supply
from 8 to 35 volts. It also has sufficient gain to operate directly from acrystal
pickup. So in addition to its use in ahigh fidelity system you can use a Z.30 to
advantage in your car or abattery operated gramophone for your children, for
example. These, and many other applications of the Z.30 are covered in the
manual of circuits and instructions supplied with every Z.30 high fidelity

APPLICATIONS
Hi-fi amplifier: car iadio amplifier; record player amplifier fed directly from
pick-up; intercom; electronic music and instruments; P.A.; laboratory work,
etc. Full details for these and many other applications are given in the manual
supplied with the Z.30.

005

10 aell,

0.
003
••••••••

02Z
01Z

power amplifier.
10m.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power output- 15 watts R M.S. into 8 ohms using a35 volt supply: 20 watts R.M.S.
into 3 ohms using a 30 volt supply.
Output—Class AB.
30 to 300,000 Hz
ldB.
Frequency response:
0.02% total harmonic distortion at full output into 8 ohms
Distortion:
and at all lower output levels.
Signal-to-noise ratio:
better than 70dB unweighted.
Input sensitivity:
250mV into 100Kohms.
Damping factor:
> 500.
Loudspeaker impedances: 3 to 15 ohms.
Power requirements:
From 8 to 35 V. d.c.(The Z.30 will operate ideally from batteries if required.)
Size:
3 x2x4inches.

STEREO SIXTY

100m-

Power versus distortion curve
of Sinclair Z.30 amplifier.

Z.30
Built, tested and guaranteed, with
circuits and instructions manual

89/6

PREAMPLIFIER AND CONTROL UNIT

The Stereo 60 is a stereo preamplifier and control unit designed for the
Project 60 range but suitable for use with any high quality power amplifier.
Again silicon epitaxial planar transistors are used throughout and great
attention has been paid to achieving a really high signal-to-noise ratio and
excellent tracking between the two channels. Input selection is by means of
push buttons and accurate equalisation is provided for all the usual inputs. The
tone controls are also very carefully designed and tested.

Treble and bass cut
and boost curves of
Sinclair Stereo Sixty

SPECIFICATIONS
•Input sensitivities— Radio—up to 3mV
Magnetic
Pickup — 3mV: correct to
R.I.A.A. curve
1dB; 20 to 25,000 Hz.
Ceramic Pickup— up to 3mV : Auxiliary—
up to 3mV.
•Output- 1volt.
•Signal-to-noise ratio—better than 70dB.

•Channel matching—within 1dB.
•Tone Controls—TREBLE - 1510-15dB.
at 10 KHz: BASS -.- 15 to — 15dB at
100 Hz.
• Power consumption 5mA.
•Front panel—brushed aluminium with
black knobs and controls.
• Size 8 x 1. x4 Ins.

Ready for immediate
installation

£9. 19s. 6d.

SINCLAIR POWER SUPPLIES
PZ- 5

30 volts unstabilised sufficient to drive
two Z30's and aStereo 60 for the majority of domestic applications
Price:

PZ-6

35 volts stabilised—ideal for driving two
Z.30's and a Stereo 60 when very low
efficiency speakers are employed.
Price:

SINCLAIR

RADIONICS

£4.19s. 6d.

LIMITED

22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE
Telephone 0223 52731

£7.19s. 6d.

GUARANTEE
If at any time within 3 months of purchasing Project 60
modules from us, you are dissatisfied with them, we will
refund your money at once. Each module is guaranteed to
work perfectly and should any defect arise in normal use we
will sorvice it at once and without any cost to you whatsoever provided that it is returned to us within 2 years of the
purchase date. There will be a small charge for service
thereafter. No charge for postage by surface mail. Air- mail
charged at cost.

To: SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 NEWMARKET RD., CAMBRIDGE I

IPlease send

I

NAME

I

ADDRESS

I

I

II1M

11=

I

MillirMil Lor which Ienclose cash lchegue money order3

HFN

I
I
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SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES ON GARRARD UNITS
eGARRARD

UNITS
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

NOW AVAILABLE
E.M.I. HI-FI SPEAKER KITS
150 £2.7.6 P. & P. 3s. 6d.
450
E3.2.0 P. & P. 5s.
850
E3.19.6 P. & P. 5s.
350
E6.19.6 P. & P. 7s. 6d.

eTEAK

PLINTHS

Rerommended cabinets also available. Send large
s.a.e. for details and technical specifications.
9TA or 9TAHC
Ceramic Cartridge
(Fitted diamond styli)

Garrard SP25 Mk II motor ..
Garrard SP25 Mk II on base
as above

C13/19/6 P/P 12/6

Garrard SP25 Mk II with base
and cover ..

E16/4/6 P/P I7/-

CII/9/6 P/P 10/-

P & P 2/6
TYPE 9TAHC (
List Price 82/-)
Post free if sent with other goods.

Garrard SP25 Mk II with deluxe base and smoked grey
perspex cover ..

Garrard 20251C fittec with
•9TAHC
stereo head, c/w dia.

[16/91- P/P I7/-

styli, on deluxe teak base
smoked/tinted cover
£13/17/6 PjP17/Garrard AP75 player unit ..
E17/15/- P/P 10/All SP M Mk II motors can be supplied ready w red w.th 6ft.
inains caole and 61t. screened stereo cable, terminated with
S- pin
plug or 2phono plugs at 10/6 each.
e SHURE M3DM HEAD £6.15.0 P/P 2/6
e DECCA IDERAM 95/- P/P 2/6

•

Sensitivity: 55 mV/cm/sec rms minimum
at 45r at 1,000 Hz, measured on Decca
SXL2057.
Replacement Diamond Styli, 15/-.
Double Dia. Styli LP/Stereo 22/6 each.
TELETON Stereo headphones
69/6 p. & p. 4/6

PLINTH AND COVER
A superbly made plinth finished in teak, and natural- tinted
cover. Ready- cut for SP25, AT60, LM3000 etc. List Price £7.
FANTASTIC VALUE at 95/, Pfl:' 7/6.
Deluxe version also available with dark grey tinted perspex
cover, 4/6 extra.
S.a.e, for illustrated leaflets on above items and special budget
stereo system.. from 55 gnu.

e
TEAK PLINTH & COVER READY- CUT
Suitable for AP75, SL75, SL95, £6.17 6 P & P. I0/Teak plinth with hinged perspex lic suitable for TDI50, 124.
eNM 33 Stereo magnetic heads
Goldring GL68, GL70, GL75. List El 1/10/0. SPECIAL OFFER
69/6 p. & p. 2/6 E8/19/6. not available by post.
eAT66 £5/19/6 P/P 2/6. 8TA SONOTONE HEAD with DIAMOND 35/- PIP 2/6
eGOLDRING G800H STEREO MAGNETIC HEAD. List Price £ 10.13.6. Offered at £8 P/P 2/6
e GOLDRING G800 STEREO MAGNETIC HEAD. List Price £ 13.0.0. Offered at £ 8.19.6 P:1 2'6
eREPLACEMENT DIA STYLI FOR NM22 £ 2.116. Post Paid S.A.E. for Lists.
3

LEE ELECTRONICS 400 EDGWARE RD. W.2 Tel: 01-723 5521
Closed for stocktaking and . aster Holidays 24th

31st March inclusive. Mail order goods not affected and will be despatched as usual.

"The author here succeeds better than any others who have attempted the task."-EMG Monthly Letter
"Could well become a recognised standard on the subject."- Electrical & Radio Trading
"The two chapters dealing with choosing equipment and on installing a hi-fi system will alone save
the cost of the book for the new hi-fi owner."-BBC Record Review programme
"This book is recommended to all for its musical, technical and literary merits."-Practical Electronics
"An endlessly rewarding and fascinating book."-HiFi News
"By far the most successful book of its kind that Ihave read ... his treatment can only be described as
masterly."- Tape Recorder
'A book that should almost automatically find its way on to the shelves of all hi-fi enthusiasts."- World
of Sound - South Africa
'The most up-to-date and comprehensive treatment on domestic hi-fi yet in print."-Audio Record Review
'The author keeps to his theme while keeping his standards high ... some good advice on choosing
equipment and a really sizeable section on installation."-Hi- F1 Sound

praise from all roun

401- from booksellers or direct from the
Publishers (post 21-)
BLANDFORD PRESS
167 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

"Mr. Crabbe manages to include more useful detail for the beginner and the advanced hobbyist than
we have found in any other book. Highly recommended."- The Stereophile - U.S.A.
"An excellent book ... truly a handbook that will always prove a fruitful source of reference."-Do It
Yourself
"The reader has confidence in him; the author is not merely atheorist, he genuinely krows what he is
talking about."-Revue du Son - France
"A practical and helpful book."- The Times
"A well-written and comprehensive book ... can be confidently recommended to the music lover who seeks
a greater understanding of modern high fidelity equipment."- The Radio Constructor
"There is much common sense here, combined with scientific accuracy, that will help readers spend
their money wisely, and get value for it."- Times Educational Supplement
"I can advise you to read this volume for both instruction and entertainment of te highest quality."Records and Recording
"Every facet of record reproduction has gone into this excellently written and illustrated book."-Record
Retailer
"Chapters 7 and 8 are really valuable guides to choosing and installing hi-fi equipment and will repay
close study by anyone about to venture on these notoriously hazardous operations."- The Gramophone
"A valuable, thorough and welcomely readable handbook."- The Scotsman
"Gives copious advice on practically any aspect of the topic you can imagine . . . should be a very
useful guide to anyone on the threshold of heavy expenditure."- The Musical Times
"One of the big helps ... covers every aspect for beginners and experts."-Evening News
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SPECIAL

BUDGET

STEREO

ARENA

TANDBERG

F2I0

TUNER

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

PRICE £28. Postage and packing 101—

ARENA
T1500F
TUNER
AMPLIFIER
1
4 W.B., L.W., M.W., Short Wave + F.M. +
Stereo MPX Decoder. Output 2x8W, R.M.S.
response 20-30,000 c/s, input for magnetic pickup, input/output for tape recorder. Teak finish.
List Price with MPX Decoder. 76 gns.
Special Offer, £65. P/P 15/-.

eTeak or Walnut available.

0

••••••••

5W.B. L.M. 2 S. Waves. F.M. Electronic Beam Indicator. Input for Magnetic
and Crystal Pickup. Input/Output Sockets for Tape Recorder. 4 Speaker
Outputs by Selector Switch. 6 Watts RMS Output per Channel. Bass and
Treble Controls. Teak Cabinet. List Price, £76. Special offer, £65. P/P 1
5/-.
MPX Unit, fitted to above if required. £8 extra,

Matching Stereo F.M. Tuner also available.

WITH DIA. STYLI.
Specifications.
20-20,000 c/s,
output 5 mV, compliance 6x
10 -6 cm/dyne,
tracking
2-3.5
grams. 0.7 diamond styli. List
Price 6 gns. Special Offer 95/-,
2 p.p. 2/6. Replacement Dia Styli,
"
52/6. Post Paid.

•••••• •

10-71

n-

ORBIT NM22
STEREO HEAD

1111111111111111111111k

Model Solvsuper

Stereo amplifier, extremely compact due to modular construction. Power output 2x 10 W (sinus). For both mono
and stereo reproduction. Jacks for external speakers and tape
recorder etc. Push button operation. Cabinet available in
teak or rosewood. Dimensions
high x 101." wide x 7e"
deep. List Price, 35 gns.

OFFERS

BUDGET " STEREO 65"

BUDGET " STEREO 68"

Teleton 203E Amplifier in Teak Cabinet;
Garrard SP25 Mk. II, with De- Luxe Teak
Plinth and Smoke-tinted Cover; Orbit
NM22 Stereo Head, 2 Solent Speakers.
Ready wired and tested with all connecting
leads, including 30ft. of cable for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, £97/15/-.

Arena F2I 0Amplifier, Garrard SP25 Mk II,
with De- Luxe Teak Plinth and Smoketinted Cover, Orbit NM22 Stereo Head,
2 Solent Speakers.
Ready wired and tested with all connecting
leads, including 30ft. of cable for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, £104/5/-.

65

GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra.

68

On demonstration.

BUDGET " STEREO 77"
Teleton F2000, Mk. 11 Tuner Amplifier,
with Tuning Meter, MPX Stereo Decoder,
9 Watts per channel. AM/FM. Garrard
SP25, Mk. 11 Motor, Sonotone 9TAHC
Head
with
Dia
Styli.
Teak
Plinth
and Smoke- tinted Cover. Two Solent
Speakers. Ready Wired with all connecting leads, including 30 ft. Speaker Cable.
Total REC. Retail Price, E120/5/-.

77

GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra.

On Demonstration.

GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra

On demonstration.

BUDGET " STEREO 99"
Arena T1500F MPX Tuner Amplifier,
Garrard SP25 Mk. 11, with De- Luxe Teak
Plinth and Smoke- tinted Cover, Orbit
NM22 Stereo Head, 2 Solent Speakers.
Ready wired and tested with all connecting
leads, including 30ft. of cable for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, £144/19/-.

99

GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra.

On demonstration.

BUDGET " STEREO 100"
Tandbe-g Solvsuper Tuner Amplifier,
Garrard SP25 Mk. II, with De- Luxe Teak
Plinth and Smoke- tinted Cover, Orbit
NM22 Stereo Head, 2 Solent Speakers.
Ready wired and tested with all connecting leads, including 301t. of cable for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, [143/15/-.

TELETON SAQ203E TRANSISTOR
STEREO AMPLIFIER
The latest model from the fabulous Teleton
range of Hi Fi Stereo equipment. Incorporates
16 transistors and diodes producing superb
quality Hi Fi reproduction. Output 10 watts
per channel music power at less than 2per cent
harmonic
distortion.
Frequency
response
4- IdB 30-20,000 Hz. Output impedance 4/8/16
ohms. Inputs for Gram ( Magnetic and Crystal),
Tuner and Auxiliary. Tape Record output.
Controls: Volume, Balance, Bass; 50 Hz+ 10 dB.
Treb'e: 10 KHz -i-10 dB.
Stereo/mono slide
swkch. Stereo Headphone socket. Housed in
attractive oiled walnut cabinet with brushed
aluminium front panel. Complete with Gram
speaker and plugs. Special offer, £23, carr. I0/-.

NOW AVAILABLE
IN TEAK CABINET
AT £ 1.0.0 EXTRA

10 O

GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra.

MPX Stereo Decoder, if required, £7extra
On demonstration.

SONOTONE SOLENT
HI-FI SPEAKERS
This famous Loudspeaker needs no introduction. Fitted with Goodmans Bass and
Treble Speakers, it gives smooth response
from 40 c/s to 20,000 c/s.
Impedance
4-8U. Size 14" x9" x84". List price, £ 18.
Special Offer Ell 10s. Od. each.
Solent Mk II also available as above but in
Teak finish. Price LI I10s. Od. each. Postage
and pocking, I0/- per speaker.
S.a.e. for Leaflets and Test Reports.
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All above Systems can be supp'ied with
AP75 Motor, with Plinth and Cover in lieu
of SP25 at an additional cost of £9/10/-.

LEE ELECTRONICS
400 EDGWARE ROAD
PADDINGTON W.2
Shop hours 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m.

Telephone 01-723 5521
CLOSED THURSDAYS
S.A.E. For details of all Stereo Systems

HORNS

HORNS

HORNS

tQUAD ro th.

+There are around 50 good dealers in Britain— we really do apologise to the other 47.

Do you get muddled by things like rum and humble?
Do you know the advantages and disadvantages of elliptical styL?
Do you know the pros and cons of separate tuners, pre- amps,
power amps as compared to the all- in- one?
Do you know the aerial needed for stereo radio in your area?
Is abox speaker really better in acorner?
good dealer knows the answers to
these questions . . . the right answers.
A GOOD DEALER IS WORTH FINDING!

QUAD for the

closest approach to the original sound

ACOUSTICAL MANUeACTURING CO. LTD., HUNTINGDON, HUNTS. TE_: ( 0480) 2561
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COVER PICTURE
An hour's music stamped out every few
seconds, complete with a multitude of
tiny undulations representing, perhaps,
the characteristic sounds of many
assembled instruments and voices playing
and singing together—and spread out
spatially via stereophony. All duplicated
in a moment by this record press in the
EMI works at Hayes. A complete
description of disc record manufacture,
written by Donald Aldous, appears under
the title How Records Are Made in the
1970 Audio Annual— now on sale.

TECHNICAL TERMS
Specialised words and abbreviations
used in Hi-Fl News are defined in our
Audio Talk booklet. Over 1000 terms are
explained in this handy publication, and
we urge all hi-fl beginners to obtain a
copy straight away. Audio Talk costs
2s. 6d. ( Inclusive) from Link House.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual U.K.

subscription rate for HiFi News
is 44s. ( 85.60—or equivalent—overseas). The
rates for our associated journals Studio Sound
and Record Review are 30s. ( 64.30) and 42s.
($6.20) respectively. All obtainable from
Link House Publications Ltd.,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.
HiFi News is published on the 28th
of the preceding month unless that
date falls on a Sunday, when it
appears on the Saturday.
Technical articles of full page length or
over appearing in HiFi News are
Indexed in the British Technology Index.
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DEALERS AND SERVICE, service and dealers: the
theme is never-ending in our post and is obviously of concern to alarge number of readers.
Editorially, we have tried to set out the problem in a balanced fashion, seeing the retailers'
case for profit-subsidised service, but at the
same time recognising that no customer in his
right mind will pay fa for an item if a Discount House offers it at Lc— 20%. That is
unless he is convinced that (a) the retailer's
informed advice and service facilities will
continue to be available to him; (b) he is likely
to need such advice and service; and (c) he
couldn't obtain such help directly from the
manufacturer (or indeed from the discount
trader).

On the last point, some manufacturers seem
to cope very well with direct servicing, some
do their best but are not keen on taking over
from the dealer, and afew ( to judge by our post)
are hopeless. Also, a handful of discount
traders provide after-sales service despite their
low profit margin.
This leaves the ci ucial question of demonstration and advice before purchase, a service
traditionally provided by the retailer, but—it
would seem—increasingly abused by customers
who spend half a day chatting and checking,
then send their money through the post to a
Discount House. Now this naturally infuriates
the dealer, but should we really blame the
customer for making what use he can of the
facilities available to him? After all, as Sir
Keith Joseph has said (and it was his party
which initiated the abolition of resale price
maintenance), in a competitive economy the
supermarket customer reigns supreme.
But does he really? Or is he finally cheated
by a lowering of standards as the emphasis
shifts to abattle of prices rather than a battle
for quality ? We remain agnostic on the matte':
we agree, on the one hand, that if one accepts
a ' free market' in other respects, then there is
a prima facie case for putting retailers in
competition; but human affairs in general—
and a technical industry's customer relations
in particular—do not always permit of sweeping overall solutions.
However, whatever the politics (and apart
from the vexed question of SET), the clock will

not be put back. We cannot imagine either the
Conservatives alienating their ' monarchs of the
supermarket' or Labour wooing shopkeepers
with promises to re-legalise RPM! What, then,
should be done? Or should we just do nothing
and let the new ' mixed economy' of retailers
and discounters fight it out, hoping for some
working compromise in the end?
It would be tragic for the hi-fi industry if
just at the very time when high quality domestic
music reproduction is achieving a breakthrough to alarger public, the number of good
retail outlets specialising in this very equipment began to fall. For a decade or more
Britain's shopping centres have been cluttered
with an excess of electrical appliance shops
packed with ' white goods'. The abolition of
RPM is certainly cutting away some wasteful
duplication here, but at the same time the
really good, helpful type of audio dealer is
being penalised.
At this remark, we can almost feel dissatisfied readers reaching for their pens. Mr. Jones's
letter on page 377 typifies, in a well reasoned
fashion, the points always being put to us.
We receive a trickle of complimentary letters
about retailers, but the vast majority are complaining in tone. We heed Mr. Horn's warning
that a dissatisfied minority is always more
vocal than a contented majority, but we note
with interest that Messrs Acoustical claim in
their advert (opposite) that ' there are around
50 good dealers in Britain'. They should know,
but if they are right it means that only a
minority of hi fi dealers (or dealers in hifi—
not necessarily the same thing) are ' good'. If
the Horns, Fords, Holdings, et al, are rare,
perhaps this is why praise tends to be scarce.
Whatever the proportion of ' goodies' and
baddies', we hope that the young High
Fidelity Dealers' Association will take its first
major step to maturity by following our correspondent Mr. Jones' suggestion and giving the
organisation some disciplinary teeth. Unless,
in the last resort, a member can be expelled
from the Association, following an authenticated complaint from a customer, the HFDA
Member emblem will rapidly become meaningless.
Contents List on page 311

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those for publication in our
correspondence section being addressed to the Editor, and those carrying technical queries or
asking for advice on installation matters marked for the attention of ' Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. ' Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our Readers' Problems feature at a
later date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about manufacturers' products
when these details are available from the makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences
of any advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear and
concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and on
no account contain matter for the attention of other departments. Very particularly, please do not
send any money unless in response to a specific request from these offices or for purchase of advertised
Link House items such as the Audio Annual or Audio Talk. We regret that technical
queries cannot be answered by telephone.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound recording and reproduction
will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate. We are happy to advise would-be authors on matters of style,
length, etc.
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Recording studios use it every day.

'Scotcn' low noise Dynarange'
Magnetic Tape is the choice of top recording
studios such as CBS, Decca, De Lane Lea,
Lansdowne and Pye. Both the tapes
and cassettes are now available in smart

new plastic packaging.
Yo u rdealer stocks th e
complete range.

gyi
Ii+B-ie

Scotch Magnetic Tape
3M ' Scct, a,J ' Jyfla,dng,'
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PHASORS AT THE I.E.E.

internationally known both
for his books on radio and electronics and as
aprominent contributor to our contemporary,
Wireless World, was the principal speaker on
January 12th at ameeting of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, of which he is a Fellow,
having joined over 50 years ago. The audience
largely comprised university lecturers, educationalists and those concerned with the standardisation of terminology and symbols.
MR. M. G. SCROGGIE,

For those unfamiliar with phasor diagrams,
Mr. Scroggie outlined how a revised system
could give simpler representations of circuit
behaviour than the traditional vector diagrams,
comparing examples taken from his book on
the subject with those from standard textbooks.
His diagrams dispense with arrow heads or
plus and minus signs and yield a simpler picture of the relevant conditions with voltages
and currents represented respectively by lower
and upper case lettering and no Vs, Es or Is
are required. The proportions of the resultant
picture indicate, for instance, the ' Q' of a
tuned circuit, energy storage and conditions
off resonance being easily visualised. More
complicated circuit elements, such as transformers, are normally associated with untidy
representations, but the revised methods give
asimple and logical format. An example was
also shown of the phasor diagrams associated
with atransistor amplifier at low, medium and
high frequencies and it was apparent that their
shape gave an immediate indication of which
circuit elements were significant.
During the discussion, several speakers presented further examples showing the advantages of the improved diagrams and, like Mr.
Scroggie, deplored the confusion of systems
currently employed in text books. Indeed,
there are even some in which conformity is not
preserved from beginning to end! Much of the
discussion centred around notation such as
Vab ,which by some is interpreted as Va—Vb.
but by others as Vry — V a . This may seem
trivial at first sight, but conflicting conventions
cause unnecessary confusion for those studying
the subject and can lead to the acceptance of
erroneous concepts. A correspondent of Mr.
Scroggie's, challenging those teachers who
assert that a transformer introduces a 180°
phase displacement to demonstrate this at the
meeting using an actual transformer and
double beam oscilloscope, was quoted.
Other detailed points were raised, including
the validity of a distinction between EME
(electromotive force) and p.d. ( potential
difference) in Kirchoff's voltage law, but all
agreed that it was high time that the present
chaotic state in the teaching of AC circuit
theory was ended.
AKG IN BRITAIN

of address, but a new telephone
number (01-229 3695) and anew name for the
distributors of AKG equipment in Britain,
Polytechna. Together with distributors of
AKG products in other countries they have
been taken over by AKG Equipment Ltd.,
formed in association with AKG Vienna, and
this company will be sole agent for AKG
products with effect from April 1st.
NO CHANGE
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audio news at views
TV IN STEREO

the British public and technical press
waits, peacefully if not patiently, the Japanese
TV network NHK has announed its intention
to begin experimental multiplex stereo sound
transmissions to accompany black and white
and colour video transmissions. Sets equipped
for the reception of stereo sound were demonstrated in Japan as far back as May 1969, and
models are available from Matsushita, Tokyo
Shibura and Hitachi. The sound systems are
basically similar to conventional FM tuners,
although American de-emphasis (75µS) and
lower peak modulation levels are used. Nevertheless the performance is good enough for the
companies to contemplate the transmission of
simultaneous Japanese sound tracks with
foreign films, for those who are unable to
follow the original—perhaps the companies
could be persuaded to switch off the pilot tone
during the ' commercial breaks', when the
enterprising could devise an automatic mute.

WHILE

and will continue to be in aminority. Another
relevant letter will be found in the February
1970 number of our contemporary, Wireless
World.

SONEX ' 70

of the prominent names in audio, includ
ing several who did not exhibit at the Olympia
Audio Fair, have reserved stands at the Federa •
tion of British Audio's exhibition, Sonex ' 70,
to be held at the Skyways Hotel from April
24-26th. Both British and imported equipment
will be on display, and demonstrations in
similar soundproofed rooms should make the
task of comparative judgement easier than at
the Russell and Olympia. Full details of the
exhibition, and free tickets, will be contained
in next month's HFN, and further tickets will
be available free of charge from hi-fi dealers.
MOST

FORWARD DRAG ON PICKUPS
AGE SHALL NOT

children, old musical instruments should
be heard, believes Mr. Frank Holland, and
accordingly he established sometime ago The
British Piano and Musical Instrument Museum
at 368 High Street, Brentford, Middlesex. The
first of its kind in this country, the museum
includes a collection of a wide variety of
musical instruments, including mechanical
reproducing pianos, phonographs, and organs.
Visitors to the museum are welcome, the
charge for entry is 4s., and recordings and
photographs may be taken provided appointments for the purpose are made. The museum
is a registered charity, and donations from
visitors and other interested parties are welcomed. The British Piano and Musical Instrument Museum is open from March 1st to
November 30th inclusive.
UNLIKE

CAR RADIO TALKS

were the subject of three talks in
the weekly series Motoring and the Motorist
(Saturdays, Radio 4, 12.00) broadcast during
January. The first one dealt with choosing the
radio with passing references to push-button
and manual tuning, tuned RF stages and prices.
About VHF reception (of local radio stations!),
the so-called ' specialist' said that whilst the
FM system afforded better audio quality,
reception was often not very good due to
ignition interference. He failed to explain that
this could be largely overcome by proper suppression devices fitted to a car's ' electrics',
which is certainly not the case at present. No
further reference to VHF was made again
during the two subsequent talks about aerials
and fitting and adjusting sets. Whilst we have
trade ' specialists' broadcasting to car owners
in this way, it is not difficult to understand why
listeners like the Rev. E. P. Becher (see Our
Readers Write, page 1575, December 1969) are
CAR RADIOS
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that the caption to fig. 1on page
221 of last month's article, Frictional Drag and
Bias Compensation, was incorrect. It should
have read ' The forward drag f produces a
torque about the pivot P of .f.PA = JI. sin°
where / = SP the nominal length of the arm.
Since the arm is rigid there will be acomponent
g due to jwhere g = P. cos a.cos O. As O+Œ
= 90°, g = fsin 0.cos O. The force g constitutes an inward component or the bias force'.
WE REGRET

omitted was the final conclusion on page
225, which should have been inserted as d. in
the list given. This read ' Variations in the drag
due to modulation and the mechanical behaviour of the cartridge'. Since all the factors
quoted in this list are largely unpredictable, the
(continued on page 361)
ALSO
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TONE
CONTROLS
since the long-playing gramophone
EVER
record brought the ' realism' of the concert
hall into our own homes, nearly all domestic
sound amplifiers have been fitted with tone
controls for the adjustment of the balance of
bass and treble in music. Even before this,
many electric gramophones, radiograms and
radio sets were provided with at least one such
control which, by attenuating the treble frequencies, gave listeners an impression of greater
'depth of bass' or ' mellowness of tone' if such
was desired—and even today many radios and
record players are fitted with such a control.
Hi-fi amplifiers, however, have separate controls for the bass and treble; either the low or
high frequency range can be boosted or attenuated without adverse effect on the frequencies
not being controlled, these facilities being made
available even on the cheapest amplifiers.
The 64,000 dollar question, however, is:
why the need for these controls? Professional
recording and broadcasting authorities rarely
use them, except to produce special effects in
light and ' popular' music. No professional
amplifier—whether pre- or power-amp—is
provided with ' tone controls', nor with the
filters and other junk that one frequently finds
on the most sophisticated and expensive
domestic designs.
Iterm these facilities 'junk'; but perhaps I
do so rather hastily and unkindly. The state
of the recorZing art and the state of one's
listening acoustics at home are such that until
the stage is reached when specially equalised
loudspeaker systems and listening rooms
become available (as may well happen in the
1980s, or perhaps even before if we are lucky)
the provision of tone control, filtering, etc, is
very necessary on even the most elaborate
domestic audio system.
Tone controls, then, are commonplace; what
is not generally realised is that there are several
types of tone control available, and each of
these is suitable for performing a specific task
and less suitable for performing others. For
example, the original ` Baxandall' type of tone
control (fig. 1) is admirable for correction of
deficiencies in recordings and radio broadcasts
provided the faults lie mainly at the extremes
of the frequency-scale—as can still occasionally
occur with even the best of modern recordings
or broadcasts.
Used in moderation, such controls are
indeed very useful—for example, to provide
partial compensation for the lack of extreme
treble above 10 kHz which many ' provincial'
VHF listeners have to tolerate, owing to the
losses imposed on the links between the BBC
studio centres and transmitters (fig. 2). However, if the same correction were attempted
with an amplifier using the ' variable-step' type
of control (fig. 3), the result is an unpleasant

lifting of upper middle frequencies (fig. 4)
causing a very strident or peaky sound which
causes the ears to wish for aspeedy return to
the status quo. The ' step' control is, however,
very useful for providing room compensation—
equalisation, as it were, for one's own listening
conditions. If the microphone balance used
on a broadcast or recording is not up to standard, correction calls for yet a third kind of
tone control—the ' slope' type (fig. 5), which
is the type most suited to this task and is in
consequence the one which is in occasional
use in the professional field. This kind of
control was provided on some early ' hi-fi'
audio amplifiers, such as the Mullard 5/10 and
5/20 designs, and is also found on afew modern
amplifiers; but the majority of today's models
use either the Baxandall type of control or the
'variable-step' type, with perhaps a slight but
increasing bias towards the latter as recordings
and broadcasts get better while listening rooms
do not. The ' step' type of control is also the
one which is judged to be—at least in theory—
musically ' correct'; but the human ears, being
human, just don't agree on many occasions.
Figs 1, 3and 5show the amplitude/frequency
curves for these three main kinds of tone control. In each case, the correction is centred
around a convenient mid-frequency—usually
1,000 Hz, although there has been atendency of
late to lower this frequency to the 600-700 Hz
region, this again conforming to musical
theory. Some amplifier manufacturers use a
combination of any two, or even all three, types
of control; for example, the Quad range use a
combination of ' slope' and ' variable-step' in
treble the range, and amodified Baxandall type
of control in the bass range (fig. 6).

Y?
An examination
of various types of
control and
their suitability
for various
tasks

by Eric Robjohns
;ç4

The amplifier controls are rarely, if ever,
available on the TAPE OUTPUT sockets for tape
recording purposes, which (in my view) is
perhaps unfortunate. For example, take the
provincial VHF listener. Figs, 2, 4 and fig. 7
show the type of frequency response often
obtained on a VHF radio programme as received in many parts of the country remote
from London (or other BBC centre), this conforming closely to the response of the GPO
links feeding the transmitters. The same diagrams also show the result of attempted
correction (to 12 kHz) by means of the
three main kinds of treble tone control
already mentioned, and it can be seen
that in this case the Baxandall type of control
(fig. 2) offers the best compromise, whilst the
other two types result in a more peaky treble
sound in the 4-8 kHz region.
The same sort of thing occurs in exaggerated
form if the original programme material being
corrected had a similar response pattern, as
occasionally occurs with radio programmes,
commercial gramophone records, and cheap
crystal or ceramic pickups. In the case of
pickups, there is often in addition a peak in
the response pattern around 10-12 kHz with
afalling response on either side of the peak, and
this sort of thing is not only uncorrectable, but
in this hi-fi age unforgivable. Faults such as
these are best dealt with by specially-designed
equalisers—but such devices do not, as yet,
appear to exist on the commercial market.
Manufacturers of VHF tuners could enable
the degree of de-emphasis applied to the in
coming transmission to be varied—perhaps
from zero to full de-emphasis. This control
would, in effect, make use of the normal preemphasis applied to VHF transmissions at the
transmitter to compensate partially for the
poor GPO links that still exist in many parts
of the country, and the results obtained would
in fact be similar to that of fig. 2, because the
de-emphasis characteristic used in Britain and
Europe for FM broadcasting is very similar to
the ` Baxandall' curve shown in that illustration. The increasing use of SHF links on the
Continent, however, will probably soon be
followed in Britain (such links are already
being used for BBC stereo broadcasts to the
Midlands and North), and this would of course
obviate the need for such a control and cure
the problem for all time.
Equalisation for listening conditions at home
calls for a radically different kind of control,
due to the fact that various types of room
boundary construction and furnishing produce
acoustic response patterns operating at different
frequencies to those mentioned so far. Fig. 8
shows the acoustic ' response' of a difficult
room which is still sometimes found in old
houses or in rooms with plastered walls, and
HNFI NEWS
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sometimes also in rooms furnished with ' hard'
furniture with little upholstery. The variablestep' type of control is useful here, a possible
result being shown in fig. 9, whilst fig. 10 shows
what would happen if an amplifier with Baxandall controls were used.
Fig. 11 shows the opposite state of affairs,
which often occurs in heavily furnished rooms
with much curtaining and other damping
material. Again, the ' van-step' control is very
useful, possible results being shown in fig. 12
—always assuming, of course, that the programme material is excellent, the loudspeakers
of monitoring quality, and their positioning
ideal, which is of course a condition only
obtained in the case of top-rate equipment and
with the best VHF/FM transmissions and
gramophone records.
The acoustic behaviour of a recording or
broadcasting studio is, of course, very much
better than that of the average domestic livingroom, and so tone controls and other electrical
equalisation are usually not necessary, any
'equalisation' that is required being carried out
by means of acoustic tiles and other acoustical
and mechanical means. Concert halls obtain
somewhat similar conditions—within recent
years the Royal Festival Hall in London has
been ' re-equalised' by both acoustical and
electrical means, and more recently still the
Royal Albert Hall lost some of its famous echo
when a series of saucer-shaped diffusers were
hung inside the dome.
The ' variable-slope' control is in many
respects a kind of compromise between the
'van-step' and Baxandall patterns, and is
used mainly in the professional field for
balancing microphones, especially if the studio
is, in fact, not astudio at all but a town hall,
ballroom, or other place with difficult acoustics.
The ' van-step' control would, of course,
iron out most of the hall deficiencies and other
faults, but would not correct for, say, the
falling response of amicrophone at the higher
frequencies, or for the rising response pattern
of a ribbon type velocity mike at the lower
frequencies. Figs 13 and 14 explain the situation involved here. Such acontrol would also
be useful for equalisation of, say, a recording
already deficient in treble response in a room
with abnormally dull acoustics (fig. 15), and
as this is quite acommon situation Ihave given
three further diagrams, figs 16, 17 and 18,
showing the results obtained with the three
main kinds of tone-control. Dullness alone is
best dealt with by a vari-step control, as the
dull-sounding tone is usually caused by a
deficiency of frequencies in the 2-4 kHz region
in which the ear is most sensitive. If this band
is unduly emphasised, the result is called
'presence', and a presence switch or control
is sometimes used professionally to improve
recordings or broadcasts of narrow-bandwidth
speech.
HEFI NEWS
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FIG. I CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ORIGINAL BAXANDALL TYPE OF TONE CONTROL
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I should like to take this opportunity of
mentioning the new Leak Stereofetic Tuner
which I have been field testing for the last
few months. 1 feel I can say that this is
the tuner that many readers will have been
i
waiting for without knowing that it was on the
i
way, and by the time this is printed 1hope they
b
will be becoming available. For the first time I
an able to hear Continental VI-1f in North
London, despite screening by 1-lampstead
1-leath, at almost anY time, and n
st
extremely low distortion, with a maximum of
so
about 0-25% from stereo radio, with a very
fr
silent background. One can hardly grumble at
the separation on this tuner, which is of the
order of 46 dB, and a frequency response
within 1 dB from 301-1z-15kt-1z. 1 am so
pleased to see at last aBritish tuner at areasonable price with asPecification equal or almost
equal to American tuners costing up to three
tines the price. To be fair to other British
manufacturers, however, I understand that
within ayear or so there will be competition for
the Leak, but they will have to be very good
d indeed to equal or better this one—among the
first of what I might call the new school of
thought.

It makes advertising so much easier
when unbiased reviewers rave about our
products.
So thank you Angus McKenzie
of HiFi News for your eulogies over
the Leak Stereofetic F.M. Tuner.
If we may shamelessly add one
thing: it costs just £64.14.4 (or

said it!

word for it — or ours. Go and hear the
Stereofetic for yourself.

.:

H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd., Brunel Rd-7,1
London, W.3. Tel : 01-749 1641
Please send me comprehensive details of
the Leak Stereofetic Tuner, where Ican I
hear it, and where Ican buy it.

I

I
NAME

ADDRESS --

£5611.0 without wood case).
However, don't only take his

Leak Stereofetic - the real sound of music
LEAK IS A MEMBER OF THE RANK ORGANISATION.

o
Si
t

LEK

Everything considered, the'van-slope' type
of control is, perhaps, the most useful of the
three main types, but unfortunately it is less
commonly used in commercial amplifiers than
the others. Presumably, this is because of the
inherent betterment of such things as recordings
and broadcasts and audio equipment in
general. The listening-room is, perhaps, the
most variable factor, and this may explain why
the'van-step' control characteristics is preferred by many manufacturers. Such acontrol
FIG. 5

VARIABLE - SLOPE

does of course have anumber of other advantages over the other two; for example, it can
be used to ' brighten up' adull recording without introducing too much emphasis of hiss and
distortion present at very high frequencies.
Similarly, a ' thin' recording can be improved
without increasing turntable rumble unduly in
the resultant sound. However, for reasons
already mentioned, this type of control, like
the others, has both advantages and disadvantages. As mentioned earlier, the Quad system
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A word about the use of tone controls would
not be amiss at this point. It is commonplace
for one to think that the flat position of the
controls is completely sacred, and that any
deviation from this position—be it for room,
loudspeakers, or recording—is blasphemous.
There is, of course, an element of truth in this,
as the best rooms, the best loudspeakers, and
the best recordings would sound most correct
with the controls in this position, and thus if
any deviation is necessary it means that there
is something not quite right somewhere.

It is also best to avoid gimmicky records
when choosing apickup, as these often employ
treble boost and other techniques planned to
make even mediocre record players and
stereog,rams sound ' good'. If a pair of loudspeakers needs more than aslight deviation of
the tone controls from ` flat', it is best to move
on to the next pair—unless these are very
much more expensive.

OF A POOR VHF TRANSMISS ON USING VARIABLE- SLOPE TREBLE CONTROL

15

Unfortunately, programme material being
what it is, readily available tone controls are
still avery desirable feature of adomestic audio
amplifier; and, if one takes into consideration
the various factors involved, there is ideally an
additional requirement for aswitch controlling
the type of tone control available—variableslope, variable-step, or Baxandall. Such a
facility has not been provided on any domestic
amplifier up to the present—perhaps because
of inherent subjective and psycho-acoustic
factors which may compel one to adjust continually one's tone-controls instead of concentrating on listening to the music. [
Or perhaps
because of the cost!—Ed.]

••• I

-3

-20

One is left trying to answer the inevitable
question: ' Why tone control?' Ideally, of
course, a domestic amplifier should, perhaps,
contain only two controls—a selector switch
and avolume control. Such things as rumbleand scratch-filters could be done away with if
turntable and gramophone record deficiencies
could be improved; and any tone controls
necessary could consist of pre-set controls at
the back of the amplifier which, once set up for
a particular loudspeaker-room configuration
on theoretically perfect programme material,
could then be left alone. Even the BALANCE
control could be eliminated.

When choosing equipment, especially loudspeakers, it is important to bear this in mind.
Speakers should be judged in an acoustic
environment which approximates very closely
to the listening room in which they are eventually to be used—or better still, in the listening
room itself ( if the retailer will allow this).
Similarly, pickup cartridges should sound
reasonable with the amplifier controls in the
flat (or level) position, provided the records
being played are good ones (unfortunately
'duds' are still being issued, which is all the
more reason why tone controls are in fact
necessary).

-3

15

FIG. 7 CORRECTION

employs a useful and nicely compromised
blend of the various tone control characteristics.

208

Tone controls should be used primarily for
the correction of poor quality programme
material, and the deviation from the flat position must be as little as is necessary to secure
areasonably balanced sound. It is best to note,
when choosing an amplifier, the kind of controls it uses. Unless one has rather difficult
room acoustics to contend with, it is best to
seek the compromise implied in ` variable slope'

Radio Leeds:
Where atape recorder must
be good and reliable
you'll find aFerrograph.
In a radio station, the tape
recorder is in constant use. Technical performance is all-important;
absolute dependability and splitsecond control are essential. So
Radio Leeds uses the Ferrograph
Series 7tape recorder.
Ferrograph Series 7 recorders
are British-made,available in Mono
and Stereo, with and without end
amplifiers, in two versions: in
elegant hardwood case, or in grey
vinyl case. All solid state, three
speed, two inputs per channel
with independent mixing, all incorporate a range of facilities

unparalleled in any other recorder.
Retail prices are from £ 175 incl.
P.T.
Follow
the
professionals;
choose the recorder you know will
serve you best at home or in your
work:
Ferrograph—it
makes
sound sense. See your nearest
stockist or send the coupon for
details and address of nearest
Ferrograph specialist or ring
01-589 4485.

Ferrograph
A member of the Wilmot Breeden Group
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To the Ferrograph Co Ltd,
Mercury House, 195 Knightsbridge,
London, S.W.7.
• Please send me a free brochure
Di
111 on the Ferrograph Series 7
or the Ferrograph Manual
DI
• for which Ienclose £ 1.
II Name
• Address
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tone controls, provided the amplifier in question also boasts awell-designed high frequency
filtering system for reducing HF distortion.
Much depends on personal taste, of course,
and it is well to try the effects of the tone and
filter controls when choosing an amplifier,
bearing in mind the points mentioned earlier.
Many people, of course, consider that amplifiers still have too many controls, and that too
much fiddling with tone controls, even for
correction of poor quality programme material,
is taboo: ` If a record is bad quality, it's bad
quality, full stop—finish!' There is even some
truth in that remark. A recording sounds dull
and lacking in treble . . . the treble-control is
advanced . . . up comes the treble that is
there on the record (but not, of course, any
treble which isn't there!), together with all the
hiss, distortion, surface-noise and other whathave-you. The HF filter is then brought into
play . . . down goes the extreme treble . . .
more fiddling. . . . No, it still doesn't sound
right, and so the rigmarole starts all over
again. . . . Fortunately, things are not quite
as bad as that these days, with most modern
recordings and other programme material.
There are, however, still afew hi-fi enthusiasts
who, in the words of Mr. Peter Walker, ` put
up with the music in order to listen to the
loudspeakers', and perhaps the words
and
the tone-controls' could be added.
Tone control addicts do, indeed, exist—and
these unfortunate people are so seized with
'tone-control madness' that whenever they
play arecording which is slightly sub-standard
they cannot enjoy it, however much they try.
They are so deep-rooted in the belief that any
deviation from the flat position is showing up
adeficiency in their own equipment, rather than
just in the recording, that they begin to find
fault with the pickup, the loudspeakers, the
room—anything but the real culprit. The
author has (or rather had) one record—by a
well-known manufacturer, and by no means
`budget' priced—that would strain the psyche
of even the best of us; such records, fortunately,
are very rare, or otherwise the recording industry would soon be out of business! Many
people worry more about boost being necessary
than if cut is needed, the reasons for this being
more than a mere technical one in that
boost tends to emphasise other recording
faults as well as only partially curing the
original one(s). It is very rare indeed to be
able to equalise exactly a recording or other
fault; even the best of commercial tone control
networks can only provide a useful compromise.
Other types of equalisation, such as the
standard RIAA curve used for disc recording
and reproduction, the various tape and VHF
radio characteristics in use, etc, need not be
mentioned, as these are fixed and are not
normally adjustable on domestic equipment.
High frequency and low frequency filters are
also not ` tone' controls in the strictest sense
of the word. However, two other types of
control that could loosely be classed within
the ` tone' category are worth mentioning in
passing, although their usage is mainly confined to American and Japanese equipment.
One is the so-called loudness control, which
depresses the middle frequency range between
about 1kHz and 4kHz at which the human
hearing is most sensitive. This enables listening
to be carried out at low volume levels without

The
magnificent
trio.
We recommend an audio combination:
aversatile tuner/amplifier, aprecision
turntable and apowerful speaker system

TUNER/AMPLIFIER DC 60E

TURNTABLE TP 783

SPEAKERS SX6

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Circuitry: 37 transistors, 21 diodes,
all transistor. AM/FM/FM IVI3X tuner and
amplifier
Frequency Range: AM 566-185 m
FM 87.5-110 Mc
Sensitivity: AM 300p.V FM 31.LV
Loudness: + 8c1.3 at 10C cps
Noise: —10 dB at 10 K cps
Rumble: —10 dB at 50 cps
Cross Talk: 50 dB at 1,000 cps
MPX Separation: Better than 25 dB
per channel at 1,000 cps
Frequency Response: 30 to 20,000 cps
idB
Output Impedance: 4to 16 ohm
Power Output: 33 W per channel RMS
Harmonic Distortion: Less than 1% at
25 W per channel
Power Supply: 100V, 117V, 130V, 200V,
220V, 240V, 5C/50 cis AC
Power Consumption: 180VA at
maximum signal
Dimensions: 18" wide x 12" deep x6"
high
Weight: 22 lbs.

Motor: 4- pole induction motor
Drive: Idlers with automatic disengagement
Turntable speeds: 34 and 45 rpm
Turntable platter: Diameter 30 cm ( 12") ;
weight 900g
Cartridge: Magnetic stereo type, model
MG- 2
Stylus: Diamond, 0.5 mil, model ST-5D
Output level: 5mV at 1000 Hz at
50 mm/sec
Compliance: 5x 10- 6 cm/dyne
Channel separation: 25 dB
Wow and flutter: Under 0.25%
Tracking force: 3g
Cabinet: " Sanyo walnut" with dust cover
Dimensions: 17k " x 141" x7"
Power source: AC 100, 117, 130, 200, 220,
240 V ( adjustable)

Speakers: Woofer 12' ( 30 cm)
Mid range 6¡-" ( 16 cm) Two horn type
tweeters
System: 4-speaker, 4-way
Crossover frequencies: 800, 5,000
& 12,00G Hz
Impedance: 8
Maximum input power: 30 Watts
Enclosure : Bass reflex :ype
Finish: Oiled walnut
Dimensions: Width 174" ( 440 mm)
Depth: 11 41
-" ( 290 mm)
Height: 28,*" ( 730 mm)
Weight: 35 lbs. ( 16.2 kg)

These products are available
from the Sanyo dealer in your area,
. specially selected for first-class
before-and-after-sales service.
Or you can write for illustrated leaflet to

Complete system price: £267
Sanyo Marubeni (U.K.) Ltd.,
Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 25355

0: SANYO
People the werld over agree there's somermng about aSanyo
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controls, but is not so very d'fferent from that
which would be obtained with an amplifier
fitted with variable-step controls, although it
must be admitted that the results would still not
be quite the same.
The other facility is the so-called presence
control, which is the opposite of the loudness
control in that it boosts the same frequency-

continued

an apparent subjective loss of the bass and
treble frequencies. The subjective effect is
quite different to that which would be obtained
by boosting both bass and treble on an amplifier fitted with Baxandall or variable-slope
FIG. 16
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authors consider that successful compensation
for bias force is impracticable, and that the
only solution is astraight arm such as that used
in aparallel tracking device.
We apologise to the authors and to readers
for this omission.

CORE - ANOTHER ERROR

THE same page, the specification for the core
given by Trevor Attwell in Bassett Revised
includes a3/16th in. stack of laminations. This
should have read 13/16th in., and once again
we tender our apologies to any readers who
were inconvenienced by this.

ON

range, and in one inexpensive Britishdesigned amplifier the two controls are combined into a tone control called middle (
this
amplifier thus having three tone-controls—
perhaps other manufacturers could take note!).
The subjective effect of this control varies with
many people, and its use is in doubt for many
applications, although it does improve the
clarity and presence of a bad recording,
especially if the recording is of speech. Most
British amplifiers do not incorporate either of
these controls, but a ' loudness' switch is nearly
always included in the facilities on American
and Japanese tuner-amplifiers.
Finally, a few words on steep-cut filters. A
variable slope high frequency filter is very
useful, provided that the degree of roll-off used
does not exceed about 12 dB/octave. If this is
exceeded, a ' ringing' coloration of the high frequencies may be induced which more than offsets the freedom from HF distortion. The
most convenient ' turnover' frequency for many
modern records is about 7kHz. A steepcutting ' rumble' filter does not seem to have
similar effects in the bass, and usually such a
filter can roll-off at arate of up to 30 dB/octave
below 30 Hz without adverse subjective effects.
Tone controls should always be used in strict
moderation, but never be wary of using them
for correction of sub-standard recordings. The
time to start worrying is if the controls have
always to be deviated considerably from their
normal position on good programme material.
The best material to use for this test is agood
'live' VHF radio broadcast or (in areas where
transmitter ' links' limit the treble range of
such broadcasts) afirst-class disc record made
by awell-known record company.

STEREO SOUND CAPSULE

ADVANCE NOTICE

DESCRIBED as a 'system of magnets, coils and
brass fittings . . . like a large metal grapefruit' a 3-dimensional ' sound capsule' has
been announced by Photo-scan International
of Los Angeles. To be available in this country
in due course at about £ 10-£12, the capsule is
connected to any tape recorder or radio of
2.5 W or more, mono or stereo, up a tree or
under water, and on any surface except solid
concrete and marble, in order to bathe the
area in gentle 'stereophonic' sound of uniform
volume. This remarkable device has been
patented in every country in the world, say its
manufacturers, and will be made in Britain, for
export, in due course. It is expected that some
5 million will be sold overseas this year,
earning $ 50-75 million for Britain.
Who
needs four tracks?

label will furnish arange of new discs
in the first half of 1970, and a list of some of
them includes Berlioz's Damnation of Faust
(Janet Baker, Nicolai Gedda, Orchestra du
Paris) Bach's St. John Passion, Verdi's La Forza
del Destino (
Bergonzi, Raimondi and the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra), Vaughan Williams'
Fifth Symphony ( LPO, Boult), and Walton's
Violin and Viola concertos ( Menuhin with
NPO, LSO and the composer conducting).
Other composers represented on the planned
release list include Handel, Janaèek, Prokofiev,
Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky and Sibelius.
EMI'S HMV

RECORD CLEANING CENTRES

RECEIVE a constant stream of enquiries
about record cleaning, especially concerning
(continued on page 369)
WE

QUADROPHONIC SOUND
MUSIC ON WHEELS

a concert with the London Symphony Orchestra under Leonard Bernstein in
the Royal Albert Hall on February 22nd, the
same forces in the same arena will record
Verdi's Requiem Mass for CBS. Four channel
tapes using the new ' quadrophonic' technique
will be used, with eight-track tape recorders,
in order to take advantage of the warm
spacious qualities of the hall, and although no
details are yet available it is planned to release
the records (on tape!) in four-track format in
Britain. Stereo discs will also be released, of
course.
FOLLOWING
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tubes formed into atrolley are
used to carry an unusual discotheque equipment designed by Mr. David Laskey of Ciancimino Designs Ltd.. 307 King's Road, London
S.W.3. Equipped with two Goldring GL68
decks, DJ106 power amplifiers, Reslo microphone and Baker loudspeakers, the unit is
designed to fit in asmall van and can easily be
removed and assembled.
Ciancimino Designs are at present working
on other designs for manufacturers of hi-fi
equipment.
PLASTIC-COATED
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The sublime...

The MS 700 — pre-eminent in the range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspeaker systems

• •

.for the meticulous.

Now in three drive- unit form the MS 700 satisfies the needs of the most searching with the attributes most
sought after:
clean, transparent treble — derived from the improved, 30 watt Decca — Kelly ribbon;
smooth, even coverage of the middle frequencies — obtained from the specially- designed midrange unit;
extended bass response — resulting from the use of a low- resonance 12" bass unit in an enclosure
of optimum size;
excellent transient response throughout — due not only to the characteristics of the units
employed but to the utilisation of each unit only over the optimum part of its frequency range;
quality of appearance and finish — since the idealistic standards which characterise this, as
all Mr. Norman Mordaunt's technical accomplishments, have been scrupulously applied also to
external design and workmanship.
To experience for yourself all that the MS 700 has to offer you, ask for a demonstration at the leading
high-fidelity Dealer in your area. For his name and address, and for detailed information about all the
models in the range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspeaker systems, complete and return the attached
coupon directly.

Mordaunt-Short Ltd

12 Hollywood Rd

London

SW 10

1

Please send me details of the full range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspeaker1
systems and the name and address of the stockists nearest to:
I Name
Address
Tel:
362

HFN3

strictly
One lift...

Alan Watling describes
his redesigned hi-fi
system.

average hi-fi enthusiast ( if there is
TO the
such an animal) the main requirements
of an installation are that it sound well, last well
and look well. The cost factor has been omitted
because it has different limits for different
people on different days, and the real enthusiast
will frequently lose his sense of values for the
attainable dB .... It is only in the last ten
years or so that the matter of looks has
achieved any real importance. The technical
revolt against walnut radiograms led to the
belief that equipment should look like equipment, and it has taken the full force of the
commercial world to mass-produce reliable
high quality works which could safely be
hidden in a domestically acceptable cabinet.
The pages of this journal now regularly show
that hi-fiends are paying more than lip-service
to the outward signs of quality.
Some ten years ago I built the corner
equipment shown in fig. 1. It was meant to
house all possible facilities:— tuner, TV
sound, disc, recorder, storage—even a second
amplifier for the new wonder of stereo. Later
(May 1960) a stereo recorder was built into a
converted Stag dressing table. This was the
last valved equipment to be built and it is still
in use with only minor modifications although
its weight is a constant reminder of the advantages of solid-state equipment. The amount
of heat produced by the complete installation
in full cry can be imagined-47 valves plus a
few indicators.
The equipment
became
frighteningly complicated to use, particularly
when making stereo recordings from radio.
The number of switch contacts involving
Fig. 1(
left). The original system built by the author
including stereo tape facilities built into aStag
dressing table ( see Sept. 1960 Tape Recorder
et. seq.). Fig. 2(
below left) The Bowes amplifier
fitted with massive heat sinks and germanium
drift-field power transistors delivers 10 W at very
low distortion into Quad ELS's. Fig. 3(
below right)
The control unit is on aflying lead but can be
switched out for ' family use'.
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Send now for this

YOURS FREE
Over 200 amplifiers,
tuners, turntables, arms
cartridges, loudspeakers,
and tape units.
All famous makes including
Leak, Armstrong, Garrard,
Shure, Goodmans, Wharfedale, Ferrograph, etc.;
all latest models. Extensive stocks at low prices.
Fill in this coupon or ring for your free catalogue.

F

m...m.....m....mi

I To UPL, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey. '
II Please send me your free Hi Fi Price Catalogue :
1
I Name
II Address
I

III
ii
i

you pay less with IE
Unilet Products Ltd. Compton House, 35 High St., New Malden,
Surrey . Telephone: 0-942 9567

Entrance by No. 31 High Street I•
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slightly different DC potentials meant that care
had to be taken in changing sources in midstream.
I looked with longing at compact transistorised installations, but the results at that time
were definitely discouraging. Iwas not going
to relinquish my hard-won ELSs, and these
offered an uncompromising load to the then
available output transistors. The first glimmer
of hope came in 1961 with the publication of
R. C. Bowes' design in Wireless World' for a
low-distortion 4-10 W amplifier, talking in
terms of 0.03% THD. The prototype of this
amplifier sat on my workbench for months
while I messed around with preamplifier
designs and mixers, then incorporating new
types of output transistor in the main amplifier,
etc., etc. Then Reg. Williamson came up with
his now-familiar low noise front-end 2 which
solved the pickup problem and gave anew look
to the control unit design. Quadrifilar winding
for the driver transformer of the Bowes
amplifier, the use of 2N2147s for the output
and a lot of fiddling with the HF stability
networks produced a first class 10W unit
(fig. 2) to drive the ELSs. So then planning
went on into detail.
Iwas determined to make the control unit a
remote one, fed by only one cable, so that
music society meetings could be controlled
from achair among the members. Also, when
complicated dubbing sessions were on they
could be centred round the script and microphones without the need for ten-foot arms or
hurried tiptoes across to the gain control.

The unit (
fig. 3) took the form of a6x4x3in
book-type assembly of an etched board (
fig. 4)
and acontrol panel. The whole thing slid into
a rosewood box, fitted with a white Formica
fascia. All the inputs came up the cable from
the main amplifier chassis to mixing pots,
feeding a virtual-earth mixer. The function
push-buttons earthed the inputs which were
not required, so that the mixing facility was
combined with noiseless switching.
The
business of piping all the input signals up the
same cable as the output to the main amplifier,
together with the power supply and recording
leads can be very tricky. It worked in my case
because of the very low coupling impedance
between the units and a careful arrangement
of high and low signals in the cable layers,
which are not individually screened. The
pickup input had to be pre-amplified at the
turntable end, not because of stability problems,
but because its high sensitivity could detect the
earthed signal from the radio tuner round the
15 feet of its loop in the cable! Earths were
separately run for each channel return right
back to the power supply common, and also
for the 12 V pilot-lamp.
The rest of the equipment finally translated
into aBeomaster 5000 tuner and aRevox A77.
It meant doing without little luxuries like food
and drink for a few years, but Icould record
stereo broadcasts at a quality level I never
thought possible so far from Wrotham. The
pickup remained my old Decca Mk II, not
just because Iwas hard- up but because Istill
found the sound top grade despite its old

Fig. 4Control unit printed
board. Transistors are
mounted on stand-off
tags, a boon when
replacement or testing is
undertaken. Fig. 5 (top
right) The completed
assembly Mark Il with
detachable control unit—
see close-up in Fig.
(bottom right) showing
faithful 301 with Decca
arm and Stax electrostatic
headset.
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fashioned tracking capabilities. Iwould only
consider changing it for a . . . ah well, let's not
start heated correspondence.
The cabinet (
fig. 5) was built in three units
comprising electronics, playing decks and
record storage. Like its predecessor it was
wall-mounted on battens, free from vibration
troubles.
The material was oak-veneered
chipboard, styled to match the aforementioned
Stag unit, while a long drop front panel gave
access to the Revox for removal or titling, and
storage space (
fig. 6) for headphones and tape
editing equipment.
A small jack panel between the turntable
and recorder was fitted to give easy access to
the auxiliary inputs and some flexibility between the two recorders. Extra room here,
too, for second thoughts . . . one always
seems to need an extra input or jack after the
last coat of polyurethane is rubbed down.
Similarly, there is plenty of spare room under
the electronics box and some extra tags on the
loudspeaker distribution, which already extends to three other rooms. In the main
listening area the two ELSs are backed up by a
15 in wall-mounted woofer coming in below
70 Hz—very occasionally heard on organ
recitals and Zarathustra. It doesn't make your
trousers flap like some woofers I know, but
the added weight on bass drums is well worth
ahole in the wall.
What next then, apart from listening to the
thing? Reg. Williamson's Twin-Twenty II
is on the bench in the same mechanical form as
(continued on page 369)

Hear it (don the Grundig Sit 140
amplifier and the
RT loo tuner
Designed with the true sound connoisseur
in mind, these two magnificent instruments
incorporate all the latest developments
in electronic sound engineering; built
in identical teak and brushed
aluminium cases they are abeautifully
matched and compatible pair.
The RT 100 is amulti- band Hi -Fi
tuner with atotal of 45 transistors, 35
diodes and 2rectifiers. It has five
wavebands— LW, MW, 2SW and VHF
(FM). The separate AM and FM sections are
designed for maximum efficiency, and the RT 100 also
features the unique Grundig Super-Tunoscope, automatic
frequency control, short wave fine tuning, AM bandwidth
selection and built-in AM and FM aerials.
The SV 140, equipped with 51 transistors,
20 diodes and three rectifiers, is aHi -Fi
amplifier of unprecedented performance.
Delivering 2x50W continuous rating
(2 x70W music power) it gives
you the whole sound, the full
sound—with adistortion factor
of less than 0.5% at full power,
over the full frequency range.

The RT 100 and SV 140 are at your local
Grundig Hi- Fi Specialist dealer now.

Hear it all on

For further details, please mail this coupon to:
GRU NDIG ( Great Britain) Ltd., Dept. HFN/ I

,

15 Orchard St., London, W.1.

Please send me full information about the impressive range of Grundig Hi- Fi
equipment, and the address of my nearest specialist dealer.
Name
(Bloc) lette.s. please)

Address

Grundig(Great Britain) Ltd., London, S.E.26.
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FM DIARY
THE DREAMER OF DREAMS...

THE Director of Engineering (D.E.) lowered

the copy of HFN he had been studying,
then fumbled amongst apile of internal memos,
letters and a Weekly Hansard on his desk for
the intercom switch to summon his second-incommand.
`Ah!', he said, when the latter entered,
. . who is Uden? Someone on our staff
writing under an assumed foreign name
perhaps?'
'The general opinion seems to be not', replied the Deputy Director, ' because apparently
he often writes to us. Always asking questions,
sir, always. Probing and prying, complaining
about the quality of our transmissions. He
should come up here and try running the show
for a week or two. That would soon put him
in his place. Why, only the other day the Head
of Engineering Information Department was
telling me he wrote about. . .
'There must be some way of cutting him
down to size', interjected the D.E.
'The Head of Engineering Information, sir?'
`No, this writer fellow. Can't we mislay his
letters or something?'
'I believe this has happened on occasion . . .
oh, quite unintentionally you understand, and
he became very irate.'
'Elmm! Oh, very well, but with more than
40,000 readers apparently hanging on to his
every word, including half the Engineering
Division too for all Iknow, we had better do
something. How about putting Radio 2 out
in stereo. He's got a ' thing' about that,
hasn't he? It might keep him occupied too,
whilst we get on with the other projects'.
'But we haven't the money with the sound
only licence going out after next year,' observed the D.D.E.
The D.E. leaned back in his chair. ' When I
took over from Sir Harold, he told me of a
special contingency account started back in
'27 after the old company was dissolved and
we got our first charter. Igather a fixed sum
has been added to it during succeeding financial years since then and its purpose is to cover
the Corporation during emergencies, times of
financial difficulty and the like. We ought to
be able to squeeze something out of it for the
links. The continuity suites and enough
studios can now handle stereo, we've some
new Studers, and the programme people are
sure to agree.'
'We have said stereo is along-term priority,
though', the D.D.E. countered. ' Surely the
Governors would never agree to using any of
the money for this purpose?'
'I'm not so sure', replied the D.E. ` If this
wretched magazine goes ahead with some
damned petition or other, it will be a sort
of an emergency. A horde of audio fanatics
will probably descend on us, like the " don't
put Radio 3 on VHF only" brigade did, and
besides, there is the matter of prestige. On one
German network alone they are putting out
up to 65 hours of mixed stereo programmes
each week. Suppose Uden, or whatever his
HI-FI NEWS
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name is, goes into print with all the figures,
makes comparisons, shows how we lag behind.
We could be made to look mighty silly in the
eyes of our EBU colleagues, particularly as
our tests were begun a year ahead of anyone
else's. Only eleven stereo trasmissions a week
out of a possible eighty after eight years is a
bad show. As a public service broadcasting
organisation regarded highly abroad, our
reputation could take anasty knock.'
The Deputy Director smiled and nodded his
understanding. ` Ah! Yes of course, prestige.
Most impottant, sir, most important. That is
certain to go down well with the Governors.
Doubtless you will be seeing the D.G. and the
M.D. about it this afternoon then. . .
THE DREAMER AWAKES

Whatever is that whining noise assailing my
ears? Goodness me, its the 1kHz test tone on
Radio 4. Do you know, Imust have left the
radio on again and dozed off during Music At
Night! Headphone listening is a pleasant
habit particularly when one is stuck in bed
with ' flu. What an odd dream though! It
surely was adream? There is no contingency
account really is there? And they don't discuss
me up at BH do they?
But if there were and they did, imagine the
awful bore for someone, one day having to
explain to the Board of Governors the stereo
medium was quite as ' respectable' for ' middleof-the-road' light music as grand opera or an
obscure drama production. Meanwhile, one
producer to another: ' We are going to do
Aeschylus's Prometheus Bound* in stereo, old
boy.' Benign smiles all round. Yet who will
benefit? Not the (technically) ignorant academics firmly anchored on medium-waves who
campaign for ' better broadcasting'.
Pausing here to consider the three most
recent innovations in British broadcasting,
namely, colour television, local radio and
stereophonic radio, an extraordinary topsyturvy' situation is evident in their evolution.
The BBC foisted the first two on the public,
creating demand. Neglecting receiver costs
and rental charges, they decided viewers must
want wonderful colour' telly', and pushed ahead
as fast as they could. We now know if 'x' colour
licences per year are not being taken out by
1974 the BBC may again be in financial
difficulties.
Local radio, too, would be ' good for us'.
Even so, the BBC had to tell the Government
they would need additional revenue of (eventually) £5.2 millions annually to run it. So, next
year, the combined black and white TV and
radio licence will be upped 50p, whilst for
listeners like me without an ' idiot's-lantern',
radio will be free. The thought gives me no
satisfaction, though!
Unlike colour TV and local radio, an
interest in, and demand for stereo radio came
from the public through their experience of
stereo discs. And yet, long after an acceptable
•To be broadcast later this year on Radio 3
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system of transmitting stereo over FM radio
was available, obstacles were always in the
way inhibiting progress. First, a Government
White Paper. Later, public non-demand (!)
was mentioned and, of course, money. Nowhere in the official statements can the same
drive and go-ahead attitude be detected which
exists over colour television. An insistent
demand for stereo to be extended to other
networks and more parts of the country was
officially acknowledge last July . . . but seen
as a long-term priority'. So long term a
'priority', so far down the list of considerations, there was no mention of referring it to
the Government. Why?
And will the changed licence arrangements
affect the future for stereo? When the BBC is
moved to ask for more money to expand new
services it believes in, but not for those the
public through their ` insistent demand' believe
in, doubt, mistrust and open hostility are only
to be expected. The silence needs to be broken
and the answers set out in a comprehensive
statement detailing all the various factors
involved.
Potentially, about 60 per cent of the population (some 32 million people), in the south-east,
midlands and north come within range of FMstereo. An impressive statistic until others are
set alongside. For instance, out of every one
hundred listeners, only two on average are
tuned to Radio 3compared with 34 to Radio 2
and 46 to Radio 1. Unfortunately, no breakdown figures are available to show what percentages of the average 50,000 Radio 3audience
are listening, respectively, on medium-wave,
FM- mono, and FM-stereo. Indeed, Icannot
recall any specific reference to stereo in an
Audience Research Department's questionnaire Ianswered awhile back. Surely though,
it is the actual rather than the potential audience
which matters? The inescapable truth is that
as long as stereo broadcasting is confined to a
minority channel, the audience will continue
to be a strictly limited one of ' serious music'
listeners.
Already, too many stereo receivers lie idle.
A much wider choice of music will need to be
made available before the situation changes,
and Ibelieve it can only happen if Radio 2 is
multiplexed. Some Radio 2 music shows net
audiences of between a half to over one
million. Besides old favourites like Friday
Night Is Music Night—a '
natural' for live
stereo production—advantage could be taken
of this medium with the new shows planned
on the network when the fresh radio schedules
take effect next month.
With another line to Wrotham, another
encoder there and at Sutton Coldfield and
Holme Moss stations, it would seem feasible
to utilise the reserve Radio 3 microwave link
to carry Radio 2programmes in stereo. Ican
visualise BBC hands already being thrown up
in horror at the notion! Even so, are not the
links proving more reliable than the severaltimes-flooded cable circuits between BH and
Wrotham?
Readers in south-west England, East Anglia,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, are
obviously not going to take kindly to the idea
of a second BBC stereo channel whilst they
still have none. Assuming it proved possible
to make one available in those areas though,
Iwonder which would get the higher number
of votes—Radio 2or Radio 3? Some day, the

Herbert von Karajan has led the world's great
orchestras and opera companies in their own halls
and theatres. At home, he listens to them with
Acoustic Research equipment.

Few musicians have achieved the international distinction accorded Herbert von Karajan. His performances of Wagner's Der Ring
des Nibelungen cycle at The Metropolitan Opera and the Salzburg Easter Festival parallel his remarkable series of recordings on
the same cycle, released by Deutsche Grammophon. These recordings, together with a large number of others of the classical
symphonic literature, stand as a musicar landmark to the world's listeners.
Herr von Karajan is also a man of unusual technical proficiency, being thoroughly familiar with the engineering aspects of recording
and sound reproduction. His technical understanding is not limited to books, either; he is an adept jet airplane pilot, for example.
At his home in St. Moritz and in his Essex House suite in New York, he uses a high-fidelity system consisting of an AR turntable, with
Shure M75 Gil cartridge, AR amplifier, two AR-3a speaker systems, a Sony TAH-10 headphone adapter and Sennheiser MDH-414
headphones.
Write for a free catalogue listing AR speaker systems, turntables, amplifiers and accessories.

AR

Acoustic Research International
24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141, U.S.A.
European Office: Radiumweg 7, Amersfoort, Netherlands
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BBC may have to make such acrucial decision,
so be sure to write to them (and us) with your
views. Letters from individuals do influence
the Corporation, but must come in sufficient
numbers. Suppose you sit down now and write
that letter or postcard. Convince the BBC
they must satisfy the ' insistent demand'—and
soon!
Programme Miscellany: Next month, beginning on the 4th April, the new network plans
for Radios I, 2, 3and 4 come into operation.
Various additions and changes have, of course,
already been made during the past five or six
years. Other minor adjustments will undoubtedly follow next year to take account of
the special programmes for the Open University,
together with regional alterations as local radio
expands. Whatever may have been said and
written by others, to me the changes make a
lot of sense, although final judgement is impossible until we have heard them in practice.
Here then, is an outline of the altered programme structures.
Radios Iand 2: Except for atwo-hour period
between 15.00-17.00, the two networks will be
completely separate Mondays to Fridays
between 07.00-19.00. Radio 1has anew ` pop'
show beginning at 09.00 and another new
show is planned between 14.00 and 15.00. On
Radio 2there is to be arequest and light music
programme from 09.00 to 10.30 followed by
Morning Story and Waggoners' Walk. From
11.00 to mid-day each day, there are to be new
light music shows featuring such personalities
as Frank Chacksfield, Edmundo Ros and
Semprini. These ' built' programmes appear
to answer my criticisms made last month.
The Sam Costa shów and Woman's Hour
remain on Radio 2.
In the period from 19.00 to 22.00 when

AUDIO NEWS
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possible use of the Audio & Design disc
cleaning machine. There are now seven
retailers equipped with this device, each
offering a cleaning service to the general
public for a small charge. Names and addresses are given below. The device has been
highly praised by various authorities as the
most thorough record cleaning mechanism
ever devised. Trade and export enquiries
should go to the sole distributor: Keith Monks
(Audio) Ltd., 54, Rounton Road, Church
Crookham, Nr. Aldershot, Hants.
Graham's Electrical
Road, N.1.

Ltd.,

88

Pentonville

Audio Sound, 38 Waterloo Street, Leicester.
Marble Arch Camera Exchange, 38 Edgeware
Road, W.2.
Griffin Radio Ltd., 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham, 5.
Central Records, 161 Stamford Street, Ashton
under Lyne, Lancs.
Ken Rose Audio Ltd., 283 Fleet Road, Fleet,
Aldershot, Hants.
Vallances Ltd., Headrow House, Leeds I.
FOUR CHANNEL DISCS!

demonstrations of four
channel radio and tape (Dec. HFN p. 1581),
comes news of a fully compatible system for
gramophone records.
AFTER

AMERICAN
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Radio Ijoins Radio 2, a totally different programme pattern will operate. In the first hour
the intention is to cover big-band music, folk,
and Country and Western. Then during the
following two hours, programmes will be
directed to listeners wanting middle-of-the-road
or light music. Thanks for the Memory, Be My
Guest, Friday Night Is Music Night, and The
Organist Entertains, will continue. Incidentally,
the latter programme came into being as a
result of apetition from organ enthusiasts, but
it appeals to awider audience who happen to
enjoy the sounds of the many and varied
theatre instruments.
New Radio 2 evening shows will include a
music quiz and programmes featuring popular
band-leaders. Late Night Extra and Night Ride
are retained. Changes to note at the weekend
include moving sport to Radio 2with Sport on
2 running from 14.30 to 17.45 on Saturdays,
and dance music from 22.00 continued into
Night Ride. A repeat of Country Meets Folk
will be broadcast every Sunday afternoon
(16.00), whilst at 21.00 Your Hundred Best
Tunes crosses over from Radio 4.
Radio 3: Daytime and evening, this network
will provide most of the serious music, much
of it in stereo. However, Fridays and Sundays
will be regular nights for drama. Saturday
afternoon sport is being dropped, crossing
over to Radio 2 as mentioned above, but the
ball-by-ball Test Match commentaries will
remain, as will Study Session (
18.30-19.30).
The existing 15-minute news bulletin at 23.00
and the Stock Market Closing Report will be
discontinued. Most weekday nights Chamber
Music recitals will take Radio 3 through until
23.30, when afive-minute news summary concludes the day's broadcasting.
Looking more closely at the music output,

there are to be frequent relays of performances
from concert halls and opera houses. From
Covent Garden it is planned to relay Berg's
Wozzeck on 6th April and on 16th May
Richard Rodney Bennett's new opera. Victory.
In May, the BBC Symphony Orchestra is
touring Eastern Europe and Italy. Their concerts from Bratislava, Vienna, Budapest,
Florence, Perugia, Rome and Bologna (conducted by Pierre Boulez or Colin Davis) will
be relayed. Looking further ahead, with the
exception of those given on Sunday, all of the
Henry Wood Promenade Concerts are to be
broadcast in stereo.
Radio 4: This very loosely could be described as the ' speech' network, but will in
fact also be broadcasting, as now, the light
entertainment programmes and panel games
like Down Your Way, My Word, My Music, etc.
Radio 2's Midweek Theatre, Any Questions?
and Any Answers? will transfer to Radio 4.
The farming and motoring programmes will
continue on this network. In Touch, the programme for blind listeners, is to be broadcast
fortnightly instead of monthly and extended
in length. A long overdue change I would
think.
A play is to be broadcast every afternoon of
the week in addition to Saturday, Monday and
Wednesday evenings. A new thriller series will
go out in the early evenings on Mondays.
Sunday evenings at 19.30 (when Radio 3
broadcasts a major play), Radio 4 is to have
music with relays from concert halls.
That, then, is a brief outline of BBC radio
as it will be from next month. Virtually all
the old favourites remain, though some transfer
between networks. More plays and middle-ofthe-road light music. More stereo, but still
confined to serious music and major drama.

Invented by aMr. Peter Scheiber, the system
consists of an encoding process which ' compresses' the four channels into two, which can
then be recorded or transmitted in the normal
way.
Reproduced via conventional twochannel equipment, the record is compatible,
but the further channels can be derived via a
decoder and fed to further amplifiers and
loudspeakers.

impregnable'. If four channels go into two,
why not eight into four, sixteen into eight into
four etc? The answer is said to involve ' a
powerful design method', and a paper by Mr.
Scheiber is to appear in the AES Journal in
due course. Meanwhile we can only report
that at least one US magazine has witnessed
an apparently satisfactory demonstration.

The process is said to produce no degradation
of the signal quality, final four-channel performance being limited only by the equipment
used, and the decoder is described as being no
more complex than a high-gain preamplifier
stage.
These claims are, on the face of it, extraordinary, and Mr. Scheiber himself describes
the problem he has solved as ' seemingly

STRICTLY ONE-OFF

continued

the existing amplifier. Using plug-in modules
and providing a properly derived centrechannel to drive that woofer, it will give a
welcome bonus in output power in a smaller
format; but I cannot, honestly, detect any
improvement in quality. R. W. will agree that
the Bowes design was extremely good in this
respect, right down to 1mW. The facts that it
used quite unsophisticated driver transformers
and a fairly high (50 mA) quiescent output
current did not detract from its excellent
design.
369

NEXT MONTH
YOUR CHOICE of a budget stereo combination could win the equipment you select,
or £100, or other cash prizes, in acompetition
open to all readers in the April issue. This
bumper number will also carry afull preview
of the Sonex 70 audio show, together with a
ticket to admit two persons. Features will
include the first of a fascinating series on
pickups and meteorology, and details of an
intriguing four-speaker system to improve
ambience from two-channel stereo.

Is it perhaps true to say that some of the
enjoyment has gone with the completion of
the project? Isuppose so, but the enjoyment
of easy high quality listening has increased.
The family can turn aknob which cuts out the
control unit and leaves asingle gain control on
the tuner output to provide their day-to-day
listening. When Icome home Iturn it back
to retrieve the settings for the disc Iplayed the
previous night ... who says you can't have
your cake and eat it?
1.
less
2.
and

Transistor Audio Amplifier; R. C. Bowes, WireWorld, July 1961.
Transistorised Stereo Front-end; R. Williamson
A. G. Watling, HFN, April 1966.
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MAIL ORDER SPECIRLISIS
SALES AND SERVICE

•GUARANTEED

MOTORS

Dual 1219 Auto Transcription Unit ..
60 8 o $117.35
Dual 1209 Auto Transcription Unit ..
42 12 4 $82.80
Garrard SL65B Auto ( less cart.)
19 6 5 $37.26
Garrard SP25 Mk. II ( less cart.) ..
15 II
4 $32.08
Garrard AP75 Transcription Unit ..
23 16 o $45.96
Garrard 401 Transcription Motor ..
31 14 3 $61.14
Garrard SL95B Auto Transcription ..
45 9
$76.20
Garrard SL75 Auto Transcription ..
35 12
$64.80
Goldring GLS9 Transcription Motor
25
I 6 $48.60
Goodmans MT.I000 Turntable Ass'bly 73 15 2 $139.86
Lenco GL75 Transcription Unit ..
36 8 2 $70.26
Lenco GL75P Trans. Unit on plinth ..
44 18 5 $87.06
S.M.E. 2000 Plinth & Cover .. ..
39 4 0 $75.60
Thorens TD124 Series 11 Trans. Unit
46 15 10
$88.80
Thorens TDI50A Mk. 11 Motor/arm ..
43 12 7 $82.80
Thorens TD150AB/II Motor/arm/plinth 47 8 7 $90.00
Thorens TDI25 Trans. Turntable ..
75 17 8 5144.00
Transcriptors Motor/arm/6 wgts/cover 86 14 0 $167.60
PLINTHS AVAILABLE FOR MOST OF ABOVE UNITS

5

PICK-UPS

CARTRIDGES

B. & O. SPI Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP6 Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP8 Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SPIO Stereo Cartridge ..
B. & O. SPI2 Stereo Cartridge ..
Connoisseur SCU- IStereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SAU-2 P.U. arm ..
Decca Mk. 4RC Stereo Cartridge ..
Decca Mk. 4 C4E or H4E Stereo Cart.
Decca Super 4 SC4E or SH4E Sc. Cart.
Decca Deram Transcription cartridge
Decca lrternational Pick-up arm ..
Deccalift inc. Transformer ..
Goldring 850 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring 800 Stereo Cart. .. ..
Goldring 800H Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring 800E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Goldring 800 Super E Stereo Cart. ..
Goldring CS90 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring L69 P.U. arm
..
Goldring L75 P.U. arm
..
Goldring CS9IE Elliptical Stereo Cart.
Ortofon SL I5E Stereo Cartridge ..
Ortofon MISE Stereo Cartridge ..
S.M.E.3009/11 Arm with shell .. ..
S.M.E.3012/1I Arm with shell ..
Shure M55- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M44-5 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M44- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure V15/II Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure V15/11-7 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M75E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M75-6 Type 11 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M44-7 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M32E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Transcriptors Fluid Pick-up arm ..
Transcriptors Stylus Scales ....
Watts Manual Parastat
Watts Hi Fi Parastat Mk IV .
Watts Dust Bar

5 9 6
7 9 6
12 9 6
9 9 6
14 9 6
5 6 9
13
1 10
17 0 0
22 0 0
32 0 0
5 5 0
26 10 0
9 2 0
6 10 0
13 0 0
10 13 9
18 17
1
26 0 0
5 4 0
9 5 9
12 10 10
7 16 0
29 12 11
29 12 11
31
6 3
33 7 3
16 3 6
11
2 4
14 6 6
40 5 3
38 8 3
25 8 10
16 3 6
10 3 10
12 0 11
19 2 8
2 15 8
2 5 0
2 3 9
1 3 2

S14.34
$ 19.14
$31.14
$ 19.14
$28.80
$ 11.34
$26.40
$ 31.20
843.59
$62.17
$ 10.08
$ 51.48
$ 17.95
$ 12.60
$ 25.20
$ 20.70
$ 36.42
$43.20
59.96
$ 18.00
$24.30
$ 15.00
557.60
$57.60
$60.39
$64.35
$ 32.40
$21.60
$28.80
$79.20
$75.60
$ 50.40
$ 32.40
$ 19.80
$ 23.40
$ 37.08
$6.68
$ 5.40
$ 5.25
52.78

DIAMOND STYLI
Shure N44.E
L10 3 10 GoldringL9IE
1.4 0 6
Shure N44-7 £ 6 9 8 Decca Deram .
CI
7 6
Shure N55- E
CI I 2 4 Derarn Elliptical £2 10 0
Sonotone 9TAHC
CI 12 8 B & 0 SP 1 /SP2 £ 3 12 6
A.D.C. R660 ..
all
8 B & 0 SP6/SP7 £ 3 15 0
Goldring CS90
El 14
1 ConnoisseurSCUIL I 18 11
OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE. Service for Ortofon and Decca

TUNER

AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

Armstrong 127 Stereo Tuner/Amp. .
Armstrong 525 FM Stereo Tuner/Amp.
Armstrong 526 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp.
B. & O. 900K Mk. II .
Goodmans 3000 FM Stereo T/Amp.
Rotel 130 Stereo Tuner/Amp.
Tandberg 1071 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp.
Trio TK2OT Stereo Tuner/Amp. ..

43
87
98
79
77
79
89
85

3
6
5
6
4
0
0
0

9 582.25
9 $ 168.60
6 $ 189.60
0 $ 153.18
7 $ 123.49
0 $ 151.65
0 $ 172.28
0 $ 168.05

HI- Fl INSTALLATIONS

EASY TERMS SEND MINIMUM

1/
3

DEPOSIT

Hi -Fi Equipment taken in Part Exchange

TUNERS
Armstrong MS MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong M8 MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner ..
Armstrong 524 Transistor FM Tuner
Dulci FMT7S Stereo Tuner .. ..
Goodmans Stereo AM/FM MPX Tuner
Leak Troughline 3 FM Tuner Chassis
Leak Troughline 3 FM Tuner Case ..
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr Chassis
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr. Case
Leak Stereofetic FM Tuner Chassis ..
Leak Stereofetic FM Tuner Case ..
Quad FM Multiplex Tuner ..
Revois A76 Multiplex Tuner .. ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner Case ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Case
Rogers Multiplex Stereo Decoder ( U/P)

14
9
52
40
31
82
36
44
51
59
56
64
51
162
51
45
61
66
15

10
10
9
4

534.80
522 80
$100.68
$72.22
o
$60.23
o $156.48
81
$65.20
2
$85.20
$94.50
O
3 I $114.00
1
$108.00
$123.60
0
4
.$96.00
5
$300.00
$98.40
$86.40
17
$118.80
17
$128.40
O
$36.00

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521 Stereo Transistor Amp. 52
Dulci 207M Stereo Amplifier..
30
Ferrograph F307 Stereo Amplifier ..
56
Goodmans Maxamp Trans Stereo Amp
54
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. Chassis
53
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. in case..
59 1
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. Chassis
63
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp, in case 69 1
Quad 33 Stereo Control Uni:
43
Quad 303 Stereo Power Amplifier ..
55
Radford SCA30 Trans. Stereo Amp... 106
Radford SC22P Stereo/Mono Control 50
Radford STA 100A Power Amplifier
128 1
Revois A50 Stereo Amplifier
106
1
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp. Chassis ..
44 0
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp, in case ..
49 0
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. Chassis..
59 10
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. in case ..
64 0
Rotel 100 Stereo Amplifier
45 10
Shure Stereo Pickup/Tape/amp ( mains)
14 0
Trio KA2000 Transistor Stereo Amp.
36 0

PORTABLE

$124.80
$72.00
$134.40
$129.60
$127.20
$142.80
$151.20
$166.80
$103.20
$132.00
$254.40
$120.00
8308.64
8254.52
$105.60
$117.60
$142.80
$153.60
$109.20
586.40

RADIOS

Beolit 600 Mk. 11 L/M/S/VHF £ 32
Beolit 1000 L/M/S/VHF £68
Grundig Music Boy 208A L/M/S/VHF £ 3I
Hacker Herald FM only ..
sE29
Hacker Hunter L/M/VHF
f34
Hacker Sovereign LW/MW/VHF
£45
Roberts 600 LW/MW/VHF ..
[26
Roberts 707 L/M/S,'VHF
635

11
S
13
18
10
9
10
10

EXPORT
INFORMATION
Motors, Pick-ups, Tuners, Tape Recorders, Speakers ( 10"
and smaller) are subject to Purchase Tax in the U.K. About
1/5th ( 3/10 in the C) is deductible on Export orders of
these items. Amplifiers, Large Speaker Systems, etc., are
Tax Free in the U.K. and available at U.K. Prices. U.S.
DOLLAR PRICES QUOTED ARE TAX FREE. PAYMENT MAY
BE MADE IN ANY CURRENCY BY CERTIFIED CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER.
Send $ 1bill ($2 Air Post) for latest catalogue

All equipment is carefully packed, insured and
shipped promptly at minimum cost
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
PERSONAL EXPORT FACILITIES

VISIT

C.C.GOOdWin(salesliii
7, THE BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN
LONDON N.22 Tel: 01- 888 0077

EvEityw Ht.
•‘-ir

SAFELy

LONDON'S

A selection from our extensive stocks

xpORT

144)11111IVIIIE
EXPI)RTI?ille

GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN
Carriage, Packing and Insurance ( U. K.) FREE!!
NORTH

t

HI-FI

AND

QUICK LI

CENTRE •

•CASH

OR H.P. TERMS
SPEAKERS

Bowers & Wilkins Model 70 .. 139 10
Bowers & Wilkins P2GH Monitor ..
94 10
Bowers & Wilkins DM3 Monitor ..
63 0
Bowers & Wilkins DM I
..
32 0
Celestion HF1300 Mk. II Tweeter ..
5 18
Celestion Studio 12' CX2012 ..
18 18
Celestion Ditton 10 Mk. II ..
21
3
Celestion Ditton 15 .. ..
29 0
Decca Derain Speaker System ..
17 17
Decca-Kelly DK30 Tweeter .. ..
12 12
Goodmans ARU172 or 180 ..
17
Goodmans Axiette 8 ..
Goodmans Twin Assiette 8 ..
8 0
2
Goodmans Axiom 301 .. .
17 18
Goodmans Axiom 10 ..
8 8
Goodmans Trebax SK/20XL ..
8 8
Goodmans Magnum- K System ..
40 2
Goodman! Mambo Speaker Sytm ( pair) 44 13
Goodmans Marimba Speaker Sytm ( pair) 48 0
Goodmans Magister Speaker System
57 0
Goodmans Maxim Mini System ..
20 7
Goodmans Mezzo 11 Speaker System..
30 18
Jordan-Watts Module ( 3or 15 ohms)
11
K.E.F. T.15 Tweeter .. ..
6
K.E.F. 8110 LF/MID
..
8 12
II 10
K.E.F. 8139 13'x 9" Speaker ..
K.E.F K2 Mk. 2 Baffle .. ..
24 0
K.E.F. Cresta Speaker System ..
22 3
K.E.F. Celeste Mk. 2 Speaker System 29 0
K.E.F. Concord Speaker System ..
43 0
Leak Mini Sandwich Speaker System
29
Leak " Sandwich" Mk. II Speaker System 43
Lowther PM6 Drive Unit .. ..
20
Lowther PM6 Mk IDrive Unit ..
23
Lowther PM6 in Acousta Enclosure ..
45
Lowther PM7 Drive Unit .. ..
31
Quad Electrostatic Speaker System .
66
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 12" D/C 56
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 15" D/C 63
Tannoy Monitor 12" D/C Gold ..
36 10
Tannoy Monitor 15" D/C Gold ..
43 5
Tannoy Ill LZ Monitor D/C Gold ..
31
0
Wharfedale Unit 3 Speaker Kit .
10 19
Wharfedale Super 8/RS/DD ..
7 12
Wharfedale Super 10/RS/DD ..
12 14
Wharfedale Melton System .. ..
29 10
Wharfedale Denton System ( pair) ..
36 0
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill System ..
39 10
Wharfedale Super Linton Sytm. ( pair) 43 0
Wharfedale Rosedale System ..
55 0
All makes of Cross- over units available

O
o

, 334.80
$226.80
$151.20
$76.80
$14.22
$42.00
$40.70
$69.60
$42.84
$30.24
$9.32
$13.80
$15.60
$41.96
$16.32
$20.06
$96.24
$85.92
$89.30
$136.80
$38.92
$74.16
$26.40
$14.40
$16.80
$27.60
$57.60
$43.20
$69.60
$104.40
$71.40
$104.40
$49.20
$56.40
$109.20
$74.40
$158.40

$21.07
$14.59
$24.38
$70.80
$69.12
$94.80
$82.56
$132.00

TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
& 0 2000K De Luxe Stereo Recorder
& 0 1800 Stereo Tape Deck ..
& 0 2400 Stereo Tape Recorder ..
renell Mk. V Series 3 Recorder ..
renell Hi -Fi Stereo Tape Link ..
renell STB2/5/2 Stereo Tape Unit ..
renell ST400 Stereo Recorder ..
erguson 3244 Stereo Tape Recorder
errograph 7I3M Mono Recorder ..
errograph 704 Stereo Recorder ..
errograph 724 Stereo Recorder ..
hilips 4404 Stereo Recorder ..
evox A77/1104 M k.II Stereo Recorder
evox A77/1124 M k.II Stereo Recorder
evox A77/1224 Mk.II Stereo Recorder
anyo MR801 Stereo Recorder ..
andberg 1541 Mono Recorder ..
andberg 164IX Stereo Tape Recorder
andberg 64X Stereo Tape Unit ..
andberg 124IX Stereo Recorder ..
andberg 6000 Stereo Tape Unit ..

159 12
$304.80
184 16
$345.03
208 19
$401.10
11I 4
$213.48
63 5
$121.44
206 5 1 $396.00
145 0
$278.40
93 5
8173.90
174 13
8333.60
194 15
$372.00
204 16
$391.20
83 0
8161.25
204 15
$360.00
236 5
$412.80
246 15
$439.20
69 15
8153.50
82 0
8157.80
89 10
$172.26
157 0
$302.16
154 0
$296-38
193 10
$372.38

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Cmiplete range by B & 0, WYNDSOR, PHILIPS,
VAN DER MOLEN, BUSH, FERGUSON, L & L,
RADON, HACKER, GOODMA NS, GRUNDIG,
TA NDBERG, DECCA, MARCONI, etc.

OUR

SHOWROOMS

THE BROADWAY
-100 VIDS

r."

NORTH
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ROAD
WOOD GREEN...4
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HOURS OF BUSINESS: Monday to Saturday 9-6 p.m. Thursday 1l-lp.m.
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A experiments

FTER some eight years of trials and
with speakers of several
different types the writer eventually settled for
Quad ELSs as being the most natural and
unobtrusive. They had always appealed, but
the most noticeable disadvantage, apart from
their cost, seemed to be an inability to produce
really deep bass though they are, in the writer's
opinion, superior at 50 Hz to many commercial
speakers whose manufacturers claim aresponse
down to 20 Hz. About a year ago the writer
decided to attempt to extend this response
down to the region of 25 Hz without, if
possible, affecting the beautifully clean response of the ELSs.
Only one speaker was considered to be
necessary provided that this could handle the
maximum power ever likely to be needed in a
stereo system. While an enormous horn could
have solved this problem it was absolutely out
of the question for aperson whose occupation
necessitates fairly frequent changes of address.
Clearly the solution would have to be a large
box which would be movable, albeit with
some difficulty. At first it was intended to
build the cabinet into a large sofa when a
working volume of some 16 cu. ft. could have
been obtained but, since a very large drive
unit was considered desirable to obtain low
distortion at reasonably high volume, this
would have left the average person sitting with
his feet dangling inches above the floor.
Wherever the drive unit was mounted this
difficulty could not be avoided except b)
omitting the thick and comfortable upholstery
which alone would have made the project
acceptable in the household. This idea was
reluctantly abandoned.
After a good deal of thought about large
Paralines, long folded tubes, heavily damped
reflex, and resistive reflex enclosures, it was
eventually decided to accept the advice of
Mr. Falkus of Fane Acoustics and use a total
enclosure. The writer had in any case been
very impressed by the quality of the bass which
could be obtained by properly damped IB
enclosures.
The Fane B183/LR speaker
which has afree air fundamental resonance of
12-15 Hz was chosen, and it seemed that a
working volume of at least 8cu. ft. would

View of crossover unit and 20W transistor bass amplifier
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A Supplementary
common bass
system
by K. C. Nixon

be needed to ensure the desired performance.
The space problem was solved by making the
enclosure double as aTV table as may be seen
from the photographs. Although intended
specifically to answer the writer's requirements,
this system could be used in conjunction with
any speakers, not just Quad ELSs.
The cabinet is constructed from gaboon
ply, finch thick and lined on four sides and
the back with 4-inch concrete. A good 4-inch
or more of concrete would be desirable, but
a measure of transportability is a necessity
and the completed speaker weighs some 141)
lb. as it is. The dimensions and general
arrangement are shown in fig. I. Fig. 2shows
a cutting plan giving external dimensions
which for most panels are larger than will
actually be needed, depending upon the type
of joints used; the object is to show that all
the panels required can be cut from astandard
8x4ft. sheet of ply. Half-lap joints were used
in the original and the joints were glued and
pinned, and screws were used to mount the
one inch square cross-braces; it is recommended that these should not be omitted
irrespective of whatever thickness of concrete
it is intended to use. The front to rear braces
should be placed as close to the baffle hole as
the drive unit will permit and the top to bottom
braces should be mounted just outside these.
Small, fretted out squares of waste ply may
be glued to the inside of the back panel to
keep cement clear of the areas against which
the front to rear braces will butt (see fig. 3).
Thin quarter round battens may be used
around the back panel to contain the concrete
and define its thickness. Strips of baize
material should be glued along the rear battens
of the enclosure to help form an air-tight seal
with the back, but a small air leak must be
provided if aplastic cone or hermetically sealed
unit is used in order to equalise changes in
barometric pressure without the cone being
displaced. A li
e in. diameter hole, covered on
the inside with adouble layer of baize material
to prevent any whistling, will suffice. This
leak should be placed sufficiently far from the
edge of the back panel to clear the mounting
battens at the rear of the cabinet. Conventional cones will not require this duct.

The complete speaker, with matching grille, as TV table

Sheer Perfection

YES — SHEER PERFECTION — No other words can
adequately do justice to the built-in precision of the new DUAL
1219. thereby establishing yet another new level of professional quality.
The new DUAL 1219 offers the highest calibre of performance with extreme operating ease, plus a
number of new technological advances.
The new extended length professional tonearm with 4- point gimbal suspension makes all systems
operative from 0.25 grams up; continuously variable anti- skating
compensation, calibrated for both conical and elliptical styli; dynamically balanced 7 lb. nonmagnetic 12" platter vvith built-in stroboscope; silicon- damped cueing control
giving ultra slow descent 0.2 cm/sec. and controlled
ascent; extra lightwei-ght " waffled" construction of tonearm head; new mode selector for maintaining
perfect vertical 15' tracking.
Wow and flutter <-0-6%
Rumble — 60 db.
Low - hum Dual synchronous continuous- pole motor holds speed absolutely
constant with line voltage variations.
PRICE £ 63.10.0
1209 Yet another transcription turntable from DUAL — the hallmark of precision and quality —
incorporating most of the advanced technological features of the DUAL 1219.
PRICE £45.10.0.

Dual
The hallmark of precision and quality
DUAL Electronic

Industries Ltd., Paramount Industrial Estate, Stokenchurch, Bucks. Tel. Radnage 3467/8

To bond cement to the wood the latter is
first sealed with a thickly brushed on coat of
one part Unibond to five parts water. This
must be allowed to dry out completely.
Thoroughly mix three or four parts sharp sand
to one part cement and dampen it with a
mixture of one part Unibond to ten parts
water to which afew drops of detergent have
been added. Apply a mixture of one part
Unibond to three parts water to the wood and
allow to become tacky, then apply the cement.
After a few hours, preferably in an unheated
room, cover the cement with six or eight
layers of wet newspaper and keep moist for at
least another 36 hours. Then remove the
newspaper and allow the cement to dry out
naturally for a further 36 to 48 hours before
moving. Obviously only one inner surface of
the cabinet can be cemented at atime, though
the back can be done at the same time as one
of the other surfaces. This procedure will
result in a very strong and rigid cabinet. It
will also be heavy!
The holes in the rear of the speaker chassis
should be covered with tapestry canvas using
contact glue as adhesive, but if using the
recommended drive unit the speaker lead
must first be soldered to the terminals because
they will be covered by the canvas which can
also serve to clamp the lead to the chassis.
Bolt the speaker into place using ü or I-inch
bolts, but place metal or wooden spacers
close to the bolts and between baffle and
chassis ring to avoid over compressing the
felt sealing ring and to prevent the chassis
from ringing. Remember to use lock nuts or
the speaker will, in time, vibrate loose. It is
quite a good idea to press a fillet of Bostik
White Sealing Strip around the junction of
speaker and baffle to guarantee a permanent

seal. Ensure that the lead is taped securely to
the chassis and to one of the front to rear
enclosure braces to prevent vibration and
facilitate packing the damping material. It is
advisable to take this lead to a polarised plug
into a hole drilled through a rear batten but
right against the inner side of the panel, as
shown in the photographs. A most suitable
plug is a Radiospares flex-connector. Note
that the batten in which this plug (male
portion) is mounted must be wide enough to
ensure that sufficient area will be left around
the socket clearance hole in the rear panel to
make an airtight seal.
Holes just large enough to slip over the
speaker should now be cut into layers of
Terylene wadding which should be packed
from the baffle up to a depth of about 6 or
7in. which will bring it almost level with the
rear face of the magnet. Slots can be cut out
to clear the front to rear braces and the strips
of material replaced. Then the cabinet should
be filled with four pounds of long-haired
sheep's wool which has been carefully teased
out, building up layers with the fibres running
alternately along and across the cabinet. It
takes a long time to tease out this amount of
wool but it is necessary to do the job conscientiously to ensure even packing.
When fixing the back into position, screw
spacing should not exceed about four or five
inches. A mains transformer supplying about
four to six volts AC may be connected up to
the speaker and alighted candle taken around
the rear edge of the cabinet will disclose any
leaks which may then be sealed.
As will be seen from the photographs, the
original cabinet was finished with grille to match
the Quad ELSs, but if this is done, or if Tygan
is used, it is advisable to glue some heavy
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black woollen material to the front of the
baffle first, to prevent rattling. This will hide
the speaker opening very effectively, the extra
damping will not come amiss and the speaker
is so efficient that one need not worry about
losing volume, even in the 30 Hz region. As
the unit is used at very low frequencies there
would be no harm in covering the front with
heavy material to match curtains or a three
piece suite. Alternatively if the cabinet were
to be mounted face down on legs (not less than
four inches in length) it could be used as a
table or seat and it would be possible to
dispense with any form of grille except perhaps
to protect the cone from cats or other pets. A
false top or, alternatively, a padded seat
(assuming you have a long legged family)
would have to be used to hide the cabinet
back proper.
Positioning is not a problem, especially if
the low crossover frequency used by the
writer is employed; the bass speaker can be
placed anywhere in the room and abass drum
will still emanate from the direction recorded
into the record.
The crossover circuit suggested by the
writer was submitted to the Acoustical Manufacturing Company for approval and they
kindly modified it to include a second filter
stage to increase the rate of roll off above the
crossover frequency. The resulting circuit is
shown in fig. 4 and this is best built into a
small control unit with switches and volume
control as shown in the photographs. In the
original unit Cl consists of four 2ILE' capacitors
wired so as to enable aswitched selection to be
made of 4, 6 or 8iLF giving crossover frequencies of 80, 65 and 50 Hz respectively.
It will be noted that there is no provision for
rolling off the bass response of the ELSs
because this is unnecessary. However, it is
possible that some other units would have to
be suppressed in the lower bass to avoid
frequency doubling or unpleasant resonances
and this may in certain cases be achieved by
increased damping with carpet felt or other
heavy material. This arrangement with variable
crossover frequency together with the provision of volume control over a separate
amplifier greatly assists in matching the
output of the bass speaker with the main
speakers and the room.
The leads to the third amplifier input, and
back through the filter unit to the stereo
amplifier speaker terminals should all be
screened to avoid inducing hum into the bass
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Riel"unlearn

Richard Allan are now firmly established as leaders in the field of top
quality high-fidelity loudspeakers. Whatever your personal choice,
there is a Richard Allan speaker to suit your requirements.
Call at your usual Hi Fi specialists or come along and meet us at

SKYWAYS HOTEL, LONDON AIRPORT, 24th-26th April

SON EX 10
PAVANE'
A floor standing, three speaker enclosure utilising a 12" bass unit, 8" midrange,
and a4" tweeter being finished in teak with amatching pine green vynair fret, this
enclosure is widely accepted by the enthusiast as being the best value on the
market today.
25" high; 15+" wide; Ir deep- 02.

CHACONNES
A twin speaker reproducer of bookshelf proportions, utilising
an 8" bass unit and a4" tweeter. It is eminently suitable for
the enthusiast requiring the best reproduction from acompact
enclosure in this price range.
20" high; 12" wide; 9" deep- 09/11/10d.

MINETTE s
Utilising the famous " MODULE" with a5" bass unit and 4" tweeter mounted
on an integral chassis, this enclosure will produce an exceptional quality of
sound from a reproducer of such compact dimensions.
I14-" high; 7" wide; 61" deep- 06/3/5d.

AND THE NEW SUPER SARABANDE'
Incorporating a 15" high flux bass unit in a4 cu. ft. enclosure with the midrange and treble handled by 8" and 4" units. The specially adjusted crossover
network has been developed to compensate for phase and impedance
variations in the drive units, thus ensuring asmooth response from
25 to 17,000 Hz.
32f" high; 18" wide; I7,f" deep— a&

Further details from:

LI.1,411g.

Bradford Road, Gomersal, CLECK HEATON, Yorkshire
Tel.: Cleckheaton 2442
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amplifier. There should be electrical continuity
between these screens and the case of the filter
unit, but the screen should be left unconnected
to earth at one of the stereo amplifiers
shown in fig. 4. The hum level of the writer's
system is extremely low, being still acceptable at
full volume level which in practice is never used.
The bass amplifier shown in the photograph
is a home-built version of the 20 W transistor
amplifier described by Dr. A. R. Bailey in the
December 1966 issue of Wireless World, but
of course only one channel is in use. It would
seem that an amplifier of much lower power
would suffice unless it is desired to fill a fair
sized hall with organ pedal notes. However,
it is important that the hum level be very low
and that the amplifier be capable of delivering
power with low distortion at least down to
30 Hz and ideally down to 20 Hz.
Although the arrangement used in the filter
tends to suppress any rumble resulting from
vertical motion of aturntable, it is nevertheless
important that the turntable be free of rumble.
The writer uses aTranscriptor which is superb
and cannot understand why it has never been
reviewed! [
Because it hasn't been submitted—
Ed.] It will be found that records having much
rumble recorded into them will have to be
played with the bass amplifier switched off or
at least with its volume control turned right
down.
Normal playing settings for the
original system, incidentally, are Quad control
unit volume setting at 5and just over 6on the
bass amplifier (control calibrated up to 10)
with the filter selected to 6
(
65 Hz). The
pins of the R.S. Flex Connector mentioned
earlier are easily removed and reversed to
facilitate phasing, which is best decided by ear
and atest record with low frequency tones.
What does it sound like? Well, on some
records one cannot tell from the sound
whether it is switched on or not, assuming
these records to be free from rumble and hum.
When real bass is recorded there is awonderful
impression of weight, depth and spaciousness,
an effect mentioned by Trevor Attewell
describing his Basset in the April 1969 issue of
HiFi News. Bass quality is very smooth,
clean and realistic, the very antithesis of the
groaning, rumbling one or two note bass often
heard from reflex cabinets. Anyone who claims
that the BBC do not broadcast bass should
build this speaker and prepare to be surprised.
It is instructive to disconnect the ELSs or
other speakers so that the output from the
bass speaker alone may be heard.
On sweeping over the frequency range from
15-150 Hz the response sounds smooth
throughout the range apart from aminor resonance at 70 Hz which is thought to be the
result of afloor to ceiling height of about eight
feet. The system resonance is 32 Hz and a
considerable amount of acoustic power can be
generated at this frequency, which coincides
with the main room resonance due to its
17¡ ft. length. Neither I nor my wife and
children like listening to high intensity sound
at this frequency, and the cat flies from the
room—however, in music these low frequencies are superb.
Below 30 Hz the response gradually falls,
but 20 Hz is still audible—more of a feeling
than a sound however. At 15 Hz the unit
would appear to be doubling if very much
power is fed to it so the useful range would
seem to extend to between 15-20 Hz.

,.LF.
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With adrive unit alone costing £28, and the
need for a third power amplifier, a set-up of
this nature cannot be cheap. Nevertheless it
can be a cheap way of obtaining full range
results if used, for example, together with
two bookshelf enclosures such as the excellent
Peak Sound ES 10-15 designed by Mr.
Baxandall and reviewed in the October 1968

issue of HiFi News. This bass unit will give
very good results up to at least 200-300 Hz
and could therefore be used in conjunction
with almost any small, commercial ' fullrange' loudspeaker. One final point, the
writer considers himself exempt from any
blame if disappointed constructors use drive
units other than the one recommended!

COMPLETED SYSTEM

(a) Without damping, showing 18 in. drive unit.

(b) Terylene damping material attached prior to filling with sheep's
wool.
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A76

A77

The magnetic masterpiece of our time" Hi- Fi Sound

A50 " Standards of construction which are not exceeded by anything
made, short of military specifications"
Audio Record Review July 1969
A76 " probably the best FM Stereo Tuner in Europe, if not the world''
Now the A50 amplifier and A76 Tuner from Willi Studer
make the Revox team supreme.

R EVOX
To know the detailed inside story on Willi Studer's

Also in USA and Canada

Revox read the fully descriptive story from

Revox Corporation 212 Mineola Avenue

Revox 90 High Street Eton Windsor Berks

Roslyn Heights New York 11577 New York USA

Price from 195 guineas including Purchase Tax

Tri-tel Associates Ltd Toronto Canada
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OUR READERS WRITE ...
.about loudspeaker
demonstrations
From: Raymond E. Cooke, Managing Director,
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent.
DEAR SIR, Your correspondent Maurice Allward, writing in the January issue, criticises the
KEF demonstration at the October Audio Fair.
Audio demonstrations during the 50s were
characterised by A-B switching. This was the
age of the comparator, through which demonstrators rapidly switched everything in sight
and, more often than not, left their listeners
utterly confused or deceived, since it is a mistake to think that A-B switching reveals all
things. A cunning demonstrator who switches
over at a skilfully chosen moment can readily
fool most people into believing that black is
white. In addition, variations of impedance
and sensitivity which influence loudness can
seriously impair judgement.
We eventually became aware that A-B comparisons were not entirely to the public taste
and in recent years we have tried to give a
musically satisfying demonstration with as
little distraction as possible. Nevertheless, we
always include one or two items which are
switched through all speakers.
In the case of the Olympia demonstration we
featured only the Cresta, which is avery small,
low-priced system, and the very much larger
and more expensive Concerto, and there did
not seem to be much point in concentrating
on a comparison between two such widely
dissimilar products. The only kind of comparison test which could possibly be relevant
to anyone seeking to choose a loudspeaker
would be between models of similar size and
price from different manufacturers, and this
of course is an important job for the hi-fi
retailer. We would be very interested to hear
from HiFi News readers just what kind of
demonstration techniques they favour.
Yours faithfully

.about disc pressing quality
From: D. S. White, 44 The Park, Kingswood,
Bristol B5I5 4BL.
DEAR SIR, I do not know if Ihave been unlucky lately in receiving a surfeit of homeproduced full-price records which were slightly
warped and have an unnecessarily large number
of clicks and pops, some of which are undoubtedly due to residual paper and other
dust particles in the sleeves.
It has been adelight to receive anumber of
Supraphon stereo records produced for internal
consumption and also Eterna records of East
German manufacture. Despite flimsy polythene inners, these arrive here completely flat
because they are thicker—' penny-pinching' in
our industry again? Then they are really clean,
and one can listen completely relaxed, especially as, wonder of wonder s, the run-off is also
completely noise-free. As Isaid, perhaps Ihave
been unlucky, hut one home-produced recent
purchase has, on each cycle of the r
unoff, the
nearest thing to the maximum acceleration I
have met, with shattering results in the speakers.
HI-FI NEWS
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When can we expect areturn to quality production as well as technical excellence?
It looks as though much improvement would
result from amarginally costly increase in bulk,
from an instruction to use always a standard
precomputed run-off, and from pressure on
record pressers, packers and inner sleeve
manufacturers to adopt noise-reducing standards of production. I look forward to the
first advertising campaigns announcing the
introduction of such standards! Why Dolby
if we cannot really enjoy the results?
Yours faithfully

.about starting from scratch
From: Eddie Baldwin, 28 Sylvan Court. Holden
Road, London N.12.

if it was only arecord cleaning kit!
The third problem has often prevented me
from getting as far as either of the others:
'No, sir, we haven't got it in stock but we
can get it for you'.
`If you do, I'll have to buy it, won't I?'
'Yes, I'm afraid so, sir'.
So unless the records I'm interested in are
in stock I'll never even hear them. Invariably
by the time I've read the reviews and saved
my pennies they have become far too old to
be in stock. Surely it would be possible for
retailers with sufficiently high demonstration
standards to have a ' sale or return' agreement
with the manufacturers or wholesalers?
So you see, that's why I'm sitting here with
a list of eight highly recommended and ' interesting' records, feeling very frustrated.
Yours faithfully

DEAR SIR, Having just read Adrian Hopes'
article Dirt and Discs and Dealers (
January), I
would like to draw your attention to the
... about the retailer's approach
following.
From: E. Jones, ` Downham', Stafford Road,
If you take any record from your collection
Naughton, Stafford.
you will observe that around the centre hole
there are scratch marks on the label, caused
DEAR SIR, Mr. Horn's article in your Januby the inability to find the turntable spindle
ary issue was most interesting, but I wonder
first time. Virgin records do not have these
whether he is perhaps nèt putting too much
marks and clearly those that do should be
emphasis on the alleged predilection for
rejected by the prospective purchaser.
customers to want to buy equipment at the
Yours faithfully
lowest possible prices.
The retailer's nett margin of 24% ( Mr.
.about a record buyer's Horn's figure) sounds a great deal to the uninitiated. Mr. Horn has attempted to justify
frustrations
such a margin, but Isuggest that he has not
From: Peter G. Vesers, 15 Hermitage %% oods
taken his case quite far enough. It would have
Crescent, St. Johns, Woking, Surrey.
been more convincing had he quoted a ` syn
DEAR SIR, While agreeing with your contrithetic' operating account for a typical dealer.
butor Adrian Hope on the abysmal quality of
Such a typical account would assist in conrecord demonstration equipment in most
vincing the buying public that the retailer's
retailers, I must disagree with his suggestion
margin is not all profit.
that playing LP discs to prospective purchasers
The customer needs to be convinced that the
is unnecessary. It can only be so if you are
dealer really knows his job. It is relatively easy
intending to limit your collection to musical
for adealer to masquerade as ahi-fi specialist
items with which you are already very familiar.
simply by acquiring sufficient technical jargon.
If, however, you wish to investigate records
The customer can only judge the dealer's real
of unfamiliar music recommended in HFN, or
integrity by experience, and the gaining of
of complete works from which you have only
this can be expensive and frustrating.
heard interesting fragments, it is essential to
The formation of the HFDA appears to be
be able to listen before purchase. This is
astep in the right direction, but this body can
where Icome up against the three problems
only be of real value to the customer if:
that are preventing me from being the happy
(a) membership of the HFDA can be taken as
carefree record collector of my dreams.
a guarantee of the technical ability and the
The first problem Ihave overcome: that is
commercial integrity of the dealer, and ( b) the
to find a record dealer with demonstration
Association will undertake to investigate comfacilities which match the high quality of the
plaints from customers about unsatisfactory
records. This is a shop which combines its
service from dealers who are members. Unless
record department with a hi-fi display room.
the buyer can obtain some sort of assurance
The other problems I have still failed to
from the HFDA, then customers will look
overcome, and will be more than grateful for
upon the Association as existing primarily for
any advice you or your readers may be able
the protection of the dealer.
to offer me. Ijust haven't got the nerve to
In my experience, some dealers are remarkwalk into my chosen retailer clutching a list
ably complacent. Are such people doing so
of half a dozen LPs in which I'm interested,
well that they do not have to try? Irecently
ask him to play just one side of each (surely
needed to buy anew amplifier and had drawn
the minimum necessary to assess most classical
up a ' short-list' based on two reviews in your
works), and then to say ` No thank you, I'm
journal. Having sent for descriptive literature
afraid Idon't like any of them'.
from the manufacturers, I later received a
Even supposing he was willing to spend at
letter from adealer telling me that he handled
least an hour attending to one customer, I such equipment and would be pleased to
would feel duty bound to buy something, even
supply. I had already been in this retailer's
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Band & Olufsen
for those who consider design
and quality before price.

The Beomaster 3000 — abrilliant new stereo
FM tuner/amplifier from Bang & Olufsen
Now you can listen to your favourite sounds naturally — piece by piece — through one of the world's most perfectly engineered audio units.
As the centre of your audio system, Bang and Olufsen introduce the Beomaster 3000, a highly sophisticated high-fidelity stereo amplifier
and FM tuner. Check the new Beomaster 3000 out with your nearest Bang and Olufsen dealer. Don't be a little surprised if you're that bit
late for your next appointment. You will have been enjoying the best in audio — world perfect by Bang and Olufsen.

The Bang and Olufsen system shown here consists of the following units:
Beomaster 3000 A combined

Beogram 1000 A semi-

stereo amplifier and FM tuner,

transcription turntable unit

Output 2x30 watts RMS —

featuring tha world famous

Such as the Beomaster 3000 and

surround base unit and new

2x60 music- watts. 6pre-set

STL.115 Pick-up arm and SP7

available in twin or 4track

done type high frequency unit.

FM programme controls.

Cartridge. ( Speeds 78, 45,
33.1 r.p.m.).

versions. The twin track model

Maximum power handling

has an additional 4track stereo

capacity 40 watts RMS, 60

low impedance PU cartridges, a

head for playback of

watts music power;

tape- recorder, headphones, and

pre-recorded 4track tapes.

impedance 4ohms.

Connecting sockets for high and

Beocord 1800 Designed for
use with ahigh fidelity amplifier

Beovox 3000 Pressure
chamber loudspeaker: roll

two pairs of loudspeakers.

As we want .people who choose B & 0 to receive really good advice, every effort has been made to appoint dealers of the best obtainable
standards and this policy may have necessarily limited the number in your town or city. So write today for a list and for further information
about Beosystems to :—
Bang 8( Olufsen U.K. Limited, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester. Telephone : 0452 21591.
London Showrooms : 70/71 Welbeck Street, London,W.1. Telephone : 01-486 2144.

shop on several occasions and had been unable
to get any attention at all. Now if this dealer
had followed up his letter by phoning me, or
even calling at my house, it is highly probable
that he would have got an order, and if he had
any real commercial acumen he would probably have succeeded in selling me something
better than Ioriginally had in mind. As he
showed no follow-up Ipurchased my requirements from amail-order concern.
Iadmit that asalesmanlike approach could
have resulted in my buying something better
(and more expensive) than Ioriginally had in
mind. This, however, is surely not uncommon
and this is where Ipresume to differ with Mr.
Horn. Isuggest that the customer will not go
to a discount house if a lead dealer makes
up his mind that he is going to try to prevent
the customer doing so.
It would appear that the answer to the challenge of the discount house is in the dealers'
own hands; but unless they are prepared to
'get weaving' they are in for a thin time.
Yours faithfully
[Geoffrey Horn's article provoked a number
of letters, all expressing similar views to the
above. See editorial comment on page 351.—
Ed.]

. . . about professional standards
From: G. P. Green, Publicity Manager, Elcom
(Northampton) Ltd., Ross Road, Weedon Road
Industrial Estate, Northampton.
DEAR SIR, On page 53 of your January issue
you published a photograph, together with
comments which were perhaps meant to be
lighthearted, of the sound equipment installed
in Studio 1 of Independent Television News.
As manufacturers of the equipment involved
we are deeply disturbed at the use of the phrase
'but . . . the quality of the sound is amatter
for doubt', and would like to correct statements which may be wrongly construed.
In the foreground of the photograph is the
gram unit installed with parallel trackers and
XMS heads as you correctly state. We would
point out that this equipment was chosen by
ITN (in common with many other well-known
authorities, such as the BBC) as the most suitable for the particular purpose involved; namely,
to provide high-speed cueing on 78 rpm effect
records. It must be remembered that all effect
noises such as crowd scenes, wind noises, etc,
are transmitted live at very short notice and,
at a price of some £200 each, these units fulfil
their purpose admirably. In the circumstances
we feel that the specification of the sound
equipment is not open to doubt and is to the
same high standards as demanded by broadcast
authorities throughout the world.
We would be very grateful if you could see
fit to publish this letter in order to put the
matter to your readers in its correct perspective.
Yours faithfully

Editor's Note: We apologise to Elcom if our
report has embarrassed them, though we
omitted their name deliberately to avoid giving
an impression that it was they, rather than the
TV authorities, who had low standards. We
accept that the equipment in question does its
specified job to the standard required by either
ITN or the BBC, but we see no contradiction
between this and agenuine doubt about quality
in the absolute sense.
HI-FI NEWS
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It is an illusion to think that professional
broadcasting authorities set high standards
simply because they are ' professional'. The
very idea of ersatz sound-effects from 78 rpm
discs to accompany supposedly genuine news
broadcasts is enough to make one feel contemptuous, and when we consider the disgracefully obvious wow and flutter on much
TV background music—perfectly audible on
the very cheapest and nastiest receivers—we
are inclined to adopt the ` lighthearted' approach to which Mr. Green refers. As noted
in our report, even the ' quality conscious'
BBC sound people still attack us with atrocious
speech quality for most of the time, derived
from ribbon microphones used at close range
without bass cut.

.about rival audio shows
From: G. Gadson, Garrard Engineering Limited,
Newcastle Street, Swindon, Wilts.
DEAR SIR, In the last paragraph of your
preamble immediately before your review of
the Audio Fair exhibits you say, ' With the
Sonex ' 70 Show at London Airport in April,
will there be the demand or need for another
Autumn event ?'
Ishould have thought that it would have
been far more to the point if you were to say
`In view of the undoubted success of the
official Audio Fair in the Autumn, is it necessary to hold another one in April?'
Yours faithfully

. . . about servicing costs
From: Harry Leeming, Electronics Dept., Holdings Photo Audio Centre, Mincing Lane, Darwen
Street, Blackburn.
DEAR SIR, Being a director of a company
whose business is equally split between photography and high fidelity, Ithink Iam reasonably well equipped to comment on the difference between camera repairs and high fidelity
repairs, the subject of recent correspondence.
A camera is a complete unit which can be
checked as an entity, and can easily be despatched through the post. Camera repairs
require skill and patience, but with respect,
I would suggest that they do not require as
high adegree of technical knowledge and skill
as is required to service high fidelity equipment. As a matter of interest Ispent the last
six months developing an Electronic Shutter
Speed Tester for cameras, and can only comment that the standard of performance of even
the most expensive camera shutters is chronic
when compared with the tolerances one normally works to in the electronic field.
Mr. Royce (January issue) states that he
would be willing to pay a fair charge for
repair work—Iwonder if he would? Servicing
hi-fi equipment is a skilled operation, and I
would certainly consider myself to be at least
half as skilled as a specialist in the local
hospital. I doubt, however, if Mr. Royce
would be willing to pay me half of the consultant's fee on an hourly basis!
It is obvious from the many complaining
letters in HiFi News that there is a large
demand for service on high fidelity equipment.
Why, if it can be done so profitably, are there,
in the main, only ` one man bands' offering
this service?
Our service department is subsidised by
profit on sales, and hence first priority must
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go to the customers who have paid that
subsidy by purchasing equipment. This is
indeed unfortunate for the customer who has
moved into our area, and we do try, where
possible, to be sympathetic. Unfortunately we
cannot, however, expand our service department further without running it on aprofitable
basis. To run the department on such a basis
would mean that our charges would have to
be considerably increased, or that we would
have to employ staff with less skill. There does
not seem to be any point in following either
of these courses, as it would only give us a
bad name, and would probably reduce sales.
One cannot totally blame the discount
houses for creating a lack of service, as there
have always been complaints in this direction.
It is, however, apparent that service problems
are going to get worse, not better, as judging
from the advertisements a large proportion of
the equipment is now sold by people who
offer no service facilities. Obviously the manufacturers are not too happy about this situation, as they cannot afford to take a large
proportion of their staff off production and put
them on unprofitable service work. Ican only
conclude by stating that if anyone thinks that
they can operate a service department profitably, let them go ahead and try. There are
always plenty of us willing to purchase good
secondhand test equipment, at knock-down
prices, when they go under!
Yours faithfully

.

about aseries of frustrations

From: B. Harris, 29 Christchurch Avenue, Kilburn, London N.W.6.
DEAR SIR, Referring to Mr. MacDonald's
letter (January) I have been associated with
hi-fi equipment for only four years, but in that
short space of time Ihave been treated with
scorn by a few dealers, who gave me the
opinion that they were only doing me afavour
by showing me their winning ' permutation'
(i.e. their comparator), or by various grimaces
that were delivered by the salesman when I
asked to hear acertain combination.
Such aseries of frustrations arose from these
experiences, that by consulting the pages of
your excellent magazine Idecided what equipment Irequired, wrote to a number of people
who wrote to you, noted what equipment they
had, and if it coincided with what Irequired,
asked them if Icould hear or see it for myself.
The response was excellent, and I spent a
few happy hours in many people's homes,
discussing the pros and cons of various equipment; they acted equally as unbiased salesmen
in this respect, which in itself was rewarding,
and Igained valuable experience.
Ibuy my equipment from avery well known
discount house that is advertised in your
pages, which give the full manufacturer's or
agent's guarantee, and I have never had a
moment's anxiety when the equipment has
failed. As far as dealers are concerned, Inever
purchase any equipment from them, except
items like phonos, DIN-sockets and cable.
If any of my equipment fails, either Ireturn it
to the discount house and/or return items
direct to manufacturer or importer, the philosophy being that no one knows the equipment
better than the people who manufacture it.
Now that the HFDA has been formed,
perhaps the enthusiast will get a better deal
(at long last), and not get ' turned over'.
Yours faithfully

FERGUSON
unit
audio
SAVE
When you purchase one of two brand new, fully guaranteed,
complete stereo systems. Both finished in teak arid supplied
with all plugs and leads.
THIS OFFER CANNOT BE REPEATED
SYSTEM 206
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1Ferguson 3404 Turntable
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does British equipment sound when
HOW
played in the land of sitars? You may be

assured it sounds excellent! It may come as a
surprise to you when Isay that roughly 60% of
the systems in India are all- British and at least
90% have some British parts in them.
The attitude here towards hi-fi is gradually
improving. Most of us have progressed from
the acoustic gramophone ( though it is. still
being made), but it is generally considered good
enough to have an HMV radiogram with an
ancient Acos or Ronette cartridge. Hi-fi is a
luxury and only lunatics go in for it.
However, we do have our hard-core enthusiasts ( like myself) with even harder concrete
Wharfedale built-ins. Come monsoons, the
Leaks are turned on—not the ones in the roof
of course. There are no restrictions on power
levels: 50 watts (continuous power naturally)
is accepted. You will find private unlicensed
broadcasting stations every two or three miles
having extremely sophisticated equipment like
aPA amplifier and ancient metal cone speakers!
These emit large doses of H-F (highly frustrating) sound—hence the permissible 50 watts.
Seriously though, things are looking up for
the domestic enthusiast. A 301 turntable, Decca
arm, valved Quad and Goodmans 301s are
available for £425 (any buyers?). Ortofon or
Shure cartridges fetch a higher price with an
SME arm and the system cost is approaching
£600. Ibelieve someone said that hi-fi was an
expensive hobby—in India this is true.
Valved amplifiers are very much more popular than transistorised ones here. I suppose
this is because few people are willing to spend
more for transistorised equipment and have
almost no really good service facilities for it.
Silicon transistors and F.E.T.s are unheard of.
Another point in favour of valved amplifiers is
that one can service them oneself, given time
and an Avometer, and not have to spend
several sleepless nights trying to figure out if
any of your parts were ' transferred' to some
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less deserving brother! Valves are widely
available—even KT sand EL34s.
The climate is rather unforgiving. In Delhi
the temperature may rise in summer to 120
in the shade. Isuspect that transformers would
find this unhealthy. In the smaller towns one
has to watch out for the voltage fluctuations;
Iuse a Varistat. The heat in the afternoons
does no good at all to one's precious records and
a ceramic cartridge is taboo here, for rather
obvious reasons. In Bombay and Madras the
humidity and salt air can pitt and ruin the
finish on your amplifier. Switches, especially
those which are seldom used, gradually acquire
an oxide coating and should be regularly
cleaned (or you have to put up with loud bangs).
Fisher and Scott are the most popular transistorised amplifiers, mainly because we have
quite a few Americans who, transferred back
to the U.S.A., sell their equipment at the inflated prices. The Stereo-30 is a popular
English transistorised amplifier, but the Stereo
20 (valves again!) is much more popular (in
my opinion justly so).
Coming now to tape and recorders—as all
over the world, the cassette craze is in full force.
People just don't realize that the same quality
isn't available, but Isuppose that's their lookout. Tape: EMI, Agfa, Ampex, BASF, etc.
costing up to £6for 1800 ft. The Japanese don't
seem to have perfected the oxide binding and
one invariably finds a large oxide deposit on
the heads, resulting in faulty recordings.
The machines in demand are the Akais,
which seem to offer the most for one's money.
The cross-field head, however, is an impossibility to repair. Ferrograph recorders are held
in very high esteem, the Series-6 selling for
£300.
Rubber parts on these machines must be of a
very high quality or they are prone fail in the
heat. Belt-drive in a tape recorder is really
asking for trouble. Three motors better than
one!
Stereo records are being manufactured here
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at long last. The selection available is very
limited, being mainly confined to rather showy,
flashy stuff. The few classical pieces that are
available are good pressings with very low
surface noise. Our record shops are excellent
in one respect—the customer is allowed to
play arecord himself and buy a mint pressing
while the played disc is reserved for demonstration. Thus owners of high quality installations
do not feel frustrated when they play a disc.
The demo discs do get badly mauled, though.
Here is a typical lay-out of equipment that
would represent roughly the type of installation
owned by an enthusiast here: Quad 11/22,
Garrard 301 with an SME arm, and Tannoy
Mk His. The tape unit might be aTandberg.
Most of the equipment is housed in substantial
cabinets, these being cheap (about the only
hi-fi article that is cheap!).
Most of the equipment is used and maintained
very well due to the initial high cost, and also
because the average Indian enthusiast is more
technically minded than his European counterpart. This is purely due to necessity.
My own equipment would fall into the category of rather mediumfi and consists of a
Garrard Lab 80 Mk II, Shure M80E, Shure
M3D (for mother's use), Leak Stereo 60/Vanslope II (temperamental but excellent when it
decides to be co-operative), Goodmans 201s
and Trebaxes in the recommended enclosures,
and an Akai 1710 W adapted for 15/7f i/s.
The enclosures are lined with glassfibre, which
is soon to be sprayed with glue to hold the
fibres in place (à la Jolly). The equipment is
housed in a large cabinet (Dad calls it a
battleship) and ventilation is supplied by a
small fan. There is ample space for records and
tapes. A homemade tuner is in the process of
being installed—it was rush made in order for
the Apollo 11 and gave great satisfaction when
the countdown started.
Iwould like to add that if any other readers
need advice on tropical effects on hi-fi, Iwould
be happy to correspond with them.

Scott introduces
the next generation
in High Fidelity
The 342C
CHECK THESE IMPORTANT EXTRAS.

CHECK THESE FAMOUS FEATURES.

la Line-cord aerial eliminates need for outside aerial
except in areas of unusually poor reception. • New
3-dimensional back-lit dial results in improved visibility.
al New muting circuit eliminates noise between FM
stations. • Plug-in speaker connectors eliminate
phasing problems. In Silver-plated Field Effect
Transistor front end receives more stations more clearly
with less distortion. • Integrated Circuit IF strip
virtually eliminates all outside interference.

1. Integrated Circuit preamplifier reduces distortion to
inaudible levels. III Field Effect Transistor tone control
gives you awider range of control adjustment. • Allsilicon output circuitry provides effortless instantaneous
power, with maximum reliability. U Automatic stereo
switching instantly switches itself to stereo operation...
lets you relax and enjoy the music.

and " Perfectune"
Perfectune®, Scott's new automatic tuning indicator, is actually aminiature computer .... and is the world's most accurate
and reliable tuning device. Perfectune is more accurate than ameter, it instantly senses the FM signal and tells you when
you're tuned for lowest distortion and best reception. A signal strength meter is also included for orienting your aerial for
best reception.

All SCOTT products are warranted against defects
in material and workmanship for two years from
the date of sale to the consumer.
342C Control Features:

342C Specifications:

Dual Bass and Treble controls; Stereo balance control;
Input selector; Tape monitor; Speakers No. 1On/off;
Speakers No. 2On/off; Power On/off; Volume compensation; Muting; noise filter; Perfectune® automatic
tuning indicator; Stereo indicator light; Precision signal
strength meter; Front panel stereo headphone output;
Volume control; Stereo/mono mode switch.

Power: IHF±1 dB at 4Ohms, 100 Watts,
IHF±1 dB at 8Ohms, 80 Watts; Continuous Output.
single channel, 8Ohms. 30 Watts;
Selectivity, 40 dB; Frequency response + IdB,
20-20,000 Hz; Hum and noise, phono, — 55 dB;
Cross modulation rejection, 80 dB; Usable sensitivity,
1.9 ii.V; Tuner stereo separation, 30 dB; FM IF limiting
stages, 9; Capture ratio, 2.5 dB; Signal to noise ratio,
60 dB; Phono sensitivity, 4mV; Dimensions:
Lx5" Hx11r D.

15r

In Enclosed Chassis £ 199.0.0
Optional Afrormosia Enclosure £6.15.0 (extra)

COSCEYTT
A. C. FARNELL (Leeds) Ltd - 81 Kirkstall Road - LEEDS LS3 IHR - Tel. Leeds 35111
A. C. FARNELL (Sheffield) Ltd - Kenyon Street - SHEFFIELD SI 4BD - Tel. Sheffield 78901
A. C. FARNELL (London) Ltd - 25a Hermitage Road - LONDON N4 - Tel. 01-802 4181
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simple
record
storag
units

THESE units are unremarkable except for
I two things: they can be made with aminimum of tools, expertise, and space, and unlike
the majority of ready-made record cabinets or
filing systems, they add acost of less than fourpence to each LP stored. My requirement for a
tidy store for the many records received for
monthly review resulted in a unit that would
accommodate 900 discs—it cost around £ 12
altogether—but, as the photograph shows, it
currently has a very general use, and this has
led to a ` Mk 2': something to cope with our
magazines!
The principal material is pre-veneered chipboard, VIP board in fact, which is veneered on
all faces including the ends. It comes in widths
of 3in. increments from 9in. to 21 in. and in
lengths from 3ft. to 6ft. by 6in. increments.
The finished thickness is 4 in., and although
heavy it is poor in respect of deflection when
loaded: with records/magazines a span of
16-18 in. is amaximum, as you will find. However, acompartment of 16 in. is ideal for LPs,
as over this limit they tend to slump without
vertical support, and it also means that magazines such as HiFi News and ( Ihope) Record
Review can temporarily be used to fill out the
compartment.
The larger unit illustrated was acompromise
design to keep to standard board sizes as
much as possible (it's not easy to saw). Bear
in mind that DGG, and more recently EMI
albums are ' oversized', and if you are likely to
collect Fabbri's Great Musicians these are a
good couple of inches taller again. The horizontal shelves run continuously; eight VIP
boards were ordered, two for the centre verticals
were cut into pieces approximately fourteen
inches by twelve plus two strips 24 in. deep
HI-FI NEWS
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(for under bottom shelf), leaving, of course, a
waste equal to the four shelf thicknesses.
Jointing was by means of 4 in. wood dowels;
shelf ends are glued to the uprights. A ' Dowelmaster' was used to facilitate matching the
dowel holes. This is an L-shaped casting
drilled for 4 in. holes (or 2x4 in.) which one
damps to the board face or end, keeping the
block aligned with the side of the board (avail.
able as sets, with or without drills and packeted
dowels—grooved for ease of insertion and
gluing).
VIP board is teak veneered, but Ifind this
somewhat dead and I used a coloured polyurethane seal which does not obliterate the
grain patterns. For Mk 1 and 2 we used
respectively prussian blue and blood-red Ronseal, which is extremely simple to apply. Four
to five coats are needed; the first is mostly
absorbed and the second brings up the grain
like five o'clock shadow, so fine sanding is
again necessary at this stage. The back panel is
hardboard, pinned. Consider whether some
decorative fabric is worth having at the back
of the unit compartments, according to how
many of them will remain relatively empty.
A bare minimum of tools is therefore required: a drill (preferably electric), a Stanley
knife and Surform, a setsquare, some cheap
clamps. Materials include woodworking adhesive, sandpaper, white spirit and a ¡ in.
brush (2s. from Woolworths), Sellotape and a
few newspapers and pieces of kitchen paper
(damped to wipe off excess Evo-stik Resin W.)
Ronseal is just over 1ls. a pint, coloured—a
clear seal is made in the same range, as is a
last-coat application which gives amatt finish.
Ihave satisfactorily used steel-wool dipped in
wax polish to give afine finish on clear-sealed
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hardwood, but on the VIP board, perhaps
because the teak is slightly oily, you cannot use
the technique with the coloured seals as the
steel wool cuts through the colour build-up on
the arrises.
Having sketched out your design, ordered
and collected your materials, select the bout's
with regard to the grain, any flaws, or knocked
corners—if possible have an alternative for the
top, in case during working a corner gets
damaged—and sand and drill. I found it
quicker to finish the boards before assembly,
and masking strips of Sellotape should be used
where the shelves will be butt-glued to the
uprights. When clamping the Dowel-master
blocks for drilling, use some packing (sample
pieces of Formica are ideal) to avoid bruising
the face of the veneer. In fact aslip of Formica
between the board and the Dowel-master does
bring the 4 in. hole just on to the centre line
of the board thickness. Have your hardboard
panel cut slightly smaller than the overall size
of the unit, i.e. 4ft 4 in. by 3ft 114 in., for the
larger unit illustrated here.
Costs: the Mk 2, completed in November,
cost £5 19s. Od. for materials, plus one pint of
Ronseal, ashilling or so for brush, dowels, etc.
The small cube illustrated—satisfying for its
geometrical purity—comprises eight pieces of
hardwood each ex 134x24x4 in., four of
which are drilled to take the solid aluminium
rods, -f
if in. dia. The top and bottom frames
(the top rear timber is inverted as astop when
sliding records in) are screwed together, the
screw-heads sunk and stopped with matching
Rawlwood, with small washers spacing the
timber pieces apart slightly (a design idiosyncracy!), and clear sealed with satin finish.

MODEL 2000
PLINTH SYSTEM

Motor boards in matching
veneers are ready cut and drilled
for screwdriver assembly with
the appropriate pick-up arm and
turntable. An uncut board is also
available.

The SME model 2000 plinth system is more than a
handsome and convenient housing for your turntable
and SME precision pick-up arm It meets the
mechanical requirements under which the best
performance will be obtained. High- quality
workmanship is combined with ease of assembly.
The basic unit is finished in selected veneers of teak,

ÎA LL

straight- grained walnut, or rosewood. A one-piece
hinged lid in heavy acrylic is reinforced with apolished
stainless- steel trim.

Write for details to: SME LIMITED • STEYNING • SUSSEX • ENGLAND

Four-point spring suspension
adjustable for height and
damping protects the motor
board from acoustic feedback
and external vibration.
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A MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT BY ANGUS McKENZIE

the first weeks of January there
DURING
have been some particularly interesting

satisfactory, the measured Radio 3figure being
-61 dB and the Radio 4figure - 63 dB, which
although very satisfactory is several dB worse
stereo broadcasts (and also some unfortunate
than it was some months ago. All these figures
mishaps) but over Christmas stereo was very
are mentioned in the hope that with its new
much on the wane. Before commenting on any
particular programmes of interest, though,
look for Radio 3 in the future the BBC will
consider improving their main Wrotham
mention must be made of one or two faults that
transmitter.
have recently occurred, some of which prove
One of the worst instances of overload
that the BBC are human after all (!) and can
distortion that I have ever heard on stereo
make very much the same sort of mistakes as
radio unfortunately occurred at the beginning
amateurs and semi-professionals.
of the broadcast of Prokofiev's Love of Three
On Christmas evening, stereo tapes were
Oranges, on which it was quite obvious the
broadcast of a concert including Beethoven's
Egmont overture, and whilst listening to this I Wrotham limiter must have been driven very
hard by the sudden appearance of a soprano
thought some fault had developed on the righton the left-hand channel. Just before this an
hand channel of my system, since the tweeter
on-stage chorus was obviously far too close to
appeared not to be working. On switching to
the mics on the right. From the distortion
mono however the entire system had equal
heard my guess is that the desk at Sadlers
response on both channels, and after a few
more seconds of listening to the stereo I Wells must have passed on apeak at least 8dB
in excess of the clipping point, but perhaps this
decided that there must have been an extremely
incident should be forgiven for the broadcast
large piece of oxide on the right hand channel
was made almost without any balance rehearsal.
of the play back head at the BBC—and this
It is only fair to say that after afew minutes the
was confirmed later. This will perhaps prove
sound quality settled down to auniformly high
the importance of cleaning tape recorder heads
standard, and the remainder was most
regularly in order to prevent any oxide build up.
enjoyable.
During the last 10 days or so a number of
I found the pre-recorded Beethoven symreaders have commented to me that they have
phonies with Loughran conducting the BBC
noticed abad hum on Wrotham, and therefore
Symphony Orchestra to be extremely well
on almost all other stereo transmitters. During
played and interpreted, and despite the faults
a pre-recorded taped concert of Beethoven's
during the broadcast it was very enjoyable.
Symphonies No. I, 4and 7, most of which was
Listeners will remember that the tympani
at least 4dB under deviated, the hum was
sound rolled around the entire studio and was
quite intolerable in quiet passages in addition
much too loud. And whatever happened after
to the very much higher than usual tape hiss
the final chord of the 7th Symphony when a
emphasised by the lower recorded level of much
sound extraordinarily like the dying away of a
of the broadcast. The hum was also noticed up
38 cm/sec teverberation tape-loop was noticed ?
to, and including, the test-tone sequences on
January 14th and 17th, and it was decided to
Does this mean that what many engineers find a
rather nasty device was used, perhaps explaining
measure very accurately the test tones and the
noise level in the silent section afterwards,
some of the rather poor boxiness of the
reverberation?
since although the left channel had ahum level
Perhaps it would be as well to clarify a
of 60 dB below peak line level, the right
remark that Ihave frequently made and which
channel measured only - 54 dB. In addition to
some readers may have misunderstood, to the
this, breakthrough on the right-hand channel
effect that aparticular broadcast had too much
from the Radio 2 transmission was noticeable,
added reverberation. Possibly the point would
although at a very low level. It will be seen,
be made more clearly if Iwere to use the term
therefore, that assuming the hum levels were the
'indirect sound' since genuine reverberation is
same on the Sunday evening, that much of the
not really annoying when it is reproduced from
programme was radiated with a hum level on
a good concert hall ( such as the Albert Hall).
the right channel of only - 50 dB, a figure
But when the reverberation time of a hall or
inferior to most good tape recorders. Ihave
studio is short and is excessively reinforced by
previously commented about unbalance of the
indirect sound the result can only add muddiL-R sequences, and during the January 14th
ness rather than increase the reverberation time
test the cancellation was only 23 dB with
of aslightly dead acoustic. Of course the Royal
mono reception, although 44 dB cancellation
Festival Hall and Maida Vale No. 1 have
could be achieved using stereo mixing to mono
reverberation times that are too short but I,
on the control desk. After notifying the BBC
for one, would rather have a clear sound
however, the mono L- R signal received on
picture than one confused with indirect sounds
the 17th improved to - 40 dB, which was
considered excellent. While complaining, I coming from all directions, and confusing the
stereo image.
must also compliment the BBC on the
Debussy's Pelleas and Melisande was confrequency response which I measured on
ducted by Boulez from the Royal Opera House,
channels to be within +
dB, both and
Covent Garden, and I thought the sound
also the crosstalk at 1 kHz which measured
quality was exceptionally fine with good
-40 dB, and even at 10 kHz was as good as
presence on the orchestra and excellent per-30 dB. The intermodulation and crosstalk
spective on the singers. The orchestral layout
distortion during the tests contains two
seemed very odd, which was explained a few
frequencies, one on each channel, which again
days later by amost helpful letter from areader,
came over extremely well using a Sony
ST5000FW tuner. Since the left programme
Mr. Hayward of Wembley, who had actually
been in the opera house during the broadcast.
channel is the one normally used for broadExplaining that Boulez's orchestra was almost
casting mono, mono transmissions are quite
HI-F1 NEWS
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'mirror imaged' with violins on the right and
'cellos on the left, he said that the orchestral
sound was very full with awide dynamic range
in the opera house often almost obscuring the
singers with awonderful surge of sound which
he found very thrilling. Icertainly agree with
his comment that the orchestral playing was
superb and shall play my tapes of this memorable broadcast many times in the future.
Quite one of the most memorable broadcasts,
technically, was given by the Guarnieri String
Quartet from the Queen Elizabeth Hall, with a
fairly close balance but with plenty of genuine
hall reverberation giving atmosphere. Beethoven's Op. 127 was considered very good,
whilst Op. 18 No. 3 and Op. 59 No. 2 were
excellent. It was noticed that the deviation
level, at peaks, on this broadcast was maximum
and this perhaps explained the notably low
hiss and hum levels.
The broadcast of works of Stockhausen was
very interesting from a stereo point of view,
and his tape of Telemusik was a most severe
test of stereo tuners because of the very high
intensities of high frequencies present in the
electronic music. My Sony tuner received this
exceptionally well, but I can imagine many
other sets must have produced distortion and
difference tones that were not present on the
original. I understand from the BBC that
Stockhausen recorded these high frequencies at
a slightly lower level than on a previous tape
broadcast by the BBC and thus the broadcasting
level of the entire piece was increased giving an
improved signal-to-noise ratio compared with
the broadcast of about two years ago. The
(continued on page 390)
BBC STEREO FOR MARCH
DRAMA
March 3rd: Aristophanes, Women In Power.
POETRY
March 11th: William Blake, Jerusalem A Prophecy
CHORAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
March 1st: Weber and Cheshire, BBC Welsh
Orchestra, Carewe.
March 2nd: Scriabin, Rimsky-Korsakov. BBC Symphony Orchestra, Rozhdestvensky.
March 3rd: Messiaen, Serlaw Johnson, Stockhausen, Smalley. Invitation Concert.
March 9th: Busoni, Baird, Reger. BBC Symphony
Orchestra, Gielen.
March 17th: Victoria, Vespers music, Cantores in
Ecclesia.
March 18th: Contemporary Italian music.
BBC
Chorus and BBC Symphony Orchestra.
Gielen. From the Royal Festival Hall.
March 24th: Choral concert. Cantores in Ecclesia.
March 29th: Martinu,
Brahms
Violin
Concerto,
Dvorak Symphony No. 9, London
Symphony
Orchestra.
Turnovsky,
Haendel.
March 25th: Carter, Beethoven Symphony No. 9.
Symphony Orchestra, Leinsdorf.
March 30th: Yun, Goehr, Beethoven. Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Foster.
Madrigals by Pomponio Nenna. Academy Monteverdiana.
OPERA
1st: Janacek. Mr. Broueck's Excursions.
BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra
and BBC Northern Singers.
March 7th: Mussorgsky. Boris Godunov. Christoff,
Te Wiata, Langdon, Minton. Rozhdestvensky.
March 8th: Monteverdi. L'Orleo. Prom. recording.
March 15th: Verdi. Force of Destiny. Sadlers Wells
production. Balkwill.
March 16th: Dallapiccola. Ulysses. BBC Symphony
Orchestra, BBC Chorus Maezel.
March 29th: Wagner. Parsifal. Bayreuth production.
Stein.
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STEREO RECORD REVIEWS
Some recent discs selected for their technical quality
or particular musical interest. Reviewers' comments
are based on actual releases, not test pressings.

BARTÓK. Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 3. Daniel
Barenboim ( plano) with the New Philharmonla
Orchestra conducted by Pierre Boulez. HMV
ASD 2476 (
43s. 9d.)

may well be the finest conductor
of avant-garde music in the world today; but
his gifts are by no means confined to that
genre. Bartók, of course, has every contemporary composer in his debt, and it is therefore
to be expected that M. Boulez would revel in
his music. Yet the surprising thing about this
record is the degree to which the conductor
subordinates himself to the interpretation
suggested by the soloist.
Barenboim, throughout his wide repertory,
is given to taking liberties; but such is his
musicianship that it is rarely that one remains
unconvinced that his is one valid reading. So
here: this is a very individual Bartók, but the
effect is precisely what Barenboim intended; it
shows up that great composer in a new light.
In the heavenly Adagio religioso of the Third
Concerto, for example, Barenboim is less slow
than some other players, yet he is meditative,
almost tentative; and for me at least the effect
is to broaden my appreciation of something
Ithought Iknew. That, surely is the art of the
interpreter?
The recording is excellent; the New Philharmonia not in quite its best form. My copy
has anasty warp, which, however, produces no
audible effect.
P. D. T.
PIERRE BOULEZ

BEETHOVEN, SCHUBERT, SCHUMANN,
BRAHMS, WOLF. Recital of twenty lieder by
the above composers. Horst R. Laubenthal
(tenor) and Erik Werba ( piano). DGG Debut
642 101 (
12s. 6d.).

of a new series of low-price
discs from DGG to come our way. The series
is to be devoted to the work of younger artists
whose talents and achievements are considered
to be outstanding; hence the general title
Debut.
Tenor lieder singers are in perpetually short
supply, and it is consequently always ajoy to
welcome anew one of promise. Herr Laubenthal has already made his mark in opera and
the Bach Passions. He has a voice of very
pleasing quality, although, on the evidence of
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this recording, not without some constriction
in the upper register. We are not told his
age, but here he gives us essentially a young
man's recital: fresh and virile, but lacking the
refinements and interpretative insight which
will come with experience in this field.
The recording is admirable, clean and clear,
well balanced and with a natural ambience
which is extremely pleasant to the ear. The
curious old DGG fault of heavy rumble on the
bands separating the items occurs in varying
degree, and there are signs here and there of
LF noise such as might be picked up by afloorstanding microphone. An English translation
of the words of the songs is not provided, and
would have been of great value to the majority
of listeners. Nevertheless, this disc is well
worth more than 12s. 6d. of anyone's money.
B. J. W.

BERIO. Sinfonía, with the Swingle Singers and
New York Philharmonic conducted by the composer. Visage for magnetic tape, based on the
voice of Cathy Berberian and electronic sounds.
CBS S 61079 (
28s. 6d.).

no full description of this astonishing and absorbing work. Sinfonia is used
by the composer in the original Greek meaning
(syn-phone) of ' sounding together' rather than
in the classical sense. Eight voices are used
with the orchestra and a variety of instruments: the voices being those of Les Swingle
Singers, and admirably they perform their
exacting task—a change of vocation one can
but applaud. The third section is an electrifying musical and literary pastiche based on
the third movement of Mahler's Second Symphony, but quoting many other sources, from
Bach to Stockhausen, against spoken, whispered, half-audible spoken lines. It is a work
with which to wrestle, directed by the composer with superb support from the New
York Philharmonic, recorded magnificently:
the balance is atriumph of the art.
Visage pertains more to drama than music.
It is part of the sound-track of aClouzot film,
La Prisonnière. I have not seen it; and the
sleeve-note gives no guidance.
The tape
sounds as unfortunately all such do; but Miss
Berberian reveals herself as not only a great
SPACE PERMITS
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singer and an interesting composer, but a
considerable actress as well.
Fascinating,
horrible and of great virtuosity, this is an
exhausting record.
P. D. T.
BRAHMS. Rinaldo, cantata for tenor, male chorus
and orchestra, Op. 50; Schicksalslied for chorus
and orchestra, Op. 54. James King (tenor) with
the Ambrosian Singers and New Philharmonia
Orchestra conducted by Claudio Abbado. Recorded in the Kingsway Hall, London. Word sheet
included with disc. Decca SXL 6386 (
43. 9d.).

Song of Destiny (
Schicksalslied)
is only otherwise available with a poorish set
of the German Requiem. The affinity is obvious,
and anyone who loves that work will want to
have this one, though Idon't think Abbado
prepares the sudden stormy section very well.
Rinaldo takes one and a half sides, and in
spite of convincing singing and rather more
enjoyable orchestral writing I wasn't at all
convinced that this was a discovery to get
excited about. Especially as the choral balances
are churchy' and distant; treble lift gives the
necessary kick, but this doesn't compare with
the Dvorak Requiem production in the same
hall. I wanted more analysis here. Keen
Brahmsians can fill acouple of gaps, however,
and the surfaces are nicely silent.
C. J. B.

THE BEAUTIFUL

HANDEL, DEBUSSY, BRAHMS. Sonata for
Violin and Harpsichord in D majos ( Handel);
Sonata for Violin and Piano (Debussy); Sonata for
Violin and Piano No. 1 In G major ( Brahms).
Andreas Rdhn (violin), Karl Bergemann ( piano).
DGG Debut 642 103 (
12s. 6d.).

are anything to judge
by, we should be hearing much more about
Andreas Rólin in the future. From the opening bars of the Brahms, one is struck by the
youthful vitality and freshness of this new
recording. Mr. Rblin's tone quality is strong
and virile, yet perfectly controlled, and he is
able to impart a poised and intense melodic
line to the slow movement of the Handel
sonata. Iwould, incidentally, have preferred
aharpsichord in this work rather than apiano.
The sound quality is very good, especially
when the price is considered, but there are a
few curious features. The performers are
placed, not unnaturally, quite close together,
IF THESE PERFORMANCES

SPECIAL MONEY SAVING DISCOUNTS
on the Best Hi-fidelity Equipment on the Market Today
AMPLIFIERS
ARENA F210 2x 10 watts
Stereo Amplifier teak
case ..
ARMSTRONG 521 teak
case
PHILIPS RH580 stereo
amp. magnetic input ..
DULCI 207M as above but
accepts magnetic cartridge ..
GOODMANS
Maxamp
teak or walnut ..
LEAK Stereo 30 plus
chassis model
LEAK Stereo 30 plus teak
cased ..
Leak Stereo 70 chassis
model ..
Leak Stereo 70 plus teak
cased ...
NIKKO TRM 401 ..
NIKKO TRM 120 ..
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE teak cased
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK chassis model
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK in teak case
SANSUI AU 222 ..
SANSU1 AU 555 ..
TRUVOX TSA200 teak
cased ..
DULCI 207 Stereo Amplifier 2 • 8 watts ..
QUAD 33 Control Unit
and 303 Power Amp.
TELETON 203E

Rec. Retail
Price
£34 13

0

Discount
Price
£29 10

0

£52

0 0

£44

0 0

£26

0 0

£21

5 0

£30

O 0

£21

£54

O 0

£42 15

o

£53

O 0

£43 10

0

£59 10

15

0

QUAD Stereo Tuner ..
TRUVOX FM200 less Decoder
ARMSTRONG 523 AM/
FM teak case ..
ARMSTRONG 524 FM
teak case ..

TELETON F2000 2x5
watts rms
.•

£51

TELETON CRIOT Tuner
Amplifier AM/FM with
decoder ..

0

£39 10

0

£48 12

6

PICKUP ARMS

£50 15

0

£69 10 0
£46 10 0
£95 O 0

£55 15
£39 10
£84 10

0
0
0

GOLDRING Lenco L75 £ 12
SME 3009 with S2 shell .. £ 31
SME 3012 with S2 shell .. £ 33

£64

O 0

£45 10

0

£44

O 0

£35

£46 10 0
£62 17 7
£80 9 7
£54 12

O

0 0

£39 10
£56 10
£69 10

0
0
0

£45

5 0
0 0

£25

O 0

£17

£98
£28

O 0
7 6

£82 10
£22 10

0
0

£39 18 0
1 0
£22

£34 15
£18 10

0
0

£29

£23 10

0

8 0

£82 10

5

£70 10

0

£56 11

o

£46 10

0

£64 14
£51
0

o
o

£52 17
£45 IS

0
0

£32 10

0

£44 17

6

£34 17

6

£37 12 11

o

£52

9

£40

4 6

ARENA TI500 teak only

£64

ARMSTRONG 525 ..
ARMSTRONG 526 ..
GOODMANS 3000 ..

£87 16
£98 15
£77 14

£110
£68
£136

I 0
9
6
7

£57 10 0
(add 7gnsfor
decoder)
£74 15 0
£85 10 0
£67 10 0
(with
decoder)

0 0
£97 10 0
8 3
£59 10 0
3 II £ 120 0 0

0 0
19

0

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

B & O Beomaster 1400
with decoder
NIKKO FAM I2F
NIKKO ST 701

£99

0 0

£63

FM TUNERS
ARENA F2I I with Decoder ..
DULCI FMT7 Mono tuner
DULCI FMT7S Stereo
tuner ..
GOODMANS Stereomax
teak stereo tuner ..
LEAK Stereofetic chassis
model ..
LEAK Stereofetic teak

Rec. Retail
Price
£129
10 0
£162 3 0

SANSU1 350 ..
SANSU1 2000 ..
SANYO
DC60
2x 30
watts rms

Discount
Price
£114 10 o
£147 10 0
£89 10 0
(with decoder)
£43 10 0
(with decoder)
£34 10

0

Rec. Retail
Price
STEREO CARTRIDGES
AUDIO TECHNICA AT66 £6 6 0
SHURE M3DM
C1 8 3
SHURE 31E
..
£ 12 19 5
SHURE 32E
£ 12 0 11
SHURE 55E
£ 16 13 6
SHURE 44E
..
£ 14 16 6
SHURE M75E
C25 18 10
SHURE V15 Mk 11
£40 15 3
GOLDRING CS90
£5 4 0
GOLDRING 800
£ 13 0 0

Discount
Price
£5
£6
£11
£10
£13
£12
£23
£35
£4
£11

10
2
10
IS
19
19
S
0
2
12

O
6

o
o
O

6
0
0
6
6

STEREO TAPE DECKS AND RECORDERS
6 6
£10 7 6
6 3 I £24 17 6
7 3
£26 17 6

SPEAKERS
(Prices quoted for single speaker unless otherwise
specified)
ARENA HT7 .. ..
L19 19 0 £ 17 0
ARENA HT 10 teak or
rosewood .. .. £ 19 19 0
£17 10
CELESTION Dicton 10
al 13
1
£17 15
CELESTION Ditton 15 £ 31
3
5
£26
GOODMANS Maxim .. £20 15IS
£16
GOODMANS Marimba £24 015
£19
GOODMANS Mezzo 11 £ 30 18
£25 10
GOODMANS Magnum K £40 2
£29 15
LEAK Sandwich .. £43 10
£37 10
LEAK Mini Sandwich .. £29 15
£25 5
LOWTHER Acousta PM6 £45 10
£40 10
LOWTHER Acousta PM7 £55 10
£50 10
KEF Cresta
..
£22 3
£18 10
KEF Celeste .. £29 0
£25 0
KEF Concord ..
C43 1010
£37
KEF Concerto ..
£45 0
L53 10
QUAD Electrostatic £66 010
as.
WHARFEDALE Denton
per pair .. .. £ 3 12
£29 10
WHARFEDALE Super
Linton per pair .. £42 0
£37 10
WHARFEDALE Dovedale
III . .. ..
L39 10
£32 19
WHARF EDALE UNIT 3
Speaker Kit .. ..
CIO 17
£9 5
PLAYING DECKS
GARRARD 401
GARRARD AP75
GARRARD SP25 Mark 11
GARRARD SRP22
GARRARD SL95B
GARRARD SL75
GARRARD SL65B
GARRARD 51_55
GARRARD 60 Mark 11
GARRARD 3500
GARRARD 2025 T/C
GARRARD 1025
GOLDRING GL69 • •
GOLDRING GL69P • .
GOLDRING GL75 • .
GOLDRING GL75P
THORENS TDI50
THORENS TDI50A Mk 11
THORENS TD I
50AB Mk11
THORENS TDI25

£31 14 2
£23 16 7
£15 11 II
£6 12 0
£45 9 I
£35 12 5
£19 6 5
£13 17 9
£17 5 10
£12 4 10
L11 3 11
£10 6 2
£25
1 6
£33 1I 9
£35 15 5
£46 18 8
£29 8 1
£41 14 9
£45 10 7
£63 4 9

£27
£17
Ell
£5
£37
£30
£15
£11
£14
£ 10
£10
£9
£20
£28
£28
£37
£26
£35
£39
£54

0
IS
S
10
10
10
12
12
19
19
10
10
19
10
15
10
10
10
5

Plinths, tops and accessories of above available at 10%
discount on retail price.

AKA1 Model 4000D 3head stereo tape deck £87
AIWA TP 1011 professional stereo 3- head
tape deck .. £ 164
SANYO MR910 4- track
stereo tape recorder £87
SANYO MR929 4- track
stereo tape recorder, 2
detachable speakers .. £ 100
SANYO MR801 stereo
tape deck .. £79
REVOX model 1104 4track tape deck .. £ 187
GRUNDIG TK247 de- luxe
stereo tape recorder £ 139
AKAI
1710W
4- track
stereo tape recorder £ 109

10

0

6 0

£75

0 0

£139 10

0

10

0

£74 10

0

16

0

£89 10

0

0 0

£67 10

0

19

0

£169 10

0

18

9

£102 10

0

0 0

£89 10

0

MONAURAL MAINS TAPE RECORDERS
GRUNDIG TK I
20 continental twin- track tape
recorder
£39 5 0
GRUNDIG TK 144 4- track
tape recorder .. £47 13
1
GRUNDIG TKI49 Automatic 4- track tape recorder .. £ 55 18 0
PHILIPS 4307 4- track tape
recorder .. £48 11
0
PHILIPS 4308 2-speed 4track tape recorder .. £60 0 10

£29 10

0

£41

10

0

£49 10

0

£41

10

0

£51

10

0

£49 10

0

COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEMS
RADON 404 SYSTEM
Garrard SP25. separate
2x8 watt amplifier, 2
bookshelf type speakers
teak or blond oak ..
TOSHIBA SOPHIA Transcription turntable, magnetic cartridge, integrated tuner amplifier,
with stereo decoder.
fitted hinged perspex
top, 2separate speakers
walnut finish ..
SANYO DC534E Transcription turntable,
magnetic cartridge, integrated tuner/amplifier, 2x 12 watts rms,
decoder, fitted hinged
perspex top ..
Matching SANYO SX/X
speakers per pair ..

£57

4 0

£82 19

0

L132 10

0

£119 10

0

£37 16

0

£32 10

0

£75

0 0

All goods are in manufacturer's sealed cartons and are insured against loss or damage in transit. Guaranteed " by return" service. Add 7/6
to all orders for p. & p. Send cash/cheque with order. Personal Callers Welcome—Business Hours.
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and this, coupled with the rather unconvincing
acoustic, gives the distinct impression that the
record is monophonic! The balance is usually
satisfactory but at times the piano is held back
—a fault, I suspect, of the recording rather
than the performance. There is a tendency
towards boxiness at the dynamic climaxes, but
the string sound is well recorded, and the disc
surfaces are very good.
Not arecord then for the addicts of windowrattling spectacular sound, but one which offers
reasonably good sound, and an interesting
performance at avery reasonable price. C. E.
HAYDN. Piano Sonatas, in C minor, G minor and
A flat malor (two). Charles Rosen ( piano). CBS
S 81112 (28s. 6d.).

slowly making something of a
domestic come-back, these Haydn Sonatas are
doubly welcome. By far the most attractive
keyboard music of their period, their musical
rewards far outstrip the modest technical
accomplishments required to perform many
of them. Here, however, Charles Rosen starts
off with atruly virtuoso piece followed by two
less demanding but equally appealing works.
The Sonatas are performed on apianoforte,
as Haydn expressly wished them to be. We
learn from Haydn's correspondence that he
was ever ready to update his pianos and to
recommend to his friends improved actions.
The performances here recorded are delightful, revealing both a delicacy and a rustic
robustness that lie at the very heart of Haydn's
genius. The recording is generally excellent,
and the surfaces are silent throughout. Imust
confess that several times Ifailed to concentrate on the technical aspects of the sound,
being each time diverted by the music and the
performance.
The quite ugly solarised illustration on the
sleeve is both meaningless and useless, and
could well put off the casual browser, but
should be ignored by everyone attracted to
this music.
L. T.
WITH THE PIANO

MOZART. The 'Haydn' Quartets; Quartet Nos. 14 to
19, K. 387, 421, 428, 458, 464, 465. The Heutling
String Quartet. HMV HQS 1191-3 (29s. 1d. each).

of Mozart's ' Haydn' Quartets had
appeared some years ago when little competition was about, it would have received a very
warm welcome. Today the set faces stiff
competition from at least two sources. Firstly
The Juilliard Quartet, at present deleted, but
an obvious candidate for re-issue probably at
a similar price to this new set, and secondly
The Italian Quartet with their enchanting performances, magnificently recorded on Philips
SAL 3632-4. The Italians must be awarded
first place above all others.
Ignoring the competition, The Heutling
Quartet, agroup of widely experienced instrumentalists, offer bright, forthright, enjoyable
performances, that on occasion are not perhaps as sensitive or deeply expressive as one
could ideally wish, but nevertheless they should
give great pleasure, particularly to listeners
newly introduced to this delightful music.
Apart from alittle hardness in instrumental
tone that occasionally manifests itself, the
recording in general is very good—indeed it
is often quite outstanding. The surfaces of
the three records submitted for review were
especially good.
The discs can be purchased separately, and
HQS 1192 containing the attractive E Flat
Quartet ( No. 16, K428) and the well •known
'Hunt' (No. 17, K458) is an excellent sampler.
If purchased, it will almost certainly tesult in
the acquisition of the other two records, for
notwithstanding a few minor quibbles, this is
arattling good set.
L. T.
IF THIS SET

ROSSINI, DONIZETTI. String Sonatas Nos. 2and
4 ( Rossini); String Quartet in D, arranged for string
orchestra ( Donizetti).
The Academy of St.
Martin-in-the- Fields directed by Neville Marriner.
Recorded in the Kingsway Hall, London. Argo
ZRG 803 (43s. 9d.).

THERE IS ALWAYS a fascination in hearing the
juvenilia of now famous composers, written
at a time when they were most susceptible to
LISZT,
CHOPIN,
MOSZKOWSKI,
SCHUMANN,
LIAPOUNOV,
RI MSKY-KORSAthe influence of other musicians. The music
KOV. ' The Art of the Piano Virtuoso', a recital
of the young Rossini is profoundly classical,
of pieces by the above composers. Ivan Davis
yet full of the spirit of Italian opera. It is easy
(piano). Recorded in the Kingsway Hall, London.
to forget that it is the work of a boy, and
Decca SXL 8415 (43s. 9d.).
although there are some predictable passages,
THE BLURB on the sleeve of this record is at
there are many more delightful moments. The
pains to emphasise that the soloist (yet another
Donizetti is a most enjoyable piece, in some
in the seemingly never-ending line of American
ways more adventurous than the Rossini
virtuosi) believes that too much emphasis is
sonatas, having curious turns of phrase, unplaced by current pianists on technique, and
expected contrasts and instrumentation.
not enough on feeling. At least that is the
The Academy performance is superb. The
message that essentially emerges from aveil of
double bass playing is especially good in the
words.
very exposed passages of the Rossini.
Iwish Icould say that the performance on
Much has been said and written about the
this record lives up to this claim. The techdegree of reverberation on this recording.
nique is certainly considerable, even impressive,
Living with the disc for some weeks, Ihave
but Icannot say Ifound the playing rising to
found that after recovering from the effect of
anything much more than a dazzling display.
the opening bars of the Rossini, which tend to
Imust confess however that with one or two
convey an ' ecclesiastical' acoustic, the ear
exceptions, the pieces, in my opinion, are no
soon becomes used to the reverberation. There
great shakes as music, but as vehicles for
virtuoso display they serve well enough. I is no doubt that this adds ahalo of warmth to
the sound, but in the final analysis Iconfess
would like to hear this player in some more
that Iwould prefer aslightly drier acoustic.
demanding music before passing any kind of
The sound-stage is pleasantly wide, with a
objective comment.
realistic perspective, and apart from the single
If you like this kind of thing this is your
reservation about reverberation which, of
record. If not, then like me, you will find it
come, is largely a matter of taste, this is a
easy to keep your money in your pocket. It is
first-class record.
C. E.
well enough recorded with clean surfaces and
a fairly natural sound, though whether stereo
SCHUMANN, CHOPIN, LISZT, SCRIABIN,
adds anything to it is perhaps dubious. D. A.
DEBUSSY. Blumenstück (
Schumann), Sonata
HI-FI NEWS
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No. 10 (
Scriabin); Lisle Joyeuse (Debussy);
Nocturne in E minor and Mazurka in B minor
(Chopin); Vallée d'Obermann (Liszt).
Vladimir
Horowitz ( piano); recorded at the artist's 1966
Carnegie Hall recitals. CBS S 72794 (43s. 9d.).
PAST LP issues recorded at public concerts have
encountered some disfavour, because: (a) inevitable audience noises, such as coughs, mar
the musical effect; (b) good concert-halls often
prove to be mediocre recording-rooms, needing
obtrusive microphone positioning; and (c) the
odd wrong note, gone in aflash in concert or
broadcast, becomes irritating when, like (a), it
occurs inevitably at the same point in every
playback.
Miniature highly directional capacitor microphone-pairs, their patterns continuously (and
silently) variable from the control booth, are
nowadays available: (a) and ( b) are thus
minimised.
Suffice to say that any Horowitz performance
has technical flawlessness as its foundation;
except for de-tuning of treble unisons, a little
of which occurs here, (c) vanishes also.
The interpretations are perceptive and of
great beauty, particularly the Chopin, and the
'plus' side of live concerts, i.e. an extra outgoing feeling from artist to audience, is clearly
felt. Stereo assists in conveying it all—if anything, more so in the open Carnegie ambience.
B. R. J. P.
SCHUMANN, SAINT-SAINS. Cello Concerto
in A minor ( Schuman); Cello Concerto No. 1
in A minor ( Saint-Saëns). Jacqueline du Pré
(cello) with the New Philharmonia Orchestra
conducted by Daniel Barenboim. HMV ASO
2498 (43s. 9d.).

has the greatest admiration for Jacqueline du Pré's technique and
musicianship, it must be confessed that this
performance is rather self-indulgent. Practically every phrase of the work is pulled about
with amost wayward rubato, and at one point
the music decreases in speed to such adegree
that it practically stops! The downward portamend are so frequent that they become almost
predictable, and sometimes there is a distinct
lapse of tone quality in the high register.
For the most part, Barenhoim handles the
orchestra well through the gear changes in the
Schumann, but there are moments when the
ensemble is less than perfect and the last movement is marred by some distinctly grisly playing. The Saint-Saëns is more successful: the
woodwind sound is much neater and throughout the work the tempi are steadier.
It is apity that no one has yet attempted to
make a more enterprising arrangement of
Schumann's turgid orchestral accompaniment.
Schumann has never been hailed as a master
of orchestration and this recording makes the
concerto's shortcomings blatantly obvious.
While the recording is undeniably good, with
its pleasant reverberation and wide soundstage, it does little to help the muddy turd
passages. At times, there is an edginess to the
sti ing sound.
However, although there are better recordings of the Shumann, this disc is probably
worth having for the Saint-Saëns concerto.

WHILE ONE OBVIOUSLY

C. E.

SIBELIUS. Luonnotar; tone poems En Saga and
The Oceanides; symphonic poem Night-Ride and
Sunrise.
Gwyneth Jones (soprano) with the
London Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Antal Dorati. HMV ASD 2488 (43s. 9d.).

(continued overleaf)

APART FROM En Saga, here is an intriguing
collection of infrequently performed Sibelius
pieces. Luonnotar is of particular interest;
partly song, partly symphonic sketch, it is
subtitled ' tone poem for voice and orchestra'
and tells the tale of Luonnotar, mistress of the
air in Finnish mythology. Gwyneth Jones is
set nicely back in this piece and recorded most
impressively, as indeed is the orchestra throughout the disc. But in this case ' impressive' is
not meant to imply ' natural', for the orchestral
sound is, for my taste, rather oppressively
on top of one, without the open ambience—
those shafts of sonic light—usually favoured
by EMI. But instrumental timbres are good
and stereo spread very effective.
The LSO plays beautifully for Dorati, though
he is not, for me, anatural Sibelius conductor.
But of the four items here, only En Saga will
be very familiar to most listeners, so performances of the other pieces may therefore be
judged afresh and found refreshing. This is
certainly amost fascinating release.
J.C.

STEREO TEST RECORD. '
Hi- F1 Sound' Stereo
Test Record, produced by John Wright and
Clement Brown. Disc carries various test bands
for setting up stereo equipment: Side 1 arranged
for subjective assessment, Side 2 suitable also
for objective measurements.
Sheet of notes
Included with disc. HFS 69 (
30s. from hi-fl
dealers, or by post-2s. 6d. p.p.—from Haymarket
Press Group, 9 Harrow Road, London, W. 2.).

can normally be divided into two
distinct categories: (a) those intended for professional use by engineers, such as the CBS
set (not generally available through normal
TEST DISCS

channels in this country), and EMI TTF590;
and (b) those intended for use by amateurs
without the aid of measuring instruments, such
as HiFi Stereo Review Model 211, Decca
SKL4861 Give Yourself a Stereo Check-out,
and the Shure Audio Obstacle Course TTR101.
This HiFi Sound Stereo Test Record attempts, with some success, to kill both birds
with one stone, Side 1containing a series of
very useful tests which can be carried out by
any reasonably experienced and informed
listener with no tool other than the disc itself,
and Side 2 providing more sophisticated
material requiring the use of an oscilloscope
and millivoltmeter.

On Side 1 the 300 Hz bands, modulated
laterally and vertically at different levels, are
very informative, and the white-noise from
Test 2 on this side is the best I have heard
recorded. Unfortunately, there are traces of
recorded hum on the final music test, which
is otherwise of excellent quality. The pink
noise and tone-burst tests on Side 2 are well
done and very useful. Altogether, this disc is
a most versatile and welcome addition to the
test material available, although it contains no
test of HF tracking ability as severe as Band 4
of the orchestral bells on TTR101, nor is its
range as wide for normal amateur use as
HFSR211.
B. J. W.

BBC STEREO continued

may well have been lifted on the mixing desk,
but in the case of this work it added excitement,
although also, unfortunately, alittle hall rumble
which a number of listeners noticed. Perhaps
too much indirect sound pick-up was added,
giving aslightly muddy effect; but on the other
hand this work would have sounded very bare
from the hall with only a single close mic. It
makes me want to hear more from the Royal
Albert Hall, and Iwish more concerts could be
broadcast from there throughout the year.
At the moment of writing Ihave heard the
final plans for Radio 3 after April 4th, and
would strongly advise any readers who have not
already purchased stereo tuners to think about
doing so soon. The majority of Proms, for
instance, will probably be broadcast in stereo,
and there is likely to be a shortage of tuners!
Certainly we can look forward to awonderful
year of stereo in 1970, Ihope. [
Details of the
BBC's plans appear on page 369—Ed.]

first item in the programme, sounded, to me,
about the most unpleasant cacophony that 1
have ever heard broadcast, and cannot think
Iwill ever understand how any musician can
like such anoise.
Finally this month, space to comment very
favourably on the broadcast of Mahler's 2nd
Symphony from the Royal Festival Hall, with
Haitink conducting the London Philharmonic
Orchestra. There is no doubt that a work as
gigantic as this is too large for the hall, and
under the circumstances the BBC balance was
exceptionally good. Although Ipreferred the
broadcast of this work from the Proms last
year, some of the climaxes in the first and last
movements literally shook the floor of my
music room, suggesting that the BBC's response
must have extended well below 40 Hz. From
the sound it seemed that the bass frquencies

We don't just know about
good equipment
and good music . w..
e

We're enthusiasts at Merrow Sound. But selective enthusiasts.
Selective in the music we listen to and the equipment we
recommend. We take the view that we're providing more than just
a piece of sophisticated electronic engineering, full stop. We're
opening up, for the first time for some, new worlds of listening
pleasure and entertainment.

A speaker system
for the connoisseur
What does a high fidelity sound engineer do when
he wants a speaker system for his own use? He
probably designs and makes one himself. We did
just that. The Merrow " Mozart" was designed originally to fulfill very exacting personal requirements,
but has become known to, and has been ordered by,
agrowing circle of discriminating enthusiasts over
the last few years. We have never advertised it
until now. It can only be obtained from us. Since
It Is sold direct "from manufacturer to consumer" It
costs far less—for its performance—than you might
Imagine. Call and hear it for yourself. Compare it
with anything else in our showroom. We're
pretty certain it will be the one you will want.

Merrow "Mozart" size 28' x14" xne, Price £45 (in
teak). Any finish available.

NNW SOUND.

AUILDFORD

HIGH FIDELITY BY: CELESTION • DECCA • GOODMANS • KEF • LEAK • QUAD • RADFORD • SHURE • SME
•THORENS • WHARFEDALE. TAPE RECORDERS BY:
AKAI FERROGRAPH • REVOX • SONY.

care

If you have ever felt you can't see the wood for trees in the
welter of equipment available today, you will appreciate why
we don't fill our demonstration room— or our advertisements—
with an indiscriminate, confusing range.

LEADING AGENTS
FOR

e

We make a practice of testing and evaluating all equipment
before we stock. We don't purchase equipment indiscriminantly
or because it is heavily advertised. We therefore have confidence
that everything we offer is value for money and capable of good performance. This is the equipment we recommend. This is the range
we invite you to compare. Not just for its technical excellence, but
for the genuine pleasure and lasting satisfaction our experience
convinces us it will give you. We care about this, just as much
after you have made your purchase as when we're recommending.
Merrow Sound Ltd., 229 Epsom Road, Morrow, Guildford, Surrey.
Tel.: Guildford 64171

rst

• Complete systems installed free of cost within
30 miles of Guildford • Interest Free Terms or
easy Hire Purchase
• No parking problems at
Merrow • Open 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
• Early
closing Wednesday 1p.m.

& TANDBERG
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SEEING
THE LIGHT
AudioVisual
entertainment
as a hi-fi
accessory

HI-FI NEWS

T was interesting to see that afew exhibitors
I
at the 1969 Audio-Photo Fair were using
various forms of lighting display for one
reason or another. Only some of these displays
would have been of interest to the domestic
user, but even these few may have provoked a
little thought in audio circles.
There is, of course, nothing new in the use of
music and light either together but unrelated,
or together and in some way or another interrelated. In fact there immediately starts to
come to mind any number of previous instances
such as fireworks with music, lighting effects
in the cinema, concert hall and theatre and the
use of lighting displays in conjunction with
organs. More recently the pop world has discovered the value ef linked audio-visual stimuli
and at least one exhibitor at the Fair gave an
indication of the techniques now used in discotheques.
Unfortunately, however, in demonstrationor domestic-sized rooms such techniques are
horribly overpowering and more likely to provoke a headache than enhance a musical
performance. Even in large rooms or clubs
the use of strobe lights (either of visible or
'black' UV light) are of dubious value and
balanced against the amusing flicker effect they
give with a moving subject, are the very real
dangers of triggering epileptic fits in anyone
prone to them. The reasons for this are complicated and not too well understood but probably involve the co-phasing of light and music
frequencies with natural brain frequencies.
Not surprisingly, there are reports that in
some foreign countries (Holland) the public
use of strobes has been banned and this article
is certainly not concerned with any violent
type of display. What it is concerned with is
provoking a few thoughts on the type of display which can, under certain circumstances,
enhance domestic listening.
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It is no secret that one of the snags of watching a good play or film on television is that a
carefully built-up and crucial atmosphere can
be destroyed by one ' live' telephone call or
boiling kettle in the wrong place; not to mention an inept commercial ` interlude'. By the
same token, total concentration on canned
sound alone is not easy to achieve and the
number of times that one can listen, even in
one's own home, to both sides of an LP, without disturbance, would be easily counted by a
two-year-old.
Moreover, even given the
necessary freedom from disturbance, there are
many of us who find it hard to ' switch-off'
and relax, as it were, to order. This is where
the use of some kind of visual display comes in.
Basically there are two types of display that
are worth considering in the present context.
Firstly, there is that which is totally unrelated
to the music and provides an ever-changing
image of coloured patches on aback projection
screen or convenient wall or ceiling, and
secondly, there is the type of display that is
related to the music in that the light amplitude
follows and matches the sound amplitude.
There are, of course, commercially available
units of both types but they tend to be expensive
and thus it is worth considering what anyone with asoldering iron and itchy fingers can
produce over a rainy weekend. In practice it
turns out to be an ideal subject for the gadgeteer because the glory of this type of construction is that there are no rules and mistakes
often produce the best results. What is more,
if one bears in mind the inevitable collection of
odds and ends that grow like fungus in the
cupboards of any home constructor the
chances are that making something along these
lines will not involve buying anything.
The first type of display (unrelated to the
music) is usually mast simply produced from
(continued on page 395)
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Save
Money
on Hi Fi
the
HEATIIKIT
Way

DOES YOUR
AMPLIFIER
SOUND WRONG?
In the past two months' editions we have explained about CLASS A
output stages and why we use them. Briefly to re- cap:
In a Class A output stage both transistors are operating all the
time and there is no discontinuity in the transfer characteristic as
found with a Class B amplifier where the signal amplification is transferred in successive half cycles of the output waveform from one
transistor to the other. Such transference results in greatly increased
distortion at low volumes and peculiar intermodulation of larger
signals.
With Class A the distortion decreases with decreasing signal and
there is an absence of the fatiguing peculiar intermodulation. Distortion is virtually nil at low powers ( and only the peaks of music need
10 watts or more—the average power levels fed to the loudspeakers are
#watt or so under normal music conditions). With Class B operation
distortion levels at best stay constant and in some cases get worse
with decreasing signal levels—avery sad state of affairs. Also because
of the discontinuities in the transfer characteristic, stability of the
amplifier under transient conditions into loudspeaker loads is harder
to achieve and maintain.
A good output stage In itself does not make a good amplifier. There
are other important features besides the usual platitudinous comments
on frequency response, power output etc. Of course the frequency
response must be flat. IT MUST ALSO BE FLAT WHEN THE KNOBS
ARE POINTING TO THE MIDDLE. Reference to amplifier reviews
will show that nearly all amplifiers can be made to offer aflat frequency
response on one channel by juggling with the bass and treble controls,
but even having done this there is no guarantee that the other channel
will be correct— in fact it is very unlikely. We fit our amplifiers with
trimmers on the bass and treble controls on each channel and these
trimmers are carefully set on test to give aflat response on each channel
with the control knobs central. We do not expect our customers to
have a signal generator and oscilloscope to set their amplifiers up
before they use them!
We take the same care with the balance control and trim the two
channels for precisely equal gain at full output. We then check that
the volume control ( which has had its two sections carefully matched)
maintains this balance within 1dB to at least 40 dB attenuation when
it is nearly off.
We could go on and on about these important features which are
missing on most of today's mass produced items, but we have only
bought half a page! However one final point is OVERLOAD CAPABILITY. If the volume control operates right at the beginning of the
amplifier there would not be a problem except one of excessive noise.
Most amplifiers therefore have a fixed gain pre-amplifier followed by
the volume control then a further pre-amplifier and then the power
amplifier. Some designs feed all inputs via the first pre- amplifier. We
refuse to do this for some inputs e.g. tuners can vary tremendously
from maker to maker— so we follow the input selection immediately
by the volume control to ensure there is no overload problem on radio,
tape and auxiliary inputs ( and we follow the volume control with a
specially selected low noise transistor). There must be a pre- amplifier
for DISC before the volume control. We spent a long time designing
this one and we improved it again for our latest range— it will accept
nearly 50 millivolts before overload sets in and yet is intended to be
used with cartridges giving 2.5 to 7.5 millivolts at normal modulation
(5 cms/sec). Therefore should you have severely modulated records
going up to 25 cms/sec, even if you have a cartridge which will track
them, you will not have an overload problem.

Send for
this
FREE
30

HEATH

I'T

Catalogue
Today!

The first commercial transistorised Class A High Fidelity amplifier
was designed by James Sugden and has proved its success. The latest
version is the A21 series two giving 24 watts output.

:fliee1-71%
A

Ask your dealer or write for free colour brochure today.

J. E. SUGDEN & CO. LTD.

DAYSTROM LTD.
GLOUCESTER
GL2 6EE

BRADFORD
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SOME NOTES FOR BUDGET- MINDED HI-FI BEGINNERS BYS.EBRAMHAM

come
and
Join us

you have decided to ` go hi-fi'. CongratuSolations,
you will find awhole new world of

enjoyment. Whether your tastes be for Beethoven or Beatles, Berlioz or Bartok, you will be
able to explore sonic avenues hitherto unknown. The great orchestras and soloists are
at your command . . . even some of those
legendary performers about whom our parents
raved. With alittle care at the outset you may
even avoid becoming a ' hi-fi enthusiast'.
Heresy? Well, hardly; there are pitfalls to
avoid in every new undertaking, and the enjoyment of recorded music is no exception.
But before you rush off to your dealer with
that treasured shopping-list, let us take alook
at the whole situation. What are you seeking?
What are you expecting to get for your £ 100,
£200 or even more? If you are an equipment
snob, read no further. If you are determined
to fill your lounge with ' big-name' equipment,
there is nothing Ican do to stop you; pride of
ownership will transcend all other considerations. If, however, you are genuinely seeking
equipment that will give you real and lasting
musical pleasure it may be possible to assist,
and to help you avoid one or two pitfalls.
Firstly, what is your idea of musical enterment ? If it is to be largely a background to
other activities, a sort of personal Musak
then forget hi-fi, buy a half-decent radiogram
with its attendant record changer (ugh!) and
press on regardless. You probably won't regret
it. If, on the contrary, you regard listening to
music as an activity in its own right, then you
owe it to yourself to get equipment best suited
to your personal taste. Note, not the best that
money can buy, although as a very general
principle you get what you pay for. Musical
'quality' is completely subjective: what pleases
one will not please another. Listen to other
people's set-ups and see what I mean. This
will also help you to assess the sort of quality
you are looking for, whereas the ad-men's
superlatives and the designer's curves will not.
Secondly, what is your budget ? This is most
important, as you will most probably exceed it!
Do not be despondent if it seems to be small in
comparison with the prices of those coveted
items. Iam prepared to state categorically that
it is possible to acquire a musically satisfying
system for under £ 100 if you are prepared to
go to alittle time and trouble. Of course, you
could do better for £200 but, and mark this,
you could do worse. The ' agony' columns of
our hi-fi journals are full of people complaining
bitterly about the alleged shortcomings of
really first-class gear (usually hopelessly mismatched).
HI-FI NEWS
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Don't neglect the secondhand market. Hi-fi
gear drops dramatically in price once it is no
longer new. A friend of mine once bought a
pair of Lowther Acoustas for somewhat less
than the price of one. But do listen before
buying. A transcription motor with ' shot'
bearings and full of rumble is dear at any
price, as Iknow to my own cost. Can you save
money without sacrificing quality? Assuming
even only average ability, the answer is ' yes',
if you are prepared to persevere and above all
not to skimp at any point. Here you get what
you work for. Plenty of loudspeaker manufacturers, for example, will give for the asking
details of suitable cabinets for their products,
and books on this subject alone are not few
or far between.
Having cleared the air around the two basic
questions of what we want, and more importantly what we are prepared to pay for it, let us
turn to the actual equipment. Many newcomers fall into the trap of expending all their
powder and shot on the amplifier, leaving little
or nothing for the peripheral equipment. This
is fatal, and results in more disenchantment
and disappointment than anything else.
Remember, you are buying a system, and it
will only perform as well as its weakest component. I sometimes scan readers' equipment
lists (usually in the ' Queries' column) and
shudder to find them seeking satisfaction using
a £3 10s. ceramic cartridge with a £ 100 amplifier. Horses for courses, please. The wise,
well advised beginner chooses compatible
middle-of-the-road components which give
maximum performance per £ expended, and
are at the same time susceptible to improvement
stage by stage without the new component
immediately showing up glaring deficiencies in
the rest.
Remember that what you cannot hear cannot offend your ear. It is true to say that the
component which adds least audible distortion
is usually the amplifier, that is, if it is used
393

within its capability, and not being asked to
do something for which it was not designed.
Be content therefore to allocate about a third
of your budget to this item. Many thoroughly
good amplifiers are available for under £40,
and if you keep your eyes and ears open you
may come across a good Leak or Rogers for
a good deal less than this sum. Do not be
afraid of valved units, if of a reputable make.
The cost of re-valving can be less than £5 if
you shop wisely.
How many watts do Ineed? A very vexed
question, and not answerable in so many
words. Let me say that Iused to do public
address work with a 20-watt amplifier before
the War. It depends on so many things: the
size of the listening room, the efficiency of the
chosen speakers, room furnishings, the level
of sound you regard as normal—these are just
a few. Taking an ' average' living room, and
loudspeakers, and sticking my neck right out, I
would say not less than eight watts per channel.
This may sound high, considering that most
listening will be at less than one watt, but fortissimo orchestral tuttis, cymbal crashes and
various other transients must be taken into
account, and nothing is worse than the distortion produced by an under-powered amplifier
hopelessly overloaded.
Sensitivity is the next criterion, and here
again you will need to know which cartridge
you intend to use. If you are stuck to aceramic
for budgetary reasons (and you don't need to
be) then about 100-150 mV will be adequate.
The Deram, Sonotone etc. will all work
happily into this. Beware, however, of amplifiers which use the magnetic input of 47 K
impedance; they are not usually well matched
for ceramics, and you should give consideration to agood, cheap magnetic cartridge, and
they do exist! Ideally, for ceramics, the input
impedance should be two megohms or more,
although they can be ' tailored' into a
lower impedance, since the sensitivity of a

Our highly qualified
staff will be pleased
to advise you on
stereophonic equipment
on which to play
your records.
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HAMPSTEAD HIGH-FIDELITY LTD 91 Heath Street, Hampstead, London N.W.3.

SIMPLY SUPERB!

the new brenell.
MODEL ST STEREO

Probably the most important new recorder of the year!

The new ST400/200 recorders are different from all previous Brenells. All
transistorized electronics; shelf- mounting cabinet; simplified controls.
Sound quality is even better than ever—as good as you can hear. Three- motor
deck performance and reliability; quality components throughout. All usual
facilities we available.
ST400/200 recorders are designed to give you exactly what you expect from a
Brenell today.
Only the price is less than you may expect... £ 145 recommended. You pay no
import duties ... no high selling costs ... only for atop-quality recorder, well
made. Its afine formula I
• Mono or stereo operation •
• Choice of 2 or 4- track
•
models
•
• 3 outer- rotor motors

3tape speeds
2 recording level meters
Full input/output and
control facilities

A range of Brenell mono and stereo recorders is available, together with
Brenell deck and tape- link.

r-estel I
BRENELL ENGINEERING COMPANY LTD. 231/5 Liverpool Road, London, N.1. Telephone:01-607 8271
GD 730
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`mag' input is usually only a few millivolts.
I have successfully used 680 K shunted with
120 pF to flatten a ceramic into a low-impedance input—but they vary.
My best advice is to ' go magnetic' from
the start, so that you will be able to improve
this component as opportunity offers without
further ado. Reckon on asensitivity of around
4-5 mV. This will be adequate for most (but
not quite all) cartridges you will encounter at
under £30.
Controls? Many of the U.S.-slanted units
have a plethora of knobs, all very fascinating,
but also very confusing for the non-technical.
You will probably not get HF filters on a
'budget' amplifier, but don't let it worry you
—your ' budget' speaker system will probably
provide cut-off points quite arbitrarily at each
end of the audio spectrum, and you will not
be buying a ` rumbly' turntable after this, will
you? What you should look for are: ( 1) an
input switch enabling you to select at least two
inputs in addition to Gram, as you will want
to add stereo radio and tape later; (2) treble
and bass controls giving at least + 12 dB;
(3) balance control or dual concentric volume
controls; (4) volume control, if not included
in balance arrangements; and (5) mono/stereo
function switch.
The control knobs should carry some sort
of marking to enable settings to be found
quickly and accurately, as recording characteristics and levels vary somewhat from make to
make, and even from disc to disc. The mains
switch should preferably be separate, so that
all controls may be left undisturbed. Don't be
dazzled by units offering VU or balance meters

and the like. Better that the manufacturer
spends money on high quality components
than redundant knobs and dials.
Lastly, if you are that way inclined, by all
means buy a good kit and assemble your own
amplifier—it is much simpler than you would
imagine, and the makers are very helpful if
you do run into snags.
The choice of loudspeakers is probably the
most difficult of all; it is here that personal
preference is the yardstick, and appearance has
often to be weighed against musical considerations. It is probably true to say that the choice
of loudspeakets is the cause of more domestic
disharmony than any other audio item. Most
mere males will cheerfully give way in the
matter of cabinet-work, but they tend to get
on their hind legs when the wife suggests that
the ` Eeny-Meeny' bookshelf unit is preferable
to the
cwt. Goliath he had in mind. Be that
as it may, speakers are like boxers, and agood
big 'un is better than agood little ' un at almost
any time. Pay as much as you can afford, or
alittle more, and go as large as you dare.
If for any reason you must have acompact,
let it be agood one. Here again Iwould underline that really excellent kits are available at
many size, price and quality levels. In general
the compacts are excellent, but seriously lacking in ' real' deep bass, so if you are abass-man
or an organ enthusiast, a pair of large enclosures is really amust. Once again, you should
listen to the speakers of your choice in your
own, or asimilar listening room, otherwise you
may be extremely disappointed. Do experiment
with the positioning of the speakers (and the
other furniture!) as this can have atremendous

influence on the final results, in any room.
Well, what of the rest? Go for a good
motor/turntable (they can be obtained for
about £ 11 10s.) and reckon on about £ 10-£15
for a transcription-type arm with low lateral
friction and facilities for adjustment of playing
weight (stylus force). Don't forget to allow
for a lifting/lowering device if you value your
records, and who doesn't ? Cost is about 30-45s.
Last but not least is the cartridge. Imentioned earlier that you would be well advised
to go magnetic at the outset, as there is currently almost an embarrassment of riches in
this area. For as little as £4 10s, you can buy
a Japanese magnetic cartridge which received
a very creditable write-up in the technical
press. It is difficult to be hard-and-fast, but
my personal preference at under £ 10 is for the
B & O SP6, which can be obtained from one
discount house for as little as £7. Points to
look for are high compliance, preferably above
6x10-6 cm/dyne ( 16 c.u.), output 1mV/cm/sec
at 1kHz, to be sure of loading your amplifier
adequately, although some cartridges have a
somewhat higher output, often with a slightly
reduced compliance. You pays your penny . . .
The stylus radius should be 0-0005 in.
(0.5 mil) for stereo discs, although if your
collection is predominatly mono, 0.7 mil may
be considered as a compromise. The manufacturer will usually give a range of playing
weights—err on the generous side, as he is
sometimes over-optimistic! If you play at
around 2 grams without hop, skip, jump or
odd bass-on-treble you are doing quite well:
any further reduction may be as bad for the
records as for the auditory nerves.

SEEING THE LIGHT

simpler to rely on a ready made ideal answer
to the problem which is very probably lying
unused and neglected right under our noses.
By that Imean the old, but serviceable mono
amplifier that was ousted by our new stereo
gear and for which the dealer wouldn't give
us two pence. It is easy to forget that most of
these old amplifiers will produce enough power
at their output terminals to drive asmall headlight bulb, or a string of series-connected
smaller bulbs. Thus, by connecting the mono
amplifier in parallel with one of the sound-producing amplifiers, there is the means to alight
source which varies in intensity and is directly
dependent on the sound heard.
What you do with your varying light now
that you have got it is a matter of personal
choice, but by using it with one or more
varying colour filter systems of the type already
discussed some exciting effects be obtained.
Obviously the exact way that the old mono
amplifier is used will also be a matter of
personal choice and although it does not really
matter if it suffers in the process Iwould offer
afew comments on how not to murder it.
Firstly, a very convenient point to tap off
the light-controlling sound signal is from the
'tape record output' of the stereo amplifier.
Of course, it doesn't really matter if it is only
aleft-hand or right-hand channel signal that is
controlling the light, but if you can find two
old amplifiers or possibly an old stereo rig, it
is worth thinking about having separate right
and left channel lights. By providing the tape

record output with a convenient (e.g. jack)
connection it can be used for tape recording
or feeding the light amp input as required and
without fuss. The output of the old amplifier
is simply connected directly to the light source,
but to play fairer by the amplifier output stages
it is usually better to shunt the light bulb or
bulbs with a dummy load: say 100 ohms with
a reliable modern amplifier, but nearer to
15 ohms with the sort of model likely to be
unstable if not properly loaded.
With such a shunt it is easy to provide a
degree of light control without amplifier
destruction by using a simple circuit of the
type shown in fig. 1. Thus, as shown, the
bulbs (in this case four low-voltage torch bulbs
in series and each differently coloured) are
shunted by resistor R1 but have in series with
them a variable wire-wound resistor R2. By
adjusting R2 to put a high resistance in series
with the bulbs the bulk of the amplifier's available output is dissipated in the shunt, whereas
with alow value of series resistance contributed
by R2 the bulbs will dissipate most of the
power. Clearly R2 provides ameans of adjusting the power fed to the bulbs so that peaks
do not cause them to burn out.
A possibly annoying aspect of the behaviour
of this system is that the lights may well follow
the signal source too exactly, producing an
irritating flicker rather than a restfully modulated glow. In order to prevent this the output
of the amplifier can be rectified and ' smoothed'
(continued on page 408)

continued

a couple of fairly compact light sources, such
as projector bulbs or car headlight bulbs, with
afew handy lenses and reflectors (e.g. from old
torches, magnifying glasses, etc) so rigged as
to produce a couple of blurred light patches
on awall, the larger and more out of focus the
better. In front of each light source some
arrangement is set up whereby a changing
colour filter effect is provided, the rate of
change and type of change being slightly
different in each case. The idea, of course, is
that by having at least two differently changing
colour effects the final result (added colour
mix on the wall) will be totally unpredictable
and ever-changing. A convenient way of
achieving this is to use acouple of low-geared
motors (sacrifice an old electric clock perhaps
or try the usual shops in New Oxford Street,
Tottenham Court Road or Lisle Street) for
rotating cardboard discs with large and small
holes cut or punched in them and pieces of
differently coloured cellophane or gel glued
over the holes. It is extraordinary what the
most awful looking bodge-up along these lines
will produce on the wall of a darkend room.
The other type of display is that in which at
least one lamp is fed, directly, or indirectly,
with a modulated supply derived from the
audio signal so that light intensity varies with
the signal level. This can be achieved using
SCRs, but Iwould suggest that it is easier and
HI-FI NEWS
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Of all P.V.C.recording tapes......
Stinchrotapels the one unconditionallq guaranteed
Only the finest materials go into the production of British- made
Synchrotape. The result .... no stretching .... no snapping ....

And there's a bonus. Most sizes of Synchrotape carry a built-in
insurance against theft or fire damage to your recorder . . . . and

no storage deterioration. Perfect for mono or stereo . . . . two or

also contain coupons towards the special half-price tape splicer

four track.
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I
'Equipment
Styling

Planning amplifiers and plinths
by L RALPH
N this series of articles Iintend to deal with
I
the problems involved in the designing,

styling and production of home-made equipment. Producing really ' professional' hi-fi
equipment is not as difficult and expensive as
you might think. So, in the next few months,
Iwill try to give ideas and advice on how to
make home constructed items as good looking
as well-designed commercial equipment.
Imust stress that Ishall not be referring to
circuit design; Ileave that to better qualified
contributors. Also, it will not be possible to
cover all the units people wish to make, but I
hope to give asound basis from which readers
can work.
First, let us get clear exactly what good design in hi-fi is. The best way to do this is to
take some examples of really well-designed
units—enter Messrs Leak, Armstrong, Quad
and Rogers. These companies all produce
equipment that looks as good as it sounds:
the controls are easily accessible, the overall
look is one of elegance and good taste. The
lack of a good lawyer persuades me not to
mention the companies who do not fulfil these
requirements but Ihasten to add good design
does not begin and end with pretty front panels.
The inside of the unit is just as important
Although the above companies certainly
satisfy the requirements, do not get the idea that
well designed equipment has to be conventional.
You have only to look at some of the units made
by Arena, Sony and Braun to see what Imean.
Some of their products certainly take many of
the top prizes for good design ( in my book
anyway).
HI-FI NEWS
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If you have always thought that good design
was just a matter of brushed aluminium and
tinted plastic and the Design Centre, these
articles are not for you; but if you have decided
to stay, where do you start?
Most projects start as avery vague idea, and
before anything else is done sketches must be
made, and then drawn again and again until a
feasible and, above all, economic design is
found. Of course, you may start from acircuit,
but the same rules apply. Another point to
watch is that you do not include in your design
any part that may need special tooling, as this
will price the unit beyond all reasonable
limits.
The next step is to decide just what the unit
will consist of. Let us take a stereo amplifier
as an example. How many controls? How
many sockets? Is there acustom-made circuit
of your own design to be included? Thus the
next step is to make alist of exactly what will
be included. Taking the stereo amplifier the
list might read as follows:
No.

Description

1

Stabilised Power Supply + neon +
on/off switch

2

Power amps with output transistors
on heat-sinks
Pre-amp and equalising circuits
(printed circuit boards?)

2
1

Volume control

1
2

Balance control
Tone control networks with potentiometers
397

Input sockets (it is a good idea to
put an extra socket on the unit for
possible later modifications)
2
Speaker sockets
1
Tape out socket
Switching for filter networks, if any.
Now you have apositive idea of the unit to
be built.
Fig. 1shows the next step, that is to draw up
a layout diagram of the chassis (all the best
bodies have skeletons, so all good amplifiers,
and other such units, need arigid chassis). If
you remember the following points you cannot
easily go wrong. The power supply must be as
near to the rear of the unit as possible with the
mains switch on the front panel—the shortest
distance from it. The pre-amp and tone networks as far away from the mains lines as
possible—at the opposite end of the chassis.
The power amplifiers somewhere between the
two. The main controls should be placed at
the front, or if you are feeling unconventional,
on top(!)—as long as they are accessible and
kept away from the mains. The sockets, whereever they go, must be kept as near to the preamp input points as possible. The same applies
to the input switching. Extra items such as
mono/stereo switches, voltage selectors, etc.
should be located where they fit most logically.
The location of heat-sinks is the biggest
headache to designers (well, me anyway) that
Iknow. If they are mounted inside the unit,
ventilation slots in the case must be provided
to allow adequate airflow past them. If, on the
other hand, they are mounted on the rear of
the unit the air flow will be more than adequate,
but the problem of protection arises. If any
metal object touches the transistor cans they
could short-out, and expensive replacements
might have to be bought ( bitter experience is
always a good reminder!). Covers for the
transistors can be bought, but extra expense
rears its not-too-lovely head; so my advice is,
if enough room is available inside the chassis
for the heat-sinks, that is where they should go.
Now you have to decide what components
are to be used. If certain types are recommended in the circuit it is best to use them. If not,
you can do one of two things: ( 1) draw up the
chassis (this time showing all dimensions) and
then shop around to find components to your
requirements; or (2) use readily available items
and alter your design slightly to suit them. The
first alternative can be expensive and time-consuming, but obviously if you are aperfectionist
you will be prepared to do this. If you choose
the second course, you might get away with
not having to alter anything anyway ( the only
time luck comes into designing).
Making acomplete parts list for the chassis
assembly is always agood idea at this stage ( if
you have the patience). This list should include
nuts, bolts, screws, brackets, etc; in fact, everything you will use in the making of the basic
unit.
Also at this stage choose the knobs you will
use so that the spindle lengths can be selected
some companies give many alternatives. Decide everything ' finally' at this point and remember it is far easier and cheaper to use an
eraser on a drawing now than it will be to
waste expensive materials on achassis later.
Obviously before work on the chassis begins
some sort of layout must be decided for the
front panel. Please do not take this job lightly.
As in all stages of the ground work, good

THE FINTISTIC EROSORO ST20
HIGH Elgin' STEM AMPLIFIER

Li All silicon transistor
fl 10 watts r.m.s. per channel
LI Inputs for Magnetic and Crysta
Cartridge, Tuner, Tape.
r1 Teak veneer case

POILEM11.11

e4.

Send for + tin colour leaflet now!
etr ° sound Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Audio Works,
Certersfisild File, Waltham Aabey, Essex.
Tel. WaItham

31933.
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The ADC 550E cartridge is something special. The ' E stands for elliptical —
the ideal stylus shape to follow the exact contact path of the original cutter
stylus that made the record This vital feature means much less distortion,
especially from the inner grooves of arecord, when music tends to be at its
loudest and most tar'lling.
The 550E has another big advantage. It uses the ADC- developed Induced
Magnet arrangement, which greatly reduces the mass of the moving system.
This enables the stylus to follow the intricate path of the grooves and minimises
record wear. For the money ( only £ 20.6.6, incl. £ 3.16.6 p.t.) the ADC 550E
offers you superb performance compared with any other cartridge in this price
range.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type:
Sensitivity:
Tracking force range:
Frequency response:
Channel separation:
Compliance:
Elliptical stylus tip:
vertical tracking angle:
Recommended
load impedance:
CUTTER
HEAD
STYLUS

Induced magnet
5mv at 5.5 cms/sec recorded velocity
gram to 21 grams
10 Hz to 20,000 Hz • 3 db
20 db from 50 Hz to 8 kHz
28 x 10- 6 cms dyne
Contact radius: - 0003"
Lateral radius: - 0007"
15 degrees
47,000 ohms
ADC
ELLIPTICAL
STYLUS

SPHERICAL
(CONVENTIONAL)
STYLUS

ADC 550E
magnetic stereo cartridge

ADC

Send for details to:
KEF Electronics Limited
Tovil, Maidstone, Kent. Tel: Maidstone 57258

CONTACT PATH
OF CUTTER
STYLUS
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planning pays off. The inside layout of the
chassis must to some extent dictate the front
panel design (
fig. 2 shows a suggested front
panel for the stereo amplifier example), but
try to ensure that the layout is balanced. If,
for any reason, you want to change something
after you have started building the chassis,
stop work and adjust the drawings to see if the
change will work out.
So much for the amplifier. What about other
equipment? Well, all the same rules apply—
planning is of the utmost importance.
The making of player-unit plinths is apopular project with do-it-yourself hi-fi people. The
first thing to decide is which deck to use. Of
course, economy is a main theme, but do beware of afalse choice in turntables, as rumble,
not noticed at first, may become intolerable
later. Iwill make a few general points about
plinth construction which apply to most
players. The first thing to do, again, is to sketch
out afew ideas. When you have agood notion
of what you want, check that it will not cost
too much, then, using the manufacturer's
template (templates are provided with all
makes of deck) check the height and depth
dimensions. Fig. 3shows how arelatively deep
cabinet (
7ins.) can be made to look shallower
using line and shade. Then, make adimensioned
drawing and again check with the template.
The counterweight, if fitted, may overhang, so
allow for this on the motor board dimensions.
Another point worthy of note is that the
template should not be dampened, thus agood
idea is to use asheet of carbon paper to transfer
the cut-out lines to the wood, leaving the template for future reference.
Speaker cabinets are also popular do-ityourself units and, once again, with these the
same rules apply: drawings, parts lists and
measurements (have you ever bought expensive
grille cloth and found it was in. too short?).
Most speaker manufacturers supply cabinet
designs for their unit so, unless you really
know alot about the subject, it is always wise
to use their brains.
But what of more ambitious units, such as
tuner-amplfiers? Quite frankly, unless you
have some previous experience in making complex equipment, Iadvise you to steer clear of
anything like this or you will probably be
disappointed. If you do have experience, or
are just plain obstinate, a couple of useful
hints are: ( 1) read up as much as you can about
the thing you are going to build; and (2) spend
even longer planning the unit. Remember,
with anything as ambitious as atuner-amplifier,
or ' receiver' as our American friends call it,
patience will be arewarding virtue.
To conclude, I would like to give a few
pointers to overall design success. Do not
clutter equipment with unnecessary controls—
always keep designs as clean and as simple as
possible. Try to avoid putting fixing screws in
visible places, but remember ` if you cannot hide
it—make afeature of it!'
Rushing into the workshop with asketch on
the back of Playboy magazine and expecting
to exit two hours later with a handsome piece
of equipment will almost certainly end in
disappointment and a heap of old rubbish. If
you really want first-class equipment you will
not mind spending those couple of hours, plus
afew more, drawing up some plans.
Next month Ishall deal with the making of
chassis, front panels and cabinets.

The majority of Recording and T.V.
studios use TA
monitors
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Tannoy Monitor Gold Dual Concentric Loudspeakers, accepted
as the " Quality Standard" most specified for professional use by
Recording, Broadcasting and T.V. companies as well as the
World's largest manufacturers of professional Audio Equipment.

[
7G 0 LD *
THE NEW MONITOR GOLD now incorporates aTreble Roll Off Control and Treble
Energy Control enabling precise adjustments to be made for room acoustics and
programme material.
Frequency Response
Power Handling
Capacity
Impedance

TANNOY /V.

30-20,000 cps
15" 50 watts
12" 30 watts
Ill LZ 15 watts
8 12 Nominal
5 11 Minimum

TAN NOV PRODUCTS LIMITED
NORWOOD ROAD • WEST NORWOOD • LONDON, S.E.27 • TEL: 01-670 1131

THE SLOT STEREO SS. 30
Combined Hi fi Stereo Amplifier and 8- track Stereo Tape Cartridge Player.

E All silicon transistor Li 10 watts r.m.s. per channel Li Inputs for Magnetic

Send for full colour
leaflet and catalogue of
pre-recorded 8-track
stereo tape cartridges.

and Crystal Cartridge and Tuner Li Illuminated tape programme indicator panel

E Immediate press- button selection of any one of four recorded programmes
Li Wide frequency response tape reproduction at 3î i.p.s. Lii Teak veneer case

Dell grad and Manufactured
In England by
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Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Audio Works,
Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex. Tel. Waltham Cross 31933.
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HEN Iwrote my first survey of bargain
records, dealing exclusively with the
Heliodor range (page 285, March 1968 HFN)
the very cheap disc of good quality ( i.e. either
proper stereo, or areasonably convincing electronic simulation) was something of anovelty.
But now the whole field has widened, not only
the 14s. 6d. range ( with Fontana and Hallmark,
and Camden adding to those available) but the
other price-groups too, from Turnabout
(19s. 11d.) up to the medium-priced issues
(around 28s. 6d.) which now have to be good
to be competitive; these inlude Ace of Diamonds and Festival labels. Around 25s. are
Supraphon, Privilege and Everest. Slightly
above, at 26s. 4d., is the HMV Concert
Classics label (with some excellent recordings
on it) and slightly below, RCA Victrola and
the veteran Ace of Clubs at 24s. Decca have
obviously seen that this price is now unrealistic
for a mono series and so they have recently
inaugurated a new 17s. 6d. label, Eclipse, to
take over from Ace of Clubs, using older mono
recordings and giving them astereo transcription ' face-lift' which is sometimes, but not
always, successful. These are, of course, only
some of the many labels now proliferating, and
never before was guidance more necessary to
separate the riches from the shoddy. A complete sui vey in depth is to be provided in the
Spring of 1970 when The New Penguin Guide
to Bargain Records is published. Meanwhile
in this article and those which follow Ihope
to guide readers to some of the discs of special
merit.
Let us begin with Albinoni. He was a
Venetian, a friend and contemporary of
Vivaldi. To many he is best known today as
the composer of the famous Adagio, an almost
certainly spurious work which exists in an
arrangement by Giazotti for organ and strings.
This is an equivalent of Bach's Air on the G
String and only the lushness of the arrangement suggests the twentieth rather than the
nineteenth century with its evocation of the
hit parade. This is available—played with
considerable taste—on agood Turnabout disc
(TV 34135S) by the Württemberg Chamber
Orchestra under Faeber; the couplings are by
Handel and Mozart. But the really outstanding
and typical Albinoni bargain LP is an enchanting collection on Festivo (SFM 23030) by
I Musici, including an oboe concerto, two
violin concertos and a sonata for strings with
something of the geniality of the Bach Brandenburghs. All the solo playing is stylish, the recording first-rate and this is one of the most desirable discs of its period in the catalogue.
When we look at Bach the first consideration
for most is a reliable set of the Brandenburg
Concertos. Again on Turnabout the same
Wurttemberg group provide agenerally spontaneous and enjoyable set (TV 34044/5S).
There is also a good HMV recording by the
New Philharmonia Orchestra directed by
David Littaur (SXLP 20110/1) and a Fontana
issue (SFL 14031/2) by the Stuttgart soloists
under Marcel Couraud. The HMV has some
advantages, including very good sound but it
costs almost apound more than the Turnabout
set, whilst the Fontana, on the super-bargain
label, is very cheap and warmly recorded, but
suffers from a lack of dynamic range, and
Bach at one continuous level can be too much
of a good thing.
Turning now to the keyboard concertos
HI-FI NEWS
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there are two outstanding discs and both are
again on the invaluable Turnabout label. The
first couples the Harpsichord Concertos Nos. 4
in A maior and 5 in F minor and as a bonus
includes Bach's alternative version of the
F minor transposed up a note to G and now
written with the violin as the solo instrument.
Such re-arrangements were familiar practice in
Baroque times and this is a most successful
example. With Martin Galling on harpsichord
and Susanne Lautenbacher on violin, accompanied by the Stuttgart Bach Collegium, this
is an enjoyable and interesting collection
(TV 34102S). The other keyboard anthology
collects together the Concerto for Four Harpsichords in D minor with two concertos for three
harpsichords (TV 34106S).
Martin Galling
leads the soloists and this time the orchestra is
from Mainz and conducted by Gunther Kehr.
This is one of the finest bargain Bach records
on the market. The sound is superb, rich and
resonant, and there is excellent stereo separation. Moreover, the jangling quality that
often attends mixed harpsichord meetings is
here markedly absent.
Another favourite Bach concerto coupling is
of the two solo Violin Concertos and the Double
Violin Concerto. Currently there is not agood
bargain disc including all three, but there is a
marvellous coupling of the two solo Violin
Concertos played by that incomparable classical
violinist, Arthur Grumiaux on Festivo (SFM
23022). As his third work he offers an attractive and little-known violin concerto by Haydn.
With the stylish Raymond Leppard in charge
of the orchestra and continuo, and excellent
Philips recording, this disc is very desirable
indeed. There is an outstanding performance
too of the Double Concerto played by father
and son, David and Igor Oistrakh. This is
part of a Privilege collection ( 135082) which
by tapping several ' previously full-priced'
sources has assembled awhole disc devoted to
double concerti which are a ' natural' for
stereo. These include another Bach work for
oboe and violin (distinguished by a very fine
oboe soloist, Edgar Shann) and music by
Vivaldi. The only snag to this disc is that the
new transfers have a tendency to fizziness in
the treble and those with wide range equipment will have to get those filters working—if
you have them agood sound can be achieved.
Ivan March is a director of the Long-Playing Record
Library Ltd.
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Any representative Bach collection is not
complete without a selection from the wide
range of organ music. For most of us the first
essential is a performance of the deservedly
famous Toccata and Fugue in D minor which
somehow uniquely sums up the brilliance and
intellectual power, to say nothing of the
melodic fecundity, of Bach's instrumental
genius. Most Bach organ recitals understandably include this piece and the choice is wide.
However, Ithink my current favourite is the
re-issue of the first stereo record by the famous
blind German organist, Helmut Walcha on his
equally famous Alkmaar instrument. This is
on Privilege ( 135046) and also includes fine
performances of the Prelude and Fugue in C
major and two attractive Trio Sonatas. Any
consideration of Bach's organ music must
include at least one disc by that bright new
star in the organists' firmament, Lionel Rogg.
Rogg makes his recordings on areconstructed
organ at the Grossmünster, Zürich and it is a
striking instrument—the reeds having aparticularly attractive colouring—and Mr. Rogg
knows its possibilities inside out. His special
talent is with music that needs both inner
clarity and lots of colour. He is not a flamboyant player and spectacular, extrovert works
like the Toccata and Fugue in D minor are not
his special métier, but take a passacaglia, or
the chorale preludes, where it is important that
the main tune shall be separated from the
decorative outer texture, and he is incomparable. His relaxed style always maintains
inner tension, and the music unfolds simply
with contrasted colours and every detail of
Bach's ingenious musical thought clearly revealed to the listener. Try Oryx (BACH 1006),
which offers the Six Schübler Chorales and
joins them to eight sets of Chorale Variations
and Seven Chorale Fughettas. This may all
sound very highbrow and indigestible but there
is some very attractive music here. You will
almost certainly know the tune of Wachet
Auf the first of the Schübler set and Rogg's
treatment of it is characteristic. He separates
the main chorale tune from its decorative
background by characterising it strongly on a
reedy stop so that the whole piece makes
musical sense. If you enjoy this you could
move on to the Chorale Partitas (
BACH 1016)
and then into adifferent field (BACH 1005)—
four Toccatas and Fugues including the famous
Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C major. Here
there is inner power rather than surface brilliance, but Rogg's control is masterly. All these
discs offer excellent sound and they are very
cheap, at 17s. 11
d., only afew shillings above
the ' super-bargain' range.
Turning now to Bach's choral music there
is one disc that stands out and this again is
from Oryx (BACH 1183). This offers aremarkably fresh account of the Magnificat including
the Christmas interpolations (for it was
originally written for Christmas performance).
The music-making has splendid forward
momentum and the choruses, well decorated
with trumpets, are joyful. But the star of the
disc is the soprano soloist, Helen Donath.
She seems aborn Bach singer and her phrasing
has genuine nobility of conception. The choir
and orchestra are from Stuttgart and the
conductor Günnenwein. The recording is
good, atmospheric rather than sharply focussed,
but try the loud final chorus before purchase.
(continued on page 405)

NOW- THE METROSOUND STEREO 1010

SOUND
CENTRE

A compact high fidelity stereo
system expertly designed and
providing outstanding quality
reproduction. Not just another
compact system but atrue"sound
centre" incorporating an all silicon
transistor amplifier, Garrard 3000
autochanger and two matched
loudspeaker systems.

Output 10 watts per channel
r.m.s. Frequency response
30-30,000 Hz
2db at full
rated output. Press button
switches for on/off, mono,'
stereo, tuner/gram, separate
controls for Bass, Treble,
Volume and Balance. Tape
record outlet. Price £ 77.6.4.
Tax Paid.
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Full details available on request
Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Audio Works,
Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex. Tel: Waltham Cross 31933

COLTON take core of your records
Complement high class equipment with
well designed quality accessories
A MAG NALI FT Centre Lift off for Non Auto pick-ups. When the pick-up has
completed the playing cycle the Magnalift will lift and hold it clear of the record
thereby obviating unnecessary stylus wear. Price: 62/7 inc. P. Tax.
B VARISCALE Tracking Force indicator for determining stylus pressure from 0-5
grams, arange adequate to cover all modern lightweight pick-ups. Price: 20/10 inc. P. Tax.
C VARILI FT dimped descent Fick- up Cortrol completely overcomes the possibility
of dropping the pick-up and the disastrous effect on records resulting from this type
of accident. Price: 75/-- inc. P. Tax.
D PRECISE Manual Pick-up lift suitable for use with practically any Hi -Fi turntable
pick-up comb nation. Price: 34,11 inc. P. Tax.
E STYLUS LIFE TIMER. The magnetically actuated precision- made mechanism
registers in P.Oy ng hours on a scale from 0-250, a convenient multiple for an> stylus
from sapphire to diamond. Price: 48/2 inc. P. Tax.
F TIMES FIFTY Pocket Microscope of X 50 magnification suitable for all close
inspection including styli. Price: 17/6 No Tax.

The above is just a selection from our range of record care and gramcphone accessories. See them at your record or HiFi
Centre or write for illustrated folder:—

COLTON & CO. ( LAPIDARIES) LTD. THE CRESCENT WIMBLEDON LONDON S.W.19
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SOME UNIPIVOTAL
CONSIDERATIONS
BY JACK BICKERSTAFFE
I N this article, which follows on from that in
the January issue, it is proposed to take a
look at the amplitude of the torsional displacements which can be produced in normal playing
conditions and a later article will discuss the
effects of these displacements on signal output
from the pickup.
The two sources of torsional motion in unipivot pickups are, firstly, angular movements of
the stylus/pivot axis caused by warps or lateral
groove eccentricities as discussed in previous
articles and, secondly, movements of the player
which cause alinear side-to-side movement of
the SP axis. The most troublesome movements
will be those which are sustained and occur at
the pickup's torsional resonant frequency, for
these will allow torsional movements to ' build
up'—we will therefore consider only these
movements. With the majority of unipivot
arms the torsional resonant frequency will be
lower than the LF resonance, so the stylus may
be considered rigid at the frequencies we shall
be concerned with.
Taking the first source of i.t.m., it can be
shown from the analogue of fig. 2on page 732
of the June 1968 issue that lateral angular
displacements of SP of amplitude O occurring
at the torsional resonant frequency will produce angular torsional displacements ck, such
that
= O.Q g.EmxzlIt
( 1)
It can be seen from this that the amplitude
of torsional movements will be proportional
to torsional Q, Qt,and the ratio of the lateral
'coupling' Emxz to I
t,the torsional M 1.—
reducing either of these will reduce the amplitude of torsional movements produced by a
given lateral movement.
Next, the case for linear side-to-side move
ments of SP. An analysis of this source produced the analogue shown in the diagram here.
Here, yis the velocity of the side to-side move
ments, M the mass of the pickup and y the
distance of the pickup's centre of gravity below
the SP axis. From this analogue it can be
shown that side-to-side movements of amplitude d occutring at the torsional resonant frequency will produce angular torsional displacements of
= d.Q g.Myllt
(
2)
This time, torsional displacements will be
proportional to torsional Q and the ratio of
HI-FI NEWS
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the ' moment', My, of the pickup's mass below
SP to the torsional M.I.—again reducing either
will reduce the amplitude of torsional movements produced by a given side-to-side movement. (A somewhat clearer picture of this
case can be had by writing M(k 2+y 2)for
where k = the radius of gyration of the pickup
about an axis through its C of G parallel to SP.
The above equation then becomes:
41= d.Q t.ylk 2+y2)
The maximum value for y/(k 2+y 2)is reached
when y = k, so if y > k. reductions in y down
to kwill cause to increase and further reductions (below k) will then cause # to decrease.
In many pickups y is somewhat greater than k
so a small reduction in y will not necessarily
result in areduction in #.
When we watch an object vibrating we are
far more conscious of, and can more easily
estimate, its total side-to-side or up-and-down
displacement than its displacement from a
mean position, and its is therefore helpful to
deal in total distances over which the stylus
moves around the pivot or the SP axis moves
from side-to-side, and relate these to the
angular torsional displacements produced.
From equation ( 1) we can establish that a
lateral movement of S around P will produce
28-5 Qt.Emxz11.1, degrees torsional displace-

e
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ment per unit total movement of S (1= the
distance of Sfrom P). Similarly from equation
(2) we would find that aside-to-side movement
of SP will produce 28.5 Qi.Myllt degrees
torsional displacement per unit toal movement
of SP. (These quantities assume that torsional
movements are small.)
It is now possible to estimate through what
angle a pickup will rock with agiven exciting
movement, and it is proposed to take as an
example a pickup with which the author has
been fiddling for some time (see photo). With
this pickup the average values for Emxz and I,
were about 95 gin. in. 2 and 41 gm. in. 2 respectively, My was around 28 gm. in. and 1= 9in.
From these quantities we can calculate that
lateral movements of S around P would produce torsional displacements of about 0.74 Q01
degrees per 0.1 in. total movement of S, whilst
about 2Qt degrees would be produced per
0.1 in. total side-to-side movement of SP, and
straight away it becomes obvious that side-toside movements are potentially the most
dangerous.
In order to gain some idea as to how this
pickup would behave in practice, let us briefly
consider the different sources of i.t.m. in turn.
Firstly, lateral movements of S around P: the
greatest of these will be produced when the
stylus is in the ' run out' groove to a record
where the stylus can have atotal lateral movement of Iin. or so. The next largest movements
will probably be those due to badly off-centre
spindle holes. In both these cases, however,
lateral movements will occur at a frequency
much below the torsional resonance (of about
3Hz in this pickup) and i.t.m. should not be
troublesome—from the point of view of any
effect on signal output this will certainly be
true in the run-out groove where there is no
signal to reproduce! The only other source of
lateral movements will be odd ' wiggles' in the
groove which have been noticed on occasion.
These normally have a total amplitude of the
order of 0.05 in. maximum and even if they
should occur at the frequency of the torsional
resonance would, with a torsional Q of three,
produce maximum torsional displacements of
about 0.74 x3x0.05/0.1 = 14°.
We turn next to vertical movements of S
around P, as would be produced on warps.
Now warps of fairly large amplitude could well
occur at the torsional resonant frequency, but
usually the vertical ' coupling' will be much
less than the lateral. In the pickup in question
it was about a half of the lateral coupling—
perhaps alittle less — and in consequence vertical movements of S would produce torsional
displacement of about 0.74 Qt/2 = 0.37 Qi
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towards perfection

The world's most comprehensive range of folded horn
enclosures; simple rear loaded bass horn, as our "Acousta"
range, or compound horns, as our Audiovector and T.P.1.
Reproducers.

DUAL POSITION ACOUSTA ENCLOSURE
LIVE WITH LOWTHER AND ENJOY
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MANUFACTURERS OF THE LARGEST RANGE
OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES IN GREAT BRITAIN
MI— Metro- Splicer
18/7
M2—Metrosound
Sponge
3/1
M3— Record Care Kit
6/9
M4—Klenzatape Kit
16/9
MS—Spare Tape for
Klenzacipe Kit
7/5
M6— Replacement
Klenzatape Fluid
4/0
M7—Tape Accessory Kit
C1/17/1
M8— Metro- Spray
3/0
M9— Metro- Brush
3/1
M 10— Metro- Mat ( ribbed
rubber/
13/0
M II
— Hi-Fi Stylus
Cleaning Kit
7/5

M12— Metro- Strobe
15/5
M13-45 r.p.m. Adaptors
per doz. 3/9
MI
6—Tape Recorder
Mechanical
Maintenance Kit
£2/4/5
1117—Metro Splicing
Block
9/0
MI8—Leader Tape (6
colours) each
4/6
M I9—Stop Foil
4/6
M20—Jointing Tape
4/6
M21—Stylus Balance
7/5
1123—Spirit Level
6/0
M24— Lubricating Kit
6/0

M25—Tape editing Kit
Cl/7/0
M26—loniser Record Cleaner
7/0
M27—Antistatic Cleaning
Cloth
2/6
M28— High Fidelity
Maintenance Kit
Cl/12/9
M29—Maxitape Universal
Recording timer 14/8
M31—Anti- Skating Device
for Thorens
TDI50A/B
L1/11/7
M32— New Cassette Head
Cleaner
10/8

Available from all Hi -Fi stockists or send direct for illustrated leaflet
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degrees per 0.1 in. total movement of S. It is
thought that with correctly stored records,
warps should be limited to a total amplitude
(trough to peak) of about * in.—say 0.15 in.
maximum. Such warps occurring at the torsional resonant frequency would produce torsional
displacements of about 0.37 x3x0-15/01 = 1.7
degrees with atorsional Q of 3. With the same
torsional Q, acolossal 0.3 in. warp would still
produce only about 3.4° torsional displacements.
It will be gathered from the above that even
amoderately low torsional Q of 3should keep
torsional movements induced by all likely
record irregularities within bounds, and when
one bears in mind that to produce the calculated movements, excitation must occur at the
torsional resonant frequency—which in most
cases it will not—and be sustained (which is
again unlikely) one would expect torsional
movements in general to be very much less
than those calculated. However, although
these movements may be small in terms of
degrees, we cannot as yet say what their effect
would be on the reproduced signal—this will
be discussed later.
Perhaps, it should be said at this point that
the pickup in question was of fairly conventional shape and was intended to rely only
upon damping to limit i.t.m. It could perhaps
be taken as fairly typical of most low inertia
unipivot pickups—but Ican by no means be
certain of this.
The remaining source of i.t.m., namely sideto-side movements of the pickup, is more
difficult to assess since there are alot of variable
factors involved. With apickup located at the
top of acabinet resting with its back to awall

BARGAIN CLASSICS

continued

Jumping now straight into the twentieth
century and one of its most influential names,
Béla Bartók, we start with his most famous
work, the Concerto for Orchestra. The top
recommendation for this is a World Record
Club disc by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
under Rafael Kubelik which throws in the
Two Portraits for good measure. Outstanding
orchestral playing, a strong spontaneous
performance and very good sound add up to
commend this disc (ST 836) but there is another
inexpensive alternative for admirers of Stokowski if they do not mind the letter of Bartók's
score being bent a little ( if only marginally).
This is an extrovert, highly romantic performance, vividly played ( Hallmark HM 590). The
recording is clear, rather dry, with a touch of
glassiness in the strings but it is very cheap
and the stereo separation is excellent. Another
outstanding Bartók disc comes from Supraphon (SUAST 50696) and offers, with André
Gertler as the soloist and Anèerl conducting
the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra awarm and
brilliant performance of the Violin Concerto
(now known as No. 2because of the discovery
of an earlier work).
We move on now to the greatest nineteenth
century composer and perhaps the greatest
composer of all time—Beethoven, and he is
well represented in the bargain lists provided
you pick carefully. The outstanding pianist
Brendel, has for instance recorded an integral
set of the five piano concertos (the shorter ones
each have a good filler) on five Turnabout
discs, but the orchestral playing, although
always alive and immediate, is often unHI-FI NEWS
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on a wooden floor, the worst side-to-side
movements will be experienced when the pickup is tracking the inner grooves. In this
position the pickup will be nearly at rightangles to the horizontal ' back and forth'
component of any rocking movement of the
cabinet and will derive practically full benefit
from it. This set-up, which is probably the
most common amongst hi-fi addicts and which
unfortunately is one of the most efficient means
of producing side-to-side movements of the
pickup, is the one we will briefly consider.
As shown earlier, with the pickup being used
as an example, sustained side-to-side movements of 01 in. occurring at the torsional
resonant frequency would produce torsional
displacements of about 2Qi degrees and a
torsional Q of 3 would allow these to build
up to 6° which is quite a twist! I have
known cabinet/floor combinations which,
when one jumped on the floor close-by, produced agood * in. movement of the player and
a04 in. side-to-side movement was more than
feasible. Such combinations, however, are
the exception rather than the rule, and perhaps
more usual player movements would be of the
order of 01 in. for a good bump on the floor
and much less for normal movements about
the room. Assuming therefore that side-to-side
movements have a maximum ' peak to peak'
amplitude of 0-1 in. and can occur at the
torsional resonant frequency, then, as already
pointed out, a torsional Q of 3would permit
torsional displacements to build up to amaximum of 6° provided the side-to-side movement
was sustained.
Fortunately, however, movements of the floor,

and hence side-to side movements of the pickup, will be heavily damped in most cases, which
means that after an initial violent cycle of
movement the cabinet would quickly come to
rest; consequently, long before torsional
movements have had time to build up to maximum, the side-to-side movements producing
them will have died away and the result will be
far less torsional movement than expected—
perhaps even less than half. It seems likely,
therefore, that amoderately low torsional Q of 3
would again be sufficient to keep torsional
movements small in amplitude.
The case of the cabinet receiving ahard bang
which sets it back on its haunches is somewhat
different from that with which we have been
dealing. The tendency is for a bump on the
floor not to produce an ' instantaneous' movement of the cabinet, whereas a hard enough
bang on the cabinet will, and would tend to
produce an ' instantaneous' large torsional
movement in the pickup—as well as a loud
noise from the loudspeakers. It is sensible for
the sake of our ear drums to avoid thumping
the cabinet when any kind of pickup is playing,
so we need not labour over this case.
To sum up—with the particular pickup in
question (fairly typical perhaps) the worst
source of i.t.m. is likely to be movements of the
floor, but there seem to be good reasons to
believe that in normal playing conditions, a
torsional Q of three would suffice to limit
torsional displacements to amaximum of about
3°, and this should ensure that no wobble
could occur large enough to cause part of the
arm or cartridge (other than the stylus tip) to
come in contact with the record.

attractive selection from the Ruins of Athens
polished, with string playing sometimes verging
incidental music by HMV (HQS 1154). The
on the seedy. Brendel triumphs over the imPastoral (No. 6) offers achoice of afresh, very
perfect background and his accounts of Conwell-recorded account by Sawallisch and the
certo No. 1 (
TV 34205S), No. 3 (
TV 34207S)
Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra on
and No. 5 (TV 34209S) are thoroughly recomFestivo (SFM 23012) in the medium pricemendable in spite of one's reservations about
range, or a ' super-bargain' on Music for
the orchestra. For No. 4, turn to an excellent
Pleasure ( MFP 2112) by the Pittsburg SymHMV coupling on Concert Classics (SXLP
phony Orchestra under Steinberg, the stereo
30086) which offers Emil Gilds, the famous
here rather over-reverberant, but pleasing
Russian virtuoso, in awarm-hearted performenough, with such a committed performance.
ance conducted by Ludwig together with
The outstanding No. 7 is by Colin Davis on
Mozart's Third Violin Concerto played by
HMV (SXLP 20038), the performance being
David Oistrakh. For the Emperor the top
among the best at any price but the recording is
choice (costing a few shillings more than the
not so new and it was never one of E.M.I.'s
Brendel) is by the young Buenos Aires pianist,
very best. On Hallmark ( HM 524) there is a
Bruno-Leonardo Gelber on HMV (SXLP
remarkable Choral Symphony by the London
20104). This extremely sensitive reading, with
Symphony Orchestra under Josef Krips,
Leitner conducting the New Philharmonia
recorded at Walthamstow. This is described
Orchestra, has a modern recording and ranks
on the sleeve as Rechannelled for stereo' (?)
alongside the very best—at any price. There
but in fact the finale sounds like the real thing.
is also a fine super-bargain version by Andor
The performance of the finale is exhilarating,
Foldes (mentioned in my previous article) on
with soloists and chorus joining to make the
Heliodor 89598 in real stereo, which is worth
music joyous and compulsive, but the first
anyone's money.
three movements are on a distinctly more
With the Beethoven symphonies choice is
plebeian level. Even so, at such a reasonable
rather more restricted. A well recorded comprice this is not adisc to be ignored.
plete cycle by Konwitschny and the Leipzig
But the highlight among the Beethoven
Gewandhaus Orchestra is to be found on
symphony recordings is the new Decca Eclipse
Fontana in the cheapest price range, but the
re-issue of No. 5 in the famous version by the
performances are somewhat earthbound although musical enough. The best are Nos. I Amsterdam Concergebouw Orchestra under
Erich Kleiber. This was always a great perand 2(
SFL 14038), with agood No. 4coupled
formance, but now with the sound amazingly
to a dull No. 5 (SFL 14083), on balance good
improved (only the deep bass lacking distincvalue at the price. Also worth considering is
an enjoyable No. 7 with an acceptable No. 8 tion, by modern standards) this is a profound
(SFL 14084). Looking elsewhere there is a listening experience, the finale blazing with
tremendous strength. This is on one side of
really outstanding No. 2 by Beecham and the
(continued on page 408)
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra coupled to an
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The secret of the new
ORTOFON Stereo
Cartridge

Here it is—the Ortofon Magneto Dynamic Stereo Cartridge
with replaceable stylus assembly plus an advanced
specification. M15—stylus pressure 0.75-1.5
grammes and MF15—stylus pressure 1 - 2grammes.
Both feature low mass, reduced stylus tip mass,
excellent channel separation, extended frequency
response and a choice of elliptical or
spherical diamond.

SL15 SERIES
There is nothing secret about the
SL1 5 series which is accepted
as the top Moving Coil Stereo
Cartridge and noted for its
faithful reproduction of the
original performance.
Prices from £ 22.3.1. Tax Paid.
2 x 15K Transformer Module

Full details of the M15 Series and SL15 Series available on request.
Metrosound (Sales) Ltd., Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey Essex. Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933

11 metrosound

see you at

SONEX70
Come and hear HiFi of the Seventies.
See what the new decade promises the
HiFi enthusiast and music lover.

SON EX is an important new
series of annual Hi -Fi exhibitions. The best in Hi- Fi, the
newest equipment, future
trends in sound, sound
demonstrations, ideas for
Hi- Fi in the home. All this
in rooms simulating home
listening conditions at the
Skyway Hotel. Be sure to
get your free ticket from
your Hi- Fi dealer.

April 24th-26th, 1970
Fri & Sat: 11
am-9pm.
Sun: 11
am-6pm.

Skyway Hotel
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Bath Road, Hayes, Middx.

Send for free illustrated
catalogue giving full details
of 22 different cabinets
superbly finished Et designed.
Prices from £6.19.0 to 52 gns.
,Also stockists list. ( U.K. only).
Free Hi Fi Housing Advisory Service

SONEX '70
Organised by
British Audio Promotions Ltd
for the Federation of
British Audio
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

'New products' is in no sense a review, or a technical report, of the goods mentioned, and any performance figures and descriptions
quoted, are taken from manufacturers' literature and published in good faith. None of the products have been examined unless
specifically stated, but brief descriptions obviously based upon samples do not preclude a full technical review at a later date.

COMPACT VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY

DAMPING MATERIALS

LOUDSPEAKER constructors on the look-out for
heavy felt as a damping material may like to
consider the natural jute rolls used for the
prevention of drumming in car bodies. This
material is available in 54 in. wide rolls, at 23s.
per yard, or with rubber backing at 26s. per
yard, and suitable adhesives can also be supplied, although for loudspeakers any general
purpose adhesive should be suitable. If required, pre-cut pieces can be supplied, when the
price is 2s. 4d. and 2s. 6d. per square foot.
Templates or cutting data should be forwarded
with orders.
Manufacturer: Ellow Developments Co., Old
Teme Bridge, Lower Wick, Worcester.

NEW EAGLE RANGE
PROVIDING switched output voltages of 0-21 V
in 1V steps with a maximum current of 1A,
automatic limiting being employed at all
voltages, Mitre Electronics compact bench
power supply, type BA1068, costs £22. Equivalent output resistance prior to limiting is
0-1 ohms and the ripple voltage is less than
50 mV.

Manufacturer: Harstone Micro Electronics Co.
Ltd, 22 Powis Terrace, London W.11.

DAMPA CEILINGS

MORE than forty of the items in Eagle's latest
catalogue are new in this country, including
three transistor stereo amplifiers, and two
tuner-amplifiers with optional cabinet cut-outs
that can carry a range of Garrard record
players. The publication of this catalogue
coincides with the formation of new distributing arrangements in Western Europe for Eagle
Products, a range made mainly in Japan but
also supplemented by equipment manufactured in other countries including Britain.
The latest Eagle catalogue and price list is
numbered 5269 and costs 5s.
Manufacturer: Eagle Products (B. Adler &
Sons Ltd), 32a Coptic Street, London W.C.1.

ACOUSTICAL ceilings of perforated steel are now
available from Dampa Ltd, who also manufacture perforated ceilings of aluminium. With
more than 36,000 holes to the square foot the
ceiling can be supplied in pre-cut lengths, and
is filled with plastic foil and mineral wool.
Normally supplied in white enamel, arange of
colours is also offered when larger quantities
are ordered.

INEXPENSIVE STEREO TUNER WITH F.E.T.

cosTrNo less than £36 without a teak case,
available if required, Tripletone's new Mk II
FM tuner is designed to partner the now
popular 8+8 amplifier. A high-quality tuner,
front-end employing a dual-gate F.E.T., is
used which feeds a conventional three-stage
IF strip. The stereo decoder is automatically
switched into operation by a pilot-tone and
the signal is fed from apair of emitter followers
and pre-set potentiometers adjustable from the
front panel.
Sensitivity of the tuner is at least 3µ V for
20 dB quieting, the output is up to 1V and
automatic AFC is fitted. Prices for this compact instrument range from £28 13s. 9d. for
the mono version without case to £37 19s. 10d.
for the stereo version with cabinet. Mono
tuners are convertible, no soldering or other
adjustments being required.
Manufacturer: The Tripletone Manufacturing
Co. Ltd, 241a The Broadway, London S.W . 19.

YE OLDE HIGH-FIDELITIE

Manufacturer: Dampa Ltd, Berinsfield, Oxford,
OX9 8LZ.

EP STORAGE

sEvEN-nicu records supplied without plastic
dustproof seals cart be conveniently stored in
the Bib plastic wallet recently announced.
Costing 5s. 44:11. the wallet can hold up to 10
discs, and the device complements the existing
range of plastic anti-static sleeves already
available for 12 in. records.
Also from Bib, self-adhesive labels for
attaching to tapes, cassettes or gramophone
records. Supplied in packets of twenty the
labels cost 2s. 6d. per packet.
Manufacturer: Multicore Solders Ltd, Hemel
Hempstead, Hertfordshire.
HI-FI NEWS
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cabinets are apparently in much
demand, and in an effort to fulfil this requirement at a reasonable price Largs have introduced their Sherbourne cabinet. With space
for a tape-deck (or record storage), a record
player, amplifier and tuner, the cabinet is
PERIOD
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finished in mahogany and measures 4ft 31 in.
x1ft 6.1r in. x2ft 5in. including legs. It costs
from £82.
Manufacturer: I.args of Holborn, 76-77 High
Holborn, London W.C.1.

BARGAIN CLASSICS

onnnued

ECS 518 so that room can be made on the other
for Kleiber's not equally compelling but very
enjoyable account of Mozart's G Minor Symphony ( No. 40).
Among Beethoven's chamber music, one
record stands out above all others. In its fullpriced form it was listed in The Great Records'
and now re-issued on Ace of Diamonds (SDD
200) it makes atrue bargain. The Septet in Et,
is a lightweight and highly spontaneous work
full of high spirits and good tunes. If you know
Beethoven's symphonies and concertos but
have so far not tried the chamber music, this is
the work to begin with and this is the recording.
For the experienced there is acomplete set of
the String Quartets at medium price on HMV
by the Hungarian Quartet which is now, in
general, the best set available at any price and
the highlights are Quartets 3 and 4 (
Op. 18)
(HQS 1156), Quartet 8(
the second Rasumovsky') coupled to No. 11 in F minor Op. 95
(HQS 1160) and HQS 1180 of the ' Late
Quartets', Nos. 15 in A minor (Op. 132).
HMV are also providing an equally recommendable medium-price set of the Piano
Sonatas played by Daniel Barenboim. Barenboim has the rare gift of immediately creating
spontaneity in the recording studio, and his
fresh re-thinking of these masterpieces is uncovering many felicities.
The recording

throughout is excellent and highlights, so far,
include Nos. 3in C major (Op. 2/3) and No. 15
(the ' Pastoral') Op. 28 ( HQS 1185); the Op. 10
set (
Nos. 5, 6 and 7) on HQS 1152 and the
famous trio made up of the Moonlight ( No. /
4),
the Pathétique) No. 8and the Appasionata ( No.
23) all very compelling on HQS 1076. Perhaps
most striking of all is the last sonata, Op. Ill
in C minor (
No. 32) coupled to Les Adieux (No.
26) and No. 19 in G minor (Op. 49/1) on HQS
1088.
There are also two outstanding Richter
couplings that should not be missed. The first
is Festivo (SFM 23014) which offers Nos. 11
in BE, major (Op. 22), 19 in G minor and 20
in G major (Op. 49/1 and 2). This is the kind
of record which shows the unquestionable
greatness of Richter as a pianist. The sheer
projection and impact of his reading of the
Sonata makes one look askance at the early
opus number and the two Op. 49 works have
a beguiling simplicity. The other coupling is
a more stormy one with the Tempest, Sonata
Op. 26) and the Appassionata
No. 12 in AI, (
No. 23 in F minor (Op. 57). These too are
unquestionably great performances, and in the
latter work the playing is stunning. The reissue is on Victrola (VICS 1427).
Of Beethoven's vocal music the Missa
solemnis stands supreme. The first Karajan
recording of this has just been re-issued on
World Record Club ( ST 914/5) and with superb
soloists, including Schwarzkopf, Ludwig and

Gedda, and the Vienna Singverein and the
Philharmonia Orchestra, the beauty and weight
of the conception is assured. Indeed the performance is splendid and the recording, if not
outstandingly clear in detail (particularly in
choral matters) has arich overall ambience and
amost convincing acoustic. If you need something very much cheaper there is a superbargain set under Böhm on Heliodor (89679/
80) that can be recommended. Here Stader
and Dermota are notable among the soloists,
and the recording although only astereo transscription is fair enough. Biihm's performance
has a cumulative tension, the speeds on the
slow side throughout.

SEEING THE LIGHT

continued

with a large value low voltage electrolytic
capacitor (
fig. 2).
It goes without saying that there is virtually
an unlimited number of possibilities based on
the simple system here described, and the net
result will presumably be a ' one-off' system
designed by and for the individual, which will,
at best, add something to listening pleasure
and, at worst, serve as aconversation piece for
those awful moments when the first of several
dinner guests arrive.
Finally, I have found that spirit- based
coloured marker fluid (e.g. Gem-Marker can be
used to colour clear bulbs, which avoids the need
to hunt for expensive coloured filters or bulbs.

Look before you listen!
record review
helps you to
collect the best
It's the specialist journal that gives you
independent expert assessments of
performances on records. Peter Gammond
edits, and atalented team of critics provides
candid and concise reviews, covering
classical and the best of folk, jazz, light and
pop. Record Review is for the intelligent
collector and specialises in the whole range
of recorded music, past and present. It is the
authority in afield of diffuse opinions. Read
it for the uncomplicated truth. 3s. 6d at
bookstalls or post-free from Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
A LINK HOUSE GROUP PUBLICATION
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TRIO KA2500 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
A LTHOUGH aimed at a market perhaps
rX somewhat below the ' pinnacle' established by some of the Trio's brethren, the
fifty-two pound KA2500 nevertheless exhibits
certain
unique
price-versus-performance
qualities of its own. Stereo and solid-state
with a continuous power rating of 20 W per
channel (at B8% THD which Ifound a very
modest claim) the amplifier is wood-simulated
metal-box encased with overall dimensions of
13 x4x9¡ in., a handy shelf-mounting size.
Features include high- and low-pass filters,
centre channel output ( left plus right) for driving a further amplifier and speaker system,
front panel tape recording jack, stereo headphone jack and built-in circuits for automatic
protection of the output transistors in the
event of overload.
The dark-coloured front panel with contrasting control knobs carries the usual volume,
bass, treble and balance controls, the first three
being ganged and the fourth for ' gain balancing'. There is also a control for switching
between two pairs of speakers (and two pairs
of speaker terminals at the rear for accommodating them), for switching the two pairs on
together, for switching both pairs off so that
stereo headphones can be operated alone, and
for switching on and off the mains power. A
small pilot light glows when the amplifier is
switched on. Then, of course, there is the
usual selector control providing for two
magnetic pickups, tape recorder replay head
(direct), radio tuner and an auxiliary source.
A row of ' silent' toggle switches operate loudness on/off, stereo/mono mode, ` low filter' (the
high-pass filter), ' high filter' (the low-pass
filter) and source/tape for tape monitoring. A
tape recorder is adequately catered for at the
rear with a pair of phonos for record, a pair
for replay ( both at relatively high-level), a
pair for replay direct from atape head (equalised) and a DIN standard record/replay
socket for tape recorders, which are also DINequipped.
The rear also carries apair of power outlets
(American-style 2-pin sockets), one under the
control of the on/off switch and the other unswitched, a conveniently positioned ' earth'
terminal, the mono integrated channel output
already mentioned, and a2A fuse.
The circuit is fairly conventional. Output
stages are quasi-complementary—a compleHI-FI NEWS
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
High quality integrated stereo amplifier. Power
output: 20 W per channel into 8ohm loads.
Intermodulation distortion: Less than 0.5% at
rated power output. Frequency response: 20 Hz50 kHz ± 1dB. Half- power bandwidth: 18 Hz60 kHz. Signal-to-noise ratio: High gain inputs
60 dB, others 70 dB ref. full power output. Input
sensitivities: Pickup 2at 3mV, Tape head, 2.5 mV
and others at 150 mV. Pickup overload point:
100 mV peak-to- peak at 1kHz. Damping factor:
23 at 8ohms. Filters: Low- and high-pass, rolloff s at 6kHz and 80 Hz, switchable. Tone controls: Bass and treble, and optional loudness. Bass
and treble controls afford ± 11 dB at 50 Hz and
10 kHz respecitvely. Dimensions: 13 x x94 in.
13 lb. Price: £52. Manufacturer: Trio Electronics Inc., Tokyo, Japan. Distributor: B. H.
Morris & Co. Ltd., 84-88 Nelson Street, London
E.I.

mentary pair driving an npn pair—and the
drivers and preamplifiers use low-noise npn
devices. NFB switched equalisation is used
on preamplifiers in the usual manner. Tone
controls and filters are essentially passive, and
each channel employs a total of nine signal
transistors plus an extra transistor (with
diodes) for the auto overload protection.
The first preamplification is nicely engineered
both in terms of noise and pickup overload
performance, and the pickup circuits can take
up to 80 mV ( RMS) at 1kHz before vague
waveform mutilation is observed, while the
signal-to-noise ratio is held at 66 dB. As these
two parameters are to some extent conflicting
Trio designers have resolved them ingeniously
in an amplifier of this mid-price group.
Now that some advertisements are claiming
dramatically low distortion I am becoming
progressively more demanding regarding amplifier appraisal in the low power regions. The
accompanying distortion table includes THD
readings with the signal voltage across the
load corresponding to a power of 100 mW
(e.g., 01 W). Actually, if one applies a signal
of such apower to any reasonable loudspeaker
asurprisingly loud sound occurs. So 100 mW
is not truly ' low power'. Why, then, do Inot
measure the THD down to, say, 100 µW ?

The answer is simple. On a realistic amplifier
there is a noise voltage accompanying the
signal voltage across the output load at that
sort of sub-low power. One can filter out the
hum voltage at the load and Ialways do that
on low power THD tests, anyway. Filters can
also sometimes be used to reduce the general
noise signal voltage, but care is necessary with
this arrangement to avoid undue bandwidth
change and the higher-order components of
the THD being attenuated or modified, factors
that could put the THD readout in error.
Thus there comes a point when the THD
readout device is unable to distinguish between
the distortion and noise voltages across the
output load, and at that threshold the indication could represent an integration of distortion
and noise, causing the apparent THD to rise.

TRIO KA 2500
Power
(W)
20
10
1
0.1

THD %

Frequency
40 Hz

1kHz

0.5
0.3
0.2
0.45

0.125
0.15
0.15
0.3

10 kHz
0.4
0.25
0.18
0.3

Maximum power output (at 1kHz both channels operating, continuous sinewave)
4ohm load ..
8ohm load ..
16 ohm load
Power bandwidth ( half power output for constant input)
8ohm load
..
..
•
•

27 W
20 W
14 W
14 Hz- 58 kHz

Power handling capacity (at LF and HF)
8ohm load 40 Hz ..
10 kHz
4ohm load 40 Hz ..
10 kHz
Hum and noise ( ref. full power output, inputs shorted)
Tuner, Aux. and Tape ..
Pickup 1and 2 ..
Tape head ..

16
19
16
25

W
W
W
W

.. — 70 dB
.. — 66 dB
—63 dB

Input sensitivities ( at 1kHz, for full power output)
Pickup 1
Pickup 2 ..
Tuner, Aux. and Tape ..

2mV
2.2 mV
145 mV
24 mV

These sensitivities were reduced by 6dB when ' Mono' is selected
Pickup input overload
Waveform distortion observed at 80 mV RMS at 1kHz
Tape record output (with input for full power 0/P)
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145 mV

Metrosound HFS
Speaker Systems,
20 watts handling
capacity. 8 ohm impedance.
Teak finish,
Size 23" x11+" x10r
Price 118.10.0 each.

Metrosound HFS.10
Speaker Systems.
10 watts handling
capacity. 8 ohm impedance.
Teak finish.
Size 14" x9' x
Price £ 26 3.8 pair. Tax paid.
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Send for fully descriptive leaflet,
Mstrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
am Abbey,iftex. Tel: Waltham Cross 31933.

Luxurious craftsmanship in sound
Once again Luxor ofSweden keep with the sin' trend and present
their new compact audio system.
Here is craftsmanship in sound ... with new clarity and definition
that you would associate with equipment costing W's more.
Go further and compare all the new sound systems from Luxor
and you will see that they also combine style and craftsmanship in
cabinet work that will enhance the
elegance of your home.

4903 A combination unit, beautifully styled to incorporate the 4988 tuner/amplifier
with record deck on its cavil elegant table (making the stereo unit acomplete piece of
furniture in itself). FM tuner with pre-selection and Automatic Frequency control
and atwo x2oW RMS stereo amplifier, frequency response 20-20,000 C s. Inputs
for tape recorder, microphone and output sockets for loudspeakets. Bass, treble and
mid-range filters. Two speed turntable is complete with mannetir cartridge and hinged
perspex cover. Finish available Teak or Rosewood. Dimensions: 36 -so x20.1"dx5I/s.
Matching speakers available.
4886 An extremely compact stereo amplifier giving apower
channels. Sett ful
cin ra
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s
t
s
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a
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oanudtp
uts
n has
tape recorder, gramophone (crystal cartridge), radio,
loudspeakers. See Luxor pre- amplifier for magnetic input
facilities. Beautifully finished cabinet in Teak or Rosewood.
Dimensions: 131'w x6rd xsrh.
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You will find Luxor of Sweden sound systems are available through aselect mumber of stockists. For further details contact:
LUXITONE 84 Bolsover Street, London W. i. Tel: 01-636 2901
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This is just what happened at the THD test
power of 100 mW in the table. The distortion
rise from 1W is due to the instrument responding to noise as well as THD products.
The signal-to-noise ratio relative to 20 W
referred to the tuner and auxiliary inputs is
70 dB, which is quite good since this is with
the volume control at maximum setting. The
RMS voltage across an 8-ohm resistive load
at this power, on asteady-state signal, is close
to 12.6, so the noise signal-70 dB below this
—is around 4mV. Thus RMS voltage components corresponding to the THD at this value
and below cannot easily be measured. At
100 mW relative to 20 W the power is close to
—23 dB and the RMS voltage across the 8ohm load 900 mV. This means, therefore, that
the maximum ratio to which THD can be
measured at 100 mW is 900 : 4 or 225 : 1,
which is about 47 dB, and — 47 dB of distortion is 0-45%. This is the figure in the Table
obtained at 40 Hz. The better figure (0-3%)
at 1kHz and 10 kHz resulted from the use of
a steep-slope high-pass filter in the test set-up
to delete the hum components. Of course, such
a filter cannot be employed when measuring
the distortion at 40 Hz because it would take
away the signal as well as the hum!
Overall, then the KA2500 has an outstanding THD performance, and I am convinced
that the real distortion in the noise at 100 mW
would not be much more than about 015%
or, perhaps, 0.2%. Why is the maker being so
conservative in saying 0.8% THD at 20 W and
mentioning nothing about the low power distortion? It is very pleasing, anyway, to
measure a parameter which is so much better
than the maker's specification!
Tone controls, as shown by the curves, work
satisfactorily at all settings. The slight displacement on the curves at 1kHz indicates that
relative to control centre maximum lift and
cut of the treble control causes an output rise
of about 1 ¡dB, while the output falls by about
1dB when the bass control is similarly operated. This is nothing to worry about subjectively.
Deviation from true RIAA at either pickup
input is very slight as shown by the accompanying curve, and the tape equalising at the
tape head input is pretty close to NAB as
specified. The ' loudness' switch gives a fair
bass/treble lift ratio, and the curve shows the
degree of lift with the volume control turned
down to attenuate the in-channel signal by
30 dB. At this attenuation the control is at the
eleven o'clock position.
Curves of frequency response (at 1W power)
and low- and high-pass filters were plotted
with the tone controls adjusted for the best
1kHz squarewave on the oscilloscope. This
required the bass on the test channel to be at
+ 2and the treble to be at + 1. In all respects
from sensitivity to distortion and power the
two channels matched closely. On pickup (the
worst setting for breakthrough) the stereo
separation was at 40 dB at 1kHz, falling very
slightly at high frequencies. Ultimate rate of
low-pass filter roll-off was about 6dB/octave
(not very good), but the high-pass was a little
better at about 10 dB/octave.
Square-wave tests were made at half power
into loads of 8ohms, 8ohms in parallel with
2p1F and 15 ohms in parallel with 2p.F, this
combination in series with 201.4.H of L to
simulate an electrostatic loudspeaker at two
HI-FI NEWS
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SQUARE- WAVE PERFORMANCE

1kHz into ir8

10kHz into 8U

1kI-Iz into 8u and 2,,F

o 8H , 81(1 2 F

1kHz into ELS load

10kHz into ELS load
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frequencies of 1kHz and 10 kHz. Stability
was outstanding for this class of amplifier on
all loads and at both frequencies, as depicted
by the accompanying oscillograms.
The worst condition always seems to be at
8ohms with 2i/F in parallel at 10 kHz, and
this is the only condition which promoted
significant ringing'. Even into such heavy
reactance the output stage did not appear to
be particularly bothered and the auto circuit
breaker was not triggered into action. This
required aspeaker short at fairly high drive to
activate it.
Under normal domestic operating conditions
the amplifier performed well on all sources and
with a variety of speaker systems (but Iwas
unable to test with afull- range electrostatic in
reality). Operation and connecting are simple,
but Ionce got worried when the sound failed
on switching to the A + B position on the
TRIO KA2500

LOUDNESS CONTOURS

'speaker switch'. This is normal, however, for
to get this position working two sets of speakers
must be connected.
Reproduction was clear from very low to
maximum power and at normal volume control
setting hum and noise were indiscernible.
Indeed, it required the tape head to be selected
and the volume control to be advanced towards
maximum before noise could be heard and, as
would be expected, most of this is at the low
end of the spectrum.
There is no doubt that the KA2500 is a
splendid amplifier, and having in mind the
price I would say that it is one of the best
'value for money' units currently on the
market. As always, Iwould prefer to exchange
the loudness system for abetter low-pass filter.
When will the makers learn the preferences of
the critical British audiophile?
Gordon . 1. King
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LNB PARA LAB
P.L. 6
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Compact labyrinth loaded three-way loudspeaker
system. Loading: Labyrinth cabinet, using 134 in.
long-throw bass unit, plus two 34 in. tweeters, via
two-way crossover network. System Resonance:
45 Hz. Frequency range: 40 Hz-17 kHz. Impedance: 8ohms at 400 Hz.
Power handling:
25 watts peak.
Dimensions: 234x10x1Oin.
Weight: 22 lbs. Finish: Oiled Afrormosia, with
complementary baffle. Price: £22. Manufacturer
LNB Audio Ltd., 23 Cambridge Street, Loughborough, Leics.

OUDSPEAKERS come and loudspeakers
go, but basic principles remain unchanged;
and so we have, and shall continue to have,
for the foreseeable future, infinite baffles, reflex
cabinets of various types and, less commonly,
doublets, horns, acoustic lines and labyrinths.
Since 1964 (when they pioneered the return of
this last neglected form of loading with the
original ' Lab 8' system) LNB Audio, of
Loughborough, have remained faithful to the
method, and although they produce models of
other types, the labyrinth enclosure remains
their first love. The success of their efforts has
justified their faith in the principle.
LNB's Mr. Batten told me last November,
when he delivered these latest examples to be
put through the hoop, that he could not make
them fast enough to meet the demand. Having
taken one of these Para- Labs to pieces as far
as practicable without resort to alump hammer
and a cold chisel, Istate my conviction that
Mr. Batten could make them a good deal
faster if he put them together less solidly and
carefully. Even today, production in quantity
does not preclude attention to quality, and it
is always a pleasure to record the continued
success of any small company following their
own line and trying to provide good value for
modest outlay.
The labyrinth employed is an unlined folded
pipe, with across-sectional area approximately
equal to the effective cone area of the bass unit,
and functioning as a 1-wave ' transmission
line'. The effect of this is to lower the fundamental resonance of the unit and maintain
bass response down to the lower resonant
frequency; in the case of the P- L 6this is 45 Hz.
The bass speaker is aspecial long-throw 64- in.
Goodmans model, and it is partnered by a
pair of matching 21-in, closed back tweeters,
with response extending to 17 kHz. A 1.5 mH
series inductor is used in the line to the bass
unit, with a 4 /IF capacitor in series with the
first tweeter and a 1tiF in series with the
second. There is, consequently, considerable
overlap between the units, and the first tweeter
is effectively a mid-range unit operating in
conjunction with the bass speaker, and is reinforced in the high register by the second
tweeter. The overlaps are centred around
2.5 kHz and 4kHz.
Frequency checks showed useful response
to be maintained up to the specified limits, with
some unevenness in the middle and upper
registers, which is to be expected, and afalling
off in the level of bass output below 100 Hz.
Below 40 Hz the response disappears rapidly.
Bass response is, of course, affected to amarked
degree by the room in which the loudspeakers
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are installed, and by their positioning. Maximum bass will be obtained with the cabinets in
corner positions, or failing this, with their backs
against a solid wall. Numerous experiments
were made, leading to the corner positions as
the preferred choice.
It will be seen that these LNB models are
'bookshelf' size and they may be used either
horizontally or vertically, as furnishing arrangements dictate. Vertical positioning is preferable, as it is certainly abetter arrangement for
the stereo reproduction, which presumably
these speakers will normally be employed for,
and it is definitely no worse for mono, whether
single or double. These models, in my listening room, in common with other bookshelf
designs, were found to be at their best in the
corner locations aforementioned, on solid
supports 18 to 24 in. high, angled towards the
diagonally opposite corners or turned slightly
further inwards. The bass end was even better
if the cabinets were stood on the floor in the
same positions, but then much of the ' top' was
lost in soft furnishings, producing arather dull
and unbalanced sound. There seems to be no
doubt that treble is best radiated at about the
'seated ear' level of between 3ft and 4ft from
the floor. Tilting them backwards slightly
seems an obvious answer, and certainly worth
trying.
The cabinet material is ¡ in.-thick high
density chipboard, externally veneered, except
for the back which is covered in dark green
rexine. The front grille cloth is made of Vynair.
Is it too much to ask for the back to be veneered
the same as all the other surfaces? This would
be purely for aesthetic reasons, as the back is
not removable and access to the units is from
the front.
By far the most pleasurable part of our test
procedures on these LNB loudspeakers con-

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
High-quality VHF/FM stereo tuner. Tuningrange: 87.5-108 MHz.
Sensitivity: 11AV for
30 dB signal-to-noise ratio. Selectivity: - 80 dB
for 300 KHz bandwidth. Spurious signal response: - 90 dB. Image response: -70 dB.
Capture ratio: 1dB. Distortion: 2% at 1kHz at
40 kHz deviation. Signal-to-noise ratio: 70 dB
at 1kHz and 40 kHz deviation. Stereo separation:
40 dB at 1kHz. Pilot signal and subcarrier suppression: 40 dB. Outputs: Variable up to 1V per
channel. Frequency response: 30 Hz-15 kHz
within 1dB. Price: £1112/15.
Manufacturer:
Studer. U.K. Distributor: Revox, 90 High
Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks.

VOR many years Revox tape recorders have
been regarded as amongst the finest semiprofessional machines in the world, and many
of their specifications have been up to professional standards. This is not surprising since
Revox is owned by the Studer organisation
responsible for making tape recorders which
are perhaps the finest available to professionals. They have now developed a stereo
tuner whose written specification appears to
be almost up to the theoretical maximum performance that can be obtained from the GE
Zenith stereo radio system, and indeed the
tuner comes up to these specifications in
nearly all respects. Unfortunately, one or two
points have been overlooked in the design and
Iwill comment on these later in the review.
To test a piece of equipment of this calibre
it is necessary to use test equipment of an
HI-FI NEWS
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sisted of extended listening to awick variety of
speech and music inputs. They were connected
to a high-quality amplifier, and arranged in
A- B switching with a pail of very wide range
speakers of known characteristics. The amplifier
was fed from pickup, radio tuner and tape deck
of equivalent quality, and the set-up was employed for all normal domestic occasions. This
is, in fact, a much more searching test than it
may appear, because when one is accustomed
to the sound of particular loudspeakers, the
performance is subconsciously expected every
time the equipment is switched on, and even
small differences, plus or minus, stand out
immediately. Several special assessment sessions, when the A-Bswitching method was used,

were also undertaken during the test period.
Admittedly, it is in no way afair comparison
to judge small compact models against large
loudspeakers costing three or four times as
much, but the test does sort the men from the
boys! Judgement of the sound quality of loudspeakers is necessarily subjective, in the end,
and the P-L 6s were heard by afair number of
critical listeners besides the writer. The general
consensus of opinion was that these wei e
speakers one could live with, having honest
limitations imposed by size and price, but free
from spurious pretensions. They are not without coloration, but there is nothing unpleasant
in the sound and, in general, their sins are those
of omission rather than commission which is
my much to be preferred. The bass is cleaner
than in many bookshelf models, and reproduced male speakers are not apparently suffering
from bronchitis. Rather more weight and
breadth would be welcome, with improved
transients and greater smoothness at the top
end, but such refinements, subtle though they
are, can cost alot to achieve.
Nevertheless these desiderata have been
recognised by the LNB designer in the creation
of the Para-Lab-Super model, which has a
higher flux bass unit, a different mid-range
speaker, and the STC tweeter. It retails at £29.
In terms of sound output for power input,
the P- L 6 is rather more efficient than most
small speakers. At the new reduced price of
£22 it should find plenty of applications in
budget stereo systems, and as agood extension
speaker with tape recorders and it was, in fact,
tried for this latter function with excellent
results. The P-L 6 represents good value for
money and should certainly be heard before
a purchase of loudspeakers in the ' up to £25'
price bracket is completed.
B. J. Webb

RE VOX
A76
STEREO
TUNER

equally high calibre, or better; and although
many of the figures quoted later in this review
are only of academic interest they are included
to impress upon the reader the phenomenal
specification, setting a standard which it is
hoped other manufacturers will approach. The
equipment used for testing includes a Radiometer signal generator and encoder, aMarconi
wave-analyser, and an assortment of other
miscellaneous test gear.
The sensitivity was measured and found to
be fractionally better than specified. i.e. 0.9 V.
The specification of the tuner stipulates an
input impedance of 60 ohms, and I assume
that this is acompromise to allow both 50 ohm
and 75 ohm antennas to be used. All the tests
were carried out with the signal generators set
at 75 ohms, as it was felt that very few readers
would have antenna systems of other than this
impedance. It was found that a 5it.V signal
415

from a broadcast station gave acceptable
listening, although a degree of hiss was
apparent; however, above 10 itV the hiss
became virtually unnoticeable during modulation. The muting switch was found to operate
at 5
at which sensitivity the tuner also
locked on to stereo in the presence of 19 kHz
pilot. This performance was considered excellent and the best measured on any tuner so far
encountered by the reviewer.
The capture ratio is exceptionally difficult
to measure accurately, but after considerable
experiment was found to be approximately
1-5 dB, only slightly inferior to the specification,
and this figure was independently checked by
Hugh Fords in Sunbury, who agreed the figure.
The excellence of this capture ratio means that
the Revox tuner is not likely to have any
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SOI -ND

Appointed Agent for
AKAI • LEAK
QUAD
TANDBERG • TANNOY
Exclusive Cabinets
Excellent Service

SUPPLIES

High Fidelity
Specialists

(Lotighion) CO. LTD.
Telephone: 01-508 2715

HI-FI
SHOWROOM

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

SPARES and
REPAIRS

12 SMART'S LANE,
LOUGHTON,
ESSEX

ESSEX
STUART and l'',!.!. inniir vii to sec their stock

WATFORD
High Fidelity Centre

at RADIOLUX Ltd.
36 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH ST.
WATFORD ( opposite the Pond)
WATFORD 29734, 41029
IF IT'S GOOD — WE STOCK IT!
Demonstrations in our Stereo Theatre. Also
demonstrations with no obligation.

home

KENT
KENT

GRAVESEND HI-FI CENTRE
BENNETT

&

BROWN

2 MILTON ROAD, GRAVESEND.

Est '

1925

3245-3060

Visit our Hi -Fi Showroom and Demonstration Room.
All leading makes stocked, including Tandberg, Armstrong, Leak, Quad,
8 & 0,
Rogers, Truvox,
Ferrograph,
GI«).
Record
Housing,
Goldring,
Thorens, KEF, Goodmans, Hacker, Grundig, etc.

KENT

Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Fisher,
Rogers, Ampex, Tandberg,
Revox, etc.

ilamedrat fleceo•tics

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD.
59-61 High Street, Tunbridge Wells
Telephone: 3015112

Hamilton Electronics(Southamptonlltd.
35 London Road, Southampton. Phone:28622 3Lines

—KENT & S.E. LONDON—

FORRESTER'S
at

UNIQUE RADIO

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.
70-72 HOLDENIR RST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
IIANTS

6 THE FACADE
HIGH ROAD
GOODMAYES
AND PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
INCORPORA l'ING ESSEX SOUND SERVICES

SEVEN KINGS 8277

Largest hi- ti and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

B&O-S0 NY-ROGERS-ARENA-etc.

HERMLYN Hi Fi
64 HIGH STREET
ORPINGTON
Tel: MM33101

Ltd.

230 HIGH STREET
ELTHAM S.E.9
Tel: 01-850 9548

TAPE RECORDERS— RECORDS

GLAMORGANSHIRE
WALES

Leading Hi-Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

J.GOUGH&COURCARDIff

Designers of the . Gough Loudspeaker Cabinet"

FOR ALL YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
1.,illie

Stockists of Quad, Leak, Armstrong, 8 & O. Record

11111114

Housing, etc., etc.

•1 '
,I.

* Demonstration rooms available *

148-154 NORTH ROAD

Telephone 28473

dilllakll.kge All11111
12 BARGATE STREET
SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547
Also at
CAMBRIDGE & CHELTENHAM
416

South East London and Kent

THE CENTRE OF SOUND

153 Plumstead Road, London, S.E.18
WOO 2369

HiFi specialists since 1946

Specialists in custom built loudspeaker
cabinets and equipment cabinets.
The Real High Fidelity Experts

trouble in receiving a good signal in the
presence of less strong signals at the same
frequency, which can cause serious distress to
many other tuners. The frequency response
was checked both in mono and stereo and
was considered quite remarkable in that it was
flat from 20 Hz to 8kHz + dB, and was only
2dB down at 12 Hz and 15 kHz.
The signal-to-noise ratio was measured both
for stereo and mono, the stereo figure being
68.5 dB with respect to 75 kHz deviation,
and the mono figure 69.5 dB. These figures
should be regarded as quite amazing, and only
one other tuner has ever given figures any
better, and then only marginally so. Absolutely no hum was audible, even when my
stereo amplifier system volume control was
increased to such alevel that the speakers produced a loud rushing noise. In any case, the
figures measured are at least 8dB better than
the lowest noise yet encountered on a broadcast stereo carrier. Any owner of this tuner,
and comparable equipment, hearing hum can
therefore say quite definitely that it is present
on the transmission.
The noise tests, unfortunately, all had to be
done after the pilot and sub-carrier signal
together with its harmonics had been filtered
out with amultiplex filter of extremely efficient
specification, since the breakthrough from the
decoder oscillator and its harmonics was found
to be very bad indeed. Using an RMS-type
milli-voltmeter the measurement was — 35 dB
total with reference to 75 kHz deviation, but,
alas, this is not the whole story. A beat note
of approximately 16 kHz was noticed on playback of a tape made of a stereo broadcast
recorded from this tuner on aprofessional tape
machine having avery wide frequency response,
and it was therefore decided to investigate the
cause, as no other modern tuner had previously
caused this interference. Using an oscilloscope
it was noted that the breakthrough of pilot tone
harmonics was only 23 dB down on the 75 kHz
deviation of 1kHz and this harmonic breakthrough was seen to be extremely spikey. It
was decided to investigate further with the use
of a superheterodyne voltmeter. The output
of the tuner at 114 kHz was as high as 10 mV,
190 kHz gave 3.8 mV and even at 418 kHz
there was OS mV. This breakthrough was so
bad that almost in desperation it was decided
to measure the harmonic highest in frequency,
near 19 MHz. Even at this frequency the output was still 1.5 µV. From this it will be seen
that the designers have completely omitted an
effective multiplex filter which will make this
tuner unsuitable for use with many tape
recorders, and therefore before contemplating
purchase it is essential to check that no interference results. In the case of the tape recorder
used by the reviewer it was the 114 kHz harmonic beating with the 98 kHz bias oscillator
that caused the whistle referred to. However,
no trouble should be experienced with tape
recorders having built-in multiplex filters, such
as all Tandberg models now produced.
The stereo separation was measured using
a Radiometer stereo encoder that had to be
aligned with an oscilloscope to an accuracy
considerably higher than its own specification,
and having done this the Revox tuner was
found to be so good that even then the measurements were on the borderline of accuracy of
test. At full deviation the crosstalk at 1kHz
was — 44 dB left on right and — 43 dB right
HI-FI NEWS
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The A76 tuner nestling
(in the middle)
between its partners,
amplifier and recorder.

on left, aperformance again regarded as exceptional at full deviation. At 80% deviation the
figures improved to — 49 dB and — 46 dB
respectively, and at 95% level the crosstalk
at 10 kHz was — 40 dB in both directions,
another figure which Ihave never seen excelled.
At 80 Hz the crosstalk measured-31 dB in each
direction, a reading checked on two different
encoders, both of which gave the same figure.
Although unlikely, it is possible that the performance of the tuner might be better at this
frequency, but in any case aseparation figure
of as low as 12 dB would not in any way mar
the reproduction due to the almost complete
lack of directional reception properties of the
human ear at low frequencies. The Revox
tuner has a radically new design approach to
the decoder and uses the ' phase lock' principle,
although still using coils. This gives the
decoder particularly fine stereo separation
figures and low distortion as well as very low
temperature drift.
At the specified deviation when tuned for
minimum distortion on both channels, 0.3%
distortion of a 1kHz tone was noticed, the
distortion present from the generator being
approximately 0.03%. At 80% deviation of
1kHz with the tuner tuned for minimum
crosstalk the distortion measured 0.7% and
0.8% on the two channels. With the tuner set
for minimum distortion, at the same deviation,
the figure of both channels reduced to 0.35 %.
At this position the crosstalk was still within
specification and the tuning indicator also
showed this as being the correct tuning point.
As a final test the signal-to-noise ratio was
measured on a stereo transmission of only
51.£V, when the noise was 34 dB below peak
deviation. A signal strength of only 50 µV
gave very satisfactory stereo reception and no
improvement in hiss level was noticed with
signals in excess of 250 µV. The tuner is
therefore regarded as one which can be used in
many areas which are regarded as fringe areas
even for mono reception.
The tuner was very easy to use and drift
was completely unnoticeable both over short
and long periods. The output from the tuner
was slightly lower than specified, giving approximately 0.75 V on each channel for an input
having full deviation at 1kHz. The output has
an independent pre-set volume control and is
still more than enough for any available preamplifier. The tuner's audio output is avail417

able on a pair of phono sockets and a DIN
socket in parallel, and tnoticed with interest
that the aerial input socket is a BNC type of
very high quality, the plugs being easily available from such distributors as Radiospares.
As with their tape recorders, Revox have
supplied a mains lead which is not captive,
with the same type of connectors as on the
recorders. Most of the front panel controls
are push buttons and include the on/off,
mono/auto stereo, muting, stereo threshold
sensitivity and avery useful multipath indicator
switch which when depressed shows a light if
any serious multipath reception is present.
The push buttons extend one-third of the way
across the tuner from top left. The stereo
threshold control is a very small knob at the
top right-hand corner, and the tuning knob,
which is too small, is at the bottom right-hand
corner. The tuning scale is slightly cramped,
and the model under review, although
tracking was fairly accurate, registered an
error of 100 kHz throughout the band. This
could easily be corrected.
The tuning rate was rather fast, and Iwould
have preferred a further gear reduction of 3
to Ifor easier and more sensitive tuning when
a large number of stations can be received,
particularly in a tropospheric opening. The
tuning drive was rather heavy in operation,
and the reduction gearing suggested, together
with a heavier flywheel, would definitely have
improved the feel of the tuning. The specification
of 80 dB rejection of a station at 1mV input
with a 100 µV station received 300 kHz away
from the stronger station was not met, the
figure measured being 50 dB. At 400 kHz,
however, the figure became 70 dB, which was
regarded as excellent, although still not up to
their extraordinarily stringent specification.
Since, in general, in the British Isles most
stations receivable in any one area are at least
400 kHz apart this was still regarded as very
satisfactory. Considerable trouble was experienced, however, when attempting to receive a
weaker station 200 kHz away from the stronger
one, and since at least two other available
tuners are better in this respect this was disappointing.
The image response was well up to specification and no spurious responses were audible
throughout the tuning range.
Ihave listened with this tuner in my home
in North London for approximately one
month, and under my own conditions of
listening Ihave been most impressed with the
general sound and have frequently been able
to receive Continental stations at good quality,
afeat which very few tuners can perform satisfactorily, as my home is screened from the
Continent quite badly by the high ground of
Highgate and Hampstead Heath. The measured performance of the tuner is far above the
actual specification of the BBC broadcasts, and
Ihope that readers will be able to hear the
tuner for themselves to form an equally favourable judgement.
In general then, the Revox tuner can be very
strongly recommended for use in almost all
locations including fringe ones, but readers
should remember the serious omission referred
to earlier in connection with tape recording.
The price, of course, is very high, and Ifeel
for this amount the points criticised should be
attended to.
Angus McKenzie

I OM' HiFi Dealer
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LANCASHIRE (continued)

KENT ( continued)

The Sound Studio Ltd.

F

33-35 Camden Road.
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

HOLDING Seite1

Tel: Tunbridge Wells 32153.
Late closing Monday & Friday 8pme

0.0

Arena, Trio. Tandberg, Armstrong, 8 & W. Renne,
Akai, Lowther, Leak, Quad, Rogers, Nikko etc.

MINCING LANE

Specialists in Hi Fi Stereo for
Tunbridge Wells and miles around.

DARVVEN STREET

BLACKBURN TEL: 59595

lour Iii- Ii ¡hait,
LANCASHIRE ( continued)

THE STEREO CENTRE
MOST LEADING MAKES
Special Agents for:- Richard Allan, B & W, Ferrograph,
Tandberg, Revox, Radford, Dynatron, Hacker, Armstrong. Large stock of cabinets.
Comparator Dews - closed Tuesday - Car Park at rear.

J. SMITH & SON
184, THE ROCK, BURY.

061-764 1242

7 MILES FROM M6- CLOSED THURS
Armstrong, Richard Allan, Goodmans, SME,
Celestion, Radford, Sanyo, Quad, Tandberg,
Ortolan, Wharfedale, Sansui, Leak, Renos,
Shure, Rogers, Trio, Lowther, Connoisseur,
Mordaunt-Short, KEF, Dynatron, etc.

WOODS & PORTER Ltd
23 West Hill,
DARTFORD
Tel
IrtIord 20002

349 High

CHATHAM

DEMONSTRATION
ROOMS

St.,

ITel
IMedwly 42688

HARKER & HOWARTH
(Music)
Ltd. of BOLTON
For all leading snakes of •
Hi-Fi Equipment

Goodwin St., Folds Rd., Bolton
also 7 The Arcade.

Tvl: 26623/4

Harold Stott Ltd.
18 Westfield Street, St. Helens
HiFi Consultant
Agents for leading makes of Tape
Recorder, Etc.
Equipment Planned and Supplied
Tel: ST. HELENS 26791 or 23105

LANCASHIRE

AUDIO CENTRE

BOLTON

STOCKPORT
58,62 LOWER HILLGATE

STO 4872

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

H.D.NIRK
COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS OF

ESTABLISHED 1919

RADIO, TAPE AND DISC EQUIPMENT

203 St. George's Road

Advisory Service and Satisfaction assured
EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED

—

LIVERPOOL'S LEADING
SPECIALISTS

Beaver Radio
OF WHITECHAPEL

BOLTON

Phone 23093

FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
—

051-709 9898

MANCHESTER
STEREO EQUIPMENT and RECORDS
Tape Recorders

LANCASHIRE HI-FI
The Specialists

248 WILMSLOW ROAD

MANCHESTER 14

AUDIO UNITS

Warrington
Electric

AND HI- Fl
EQUIPMENT
WITH
COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATIONS

LEAK • WHARF DALE • RADFORD
QUAD • GOODMANS • B & 0, ETC.

57/59, BRIDGE ST, WARRINGTON 30444

Websters
'CENTRES OF SOUND'
*STOCKISTS OF ALI LEADING HI Fl EQUIPMENT
*THE FINEST AFTER SALES SERVICE • BEST OF TERP•IS
*COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
BETHESDA STREET • BURNLEY
TELEPHONE: 22822
LEICESTERSHIRE

SOUTHPORT'S LEADING
STEREO MUSIC CENTRE

Garth Harrison
84 Station Road
AINSDALE

Tel: Southport 79276

MANCHESTER

For all your HiFi
requirements visit our studio

LLOYD PATON & CO. LTD
FtALLI BUILDINGS, STANLEY STREET,
Off BRIDGE STREET, MANCHESTER M3 5FH
Tel. 061-834 0563,4510
Evenings after 7.30 pm
Tel. 061-748 9606
061-427 2884
26 63608

CREDIT SALES
CASH SETTLEMENT

audio
sound
for sound advice
38 Waterloo Street Leicester
Telephone 26319

WIGAN

GODLEYS
SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4
Telephone: 061-834 9432
Agents for Ampex, Akai, Ferrograph, Tand berg, Brenell,
& 0, Vortexion, Truvox, Sony, Leak, Quad, Armstrong, Clarke & Smith. Lowther. Fisher. Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Garrard. Goldring, Dual, Dacca. Record
Housing. Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc.
Any combination of leading amplifiers and speakers
demonstrated without the slightest obligation.

SHOWROOM and COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATION THEATRE
Sony, B a 0, Tannoy. Quad, Leak, Trio, Goodmans, Rogers, Wharfedale, Tandberg, SME,
Shure, Thorens, Armstrong, Garrard, B 8. W,
Mordaunt-Short, Sansui, Richard Allan, Goldring, ADC, Audio-Technica, Ortofon.
Closed Wednesday

H. PLUMB • SON
DICCONSON ST

WIGAN 44442
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FRANK
BROWN
AUDIO CONSULTANT
AND
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST

29 Lychgate Lane, Burbage, Leics. Tel. Burbage 423

GARRARD 401
TURNTABLE UNIT
(Postscript Review)

Fi News
N the December 1965 issue of XiI
there appeared areview of the Garrard 401
transcription motor-turntable unit. As explained in the text, the 401 was the logical
development of the 301, which had made a
good name for itself during some ten (?) years
of continuous popularity. It was certainly the
best machine made in this country and was
probably the best in the whole world at that
time. The 401 brought the styling up to date,
replaced with advantage a few metal parts
with nylon, and drastically reduced the stray
magnetic field from the driving motor. Otherwise it was the same machine, alovely piece of
engineering to contemplate and aperformance
to match its looks.
The 1965 review did however criticise rather
severely one or two points. In order to reduce
the stray magnetic field—which did sometimes
embarrass one or two pickups, the operating
flux density was drastically reduced. Whilst
certainly giving a dramatic fall in measured
stray flux over the earlier Model 301, it did
leave the motor speed rather dependent on
mains voltage. This meant that the usual slight
variations from moment to moment showed
up clearly on the stroboscopic pattern on the
outer edge of the turntable—or platter, as our
American friends call it. While probably only
of real importance to abroadcast organisation,
it was still annoying to the serious home user.
The second complaint concerned mechanical
finish: good enough for the job, but not quite
up to the standards we had become used to in
the old 301 and in one or two of the best
overseas '‘isitors'.
Quite recently the reviewer had to fit anew
401 into some school equipment to replace a
stolen machine, so he took the opportunity of
re-examining it, particularly on the earlier
points of criticism. Speed change with mains
voltage change is much less, and the frequent
two or three volt changes ( in most places, even
with apparently steady voltages) hardly shows
on the stroboscope now. Once set, there was
no need at all to touch the fine speed control
again during a whole evening's use. The
measured stray magnetic field is, in fact, a
little more than on the earlier 401, but it is
still half that of the reviewer's own Model 301
and that has never given him trouble, even with
aDecca pickup. The new 401, moreover, runs
with a Decca too and gave no audible hum
HI-FI NEWS
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under normal listening conditions with avariety
of different individual heads, anywhere over
the working arc.
Mechanically it was superb. The turntable
top surface ran true to within a quarter of a
thousandth of an inch (at 51 in. radius). Even
the mat thickness varied less than athousandth!
The fit of the bearing too was far better, about
a thou of rock, again at 51 in. radius. It ran
silently—inaudible late at night on 331 rpm
even when bolted to its mounting board, which
would act as a soundboard. Vibration, measured close to the pickup pedestal, was less
than half that of the earlier 401, and even that
one failed to produce audible rumble.
In the new 401 packing was a small plastic
phial of lubricating oil. While not needed
immediately—the machine was checked and
found to be well oiled—it did serve as a
reminder that hardly any mechanical device
will operate without periodic lubrication
during its life. Indeed, the reviewer's conscience pricked when he realised his inability
to remember the last time his old faithful
Garrard 301 (now twelve years old!) had been
oiled.
For interest, this was done scientifically.
The mechanical vibration was measured as it
was, with the special detecting device (movingcoil probe) in the usual place close to the
pickup pedestal, and the output measured on
a sensitive millivoltmeter. The turntable was
then removed and the following four points
given a small spot of oil: turntable spindle,
HI FI AND RECORD NOISE
Dear Sir, Iown aQuad 33/303 amplifier, a
Dual 1019 turntable, with Shure M75G cartridge, and a pair of Richard Allan ` Pavanne'
loudspeakers. Despite all adjustments of stylus
pressure and amplifier adjustments, I am
afflicted with an unacceptable amount of surface ' clicking' and ` crackling' on both new
and older recordings. My cleaning methods are
very scrupulous, employing a Watts' Preener,
Parastat and a Dust Bug constantly tracking
the surface.
If hi-fi means listening to pickups reproducing the minimal quantity of dust particles
remaining after this treatment, then Iam surprised the majority of music lovers do not sell
their quality equipment and buy budget outfits which, from personal experience, do not
appear to be similarly affected.
Could it be that my loudspeakers are inferior
to the remainder of the system? Ihave contemplated replacing them with a pair of more
elaborate and more expensive models, but
before doing so Iwould welcome your comments.
Yours faithfully, G. G., St. MinesonSea,
Lancs.

As the late P. P. Eckersley, one-time BBC
Chief Engineer, so sagely remarked many years
ago, ' The wider you open the window, the more
muck blows in', and the acquisition of highquality equipment is tantamount to opening the
window wider. Don't, however, assume that all
hi-fi equipment reproduces nothing but clicks
and crackles or, indeed, blame your loudspeakers.
These items are the least likely causes of your
annoyance, and l am certainly not convinced
that changing your speakers will make the
slightest difference in this respect, although it
419

top and bottom bearings of idler (after removing and cleaning the spindles and holes), top
bearing of the electric motor. The friction
surfaces were checked (for oil) and wiped just
in case. The bottom motor bearing was left
for the time being, as this would have meant
removing the whole machine from the cabinet.
This bearing, however, is not likely to dry out,
having a bottom thrust-pad that tends to
retain oil, and anyway it doesn't carry very
much side-thrust compared with the upper
bearing. The turntable was then replaced and
the machine run for a few seconds before
looking at the meter. Yes, a reduction of
something like 25 %, about 3dB. Three decibels
does not seem agreat deal, but at that end of
the frequency range, i.e. very low down, 3dB
makes as much difference as 10 dB does at
higher frequencies, say 2kHz.
Moral, don't forget to give your turntable a
spot of oil from time to time. This seems to
be acommon failing of human beings, be they
technically minded or not—from squeaking
prams and hinges, protesting catches and fasteners, to tape machines that run slow. The
reviewer always carries aLubristyle oiler in his
pocket and can guarantee it will be needed
somewhere or other every single day! Don't
overdo it though, as oil on rubber idlers, belts,
pinchwheels and brakes will play havoc!
To get back to the Garrard 401, it is a
beautiful machine and it is very gratifying to
see it is being made properly.
R. L. West

READERS
PROBLEMS
EXAMINED BY ' CROSSOVER'
For details of how to write to ' Crossover' please
refer to page 351.

will alter the character of the sound. Ioffer the
following suggestions: ( I) Set the pickup at the
maker's recommended maximum tracking
weight; (2) take one of the offending discs and
wash it according to the instructions in the Watts'
booklet; (3) examine the stylus under a magnifier, and make sure that it is perfectly clean;
(4) Preen the discs immediately before playing,
reverse side first, making sure that the preener
is damp but not wet, and really clean, having
used the wick to clean and activate it! A couple
of spots—no more—of the Watts' fluid should
be added to each end after the wick has been
damped with water: ensure that relative motion
of the disc and preener is very slow; (5) play the
discs, and note the results: if satisfactory, repeat
with all other offending discs; (6) examine and
clean the stylus, if necessary after each playing;
(7) acquire a Humid Mop to facilitate cleaning
and activating the preener; (8) remember that
the key to static control is the right degree of
humidity at the working surface immediately at
the time of use; (9) store discs in normally humid

lotir

Dealer

LEICESTERSHIRE

Your

(
continued)

leading snakes of Amplifiers, Turntables. Loudspeakers, Tape Recorders,
Accessories, etc.
e Home Demonstrations.
e Excellent After Sales Service.

Radio Maintenance (Leicester) Ltd.
Ward End, Loughborough. Telephone 3094

Ioar
STOKE-ON-TRENT

NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE

BRADBURY'S

156 Alfreton Road, Nottingham
Telephone:

(CAMERAS) LTD.

76919

All your Hi -Fi requirements by Quad, Leak, Armstrong, Bryan, Wharfedale, Goodmans, Thorens,
Goldring-Lenco, Garrard, Celestion, etc. Full
service facilities by our own service staff. Complete range of spares, valves, etc.

Mansfield

Dealer

STAFFORDSHIRE

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

LOUGHBOROUGH'S AUDIO CENTRE

e All

Dealer

TANDBERG, REVOX
SONY, B&O, AMPEX

•
Comparator Demonstrations of all
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations - Day or
Evenings by Appointment

20-22 Lonsdale St.
STOKE-ON-TRENT

Tel: 47125

Tel: 26315

SYD. BOOTH, QUEEN SI

All leading makes of
'Hi Fi' supplied

Appointed Agents for

STOKE-ON-TRENT

isil
111\ LEI'S \ EM

i E THE

31 Pall Mall ( opp. Theatre Royal)
Phone: 25191.

Service Always
OXFORDSHIRE

MILL WARDS

HORNS

SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
Specialist
Mr.

ilea/ers under the direction of

S. Rowdier,

Grad.. I.T.E.R.

.4 minintunt of 30 of the finest
Grams always in stock.

SIX

SOUTH

PARADE

OXFORD

Telephone

SALES— SERVICE DEPOT for:
Ampex, B. & O., Brenell, Ferrograph,
Grundig, Sony, Truvox, Philips, Leak,
Quad, etc.

55360

MIDDLESEX

THE RECORDERIE
10 Buckingham Parade, Stanmore, Middlesex
Phone: 01-954 2940
3 Rowland Place, Green Lane, Northwood,
Middlesex. Phone: Northwood 24882

HENLEY-ON-THAMES AND READING DISTRICT

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.
Appointed Agent for

Tel. 4163

Tandberg - Fisher - Revox - Radford
Bang & Olufsen- Sony
THELMA and ALAN HILL established
THE RECORDERIE in 1961. They continue to offer in both their shops: A
COMPREHENSIVE range of CLASSICAL and POPULAR RECORDS. AN
EXTENSIVE selection of QUALITY
HI- F1 EQUIPMENT always on demonstration in the HI- Fl SHOWROOM.
Fully qualified staff offer friendly and
courteous service.

Armstrong, Ferrograph, Leak, Quad,
Rogers, Goodman, K.E.F., Wharfedale etc.
Cabinets and complete installations to order

SHREWSBURY'S
NEW SOUND CENTRE
Ferrograph-Leak-Akai-Rogers-Goodmansetc
HEAR THEM IN OUR DEMONSTRATION STUDIO

Both shops open TuesdaySaturday, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

EVERY RECORD AND PIECE OF HI-FI EQUIPMENT ' RECORDERIE CHECKED AND
GUARANTEED

Hi Fi Ltd.
13, WYLE COP.
(facing the famous Lion Hotel)

Tel. 55166

Tel.: 5643

CAMPKINS

GRAYS

All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

15, LONG CAUSEWAY
LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

FARNHAM

SURREY

* Stockists of all good Hi -Fi apparatus.
* Comparative demonstrations.
* We offer a real after sales service.
* Easiest of terms.
* No parking problems.

Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

SOMERSET

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

PETERBOROUGH

SURREY

SHROPSHIRE

MAIN

CAMERA
SHOP
2986

AKAI

TAUNTON

the sound service to

DEALERS

Somerset & Dorset
Also Husbands of Bristol 24068
420

Surrey
Sound Equipment Ltd.
_Purley
e‘

South East England!

3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE, PURLEY,
Tel .01-6 68 4800

P•
CR2 2BG

conditions, and make a careful study of the
Watts' booklet, price 2s. 6d. from C. E. Watts
Ltd, Darby House, Sunbury-on- Thames, Middlesex; ( 10) do recognize that some clicks and
plops are probably due to groove defects in the
pressing.

FROM MONO TO STEREO

Dear Sir, Iwould welcome your advice on
a project which Ihave in mind progressively
to convert from mono to stereo. My present
set-up is the original Leak TL12 amplifier,
three-speed Connoisseur turntable and Mk 2
magnetic pickup. The amplifier will have to be
changed, Iappreciate, but Ido think the turntable deck is such an excellent product (still
working perfectly after 14 years) that it is
worth retaining for the present. My speakers
are Lowther PM6 Acoustas.
Itoyed with the idea of fitting an SME arm;
however, owing to the metal base plate upon
which this turntable is mounted, this proved
to be impracticable. Iought to have mentioned
that the arm now in use is Connoisseur's own
arm, which is now obsolete and will not take
a stereo head of any type. In consequence of
all this Ihave ordered the Connoisseur SAU2
stereo arm, which only needs the pivot hole
drilled larger. Although Ihave every confidence
in Sugden's products, Ido not feel happy about
buying aceramic cartridge, so have ordered the
Shure M75E with aview to building the equipment round this.
Until such time as finances will permit, the
intention is to continue playing discs mono, but
to be able to play stereo records without
damage, as well as my existing mono collection.
Yours faithfully, E. H. P., Hull.
Although I have no personal experience of
this particular combination, I think the SA U2
arm will be satisfactory with the Shure M75E
cartridge. You must, however, set it up very
carefully, using an alignment protractor and not
relying just on the template supplied with the
arm. Isuggest that the hole in your metal plate
is so enlarged as to be slightly oval, to enable
you to adjust the position of the base exactly,
before making a permanent fixing. Accurate
alignment, with zero error over the last 4 in. of
recorded surface, is absolutely essential with
an elliptical stylus.
You may find your present amplifier too insensitive for the M75E, so that you have to turn
up the volume control higher than usual, producing a high level of background noise. The
channels of the pickup should be connected in
parallel for mono reproduction, until such time
as you get your new stereo amplifier, when this
will be accomplished automatically with the
function switch set to mono, although if the
combination proves too noisy series connection
may be possible since the input impedance is100 K.

FILTERS AND H.F. HEARING

Dear Sir, As a young person Ihave, unfortunately, a poor high-frequency hearing
response and can hear virtually nothing above
7kHz. Consequently, Ifind it impossible to
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make any satisfactory use of the slope control
on my Leak Varislope Preamplifier. As Iam
now considering acompletely new rig, 1wonder
if your experience could help me in the selection
of the amplifier in view of this?
Given my aural health, do you think Iwould
be well advised to get a model without any
filtering or to buy one with at least some rudimentary filters present? Incidentally, I do
know one hi-fi enthusiast who is almost completely deaf but gets his pleasure from other
people's equipment!
Yours faithfully, B. L., Wokingham.
The crucial point here is: can you tell me
whether the filter is in or out? If you can—and
Ithink it's highly likely—then it isn't wasted.
The object of the filter is simply to remove distortion, and it should not be employed unless and
until it is necessary. I think your amplifier
should have one, because Iam fairly sure that
you are not so deaf that HF distortion is undetectable, and in the same way, although you cannot
hear pure tones above about 7kHz, Ifeel certain
that you could detect the difference between
sound that did and did not contain frequencies
higher than this, because of sum and difference
tones. On the whole, I think the tendency to
omit even a half-decent filter nowadays is a
retrograde step, especially if a loudness control
is then fitted instead!

FITTING STEREO DECODER

Dear Sir, Please can you advise me what
equipment Ishall need to receive BBC stereo
broadcasts? Ihave astereo radio set, which I
bought overseas, but Iwas told that it will need
to have adecoder fitted.
Yours faithfully, S. C., London W.8.
If your radio receiver is indeed described as a
stereo model, but is not fitted with adecoder, and
is a recognised make, we suggest you contact a
specialist company like Motion Electronics Ltd,
39 Pelham Road, Gravesend, Kent, or fill in one
of their advertisement coupons to be found in
some issues of HiFi News. They will then be
able to advise you whether the necessary conversion work is possible and the approximate costs
involved.

partitions so that there is no spare space and
they are in light contact with each other. It
should be just comfortably possible to imert or
withdraw adisc from the partition, while feeling
the pressure of the others on it. Where asection
of the shelving is not completely full, the space
should be taken up with sheets of corrugated
cardboard of the same size as the disc covers.
Usually your record dealer will be able to supply
you with such card squares from the packing
material in which he receives the discs; if you
are aregular customer you may get these cards
free, or for anominal charge. Discs of different
sizes must be stored separately, and in as even
temperature as possible, together with normal
humidity. Lastly, if it is convenient to close the
shelves with doors, this is an advantage to keep
out dust.

LOW COST HI FI SYSTEM
Dear Sir, Ihave decided to build alow-cost
stereo system, comprising initially a transcription unit, amplifier and speakers, all in separate
units. The size of my room is 15 x12 ft approximately. In your June 1969 issue Iread of
the Elac 59RM/100 and 109 loudspeakers
and Ihave tried to get some information on
suitable enclosures for these units (particularly
those in your October 1968 issue), but without
success so far. Is areprint of this June article
available ?
Iam thinking of using aGarrard SP25 Mk II
turntable unit but Iam not certain which cartridge would be the best buy for the system.
The amplifier has a 3mV input available for
magnetic cartridge, if required.
Yours faithfully, R. H. R. C., Luton.

I am pleased to be able to tell you that a
copy of the June 1969 HiFi News article is
available from our Link House, Croydon, office,
price Is. 6d, plus postage.
If you wish to use the Garrard SP25 unit on
grounds of economy the best cartridge to fit, in
our view, is the Audio-Technica AT-66LC or
the AD76K, but if you can afford the Goldring
GL69 or the Connoisseur BD2 (or even the BD1
with SAUll arm), any of these would be abetter
buy from the quality standpoint and as a longterm investment. Other designs we commend
are the Goldring 800 or the Shure range, if you
can run to the cost.

RECORD STORAGE

Dear Sir, Having acquired a number of
stereo records, Iam anxious to store them as
well as possible. At the moment Istore them
upright but leaning on one another in ashallow
cupboard, but feel sure that this is not the most
satisfactory way to keep them in mint condition.
Yours faithfully, J. W. B., Edinburgh.
The requirements for good record storage are,
fortunately, quite simple. The discs should be
kept upright on shelves partitioned to the full
depth of the shelving, so that each division takes
not more than about 30 records. The shelves
should be not less than 10 in. deep, and preferably the full depth of the sleeved discs, from
back to front. Records should be placed in these
421

DISC WEAR?

Dear Sir, Ihave the following equipment:—
Speakers: B & W DM3 (Idid not hear any to
come near them). Amplifier: Quad 33/303
(formerly KA2500). Arm: SME 3009/S2.
Motor: Connoisseur BD1 Kit. Iwould value
your views on which cartridge Ishould select
from the Shure range, etc. I was very impressed with your review of M75/E II and
think the choice is between this and the V15/II,
but am unsure if the V15 price differential is
justified. As Ido not have any records yet I
want to take all reasonable steps to minimise
record wear. Ivisited the Shure stand on the
last night of the Audio Fair and was surprised
to hear some rather poor quality Baroque Brass
from the V15/SME combination.

lour
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For Your Hi Fi Needs

BIRMINGHAM

WEST ELECTRICS

For the best in equipment visit

C.H.

150 HIGH ROAD, BYFLEET
Phone: BYFLEET 41874
ALL LEADING MAKES OF EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIED
HOME DBMS. ARRANGED
FREE DELIVERY IN SURREY

SOLIHULL

(HIGH FIDELITY)

healer

WARWICKSHIRE

(continued)

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS
VISIT

LTD

12 Drury Lane,
SOLIHULL,
WARWICKSHIRE.
021-705 7999

Hi- Fidelity Centre
167-169 Bromsgrove Sc..
BIRMINGHAM S.
021-692 1487

Your

Demonstrations by appointment

ERDINGTON and DISTRICT HI-FI CENTRE
Demonstrating Bang & Olufsen. Quad, Leak,
Philips. Goodmans, Garrard, Shure, SME, Thorens,
etc. Expert advice and service given on all types of
equipment. Evening demonstrations arranged.

W. J. TAYLOR LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding, Birmingham 22e.
Tel.: 373 2645/6.
WORCESTERSHIRE

WEYBRIDGE AUDIO
32 BAKER STREET, WEYBRIDGE
Phone: 44065
Hi Fi and Colour TV Specialists, Agents
for Bang & Olufsen, and all other leading
makes.

HI-FI
Stereo Systems and Tape Recorders, Stereo
Radio. Quality Equipment for the connoisseur by
Bang and Olufsen, Sony, Tandberg, Ferrograph,
Leak, Quad, Trio, National. etc.
Demonstrations any time.
Personal Service. Part
exchanges. Full Service and Repair facilities with
90- day guarantee.
COVENTRY TAPE RECORDER SERVICES
33 King William Street
Telephone: Coventry 29668
and C.T.S. HIGH FIDELITY
3 Regent Grove, Leamington Spa
Telephone: 29265/6

SPENCERS
fo rHI-FI
Stockists of:

B & 0, TANDBERG,
ARMSTRONG, etc.
35 ALCESTER ST., REDDITCH,
WORCS. Tel. 5286
YORKSHIRE

SUSSEX

AUNIQUE HI-FI SERVICE
ROWERS Eit WIL1KINS
Becket Buildings, Littlehampton Rd.
WORTHING Tel. 64141

CENTRAL RADIO
Our stocks include equipment by Akai,
Ampex, Armstrong, 8. & O., Dual, Ferrograph,
Fisher, Garrard, Goodmans, Grundig, Kef, Leak,
Philips, Quad, Radford, Reslo, Revox, Shure,
S.M.E. Sony, Tandberg, Thorens, Wharfedale,
Design Furniture & Record Housing

EASTBOURNE 219 89

NORMAN H. FIELD
For EVERYTHING in AUDIO
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS
High Fidelity Centre
Vehicle & General House
Hurst Street, Birmingham 5
Tel.: 021-622 2324
and at
266 Broad Street, Birmingham I
Tel.: 021-643 2680

Birmingham's

32 GROVE ROAD

OMPLETE

UDIO

O

YSTERS
LTD

HI
FI
ONLY

SALES
AND

Open weekdays 9-6.
Thursdays 9-12.30.
Fridays 9-8 ( October to March).
Comparator Demonstrations
Large Selection of Leading Makes

52, Hallgate, Doncaster
(opposite ODEON CINEMA)

Tel: 3160 & 3161

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.

Hi Fi Centre
Good quality — right price

UZI. NMI

3

FIELDS

THE MUSIC CENTRE

Ken Whittle
* * * * * Limited

Large Stockists of all
leading makes
* * * * * *
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

SERVICE

EASTBOURNE
Tel: 27362

eeeeeeeee ••••••••••••••••• eeeee ••••••••••••••••••

788 Stratford Road •

Sparkhill

BIRMINGHAM 11 • 021-777 5964

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

Large Car Park

WARWICKSHIRE

ELECTRONIC SERVICES
33 City Arcade
Coventry CV! 3HX
Your central HiFi supplier
Phone Coventry 24632

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years

SHEFFIELD

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRIVIINGHAIVI 5
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021 643 0867
021 692 1359

OMICRON ELECTRONICS Tel.: 360295.
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

e
-)

Personal attention from Mr. S. R.
Aizlewood.
Appointed Dealers for: ROTEL,
SCOTT, TANDBERG, AKAI,
PEAK SOUND, QUAD AND
ALL OTHER LEADING MAKES.

172 BASLOW ROAD, TOTLEY,
SHEFFIELD 517 4DR

When pressed, the Shure man said it was
probably due to disc wear after 200 playings:
If this is true, disc wear even with the V15
seems to be a bigger problem than Ithought.
Following advice that the requirements of
good musical hi-fi and family ' popfi' are not
really compatible, I have decided to get a
BSR MA75 for use by my family together
with their own library of discs.
Would you please advise on a robust yet
compatible cartridge for the MA75?
Yours faithfully, P. B. T., Coventry
There is no doubt that the V15111 is better, in
quite subtle ways, than the 75E1 II, but one pays
the price for this, as you say. It has even higher
trackability and a rather smoother response,
which can be almost levelled out by means of the
B & W correction circuit which plugs directly
into the base of the SME arm. However, you
will probably be perfectly happy with the 75E111,
which is very good. I'm sure any dealer who has
sold you the equipment listed in your letter will
be happy to let you try the 75E111 for aday or
two, on the understanding that, if you're not
completely happy with it you will return it for
exchange for the V15111, and this would be the
best arrangement.
1 wouldn't let yourself be worried by record
wear considerations with either of these cartridges. If the tracking weight doesn't exceed
14 grams—the recommended maximum, and
the pressure at or around which both these cartridges perform best—and you keep your discs
clean with the Preener, Humid Mop and Watts
Fluid, Idoubt if you will ever wear adisc out, or
even get it to apoint at which any deterioration
in quality will be audible. Watch the stylus, and
keep that clean, too. Isuspect, without knowing,
that this may have been the trouble with the
reproduction you heard at the Fair, which is a
rather dirty place, after all. Under domestic
conditions handling is likely to cause the most
damage.
Presumably you are going to play the BSR
through the Quad, and in this case you must
use a magnetic cartridge, so that you have to
change only the pickup heads, and Iwould suggest the AD76K or the AT66ILC at about
2-24 grams. You'll need an extra DIN plug
for the Quad pickup input. These are stereo
cartridges and therefore fully compatible, as
they have the 0.7 mil stylus.

VHF/FM CAR RADIO RECEPTION

Dear Sir, Shortly I am purchasing a new
car radio, and I want it to have VHF/FM
reception. Iunderstand that VHF is not 100%
successful in a car, but Iam hopeful it will
improve the performance.
Yours faithfully, W. F., Liverpool.

available for cars, and we suggest that, among
those checked, you enquire about the Blue Spot
(Bosch) models and the Bang & Olufsen range
which, although not strictly car radios, but more
general portables, could serve two purposes in
one, as it were. Ithink there is awaiting market
for a good FM receiver, which can combine
functions as aquality tuner, portable radio and
car radio, with suitable accessories.

LP DISCS AT 45?

Dear Sir, Tape speeds of 15 and 741/s produce much better results than the lower ones.
Does this fact also hold good for disc records?
Is it true that a45-rpm record would be better
in quality than an equivalent disc recorded at
33 rpm? If so, why aren't classical LPs and
other items that demand the highest possible
fidelity released at 45 rpm speed ? It is certainly
no problem, surely, to cut a12 in. 45 rpm disc?
Iquote from an ad that has appeared regularly in the American magazine Stereo
Review for a demonstration record produced
by that magazine: ' A 12 in. stereo recording
available in your choice of 33 or 45 rpm. The
33 is of the highest attainable quality at that
speed, and the higher speed of the 45 enables
an even higher quality disc.'
Yours faithfully, Z. A. K., Karachi.
It is theoretically true that a 45 rpm disc
would give better quality than a similar disc at
33 rpm, but the difference would be marginal
and to make a really worthwhile improvement
it would be necessary to go up to rather higher
speeds still. This would inevitably involve more
tiresome breaks in the music and frequent turning
over, or else afurther reduction in groove size
to about half that used at present. Iwouldn't
put this latter proposition completely out of
court as afuture possibility, but if it comes I
think it will be a long time, and some other
medium may have taken over for domestic
sound reproduction anyway!
One can hardly say, with truth, that quality
has been sacrificed for playing duration. The
sound quality available from 33 rpm discs today
is very high indeed, better than most reproducing
systems can realise, and the present duration of
a 33 rpm side is highly convenient, as well as
economic. We must not forget that the prime
object of gramophone records is to provide
musical pleasure. The quality now available at
33 rpm certainly does just that, and ensures that
it is not interrupted by frequent and awkward
breaks and also that the product remains within
reach of most people, particularly in the budget
and bargain labels.

FM STEREO ENCODER NOISE

FM car radio reception is not necessarily a
difficult proposition. What often degrades the
performance is the vehicle itself in not having
its electrical system efficiently suppressed. In
the hands of acompetent .specialist firm, installation costs, with proper suppression, might be of
the order of £10. However, we have a recent
letter on file from areader who was most satisfied with the improvements in his reception that
resulted. Various VHF/FM models are now
HI-FI NEWS
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Dear Sir, I have a switched Rogers FM
tuner, with Rogers decoder, and their Cadet 3
stereo amplifier, which Iam well pleased with.
These give silent service until the encoder at
the transmitter is switched on, when there is
an unpleasant background noise which is
reduced but not eliminated by insertion of the
high-pass filter. My listening site is some 35
miles from Wrotham, on a hilltop position,
taking transmissions through an FM4S aerial.
423

Ifind that when Iput a finger on both the
decoder outlet external leads and the decoder
base, the background noise disappears. Can
you offer any help, please?
Yours faithfully, J. B. H., Hassocks, Sussex.
The action of putting afinger on the decoder
outlet may bypass to ground some of the subchannel components which are responsible for
the abnormally high background noise. It would
certainly be worth checking that the unit is properly earthed. Iam reluctant to suggest the use of
extra filtering here, since you could increase the
FM de-emphasis time-constant and thus attenuate
required treble signal. It is possible, if unlikely
in your location, that the aerial .signal is not
really strong enough for agood SIN ratio. This
would emphasise the unwanted sub-carrier and
sub-channel components, but in the circumstances it might be as well to get in touch with
the Rogers organisation. Do make sure that
touching the decoder does not switch it to mono
and eliminate the noise.
BREAKTHROUGH FROM RADIO 2

Dear Sir, I own a Trio TK350 AM- FM
tuner, which performs very well indeed. Ican
receive stereo programmes from Caen in
France at approximately 175 miles distant on
most days, although often the noise level is too
high for really satisfactory listening. The
problem that I occasionally have is that on
good reception days Radio 2 is received quite
loud but distorted on 95.4 and 106 MHz.
Radio 2is not transmitted on these frequencies,
so far as Iknow, so how is it that Ipick up the
signals? I have an external aerial which I
admit I have directed towards France, but
Wenvoe is about 180° from France, so that I
am receiving the Wenvoe transmission off the
back of the aerial? Iappreciate that siting an
aerial like this is not quite correct, but the Trio
tuner is very sensitive and still provides good
noise-free reception from the BBC's Wenvoe
station.
Yours faithfully, A. M., Wells, Somerset.
We imagine that the Wenvoe transmissions are
indeed overloading the tuner. However, it is
possible that any neighbouring FM receiver
tuned to Radio 2 could give the effects you
describe, but unless the receiver is always left on
that frequency by its owner, this does not seem
the more likely explanation. Clearly, there is not
much that can be done for fitting an attenuator
will also weaken the French signals equally, and
you obviously enjoy listening to these. A
switched attenuator could be fitted between the
aerial and the tuner, the various circuits that
have been suggested for testing tuners for stereo
reception would probably be suitable.
TWIN TWENTY MK. 2 MODS
Dear Sir, I am having difficulty with the
power supply for the Williamson Twin-Twenty
Mark 2 amplifier, as described in the March
1969 issue of your magazine. The trouble is
centred around the thyristor (Tr3, CSI1D
Westinghouse), as Icannot make up my mind
which connection of Tr3, as per the diagram
at the foot of page 523, is which.
In my initial construction, Ihad the connection to the collector of Tr3 going to RS and
the base to Tri. However, with this arrangement, the overload indicator was ' on'. Ihave
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NATIONAL

National SF-970F System plays your
favourite records as they were meant to be heard!
Select your finest gramophone records without fear. Place them ois the deck of National's elegant new
SF- 970F Stereo System, hear them ( at last!) the way their creators meant them to be heard! The
secret's hidden behind that room- enhancing exterior. With stereo player and amplifier compact in a
single record player sized unit, sixteen long- life transistors to give you cool, rich, instant sound, heat
resistant moistureproof ceramic cartridge, super- sensitive controls, National's SF- 970F innards more
than match up to their pretty face!
Technical specifications
Frequency range MW : 525-1605 KHz ( 571-187m)
FM : 88-108 MHz
Transistors
16
Diodes
11
Sensitivity
MW : 10uV/50mW FM : 10uV/50mW
Power output
5W- 5W ( P.M.P.O.)
Speakers
Two 61" ( 16cm) PM dynamic speakers
Phonomotor
2speeds ( 33 & 45 rpm)
Pickup
Ceramic

Power source
Dimensions

Weight

AC .50-60Hz. 110/200/220/240V
Centre unit:
14(W) x61-r(H) x11-1-r(D)
379 x170 x300mm
Cabinet speakers:
7f(W) x11iy"(H)x 53-1 -(D)
202 x285x 145 mm
Centre unit 12 lb ( 5.5 kg)
Cabinet speakers: 7lb ( 3.3 kg)

All National audio, radio and video models are on show at the London showrooms at 9 Connaught Street,
London, W.2. Free colour brochures are available on all National models trom

IN

National takes your entertainment seriously
United Africa House, 1-16 Blackfriars Road, London S.E.1

repeatedly checked the circuits, but can discover nothing else wrong. Have you any
advice, please?
Yours faithfully, K. S., Derby.
If you use the Motorola 2N5062 (
for Tr3),
the flat side of the S.C.R. is mounted towards
the 0.5 megohm resistor; with the Westinghouse
alternative, it is mounted in the exact configuration as the holes are laid out on the board, in
triangular fashion. It ought not to be possible
to make an error in this case. Incidentally, you
have probably discovered already that Trl and
Tr3 were transposed on the p. 327 layout diagram?
Since the publication of the article, several
changes have been found advantageous. R1 is
changed to a 1.2 K, 5 W resistor; R4 is removed
altogether, and an additional resistor of 470 ohms
is added in series with the gate and slider of the
R5 potentiometer. A gap in the foil on the board
can be cut to facilitate fitting this resistor.
Finally, a small silicon power diode is added
across the emitter of Tr2 and the base of Tr I,
with the + ve end towards the base of Trl.
Something like an 1N4817 will do, and this can
be connected across the back of the board.
These modifications increase the protection
and prevent failure of Tri and Tr3 due to surge
currents through the base/emitter path.

YOU r

Dealer

BEGINNER'S D- I
-Y HI-FI

If you know what you are doing, i.e., you can
understand a circuit diagram and can use a
soldering iron, I suggest that you write to
Heathkit ( Days/ram Ltd.,
Bristol Road,
Gloucester) for their catalogue of kits,
and also get details of kits from Sinclair
Radionics Ltd., 22 Newmarket Road, Cambridge, Henry's Radio, 303, Edgware Road,
London W.2, Martin Electronics Ltd., 154-155,
High Street, Brentford, Middlesex, and Mainline
Electronics Ltd., Thames Avenue, Windsor,
Berks.
On the other hand, if you want something
ready-built, then Ithink the system you mention
might meet your needs at modest cost, and if you
can raise another £4 or £5 for a small
amplifier and the Garrard SP.25 player rather
than the changer advertised, the improvement
would be considerable and give you a wider
choice of pickups later on. Be warned though,
you will probably find yourself trying to improve
the equipment, so consider the amount you wish
to spend very carefully.
HI-F1 NEWS
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SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE ( continued)

t4ORTHERN HI-Fl FAIR PROMOTERS

John Peters
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SONY VIDEO AGENTS
MOST GENEROUS HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES
PERSONAL ATTIKBON lAD SERVICE

OURS • 6RUNI116

2L'W reIC urrer
PrPTABli 47./4,41/47"

Albion Place,
Leeds.l. Tel 30257

EDINBURGH'S
HI-FI Hi- Fi Corner
SPECIALIST
Amplifiers, F.M.
Tuners, P/Ups,
Speakers, etc.
Demonstrations and
Advice gladly given.

1Haddington Place,
EDINBURGH
Phone: 031-556 7901
W. G. Graham,
Assoc. I.E.R.E.

GLASGOW
Scotland's

Geoffrey Barnard
Specialist

HIGH-FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT
G. B. STUDIO,
PITT STREET,
BARNSLEY.

\kro‘l
Telephone No. 4572

Leading

Tape Recorder,
Specialists

Video

and

Hi-Fi

1

G. H. STEELE LTD.

in

Hear true Hi-Fi sound on our 22 speaker comparator
system. 14 Hi-Fi combinations ready for demonstration.
SONY VIDEO CENTRE
Agents for: Armstrong, Leak, Fisher, Rogers, Quad,
B & 0, Goldring, Garrard, Thorens, Connoisseur,
Goodmans,
Wharfedale,
Kef,
Celestion,
Decca,
Truvox, Philips, Sony, Arena, Revox, Tandberg,
Bremen, Ferrograph, Akai, Uher, Grundig.
CREDIT TERMS — PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. Douglas 7124

141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3

Sheffield's
specialists
in sound

F-lodgsons
Dear Sir, I wish to purchase or build a
stereo system for the reproduction of the better
type of pop records. Unfortunately, Iam not
able to spend a fortune on the set-up. Ihave
read about the subject (
HiFi in the Home,
etc.) and recognize that the standards Irequire
are not as high as those demanded by the more
discerning listener. All I seek is good clear
reproduction.
have seen advertised in your paper a hi-fi
system for about 28 gns. and elsewhere for
somewhat less. Presumably Icould attempt to
built a kit of similar quality for less. Ihave
considered using stereo headphones only as this
would be cheaper and later Imay be able to
expand. Iwould appreciate your advice on kits
and systems, with some indication of quality,
prices, etc. Iam 16 years old.
Yours faithfully, G. R., Aberyshvyth.

Dealer

YoUr

See and hear all the leading makes
all the latest models, in the Charles
Street demonstration theatre.
Also

SONY

main dealers

33 Et 35 Charles Street. Tel : 29218/9

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE Tel: 23365
Yorkshire's leading Video & Hi -Fi Specialists

B & 0 colour TV. National Video Centre.
Agents for: FISHER, SONY, FERRO GRAPH, TANDBERG, TRIO, SANSUI,
TANNOY, SANYO, RADFORD, B & 0,
ROBERTS, PIONEER.
Personal attention by Mr. R. G. Bishop

101 ECCLESALL ROAD

HUDDERSFIELD
NEW

HiFi LOUNGE

Hear and see all the leading makes of Hi Fi
and Unit Audio equipment. Open to 7p.m. Fridays.

[AT]

SWIRES

IMPERIAL ARCADE
HUDDERSFIELD
TELEPHONE 25912

Now you can hear THE TRUE SOUND OF
MUSIC in our LISTENING ROOMS at Settle—
we have two listening rooms, both designed to give the
acoustics of anormal living room. Room No. I. Loud.
speakers& Amplifiers by comparison. Room No.2.
Complete equipment in L
decor.
QUAD,

LEAK,

TANDBERG,
BUSH, K.E.F.

B & 0,

WHARFEDALE,

J. IN. GARNETT,

SETTLE. Tel: 3558

Branch: Market Street, Kirkby Lonsdale,
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B & W,

MARKET PLACE,

Tel: 270

Sound advice for Hi -Fi

Kerr are the largest manufacturers and
retailers of quality HiFi products in
Scotland. They know what they're talking
about. Specialists in Public Address and
piped Music systems.

KERR
JAMES
&C
co.O.
LTD.
GLASGOW

435,
SAUCHIEHALL ST.,
GLASGOW, C.2.
'Phone
DOU 0988.

Tel: 041-221 3562

ft1 & 14 ELECTRONICS LTD.
551 SAUCHIEHALL ST.

AUDIO & ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS

The best in High Fidelity Equipment
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - CREDIT FACILITIES

Rv•oi'diitq SI UdiON
County

Recording

Service

No gimmicks. and not the cheapest, but the
best

in

Tape to Disc, Master Discs and

Pressings by full-time professional recording
engineers. Send your tape for cutting to the
people where quality comes first.
A.P.R.S.

Members

•
•
•
•

LONDON ROAD, BINFIELD, BRACKNELL,
BERKS.

mjb

Tel. Bracknell 4935

recording and
transcription service

Mono and Stereo records: latest cutting methods, automatic
vorigroove, feedback cutter heads, limiters and equalisers,
techniques hitherto available only to the professional, forthtoting high undistorted cutting levels and extended playing
times even from amateur recordings.
Booklet available.

45, HIGH STREET,
BURNHAM, BERKS.
Tel. BOURNE END 22231

Member A.P.R.S.

Whad view
inUI4I ?

G.G. AUDIO CONTROLS
G.G.
HEADPHONE
CONTROL
15.10.0
For use where two per
sons wish to use stereo
headphones
sirnultane
ously from the same
source.
Four controls
are provided giving separate volume settings for
each earpiece. The controls use high grade wire- wound potentiometers to prevent burn out' and they
are entirely independent and non- interacting.

let Surrey Sound
Equipment, Purley,
show you ...

G.G.
AUDIO
SWITCH
E4.17.6
For use in installation
where two sets of speakers are employed o
where a stereo head
phone socket
is
not
available.
Both pairs of speaker
can be operated at the
same time or either pair
may be selected for inde
pendent use. When the
unit is switched to head
phones both pairs of speakers are disconnected.

. .. all the latest HI- Fl equipment of course! Models from all the
leading manufacturers are available for comparison test in our new
SOUND- LOUNGE. Take your time— hear them at your leisure—
without pressure or distraction.
But what we really sell is PURE ENJOYMENT. To achieve this we
make certain you get exactly the equipment you need for your
purpose and the facilities you have at your disposal.
To us PRE- SERVICE and AFTER- SERVICE are not just sales jargon
but apractical policy to ensure that our customers get every decibel of
pleasure from their HI-FI equipment.
Quote from " Hi -Fi News" August 1969:
"In response to persistent rumours about a high-class audio
retailer . . . we recently popped down to Surrey . . . all very pleasant
and efficient—likely to remain one of Britain's better audio
establishments".
We now remain open until 9 p.m. on Fridays, and from 7 p.m. there
is a music recital on all the various makes of equipment in the
showroom.

G.G.
MULTI-CONTROL
£12.10.0
Two pairs of stereo speakers may be connected or, alternatively, one pair of
stereo speakers in room A and one speaker each in rooms B and C. Both pairs
of speakers can be used independently or they may be used together. All four
speakers have independent volume controls giving complete control in practically all listening conditions.
Two stereo headphone sockets are fitted and when the function switch is at
'Phones', all speakers are cut off. As in the ' Headphone Control', all four earpieces have independent volume control without interaction. High grade wirewound potentiometers are used throughout.
Available from all leading HiFi Dealers
Sole U.K. and Export Distributors

HOWLAND-WEST

LTD.

2 Park End, South Hill Park, London,

N.W.3

Telephone: 0l - 794 6666/6033

Park in ease and comfort on the top of the Rotunda—
afew steps down, and there we are!

Please send full details of G.G. Audio Controls

LI

Nome
Address
HFN/f1

426

SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT LIMITED

E

Open 9-6 p.m. Friday closing 9 p.m.
Closed all day Monday.

3&4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE • PURLEY CR2 2BG • SURREY
TELEPHONE: 01-668 4800
00121

There are acouple of things
you should know about
the Welbrook All Silicon
Stereo Amplifier

DISTORTION

PRICE

0.1%at all output levels £ 42.0.0
A new and unique method of equalising impedances in the output stage enables only
Welbrook to offer such true high fidelity reproduction at such low cost.
This technical breakthrough brings you the Welbrook W20 Stereo Amplifier, with no distortion
rise at any level, for only bp. O. od. This is atruly remarkable bargain among high quality
stereo amplifiers, using Class B operation.
Performance:
Power Output:
24 watts R.M.S. ( 12 watts per channel) into 4 ohms load.
20 watts R.M.S. ( to watts per channel) into 8ohms load.
r4 watts R.M.S. ( 7watts per channel) into 15 ohms load.
Total Harmonic Distortion:
Typically o.1",, for to watts per channel into 8ohms load at
kHz with no increase at low levels.
Hum and Noise:
With volume control at minimum- 8o dB. With volume
control at maximum- 55 dB.
Frequency Response:
-1 dB at 30 Hz and 15 kHz.
Inputs: Pickup:
R.I.A.A. characteristic, sensitivity adjustable up to 3 mV to
suit crystal, ceramic or magnetic cartridges.
Tuner:
Flat characteristic- sensitivity too mV-input
impedance too k ohms.
Tape:
Flat characteristic-sensitivity too mV- input
impedance too k ohms.
Outputs:
Loudspeaker outputs to suit 4, 8and 15 ohms. Tape output
for recording- 20o mV for rated input sensitivities-minimum
external impedance to kohms.
Tone Controls:
Bass:
Ganged control giving ± 14 dB at 30 Hz
Treble:
Ganged control giving ± 14 dB at 15 kHz
Balance Control:
Facility to reduce output from either channel continuously
from maximum output to zero.
Dimensions:
ha" wide x9" deep x 4" high ( cabinet)
Price:
Recommended retail price; £42. o. od. including cabinet.

For full details of the Welbrook Stereo Amplifier post the coupon to:

WELBROOK ENGINEERING &
ELECTRONICS LIMITED,
BROOKS STREET, STOCKI'ORT, CHESHIRE, SKI 3HT

To: Welbrook Engineering & Electronics Limited;
Please send me full details of the Welbrook Stereo Amplifier.
NAME
ADDRESS

111

H.F.4

am am
427

mi larmum
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SENSATIONAL STEREO OFFERS!
NUSOUND BREAK THE PRICE BARRIER
Never before has such value for money Hi -Fi been
available. After months of testing and comparing
amplifiers, speakers, cartridges, etc., the NuSound
test team arrived at a number of combinations that
not only produce the finest sound but represent the
finest value for money available today.
NuSound by virtue of its tremendous purchasing power is
able to buy truly vast quantities of each selected component and by doing so obtain the lowest possible prices,
the benefit of which we pass on to you the customer.
Never at any time has our motivation been towards the
cheapest available. On the contrary when we exhaustively
tested many magnetic cartridges several were found to
be quite good, but they did not come up to the high standard set by the NuSound team. We therefore chose the
most expensive cartridges purely on the grounds that
they gave the highest standard of performance on a par
with the other components in the system, instead of being
the weak link in the chain.
A NuSound Stereo System
you «Vs, in one
case as much as 30% off our normal price, if the
items were purchased individually, but whatever
the saving all systems are 100% value, not only in
quality but in both performance and reliability!
Call into any of our showrooms, hear any of our stereo systems
and judge for yourself.

DECCA DERAM
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK.
WHARFEDALE
MELTON/DOVEDALE

TELETON 203E
' WHARFEDALE
DENTON
ARMSTRONG 521,

drirdwav,
ROGERS
RAVENSBOURNE

i

e

AMPLIFIERS
TELETON 203E STEREO AMPLIFIER. Representing
the finest value coupled with the most outstanding performance available today. 18 silicon transistors. 12 Watts
output, Freq. range 30-20,000 Hz. Scratch filter. Output
for stereo headphones. Equal in performance to amplifiers
twice the price. Attractive wooden cabinet. Worth
double. Our Normal Price [28/7/6.
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK STEREO AMPLIFIER.
Using 18 silicon transistors. 20 watts output ( 10 watts
r.m.s. per channel). 25-20,000 Hz. Attractive teak case.
Our Normal Price E49/-/-.
ARMSTRONG 521 STEREO AMPLIFIER.
Fully
transistorised 25 watts per channel r.m s. Frequency
response 20-20,000 Hz ± 1dB.
Superb performance.
Attractive teak case. Our Normal Price E52/-/-.
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE STEREO AMPLIFIER.
A superb 50 watt silicon transistor amplifier. 25-25,000 Hz
±1 dB. Housed in attractive teak case with grained silver
and brown fascia. Our Normal Price t64/-/-.

e

RECORD UNITS AND PLINTHS
GARRARD SP.25 Mk II. 4- speed single record player
unit. Our Normal Price E15/1 I/1 I.
GARRARD SL65B. Four speed Autochanger version of
SP25 Mk II. Our Normal Price C19/6/5.
GARRARD AP75. Three- speed single record- playing
unit. Facilities for cue and pause and automatic play of
single records. Our Normal Price f23/16/7.
DELUXE PLINTHS. Beautifully finished with high
quality perspex cover. Our Normal Price £8/19/6 for
SP25; C9/19/6 for AP75.

e STEREO

CARTRIDGES
NM77 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE. Top
quality high compliance cartridge of truly superlative
performance. On test the NM77 produced results equal
to cartridges costing over £ I5, 20-20,000 Hz. Diamond
stylus 0.7 mil. Our Normal Price E9/19/6.
GOLDRING 800 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
20-20,000 Hz. Compliance 20X 10-' cm/dyne
Tracking
weight 1-3 grammes.
Diamond stylus 0.5 mil.
Our
Normal Price C13/-/-.

e

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
ALLARD SS3 HI- F1 SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
3- way speaker system giving excellent reproduction.
14 watts peak handling capacity. Not mini- speakers. Size
10" x7" x 17}" high. Teak finished on all sides, padded
cloth fronts. Our Normal Price E33/12/-.
WHARFEDALE DENTON LOUDSPEAKERS. 2speaker system. 8" bass unit and tweeter. Size 91"x 15"x
r. Our Normal Price E36/-/-.
DECCA DERAM LUXURY CONSOLE LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES. 13" x8" high flux density
bass speaker, crossover network and 3" treble speaker.
50-15,000 Hz. Power handling 8-10 watts. Unique styling
in teak with padded cloth fronts and elegant silver trim.
Size 25" x 131" x8. Our Normal Price E35/14/WHARFEDALE MELTON LOUDSPEAKERS. 2.
speaker system. 40-20,000 Hz. 12" bass and treble unit.
Crossover 1,750 Hz. Size 21 - x 131" X 101". Oiled teak
cabinets. Our Normal Price f59/-/-.
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE Ill LOUDSPEAKERS.
3- speaker system. 40-20,000 Hz. Handling capacity 25
watts.
bass, 5" mid- range,
tweeter. Oiled teak
cabinets with gold fleck cloth. Our Normal Price £79.

lr

r

Prices quoted are correct at time of going to press
but subject to alteration.

(Dt)

Member of H Fidelity Dealers Association

NUSOUND HI-FI STEREO SYSTEMS
SYSTEM " 65"
Teleton 203E .. £28
Garrard SP25
LIS
Base/Cover .. £8
NM77 Cartridge £9
SS3's ( 2) .. £33
Leads/Plug .. £2
Total
System Price

6
11
6
6
0
0

£98 IS

5

65 gns.

£30.10.5

SYSTEM "75"

System Price

6
7
6
0
0
0
7

86 gns.

SAVE

System Price

f24.12.7

SAVE

System Price

SAVE

0
16
19
0
0
0

£ 157 16

£ 160 16

I

f22.7.1

System Price

5

£28.2.5

SYSTEM " 139"

1

Total
Sy..tem Prize

0
16
19
0
0
0

£ 1172 16

0
7
6
0
0
0
I

139 gns.

Car-. & Ins. 50/-

SAVE £26.17.1

f21.3.1

Total

0
11
6
0
0
0

129 gns.

£64
CD
7 Garrard AP75
6 Base/Cover .. £9
o 800 Cartridge El3
o Maltons ( 2) .. £59
o Leads/Plugs ..

133 gns.

Armstrong 521 £S2
Garrard AP75 £23
Base/Cover .. £9
800 Cartridge £ l3
Dovedales (
2)
£9
Leads/Plugs .. £3

System Price

0
11
19
0
0
0

£ I63 II

o Ravensbourne

SYSTEM " 149"
0
7
6
0
O
0

129 gns.

Carr. & Ins. 50/-

Carr. & Ins. 35/-

Total

Total

SAVE

Carr. & Ins. SO/-

£20.1.1

Total

£21.3.5

SYSTEM " 133"

1

Ravensbourne £64
Garrard SP25
f15
Base/Cover £8
800 Cartridge
113
Mettons ( 2)
£S9
Leads/Plugs £3

Carr. & Ins. 50/-

521 £S2
16 7 Garrard AP75 £23 16
19 6 Base/Cover .. £9 19
0 o 800 Cartridge £ 13
14 o Meltons ( 2) .. £S9
o Leads/Plugs .. £3
10

SYSTEM " 129"
O
11
6
0
0
0

5 5

o Armstrong

109 gns.

Ravensbrook
£49
Garrard AP75 £23
Base/Cover .. £9
800 Cartridge
El 3
Melton! ( 2) .. £S9
Leads/Plugs .. £3

0
II
19
0
14
0

102 gns.

SAVE

SYSTEM " 129"

7
16
19
0
14
0

£1
28

SAVE £22.9.11

SAVE

£ 113 17

System Price

Carr. & Ins. 50/-

SYSTEM " 86"
Teleton 203F .. £28
Garrard AP75 £ 3
Base/Cover .. £9
800 Cartridge £ 13
Derams ( 2) .. £35
Leads/Plugs .. £3

Total

£S2
CIS
£8
£ 13
£35

Carr. & Ins. SO/-

System Price

f25.17.11

Total

95 gns.

Armstrong 521
Garrard SP2S
Base/Cover
800 Cartridge
Derams ( 2) .
Leads/Plugs .

Carr. & Ins. 50/-

o
o

75 gns.

0
11
6
6
0
0

£ 112 4 11

7 6 Ravensbrook
£49
Garrard AP75
£23
11 11
Base/Cover ..
£9
19 6 800 Cartridge
El 3
0
Derams ( 2) .. £35
14
Leads/Plugs .. £3
0 0
Total £ 134
£ 104 12 11

System Price
Carr. & Ins. 50/SAVE

Total

0
11
19
19
14
0

SYSTEM " 109"

Teleton 203E .. £28
Garrard SP25 Mk II
LIS
Base/Cover .. £8
800 Cartridge
El 3
Derams ( 2) .. CM
Leads/Plugs .. £ 3
Total

Ravensbrook
£49
Garrard SP25
EIS
Base/Cover ..
a
NM77 Cartridge £9
Derams ( 2) .. £35
Leads/Plugs .. £3

System Price

Carr. & Ins. 35/SAVE

SYSTEM " 102"

SYSTEM " 95"

7
11
19
19
12
5

0
16
19
0
0
0

£ 180 16

SYSTEM " 155"
0
7
6
0
O
0
1

149 gns.

Ravensbourne £64
Garrard AP75 £23
Base/Cover .. £9
800 Cartridge
Ell
Dovedales ( 2) £79
Leads/Plugs .. £ 3
Total

0
16
19
0
0
0

£192 16

System Price

0
7
6
0
0
0
1

155 gns.

Carr. & Ins. 50/-

Carr. & Ins. SW-

SAVE £24.7.1

SAVE

£30.1.1

CREATE YOUR OWN SYSTEM! Any of the equipment used in the above systerm can be combined to
create a system to suit your individual requirements. To arrive at the total system cost, add or subtract the
amounts below from standard system prices shown.
NM77/G800 add or subtract ..
3gns.
SS3's/Derams add or subtract .. ..
7 gns.
SP25/AP75 add or subtract ..
11 gns.
Derams/Dentons add or subtract ..
14 gns.
SP25/SL65 add or subtract
Sgns.
Derams/Meltons add or subtract .. 20 gns.
Meltons/Dovedales add or subtract ..
16 gns.

e 24 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I. Tel: 01-580 4638/4639/5755 (25 yards Tottenham Court Road T..ibe)
e 82 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I. Tel.: 01-242 7401 • 360 KILBURN HIGH RD., N.W.6. Tel.: 01-624 1656
e 242/4 PENTONVILLE RD., N.I. Tel.: 01-837 8200 e 36LEWISHAM HIGH ST.,S.E.I3„ Tel.: 01-852 2399
e 228 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2.
Tel.: 01-247 2609
e 87/100 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD. Tel.: 01-478 2291
(Opp. Liverpool St. Stn.—Closed Sat. Open Sun. ( 10-2)
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( Pioneer Market— I minute from Ilford Broadway)

UP TO 333% OFF FROM NUSOUND
ARMSTRONG
TUNER AMPLIFIER
STEREO SYSTEMS
We are now able to offer you three Hi Fi Stereo
Systems using the well known Armstrong 526
50 watts AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier.
Housed in handsome teak case, this superb tuner
amplifier incorporating LW/MW/VHF/FM
wavebands has every facility needed for the
perfect reproduction of music etc. Features
include speaker muting loudness controls, tape
record/replay, stereo headphone socket etc. etc.
Supplied as acomplete stereo system with record
player, base and cover, magnetic cartridge,
speakers etc. ( Details of which are on the
opposite page.) All three combinations
detailed below show substantial savings only
made possible by the NuSound purchasing power!

UNBEATABLE VALUE
SANYO MODEL DC434
An outstandong op quality Stereo System for
the discriminating stereo listener.
Superb appearance and performance
• 32 watts Mono/Stereo output
Fully Multiplex AM/FM Tuner
• Ultra Hi -Fi Magnetic Cartridge
Beautiful
designed
cabinet with
hinged perspex cover
Incorporates
stereo
amplifier,
AM/FM
Stereo Multiplex tuner and precision turntable. 31 transistors and 16 diodes ensure
extreme sensitivity and utmost reliability.
Features a large runing dial covering AM
566-185 M and FM 87-5-110 Mc/s wavebands, volume control, separate pass and
treble controls, noise and rumble filters,
stereo headphone jack socket, and a host of
other features including FM stereo indicator
light. Connections for stereo record and
replay from tape recorder. Precision 2speed
turntable ( 33-} and 45 r.p.m.) with lightweight tone arm fitted moving magnet
pickup cartricge with diamond stylus.
Automatic lift off and lowering device.
Special side thrust compensation antiskating device.
Recommended price£175.

e
e
e

Carr.
OUR
& Ins.
PRICE
50 -

SANYO AM/FM
STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER PLAYING
DECK UNITS

" 169T"
£98
£23
£13
£9
£59
£

Base/Cover
Ileitons ( 2)
Leads/Plugs
Total

IS
16
0
19
0
0

£207 II

SYSTEM
6
7
0
6
0
0
7

System Price
169 gns.
Carr. & Ins. 50/SAVE

Total

Ils

you to visit London and select a NuSound System. Send to Head Office
for Free Travel Voucher.

eHFDA

PURCHASE

TERMS

MAIL ORDERS CASH ONLY.

MAIL

Dept. HFN MAR,

5 7

E27.16.7.

GUARANTEE

" 139T"

526 .. £98
SP25 .. £ 15
800 .. £ 13
Base/Cover ..
£8
Derams ( 2) .. £35
Leads/Plugs ..
£3
Total

£175

15
II
0
19
14
0

6
11
0
6
0
0

0 II

System Price
139 gns.
Carr. & Ins. so/SAVE

e eHFDA

i29.1.11.

GUARANTEE •

NUSOUND
ARENA
• HFDA GLIARANTU

s

TUNER/AMPLIFIER
STEREO SYSTEM
SYSTEM
T1500 ..

The heart of this System is the top quality Danish
Tuner/Amplifier Arena TI500 capable of truly outstanding performance on FM/AM and as an amplifier
for record reproduction. The TI500 covers Long,
Medium, and VHF/FM wavebands and provides 10 watts
output power and coupled with the Nusound selected
record unit, stereo cartridge, speakers etc. you have a
truly Hi Fi Stereo System at a fantastically low price!

" 105T"
£72

9 0

SP25 .. • . EIS Il
Base/Cover .. £8 19
bh177 .. • •
£9 19
SS3's (2) • • £33 12
Leads/Plugs • •
£2 S
Total

£142 16 II

SYSTEM art ,. GNS.
PRICE
MVO Carr. & Ins. 50/-

•HFDA

GUARANTEE

s

OUR PRICE

SPECIAL
OFFER!
LL

SAVE
£32 II II

59 2 uNS.
1

Carr. &
Ins. 35/-

NOVAGRAM

A compact system with solid state 10 watt

AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONAL
CALLERS ( See Free Travel above)

EXPRESS

£184

SYSTEM
6
7
0
6
0
0

FANTASTIC SAVINGS

GNS.

FREE TRAVEL

15
16
0
19
14
0

System Price
149 gns.
Carr. & Ins. 50/SAVE

£30.2.7.

GUARANTEE •

" 149T"

526 ..
£98
AP75
£23
800 .. £ 13
Base/Cover £9
Derams (2)
£35
Leads/Plugs
£3

149

If you reside more than 30 miles from
Central London we offer a unique
FREE TRAVEL FACILITY enabling

e HIRE

526 ..
A.P75

eHFDA

SANYO MODEL DC534
Similar in design and performance to the
DC434 and provides the budget minded enthusiast with a high quality Stereo System at
lower cost.
24 watts Stereo/Mono output. Fully multiplex AM/FM Tuner. Identical motor unit to
the DC434.
Recommended price £ 135.6.3.
OUR PRICE

SYSTEM

stereo curer/amplifier, Garrard 2025TC
..urntable with ceramic cartridge, AM/FM
Radio (88-108 MHz, 150-550 metres) attractive teak 'Arch with perspex cover and two
matzhed loudspeakers. Frequency response
40-16,000 Hz.
Separate bass and treble
controls. Input for tape recorder etc., etc.

ORDERS

M AG NATAPE

eHFDA

AU Nusound Stereo Systems are supplied ready to plug in and play,
complete with all conneeting leads. If you are unable to visit our
showrooms order with confidence by past to Head Office:

HOUSE,

191/193

PLASHET

ROAD,

429

LONDON,

E.I 3

P

GUARANTEE

e

USIM11711

tape recorder
Published
monthly on the 14th 2/6
The only journal devoted exclusively to professional and amateur sound recording.
STUDIO SOUND & TAPE RECORDER authoritatively covers the engineering, electronics, artistry and
•
application of the subject.
Annual subscription, post free; UK 30s.; USA $4.30. From: Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
A LINK HOUSE GROUP PUBLICATION

KEITH MONKS for " HYPERTONE"
LOUDSPEAKERS

WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR IN A SPEAKER:
QUALITY
CLARITY
APPEARANCE P
We do not ask you to take our word for it ! !
Judge for yourself. Ask for a demonstration.
Booklet available for the home constructor.

KEITH MONKS (AUDIO) LTD
430

54 Rounton Road, Church
Crookham, Nr. Aldershot,
• Hants. Tel. Fleet ( 02514)3566

ff/92.

;vier

Hi -Fi DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES

• All items offered are brand new, latest models in manufacturers sealed cartons. Fully guaranteed with after- sales service.
• Complete Free price list of over 800 items on request.

Rec. Retail
CHASSIS
Price
GOODMANS Axiette 8 £ 7 2
GOODMA NS Twinaxiette 8 £8 0
GOODMANS Axiom 10 £8 8
GOODMANS Axiom 201 £ 12 10
GOODMANS Axiom 301 £ 17 18
GOODMANS Audiom 51 £11
6
GOODMANS Audiom 61 £ 16 7
GOODMANS Audiom 81 £27 12
GOODMANS Audiom 91 £31
5
GOODMANS Audiom
91/100 .. £34 17
GOODMANS ARU 180 £3 17
GOODMANS ARU 280 £3 17
GOODMANS ARU 480 £5 8
GOODMANS ARU 172 £3 17
GOODMANS Trebax 100 £ 7 9
GOODMANS Trebax
5K20KL
£8 8
GOODMANS Midas £ 11
4
GOODMANS Attenuator £3 1
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/950/5000 £8
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/950 .. £6
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/5000 .. £2
WHARFEDALE 8 in
£4
Bronze/RS/DD • •
WHARFEDALE Super
8/RS/DD . £7 1
WHARFEDALE Super ..
10/RS/DD
£ 12 1
WHARFEDALE WMT 1
Matching Transformer
1
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
ARENA 210 Amplifier .. £34 1
ARMSTRONG 521 .. £52
DULCI 207
..
£25
DULCI 207M
£30
GOODMANS Maxamp £54
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus .. £53
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus in
teak case .. £59 1
LEAK Stereo 70 .. £63
LEAK Stereo 70 in teak
case
..
£69 1
LINEAR LT.66
£18 1
PHILIPS RH 591 .. £73
PHILIPS RH 590 .. £49
PHILIPS RH 580 .. £26
QUAD 33 Pre- amplifier £43
QUAD 303 Main Amplifier £55
ROGERS Ravensbourne £59 1
ROGERS Ravensbourne
in teak case .. £64
ROGERS Ravensbrook £44
ROGERS Ravensbrook
in teak case .. £49
SINCLAIR 2000 .. .. £30
TELETON 203E
£28
TRU VOX TSA.200 .. £54 1
TUNERS
ARENA F211 with decoder £39 1
ARMSTRONG 523 AM/FM £52
ARMSTRONG 524 FM £40
ARMSTRONG M8 decoder £9 1
DULCI FMT.7 FM .. £22 1
DULCI FMT.7S Stereo £31
0
GOODMANS Stereomax £82 10
LEAK Troughline with
MPX
£51 10
LEAK Stereofetic Chassis £56 11
LEAK Stereofetic in teak
case .. .. £64 14
PHILIPS RH 690 .. £39 0
QUAD Stereo FM .. £ 51
0

Comet
Price
£5 13
£6 8
£6 14
£9 7
£13 8
£8 9
£12 5
£20 14
£23 8

6
0
0
6
6
6
6
0
6

£26
£2
£2
£4
£2
£5

9
6
6
3
6
6

2
18
18
1
18
11

Rec. Retail
Price

£6
£8
£2

6 0
8 0
6 0

£6

6 0

£4 15

9

£1 14

6

£3 13

6

£6

6 0

£10 10

£28
£42
£17
£20
£41
£42

0

13

6

0
19
0
19
19
19

0
6
0
0
6
6

£47 19
£49 19

6
6

£55
£14
£56
£37
£19
£35
£46
£48

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

19
19
1
12
19
19
19
19

£52 13
£36 19

6
6

£38
£24
£21
£37

19
19
15
19

6
6
6
6

£33
£44
£34
£7
£17
£25
£71

19
19
19
19
19
5
19

6
6
6
6
6
0
6

£39 19
£48 19

Open Daily to the public from 9 a.m. Closed Tuesday 1 p.m.
Mon. & Sat. 5-30 p.m. Open until 8 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday & Friday.

6
0

£54 19 6
£33 2 6
£41 19 6

Comet
Price

ROGERS Ravensbourne
Tuner with Decoder .. £61 17 9 £ 52 12 6
SINCLAIR 2000 .. £26 14 6 £ 19 4 6
TRUVOX FM 200/IC with
decoder . £60 11 10 £39 19 6
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
ARENA 2400 with MPX £90 6 O £69 19 6
ARENA 2600 with MPX £97 0 O £ 79 0 O
ARENA T1500F with MPX £72 9 O £ 59 19 6
ARENA T900 with MPX £303 9 0 £258 0 0
ARMSTRONG 525 .. £87 16 9 £66 19 6
ARMSTRONG 526 • • £98 15 6 £ 79 19 6
ARMSTRONG 127 •. £43 19 9 £ 37 19 6
(Teak Case for 127) • • £3 17 O £3 10 0
GOODMANS 3000 • • £77 14 7 £66 19 6
PHILIPS RH781• • £ 74 19 6 £63 14 6
PHILIPS RH790 .. • • £ 125 0 O £106 4 6
PHILIPS RH 691 .. £83 0 0 £70 10 6
TANDBERG SolvSuper £75 18 0 £59 19 6
TELETON F.2000 .. £51
0 O £37 19 6
TELETON 7ATI
.. £ 133 0 0 £85 0 0
COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEMS
TELETON MX.900 .. £64 13 2 £48 19 6
TELETON R.8000 .. £60 19 6 £49 19 6
TELETON CMS 300 .. £105 15 O £ 79 19 6
TELETON CMS 400 .. £126 0 O £89 0 0
GOODMAN 3000 suite £ 140 9 0 £ 111
0 0
MARCONI UNIT 4 .. £74 10 0 £ 60 17 6
WYNDSOR System .. £59 19 6 £49 19 6
VIDEORAMA .. £42 19 6 £35 0 0
CARTRIDGES
GOLDRING G65 Pick-up
Arm ..
£7 16 1 £6 4 6
GOLDRING L75 Transcription Arm
£12 10 10 £10 0 o
GOLDRING 800 Cartridge £13 0 0 £10 7 6
GOLDRING 800H ..
£10 13 9
£8 10 6
GOLDRING 800E ..
£18 17 1 £15 0 o
Goldring 800 Super E ..
£26 0 1 £20 15 o
GOLDRING CS90 Stereo
Ceramic Cartridge
£5 4 0
£4 3 0
GOLDRING CS91/E
£7 16 1
£6 4 6
ORTOFON SL15E
£29 12 11
£23 12 11
ORTOFON 2X 15K
£7 0 0
£5 5 4
SHURE M3DM
£7 8 3
£6 8 3
SHURE N3D
£5 11
2
£4 8 8
SHURE M31E
£12 19 5 £10 6 o
SHURE N31E
£9 5 3
£7 8 6
SHURE M32E
£12 0 11
£9 12 o
SHURE N32E
£8 6 9 £6 13 O
SHURE M32-3
£11
2 4
£8 17 6
SHURE N32-3
£6 9 8
£53 6
SHURE M44-5
£11 2 4
£8 17 6
SHURE N44-5
£7 8 3
£6 8 3
SHURE M44-7
£10 3 10
£85 O
SHURE N44-7
£6 9 8
£5 3 6
SHURE M44- C
£85 o
£10 3 10
SHURE N44- C
£5 3 6
£6 9 8
SHURE M44E
£14 16 6 £11 16 6
SHURE N44E
£10 3 10
£85 o
SHURE M55E
£16 13 6 £14 13
SHURE N55E
£11
2 4
£8 17 6
SHURE M75G
£17 12 1 £14 0 o
SHURE N75G
£8 17
£9 5 3
SHURE M75-6
£16 13 6 £13 6
SHURE N75-6
£8 6 9
£6 13 o
o
SHURE M75EJ
£24 1 9 £19 4
SHURE N75EJ
£11 2 4
£8 17 6
SPEAKERS
ARENA HT 21
£10 10 0
£9 5 o
ARENA HT 7
£19 19 0 £17 0 O
ARENA HT 10
£22 1 0 £18 19 6
ARENA HT 20
£321 1 0 £26 19 6
ARENA HT 26
£78 15 0 £65 19 6
B & W DM3
£63 0 0 £53 6 0
B & W P2H
5 6
£94 10 0 £111

••
••
••
•.
••
••

.•
••
••
.•
•.
.•
••

Rec. Retail
Comet
Price
Price
B&W DM1
£32 0 0 £25 19
CELESTION Ditton 10.. £21
3 2 £17 5
CELESTION Ditton 15 .. £29 0 0 £22 10
DULCI AS 3
..
£8 8 0 £6 19
GOODMANS Majesta.. £57 0 0 £48 19
GOODMANS Maxim .. £20 7 9 £15 19
GOODMANS Mezzo 11 £30 18 0 £24 19
GOODMANS Magnum- K £40 2 0 £31 19
GOODMANS Mirimba £24 0 1 £19 19
GOODMANS Mambo.. £22 5
£18 11
GOODMANS 3005 ( pair) £25 0
£21 0
KEF Celeste .. £29 0
£22 10
KEF Concord .. £43 10 £33 19
LEAK Sandwich .. £43 10
£34 19
LEAK Mini- Sandwich .. £29 15 £23 19
LOWTHER LIP with PM 6Special Price £23 10
QUAD Electrostatic .. £66 0
£55 19
TRUVOX LS200 .. £22 7
£15 19
WHARFEDALE Speakers
Airedale .. £69 10
£57 14
Denton
£ 18 0
£13 19
Super Linton ..
£21 10
£17 19
Melton ..
£29 10
£23 19
Dovedale 3 ..
£39 10
£29 19
Rosedale ..
£43 19
£55 0
UNIT 3Speaker Kit ..
£10 19
£8 19
TURNTABLES
ARENA SP25 with base,
cover and cartridge ..
£30 19 O £24 19
GARRARD SP.25, Mk 11
£15 11 4 £11 19
GARRARD AP.75
£23 16 O £17 19
GARRARD SL.55
£13 17
£11 12
GARRARD SL.65B
£19 6 5 £14 9
GARRARD SL.75B
£35 12 4 £28 19
GARRARD SL.95B
£37 19
£45 9
GARRARD 401
2 £26 10
£31 14 O
GARRARD SL.72B .. £30 2
£24 19
GARRARD 3500 with GKS
Cartridge .. £15 15 0 £11 19
GOLDRINGGL69 .. £25 1 6 £21
GOLDRING 69P .. £33 11
9 £28 19
GOLDRING GL.75 £36 8 2 £27 19
GOLDRING 75P .. £46 18 8 £38 0
GOODMANS 3025 .. £37 14 9 £32 19
GOLDRING Covers for
69P and 75P
£4 4 3
£3 8
THORENSTD.125 .. £75 17 8 £59 19
THORENS 125AB .. £ 120 3 11
£99 19
THORENS TD150 .. £29 9 1 £24 19
THORENS TD150B .. £33 13 0 £26 19
THORENS 150A Mk II .. £43 12 7 £32 19
THORENS 150AB Mk 11 £47 8 7 £40 19
THORENS TD.124/II .. £46 15 10 £39 19
Bases, plinths and covers stocked.
HI-FI STEREO TAPE DECKS AND TAP
RECORDERS
AKA 150D ..
£130
4 £ 109 0
AKA X-360 ..
0 £ 284 0
£339
AKA X-360 D deck
0 £243 0
£290
AKA 1710 ..
0 £ 89 19
£109
AKA 1800 ..
0 £ 133 0
£158
AKA 1800SD
£199
0 £ 167 0
AKA 4000D deck ..
£87 1
0 £ 71 19
TRUVOX PD102 deck.. £114 1
3 £79 0
MARCONI 4218 Stereo
tape recorder ..
2 £69 19
£89 11
MARCONI 4238 4-track
tape recorder ..
£58 11
O £49 19
TRUVOX R52 and R54
3- speed 2-track ..
£77 5 1 £52 2
Tandberg also available.
PICKUP ARMS
GOLDRING Lenco L75
£12 6 6 £10 10
GOLDRING Lenco G65
£7 13 6 £6 10
SME 3009 with S2 shell
£31
6 3 £24 19
SME 3012 with S2 shell
£33 7 3 £26 19

••
••
••
•.
••

COMET Hi.Fi DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
Reservoir Road, Clough Road, Hull. Tel 407906
68a Armley Rd ( Artist St) Leeds LS12 2EF Tel 32055

Customers are welcome to call personally.
Ample Car Parking facilities

Comet guarantee that all prices quoted are genuine. All items offered available at these prices at the time this issue closed for press.
Add
for post and packing on all orders. Make cheques. Money Orders payable to " COMET"

HOSIDEN DHO4S
Each headphone contains
a 24" woofer and a r
tweeter.
Built-in individual
level
controls.
25-18,000 cps. 8U imp.
with cable and stereo
plus. £511916. P/P 2/6.

LAFAYETTE STEREO AMPLIFIER MODEL STEREO 10
Completely transistorised 5watts per channel
I.H.F. music power. Inputs for gram and tuner.
Separate volume controls and variable tone
control for Bass and Treble. A compact size,
big performance stereo amplifier ideal for
limited space systems. Beautifully finished in
grey and aluminium. Size 7.1" X2-1-1" X 51".
A.C. 220/240v.

LAFAYETTE PACKAGE

Popular solid state hi-fi amplifier incorporating
16 semi- conductors. Output 10 watts per
channel music power. 6 watts r.m.s. Inputs
for magnetic, ceramic, tuner and aux. Stereo
phone socket and tape output. Controls:
Volume, balance, bass, treble. Oiled Walnut
case with brushed aluminium front panel.

SAVE

£8

£32.8.2
Corr. 20/-

SPECIAL PRICE
PHILIPS RH78I TUNER AMPLIFIER
5 band stereo 10 • 10 w. List [74/19/6.
OUR PRICE £59. CARR. I0/-.

2

TELETON PACKAGE

Teleton SAQ 203E Amp; Garrard
SP25 II; AD76K Magnetic Cart.;
Plinth & Cover; Two SB1202 Speakers.

OUR PRICE

[57.18.2
Carr. 25/-

£19

SONOTONE 9TAHCD Cartridge
Normally £ 4. OUR PRICE 47/6. P&P II-.

LAFAYETTE PACKAGE

3

Lafayette LA2247 Amp.; Garrard
SP25 II; AD76K Magnetic Cart.;
Plinth & Cover; Two CR25 Speakers.
Total Recommended List [77/6/11.
OUR PRICE

C63.6.11
Corr. 25/-

ram"

SAVE

£14

wea

19 transistors, 8 diodes. 15 watts per
channel music power.
10 watts r.m.s.
Res. 30-20,000
2dB at 1w. Distortion
I% or less. Inputs 3mV and 250 mV.
Output 3-16 ohms. Separate L and R
volume controls. Treble and bass controls. Stereo phone jack. Brushed aluminium, gold anodised extruded front
panel with metal case. Size 101." x 3-h" X
71-1". Operation 115/230 volt A.C.

LAFAYETTE

t56.1.1
Carr. 25,'-

PEAK SOUND

OUR
PRICE

£53

£21

Carr. 30/-

ARENA EQUIPMENT
F210 Amp., £28. Carr. I0/-. F21 I MPX
Tuner, £38. Carr. I0/-. T1500F MPX
Tuner Amp., £65.
Carr. 10/-.
HT7
Speakers, 16 gns. Carr. I0/-.

6

NIKKO PACKAGE

TRM 30 Amp; SP2511; Plinth & Cover;
V70 Cartridge; Two Denton Speakers.

OUR PRICE

£8.7.3
Corr. 301-

SAVE

£18

PRICE

£34.0.0

7

ROGERS PACKAGE

CARR. 15/-

A new model from Teleton. 31 solid state
devices. 4 4 watt output. Inputs for
ceramic/crystal
cartridge.
Frequency
range AM 540-1600 kHz, FM 88-108 MHz.
Automatic FM Stereo reception. Stereo
Indicator.
Controls: Tuning, function
selector, Tone and R & Lvolume controls.
AFC switch. Stereo headphone socket.
Size 134" x 34" x94" approx.

Ravensbrook Amp ( Case); AP75;
Goldring G.800; Plinth & Cover; Two
Super Linton Speakers. Total Recommended List L137/17/5.
OUR PRICE

C107.17.5
Carr. 35/-

SAVE

£30

ROGERS RAVENSBROOK AMPLI
FIER ( TEAK CASE), [38/10/-. Carr. 10/-

Carr. 7/6.

GARRARD

E.M.1. 19" x 14" BASS SPEAKERS DIECAST FRAME.
50 WATTS.
8 OHM.
SPECIAL OFFER [ I3/I3/-. Carr. 10 -.

FULL
CURRENT
RANGE
AVAILABLE
BRAND NEW AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS
2025 stereo E7/19/6
2025T/C
stereo
E8/17/6
3000 stereo [9/19/6
SP.25 Mk 11
£11/9/6
SL.55
£11/12/6
SL.65B
[14/19/6
AP.75
£16/19/6

SL.75
E25/19/6
SL.75B
E29/-/SL.65B
A.70/II
E11/19/6
401 .. [26/101SL55 with Sonotone
9TAHCD
f12/101-

Full range of Accessories available.
Carriage 7/6 extra each item.

LAFAYETTE PACKAGE OFFER !
Full range of equipment in stock
SA 10-10. Amplifier kit . •
E121-/SA 10-10. Built in cabinet • • [24/3/PA 12-15. Amplifier kit . • [3/19/6
PA 12-15. Amplifier built • • [5/19/6
PA 25-15. Amplifier built • • [ II / 15/SC U/400. Stereo preamp
E15/15/PW 12ff112. Amplifier kit • •
£23/5/6
ES 10-15. Loudspeaker kit ..
El I / 5/ENGLEFIELD AMPLIFIER SYSTEM
(PA- 12-15), [313/4/-; ( PA25-15), E58/15/-.

SAVE

£82.3.7

Total Recommended List [967/3.

TELETON MODEL CR-10T AM/FM STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER

SAVE

OUR PRICE

NIKKO EQUIPMENT
TRM 30 AMP .
L29/19/6. Carr. 7/6
TRM 40 AMP .. ( 37/5/-. Carr. 7/6
TRM 50 AMP
E48/-/-. Carr. 7/6

SAVE £10.18.6

4

£15

Carr. 7/6.

Brilliant AM/FM stereo tuner amplifier with
two matching 64" speaker systems. 49 solid
state devices. Automatic FM stereo switching.
Inputs for ceramic/crystal cartridge. 6 6watt
output. Fitted loudness control and stereo
indicator.
Luxurious oiled walnut finish.
15" x 41" x 101". Speakers 7 x91" x 51". Complete system, were [63/18;6.

CR 107 Tuner Amp; Garrard 2025
TIC with cartridge, Plinth & Cover;
Two SAI003 Bookshelf Speakers.
Total Recommended List [71/I/I.
OUR PRICE

F2I0 Stereo Amp; SP25 II; Plinth &
Cover; AD76K Magnetic Cartridge;
Two H17 Arena Speakers.
Total
Recommended List £103/317.

R,(1 STEREO
L. 1. LU SYSTEM

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
NM33, [2/19/6;
Neat V70, [4/10/AD76K, E4; G800, el; AD96K, [5/5/M3D, E6/2/6; AT66, E5/7/6; M445, £9
P&P 2/6 each item.

TELETON PACKAGE

£24

5

ARENA PACKAGE

Carr. 7/6.

LAFAYETTE LA224T TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER

arm

SAVE

£20

PHILIPS GL565 SPEAKER SYSTEMS
List £ 19/19/-. OUR PRICE £14. CARR. 5 -

SA1003 Matching Loudspeaker Systems available £9 per pair.

.. s,

Total Recommended List £76118/2.

Carr. 7/6.

TELETON SAQ 203E STEREO AMPLIFIER

Total Recommended List £40/8/2.
OUR PRICE

£11.19.6

Price

Stereo 10 amp; 2025 Deck with Cartridge; Plinth & Cover; Two SA1003
Bookshelf Speakers.

:,1111
ISv
tftreet)) ..'_

ECHO HS-606
Wonderfully
comfortable.
Lightweight adjustable vinyl
headband, 6ft.
cable and stereo
jack plug, 2517,000 cps., 8S2
imp. 67/6 P/P 2/6.

Special reduction to make way for new 1970 models
LA 450 STEREO AMPLIFIER 16.5 • 16.5 WATTS.
Full range of inputs. Normal price £40.
LT 2257 Stereo AM/FM TUNER. Matching tuner
for above amplifier. Normal price [ 52/6/-.

SAVE
£20.6.0

PO
RU
I E

£72

THE PAIR
CARR. 20/-

FULL DETAILS ON REQUEST

432

PLINTH AND COVERS
GARRARD DECKS-TEAK BASE
AND PERSPEX COVER
I. For SP25, SL65, SL55, 3000, 2025T/C,
2025, 1000. E4/10/-.
2. For AP75, 5L75, SL95, [7/9/6.
3. For 51.25 etc. to operate with lid in
place, [6/19/6.
Carriage 7/6 extra each type.
FOR

G. W. SMITH
8, Co. ( Radio) Ltd.
ALSO SEE OPPOSITE PAGE

LAFAYETTE RK-4370 STEREO
TAPE DECK
3 speed, 4 track,
complete
with
solid state silicon
record / playback
stereo preamplifiers. 74"; 34";
14" IPS. Records
4 track stereo
or mono, AM'
FM
radio
or
gram inputs; live from mit. Sound with
sound, sound on sound. Aluminium diecast tape transport chassis with 4 pole
induction motor. Takes 7" reels. Fitted
with 2 VU meters. Housed in deluxe
oiled walnut wood case. Complete your
Hi -Fi system with this magnificent tape
deck.
Price f74/7/-

GOLDRI NG DECKS
GL69, E2115/-; GL69P, (28/19/6; 099,
£20; GL75, (27/19/6; GL75P with cover.
£38.
Carr. 7/6 each item.

8

SINCLAIR PACKAGE

Sinclair 2000 Amplifier; SP25
11.
Plinth & Cover; AT66 Cartridge,
Two 016 Speakers.
Total Recommended List £76/13/3.
OUR PRICE

SAVE

£16

£60.13.3
Carr. 301-

SINCLAIR AMPLIFIERS
2000
Neoteric

E23/10/-.
E42/10¡-.

LAFAYETTE TUNER AMPLIFIERS
FULL TECHNICAL

OUR PRICE

LR.99
AM/FM
Stereo
10 • 10 watts r.m.s.
C67'10/-

LAFAYETTE LA85T AMPLIFIER

All solid state,
4 lc's, 2 Fet's,
10 transistors,
12 diodes.
Tuning meter,
muting control, noise muting filter, built ir
AMIFM aerials, tape output jacks.
£S5 -'-. Carr. 10 -

30 - 30 watts
r.m.s. 4 Stereo
inputs.
Speaker outputs for 4, 8
or 16 ohms.
9 versatile controls. Response 22-22,000
cps . IdB. E45/-/--. Carr. 10/-.

LT425T TUNER AND

£44.8.8

£ 9ir
t THE

LA85T AMPLIFIER.

U

EAGLE EQUIPMENT

Full
range
of
Speakers etc. in

E42/19/6
£41/19/6
E49/19/6
E81/119/1.51/5/C44/19/6
015/19/6
E66/19/6
f251-/E15/19/6

Mezzo 11
Magnum K
Marimba
Mambo ..
Leak Sandwich
Dentons (Pair)
Super Lintons ( Pair) ..

£30 19 £19 19 6
E113 ,11/9
£34 - £27 19
£35 19

SAVE

KA3500 Amplifier; AP75; Plinth &
Cover; AT2I Cartridge; Two Super
Linton Speakers.
Total Recommended List C136/11/5.

Carr. I0/- extra any item.

OUR PRICE

SAVE

SINCLAIR PROJECT 60

£115.11.5

PACKAGE DEAL

Carr. 40/-

£21

£18

ROTEL EQUIPMENT
100 AMP.
( 37/10/120 TUNER
FAX 130 TUNER/AMP... ( 69/-/Carr. I0/- each.

SPEAKERS
Model 450.
134" x 8"
Fitted with twin tweeters
and crossovers.
Available 3, 8 or 15 ohms.
10 watt full range, 63/-,
p/p 3/6 each, 5/- pair.
Suitable
teak
cabinets
with acoustic wadding.
97/6 each, carriage 7/6
each, I0/- pair.

TAPE CASSETTES

£19

P & P. 7,6.

£35

P & P. 7/6.

Top

quality

in plastic library boxes.

C60
60 min .. .
C90
90 min ..
C120 120 min ..
Cassette Head Cleaner

TRIO

8/6.
12/6.
I5/-.

3 for 24 6
3 for 36, 3 for 43 ,6
II 3

Post Extra.

FULL RANGE IN STOCK
KA. 2000. Stereo amplifier
KA. 2500. Stereo amplifier
KA. 4000. Stereo amplifier
TK. 500E. FM stereo tuner
KT. 1000. AM/FM stereo tuner
SPECIAL CASH DISCOUNTS

11

TRIO PACKAGE

S.A.E. for full discount list.

Or with
Two 016 Speakers

em SOSO

Eagle
stock.

TSA.20 Amplifier
£22
TSA.60 Amp ..
f36/10/VTA.40 Amp. ..
(36/10/SA 200 Amp ..
f26/5/TSA.I50 Amp..
(26/7/6
TSA.250 Amp ..
(33/3/TSA.500 Amp ..
E49/19/6
AFT.60 Tuner ..
(48/10/Carr. 7/6 extra any item.

PAIR

Carr. Paid

SAVE UP TO 3E%
Armstrong 521 Amp.
Goodmans Maxamp
Leak Stereo 70
Quad 33/303
Ravensbourne Amp Case
Armstrong 523
Armstrong 526
Goodmans 3000
Ditton 15
Maxim ..

9

PACKAGE

Dulci 207 Amplifier; 2025T/C with
Cartridge; Plinth & Cover; Two Dulci
AS3 Speakers.
Total Recommended List £ 62/818.

Corr. 251-

LR.1000T AM/FM Stereo
40
40 watts r.m.s.
[105/-/-

LAFAYETTE LT425T TUNER

SAVE£1 0

£16

Carr. 30'-

LR.500T AM/FM Stereo
20
20 watt. r.m.s.
E85/-/-

<Wet

SAVE

£81.17.3

I

DULCI EQUIPMENT

OUR PRICE

DETAILS ON REQUEST

Comprising:
2 Z30 Amplifiers
1Stereo 50 Preamp
IPZ5 Power Unit

£17 £20 19 £17 19 6
£25 5 -

10

PACKAGE

KA2000 Amplifier; SP25 11; Plinth &
Cover; AT66 Cartridge; Two Denton
Speakers.
Total Recommended List £ 97/17/3.

Carr. 7 6
Carr. 7 6

207 Amp 7 • 7 .
207M Amp. Mag.
FMT7 FM Tuner
FMT7S Stereo Tuner ..
Carr. 7/6 each item.
DULC1

TRI 0

EXCELLENT QUALITY AND VALUE FOR MONEY

£36
£S2 10

TK. 350T. AM/FM stereo tuner
TK. 20T. AM/FM stereo tiamp
TK. 407. AM/FM stereo t/amp
KA. 6000. Stereo Amplifier ..
TK. 66T. AM/FM stereo [ tamp
KT. 7000. AM/FM ,tereo toorp

£39 18
£49 19 -

latest
Catalogue itztethioaunsdadndtsaoilf.

The latest edition giving full
details of a comprehensive
range of HI Fl EQUIPMENT,
COMPONENTS, TEST EQUIPMENT and COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT. .. Nearly 200
pages, fully illus.

bargain prices.
FREE DISCOUNT
COUPONS
VALUE 10/..

SEND NOW- ONLY 716 P&P11-

1

12

LAFAYETTE PACKAGE

LRIOOOT Tuner Amp; Goldring GL75,
Plinth & Cover; Goldring G800E,
Two CR150 Speakers.
Total Recommended List £ 234/14/7.
OUR PRICE

£198.14.7
Carr. 40/-

SAVE

£36

F.M.
TUNER
6Transistor
Quality 6"x 4
24". 3 I.F. stages.
Double- tuned
discriminator..
Ample output to
feed most amps.
Operates on 9 v. bat. 88-108 Mc/s. Ready
built, (6/7/6. P. & P., 2/6.
Multiplex Adaptor, 99 6.

G.W.SMITII&CO.( DILD)C)LTD
All Mail Orders to147, Church Street, London, W.2
Tel: 01-262 6562
(Trade supplied)

3, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Tel: 01-437 8204

34, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Tel: 01-437 9155

311, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Tel: 01-262 0387

OPEN 9-6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY ( EDGWARE ROAD 1/2 DAY THURSDAY)
433

eies availabk
-kb

This sign puts an end to window shopping
of thei3v

This sign on ahi-fi aealer's window means
that almost anything behind that window can
be yours on deferred terms.
Through Brook House Finance your hi-fi
dealer can arrange specialised credit
facilities for any equipment you want.
The procedure is simple and you can take

delivery of your equipment in the shortest
possible time. Look for the sign or ask your
dealer for details of our credit sale plan.

Brook House Finance Ltd.

Brook House, Holm brook Drive, London NW4
A member of the UDT Group of Companies

ci-ix
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

wir so 1\1

Provision for microphone, radio and low output magnetic cartridge.
As an amplifier only with Bass and Treble controls.
10 watts R.M.S. per channel and fully protected by stabilised supply.
4 Loudspeakers in rattle free cabinet.
Solenoid controlled mechanism.
Quiet running deck, very cool even with prolonged use.
Fully transistorised on 10 printed circuit boards.
3 head system and three speeds— I9, 9.5, 4.75 cm/s. BOGEN'.
British.

ter

-11).

U I, U3, US, U6 HIRSCHMANN FM AERIALS
High gain, high quality, fully wideband. 75 Ohm coaxial or 300
Ohm balanced outputs. Double reflector on US and U6 ( as seen
in illustration above).
Illustrated Leaflet FREE or
Full Catalogue of Aerials and Accessories, 1/6 in stamps.

AUDIO WORKSHOPS LTD.

Portable
version

Burnt Lodge Lane, Wallcrouch, Wadhurst, Sussex.
Tel.: Ticehurst 503 ( Hastings 30122 for messages).

With
Teak surround

Dem. Facilities available at:

Stop Press: Available shortly: FM/AM Combined Aerials.
Hirschmann UHF range.

Magnetic Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works,
Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey

434

Telephone: 01-876 7957

SONOTONE CARTRIDGES

TELETON SAQ203E STEREO AMPLIFIER
Our once

1
11-4.b

£23

9TA or 9TAHC
I (Fitted Diamond
Styli) ( Ceramic)

plus 10,- carr.
The latest model
selected from the outstanding Teleton range of Hi -Fi stereo
equipment. Oiled Walnut or Teak cabinet with brushed aluminium controls and
front panel.

I

Sapphi-e ( 78) Diamond ( LP)
Recommended price . 15.0

REPLACEMENT STEREO
DIAMOND STYLI
All ot

HI -FI

47/6

5

/ au each

P. & P. I6
25f14/13/6/6
35/-

THAT'S

25/

60

p

High quality single record playing unit with special
features including cue and
pause
control.
Automatic
pick-up return and switch off.

69/6

Plus 416 p. & p.

LI I

Professional
Stereo/Mono
model. Headphone frequency response, 20-15,000 cps.
Soft padded ear cushions. Suitable for
use with 4 to 16 ohm output. Complete
with Stereo Jack plug.

EASY ON THE

Wired with mains cable and et.
twin screened stereo cable 5pin
din plug 1016 extra.
AP75 Complete with base and cover £25 Carr. 15/-

— BY RETURN

POST — GUARANTEED !

HAVINGTROUBLE GETTING
THE RIGHT PLUG?
230

135

130

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

COVER

Suitable for
AT60;
SP25 ; 3000; 2500; 3500.
A superbly Fnished
Plinth of British design ready cut for AT60 and SP25 units.
Spindle can be left in position with cover on. Complete with
perspex cover of neutral smoke tint. The whole unit has very
clean lines and will blend in with a wide range of furniture.
Also available for AP75, SL99, SL75, £6/17/6 plus 10/- carr.

COUNTDOWN Speaker. We solicited the
help of existing Countdown' owners to produce aspeaker of outstanding specif cation and
technical merit. COUNTDOWN Speaker
available separately CI 2 each plus 7/6 carr.

..

AND

Plus 10/- post
and packing.

ARENA F2I0Amplifier. Asmart purpose and
decor styled all-round monaural/stereo amplifier constructed in accordance with, the Arena
modular system.

5 Pin Din
3 Pin Din.. ..
1" Jack ..
1" Jack Stereo ..
Loudspeaker Plug
Phono Plug ..
3 pin Socket ..
5 Pin Din
Loudspeaker Socket ..

PLINTH

UNBEATABLE
VALUE

POCKET

95i -each

GARRARD SP25 Mk 11 Turntable . ftgh
quality single record playing unit. Fit...ed
magnetic Cartridge NM22 diamond stylus
compatible for mono.

107
108
135
130
103
100
230
236
234

to / it pius10//4ri
carriage.

EAR AND THE

If purchased separately at normal prices it would cost £102.17.4.

Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack

p. 6 p. 7/6 extra

GARRARD SP25 Mark II

TELETON SH30 IP
HEADPHONES
BUDGET PRICE

STEREO BUDGET SYSTEM 68gns.

MAIL ORDER

MATCHED

The matched Loudspeaker Set 350
consists of a 13.5 in. by 8.125 in.
(343 mm.
by 206.4 mm.)
elliptical
woofer coupled to acoaxially mounted 3.125 in. ( 79.4 mm.) high frequency
unit by a choke and condenser dividing network.
The high frequency unit has a critically curved cone and also uses a
high flux ceramic magnet.
A choke and condenser network is
used to divide the frequency input at
5,000 Hz. Available in 8ohms. Others
by request. Also 450 kit 10 watt, 65,P & p. 76e,•.

Plus 2/6 post and packing.

ell

ZONAL TAPES
7" L.P. 1800f t. ..
7" S.T.D. 1200ft.
5" L.P. 000ft. ..
5 S.T.D. 600ft...
10" Nab spool 2400ft.
P. á P. 21-. Orders over .
£5 post free.

TYPE 9TAHC
List price (82/-)

2C W

tF.. £ 6119/6

Sensitivity: 9TA 80mV 9TAHC 55 mV/
cm/sec rms minimum at 45 at 1,000 Hz,
measured on Decca SXL2057.
RONETTE 105 STEREO CARTRIDGE

TUNER
ARENA Stereo
F211
Decoded
Our price £36,
plus 10/- carr.
Matching F210 Amplifier.
Our price £28, plus 10'- carr.

8TA, 9TA, 9TAHC, GP01, 1
ST4, ST9, EV26, GC8
OTHERS ON REQUEST

EMI

LOUDSPEAKER SET 350
(Recommended price £ 12.10.0)

636 234
5
96
3
103
13
46
(.1r,_j1j.re
4 6 - 100

Special express delivery service 6d. per unit postage.

Send S.A.E. for complete list of plugs, sockets, drive belts, ready-made leads etc.

You may order by post with complete
confidence. All orders are despatched
the same day as they are received.

smtoe

The Countdown' Stereo System is on
permanent demonstration at our showrooms. Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m.
to 6 p m. Thursday 9a.m. to 1p.m.

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
Tel: 01-888 1662

TRULY GREAT VALUE
435

Available on all our equipment. You don't have to pay any
extra for our generous HP facilities — Just the prices quoted
whether you pay cash or not.

•••,•'.••••••rrr r

R.E.W

.• .

STAR
VALUE

OFFER

The Fantastic

KEF CELESTE Mk2 Speaker

Retail Price £75.15.0

R.E.W. Price £ 49.15.0
excess stock.

SANYO OTTO TR-70S

List Price £29 R.E.W. Cash Price £ 21.12.0
H.P. Terms Dep. £ 7.4.0 12 months at 24/World famous ultra compact high fidelity
speaker with improved bass and treble units.
The B139 rectangular bass 13" x9" and the
T15 Mk 2 treble unit. Also many other
'eatures for better performance. Frequency
response 50 Hz to 20 kHz. IMP 8-16 ohms.
Maximum input 15 watts rms.

Superb quality transcription unit complete with magnetic stereo cartridge, elegant
walnut base and plate glass cover. Developed by Sanyo acoustic engineers to
give outstanding sound purity, faithful tracking and the widest frequency response.
Features belt driven turntable and precision lightweight tracking arm. Don't
delay, only alimited number available!

KEF CONCORD HIGH QUALITY SPEAKER!
Save £ 11 R.E.W. Price £ 32.10 List Price £43.10
An advanced piece of sound equipment. Incorporating the B139 rectangular bass unit 13" x9" and the T15
Mk 2treble unit. Wide frequency range 30 Hz
to 20 kHz and low distortion. Elegant modern
cabinet design. 25 watts handling capacity.
ANOTHER REWL,.-

l

IiONS

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD THE
BEST — ADC 40 Mk II
A really thoroughbred transcription
pickup arm, yours at a fantastically
low price from R.E.W. Incorporates
specially selected Afromosia arm for
resonance-free reproduction. Adjustable anti- skating device. Tracks down
to I. gram. Also ideal as a second
arm for your present turntable.

==

nunnnnnnron d• e • • •
PHILIPS Stereo tuner

no

Amplifier RB 960

SAVE c /
OVER dly0

List Price £ 105.7.7
A Philips classic. VHF, long,
medium and two short wavebands. Stereo decoder. 2x10
watt output. Magnetic PU input.
Provision for two sets of speakers.
A comprehensive and attractive
piece of stereo equipment for
the discerning enthusiast. Size:
17;" X5;"

RE

AUDIO
VISUALE

POST COUPON NOW' • mmmmm

List Price
£19.8.2

OXR3R0 ST

PR
R
EI
.
C
W E"

8GNS.

REV OXFORD ST

ct out

Please send me details of your
services without obligation.

NAME
ADDRESS .

£71.10.0

Exceptional performance with large power
reserve and wide frequency range 10Hz to 45kHz.
Modern silicon transistors. Many other features including magnetic pick-up and loudness control. Power output 2x20 watts rms.

WEST

END

R.E.W. Price £ 64.10.0
Outstanding reception on FM, long
medium and short wave. The FM
multiplex . decoder has automatic
stereo ,mono switching, and a stereo
beacon. Sensitivity on FM is 1.5 “ V.

SHOWROOMS

146 Charing Cross Rd., WC2
Tel.: 01-836 3365
Come along to either of our two showrooms and you can see and hear the
equipment of your choice. Our experienced staff will help you select from a
comprehensive range of the biggest
names in the sound business. The
amazing " Specials" and offers will delight
you. If you can't call, write or phone for
details. Our rapid reply mail order system
is very popular.
HEADQUARTERS, SHOWROOMS
AND MAIL ORDER

R.E.W. Audio Visual Co.

HOME

nets
.....

CV 40 AMPLIFIER List Price
R.E.W. Price £ 49.10.0

DUAL CT14 AM FM TUNER
List Price £ 89.10.0

146

•••

DUAL HI- Fl ATini PRICE!

266-8 Upper Tooting Rd London SW17
Tel.: 01-672 4471 2 and 9175

>
TOOTING BROADWAY TUBE

I manita wasummmammommmmmam
436

s'‘r

mit,r
Free replacement for any
stock equipment found
to be faulty immediately
after purchase.
Full credit for equipment
returned within seven
days of delivery, against
any other stock item.
Full demonstration and
comparison facilities at
both showrooms.
40 00

eleseleMe**

SHURE

BIG SAVINGS ON BIG NAMES
PLUS INTEREST FREE TERMS
MAKE R.E.W. UNBEATABLE!!!

M3D-M

ARENA SP25 Mk11

DES CE 6000 SOLID STATE AUDIO AMPLIFIER

Undoubtedly one of the most popular record players
we've ever sold. With 4 speeds, hydraulic pick up
lifter and adjustable pick up arm. Size: 6;" high x
141" wide x 12¡" deep. Comes complete with teak
base and transparent dust cover. Join the thousands
of satisfied users!
List Price £22.1.0

Can be used with all standard
arms and player units. Frequency
response 20-15,000 Hz. Tracking
pressure 3-6 grammes.
Fitted
with diamond stylus.

R.E.W.
Price
6 M.

List Price
£7.8.3

KEF
CRESTA

Only 49 GNS from 11.1W.

,

Spks.

Another amazingly priced REW offer. This new solid state
2x20 watt mis audio amplifier has an astonishing range of
facilities and features. You can see and hear it in either of
our two showrooms.
" Scratch and rumble filters • Tape monitor
• Two pairs of speaker outputs • Output
level meter for each channel

STEREO
DYNETIC
CARTRIDGE

R.E.W. PRICE 19 GNS.

High quality bookshelf speaker.
Frequency response 60Hz-30kHz
List Price £22.3.7
R.E.W. PRICE £17.19.0 EACH

SAVE TWICE OVER!!

WITH RE,VV. PACKAGE SYSTEMS

You have seen on these pages how R.E.W. bulk buying brings you top equipment by leading manufacturers at £££' s below list Prices. Now
R.E.W. go even further by packaging this equipment into complete stereo systems, and offering them at prices which represent even greater
savings than before! That's why with R.E.W. Package Systems you save TWICE OVER! ! !
/ /4/
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DokorderMS 201
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•. al breakthrough in low cost
• . 1stat, sterpo. The Dokorder
ott,-, a complete ( record reproducer and twin external speakers)
cornoact system with enthralling
reproduction ol records and AM/
FM radio. High•powered silicorr
transistor and Oil circuitry en•
astandard of fidelity to satis'., most fastidious ear. Built.
•-,Itiolex decoder brings real.
•' ' ostereo. A highly sensitive
• •, dge is provided.
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•

RB 960 Stereo

Tuner- Amplifier

£105

Garrard SP25 Mk II

4

Arena Base and Cover ..

£7 11

9

Shure M3D-M Stereo Cartridge

£7

8 3

£44

7 2

£180

6 1

2 KEF ' Cresta' Speakers ..
Total Recommended Price

HIGH FIDELITY SOLID STATE
COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEM ALL FOR ONLY
ULTRA EFFICIENT PARASTAT RECORD CLEANING
DEVICE FREE WITH THE DOKORDER WORTH 45 -

GaGNS
£23. 16. 0. Dep. and 12
m. p. of £ 3. 19. 4.

Garrard SP25 Mk II ..

£15 11

4

Arena Base and Cover ..

£7 11

9

Shure M3D-M Stereo Cartridge
DES CE 6000 Stereo Amplifier

£7

8 3

£51

9 0

2 KEF Celeste' Mk II Speakers
Total Recommended Price

ge £109.0.0

£58

0 0

£140

0 4

£37.0.0 DOWN and
12 monthly payments
of
£6.0.0
(INTEREST FREE)

7 7

£15 11

R.E .W.
PRI

£134.17.7

£45.17.7
DOWN
and
12
monthly
payments of £ 7.8.4
(INTEREST FREE)

Sanyo TP 70S De- Luxe Turntable with Stereo
Magnetic Cartridge, Base and Cover ..
Dual CV 40 Stereo Amplifier
2

KEF ' Concord' Speakers ..
Total Recommended Price

R.E.W. £ 159 . n
PRICE
to.0
(All the above items come in
matching walnut veneers)

£75 15

0

£71 10

0

£87

0 0

£234

5 0

£54.5.0 DOWN and
12 monthly payments of £8.15.0
(INTEREST FREE)

An invitation to

INTEREST FREE
CREDIT- UP TO
2YEARS TO PAY
YOU NEED
ONLY PAY
2/- IN THE
£ DOWN
(8 MONTHS TO PAY)
For example
The LEAK STEREO 30 PLUS
AMPLIFIER, £53, illustrated
above
a 60 DOWN
and 8 monthly payments
of a 193
or
£8 DOWN ( rd, 6/8 in
the E) and 12 monthly payments of 58/4 or 24 of 29/2.
Buy your equipment the
E-A- SY way—over 8, 12 or
months— NO
EXTRA
24
CHARGES—you only pay
the basic cash price.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Revox A50
£ 106
Leak Stereo 30 Plus
53
(Chassis)
Leak Stereo 30 Plus
59
(Cabinet)
Leak Stereo 70 ( Chassis) 63
Leak Stereo 70 ( Cabinet) 69
Quad 300 & 33
98
Trio KA2000
36
Trio KA2500
52
Sansui AU 222
62
Sansui AU 777
115
Arena F2I0
36
Dual CV 40
73

HF

CENTRES

1
I

1
I
1
I

particular people

This is an invitation to those who know there is no
short cut to possessing good sound reproducing
equipment. This is not to say that one needs an
unlimited purse to acquire it. Rather, it suggests the
willingness of the supplier to accept a proper responsibility in ensuring that you, the customer, receive
complete and lasting satisfaction. At E.M.G. we
thoroughly understand today's most advanced design
techniques but never lose sight of the fact that your
primary interest in high fidelity is good listening. It is
surprising how easily this obvious fact is sometimes
overlooked. In the equipment department above our
record shop* you will find an attractive array of
equipment spaciously presented. It is by makers whose
names are renowned for reliability as well as quality
and you are invited to hear it at any time during business
hours. We will willingly advise according to your
requirements be they for acomplete installation, asingle
item of equipment or conversion of an existing
installation. So if you are particular, by all means come
along to E.M.G. and discuss your ideas with people
who are impartial and happy to co-operate. It places
you under no obligation. It is also worth bearing in
mind that cuts in prices must mean cuts in service.
With E.M.G. you know exactly where you stand in
everything you have to do with them.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Arena T 2400
92 gns
(with MPX Decoder)
Arena
2500F
102 gns
(with MPX Decoder)
Arena T 1500F
76 gnu
(with MPX Decoder)
Sansui 350
£ 129
I 10
Sansui 800
145 19 7
Trio TK2OT
85 0 0
Scott 342C
206 5 0
STEREO TUNERS
Leak Stereofetic
£64 14 4
(with Cabinet)
Dual CT 14
81 IS 6
Sansui TU 555
77 9 2
Sansui TU 777
94 5 1I
Sansui TU 70
83
Quad FM
51
SPEAKERS ( PER PAIR)
B & W DM3
£I26
B & W DM I
64
KEF Celeste Mark III
58
KEF Concorde
87
Leak Mini Sandwich
59 1
Leak Sandwich
87
Wharfedale Denton
34
Wharfedale Super Linton 43
Wharfedale Melton
59
Wharfedale Dovedale III 79
Wharfedale Airdale
139
TRANSCRIPTION UNITS
Arena SP 25 Mark II
21 gnu
(No Cartridge)
Dual 1209 with Shure
£58 10 o
M 75 cart., no plinth
Garrard AP 75 ( Plinth,
33 12 0
cover, no cart.)
Goldring GL 75P ( Plinth, 44 18 5
no cover, no cart.)
Thorens TD 150 Mark 11 45 10 7
TX cover for TD 150 II
4 2 3
Thorens TO 124 Mark 11 84 3 4
(with TP 14 arm, plinth,
cover, no cart.)
Garrard 401 Motor
31 14 2
TAPE RECORDERS
Dual CTG 28 Deck
£108 6 8
Akai 1710W
109 0 0
Akai 4000D Deck
89 10 0
Revox 77 1104 or 1102
195 gns
STEREO HEADPHONES
Sansui SS2
a 14 6
Akai ASE 9S
6 10 0

*The E.M.G. Record Shop specialises
exclusively in records of classical and
modern serious works. There are very
large stocks to choose from and the
people who serve you understand their
subject excellently.

WOOLWICH
45 HARE STREET, S.E.I8
01 854 1955 ( Opel all day Sat.)

Elti•G•

37 BEDFORD ST., STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.2

Sands Hunter

ill
HF.6

HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES LTD

26 SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, WIV 6BB

37 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Telephone: 01-734 4311

Please send me
I enclose C

s.

d. Full Cash Deposit—Balance 8/12/24 months.

Nearest Underground— Tottenham
Court Road. Open Saturday mornings.

NAME
ADDRESS

I.
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YOUR MODERN 2-WAY HI-FI POLICY
GENUINE MONEY SAVING OFFERS•THE BEST OF THE NEW EQUIPMENTMAXELL ( Japanese) CASSETTE OFFER
To fit all cassette recorders, including PHILIPS, SANYO, CROWN,
SONY, STANDARD, etc. Now in 3standard sizes.
C.60 one hour's playing, 10/6. C.90 14 hrs. playing, 15/-.
C.I20 2hrs. playing 22/6. P/P in U.K bd. per cassete-6 or more post
free in U.K.
Cassette tape head cleaner 11/2

GENUINE PHILIPS CASSETTE OFFER
Complete, ready for immediate use. The
C. 60 gives one hour's playing
C. 90 gives If hours' playing
C.120 gives two hours' playing

FURTHER REDUCED
THIS VERY LATEST
PHILIPS CASSETTE
RECORDER E13302

GARRARD A.70 MK. II
FITTED WITH SONOTONE STEREO
CARTRIDGE!

The best cassette
recorder of all

Outstanding amongst modern Garrard units, the
A.70 Mk. II combines reliability with every desirable
feature necessary to ensure the finest standards of
reproduction. A Sonotone Stereo Ceramic Cartridge 9TA is fitted.
Non-ferrous turntable,
counterbalanced arm; facilities for both manual
and auto playing. Complete in maker's carton with
guarantee and full instructions. Now with Stereo
Diamond Stylus.

This superb unit incorporates large citable, cue and
pause control, stylus pressure balance, bias compensation on arm, automatic stop and arm return
at end of record, and other refinements. For
110/250V. a.c. Brand new and guaranteed in
maker's carton. LIST PRICE E15/9/7.

OUR
PRICE

II

/I
9/6 (u`kr.r .
,e6)

SAVE £ 11/5/9
ON THIS
GARRARD/GOLDRING
HI-FI STEREO COMBO

BRAND NEW IN
MAKER'S CARTON

15
(P/P in U.K. 10/6)

B.A.S.F. TAPE

AT BARGAIN PRICES

2FOR

THE PRICE OF

1

2,400 D.P. 7' reel. LG5/26. Usual price 79/Modern Electrics price-58/6

POST FREE IN U.K.: 10% DISCOUNT
FOR 12 OR MORE ANY SIZES.

PRICE

Total List Price [44/5/9

(Inc. P/Tax) (P/P 5/ )

Recommended List Price inc. P./Tax [28.7.0

I. THORENS TDI50 MK II on plinth with SHURE
M3D CARTRIDGE. This newest Thorens transcription unit supplied with Shure Stereo M3D Magnetic
Cartridge ready wired, with diamond stylus. From
Modern Electrics complete.
(Carr. in U.K. I
5/-).

900' L.P. 5" reel. LGS/35 Usual price 2911
Modern Electrics price-22/-

03/0/0

£23.10.0

LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY

1,200' L.P. 5/" reel. LGS/35. Usual price 36/4
Modern Electrics price-28/-

OUR

SPECIAL MODERN
ELECTRICS PRICE
ONLY
BRAND NEW, WITH
12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

TWO ATTRACTIVE
MOTOR UNIT
OFFERS

1,800' D.P. 5;" reel. LGS/26. Using price 56/4
Modern Electrics price-42/6

LIST
a3/16/7
E10/13/9
L5/8/11
£4/6/6

This very latest Philips
model gives better performance and much greater
output than earlier models by Philips. Socket for connection to external speaker or amplifier. With carrying
case, Pencil microphone with on/off switch and separate
stand. A special demonstration cassette by the makers is
included, together with library rack to hold your stocks
of cassettes.

THE
GREATEST
TAPE
OFFER
EVER. With every B.A.S.F. 7 double
play ( LGS 26) tape in Library Case at
£.19.1, we give you absolutely FREE a
B.A.S.F. 7" Long Play ( LGS/35) tape in
sealed round pack ( maker's recommended price £27.6). P/P in the U K.
3 - for each set of two. 6 or more sets
(12 in all) post free.

1,800' L.P. 7- reel. LGS/35. Usual price 47/6
Modern Electrics price-35/-

Garrard AP.75 .. • • ..
Goldring 800H Stereo Cartridge ..
Teak Plinth .. .. • .
Clear Plastic finish Top ..

you can buy.
Usual price 17/6. Our price 14/6
Usual price 25/-. Our price 21/Usual price 33/6. Our price 28/6

P/P 6d. per cassette. Six or more, post free in U.K.

YOUR CHANCE TO SAVE £ 10-1 I
ON THE SUPERB

THE WONDERFUL
GARRARD SP25 MK. II.

best possible
.. ..
.. ..
.. ..

B.A.S.F. Plastic Swivel Boxes 7"-5/6;
5r —4/10; 5-4/1. Post free if ordered
with tape, otherwise add 6d. postage per
box.
S.A.E. with all enquiries please, plus 2/6
in stamps where literature is requested.
Refundable on purchases for £.5and over.
Prices subject to alteration if P. Tax
changes are made.
P.O. Giro AC No. 56-5913000

Hard Plastic cover for plinth f4.2.3. Extra if required.
2. GARRARD SP25 Mk 2 UNIT ASSEMBLY.
Quality with very great saving. Modern Electrics
offer this famous unit as described PLUS Acos GP93/I
stereo cartridge (diamond for stereo/sapphire for
mono) PLUS Teak finished plinth cut to take unit,
with smoke-grey hard plastic top. TOTAL RETAIL
VALUE £ 25/1/11.

OUR PRICE
(Postage in U.K., 15 --)

£19.19M.

members of the 111- Fl DEALERS ASSOCIATION

COMPLETE

Here is a fine new G
d motor and pick-up
combination to make a first-class foundation for
a top line hi-fi. Comprises high-quality 3-speed
single player with non-ferrous recessed citable
and bias-compensated arm, cue and pause, auto
start/stop, etc., mounted in elegant plinth with
transparent lid. The superb new Goldring stereo
cartridge with diamond stylus assures outstanding
performance. Ready wired for immediate use.
PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY

( All
LTD.
120 SHAFTESBURY
The good hi-fi shop directly
opposite the Columbia Cinema

439

AVENUE,
•

LONDON,

WIV 7DJ

Telephone- 01-437 9692,3
Cables: MODCHAREX, LONDON

timmaseut
ion in Sound

AS.IVI SUPPLIES

RECORD
DECKS
Post and packing
paid

GARRARD SP25
Mk II excluding
cartridge ... ...

f11/181-

GARRARD SP25
Mk II with 9TA(HC)

£1413!-

1

GARRARD 2025 TC
with 9TA(HC) ...
[10/19/Base and Top for
above (WBI & SPCI) C6/6/COLORING GL75
Transcription ...
[29/-/Base 8i Top for above
(hinged top)

SHURE M3DM
E5/18/- POST FREE—YOU SAVE £1/10/3
SHURE M44-7
03/3/- POST FREE—YOU SAVE E2/-/10
GOLDRING 800 E10/41- POST FREE—YOU SAVE £2/I6/CARTRIDGES—OTHERS ON REQUEST

I

REPLACEMENT
STEREO DIAMOND

STYLI

ALL AT
I6/Post & Packing Paid

.f ACOS
BSR
GP59
ST4
GP65
ST9
GP73'1
TC8
GP9I
SONOTONE
GARRARD
2T
GC2
9TA
GCS
9TA HC
Others on request.

Rec. Retad
Price
Our Price
N44-7
E6/9/8
ES/7h
N3- D £5/11/2 [4/12/N44E £ I0/3710
t8/8/N55E
CI 1/2/4
[9/3/6

1

SPECIAL
RELEASE

POST AND
PACKING
PAID

The famous B.D.I Turntable which operates at 34 and 45 rpm
incorporates a flexible belt drive system, virtually eliminating vibration and transmission noise, is now available in kit form. So simple
to construct—such a beautiful performance!
See us at SONEX ' 70
Full details on request to
Skyway Hotel, 29th-26th April

A. R. SUGDEN c£, Co. (Engineers) Ltd.
Market Street, Brighouse, HD6 1DX, Yorkshire. Te1.2142

GENUINE
REPLACEMENT
sH uRE

DIAMOND
STYLI

Í

GOOD SOUND EQUIPMENT

Wharfedale unit 4 and 5speaker kit
now available.
Our price: Unit 4 E13.10.0
Unit 5 £20.0.0

if you choose

Rec. Retail
Price
Our Price
SPEAKER
J
Elac 8N/I 48 Mk. II 8"
E4/8/4 [3/15/Goodmans Axiette
CHASSIS
8 . .. ...
0/2/1
E6/-/Goodmans Twin
i
Axiette .. ..
[11/-/8 [61151Wharfedaie Super 8
a/12/£6/8/ALSO
KELETRON 12 inch 15 ohm Twin Cone Speaker 35-17,500 Hz
OUR PRICE £4/15/- inc.
WHARFEDALE UNIT 3 SPEAKER KIT OUR PRICE £9/5I_
Post and Packing paid
Building your own speaker system? Send now for speaker fret
samples.

rampianj
Gramnlan Reproducers Ltd. Hanworth TradIng Estate, Feltham, Middles«

.1

SUPPELLEX 1111-F1 CHAIR
is essential for good listening.
and achair, which is eminently suitable
for hi-fi listening, is now available.
Constructed of simulated leather with
synthetic foam filling and a glass fibre
body, this all British chair is mounted
on a rocking and swivelling chromed
stand.
PRICE f26.5.0
Obtainable from:
SUPPELLEX
2Princes Street, Hanover Square,
London W1R 7RA
Tel: 0438 813461
COMFORT

ALL LEADING HI-FI UNITS AND SYSTEMS AT DISCOUNT.
SEND NOW FOR QUOTATION
IM
MI MII Ma MI1 MI III1M
Please forward your quotation for the undermentioned hi-fi
.
.,
. . , , . .. .. .
equipment an or details 05 nl-ti at ois

YOU CAN HAVE

I

Name
Address

can be seen at:
RECORD ROUNDABOUT, 8 Parsons Street, Hendon, N.W.4
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

A & M SUPPLIES, DEPT. HF3, 37 HERMITAGE ROAD, HITCHIN, HERTS.
Tel. Hitchin ( 0462) 2468 - 24 hour Ansafone Service
Mil M. Ma inn M. BM
Ma Ma din
440
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Hi -Fi Manual
turntables
and Automatic
turntables

Proven performance
High Fidelity
Al&
peon sound

They are Elegant —
Intelligent
Unequalled

with
Specification Guarantee

THE PEAK SOUND BAXANDALL
LOUDSPEAKER ES. 10-15
This unique loudspeaker was designed and described by P. J.
Baxandall ( of tone control fame) in Wireless World, August
1968. It embodies original design features which result in fantastically good standards of performance as experts and
leading reviewers have since enthusiastically confirmed. Peak
Sound have been privileged to supply the Baxandall speaker
system, first as separately available parts with really big savings
in outlay and now also as a complete and ready built instrument. Its frequency response extends from 60 to 14,000 Hz
(100-10 kHz ± 3dB) arid it can comfortably handle 10 watts
R.M.S. fed into its 15 ohms impedance.
In afromosia teak finished cab'net 18x 12x 10 in. 114 gns.
"Immediate impression was of a thoroughbred speaker."—
HiFi News.
"Truly excellent results."— The Gramophone.

PE 2016
The best points of a fine transcription

turntable—

add to them the world's most advanced automatic
features . . and you have the concept which underlies
the PE Series.

THE

ENGLEFIELD SYSTEM

Assembled from laboratory designed Peak Sound modules to
provide a superb stereo amplifier ( 12 watts per channel, R.M.S.
into 15 0 at 1kHz). Controls include filter and mono/stereo, etc.
Inputs—mag. P.U./Radio/Aux. The beautifully styled cabinet
is well worthy of the performance the system provides. Complete
set of modules, cabinet coded wire to length etc. £38.9.0.
PEAK SOUND ( HARROW) LTD., ENGLEFIELD GREEN,
EGHAM, SURREY.
Tel: Egham 5316

PE 2018

rTo Peak Sound, Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey.

For illustrated catalogue write to U.K. Distributors

Information please and

fiff OM GA TE AC 0 US TICS
184-188 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

NAME

LONDON, W.I.

ADDRESS

Telephone 01-636 2901-4

HFN5
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CASI
AMPLIFIERS (P. & P. I4/-)
Arena F2I0
£9 8
.
Armstrong 521 ..
42 10
Ferrograph F307 ..
47 0
Goodmans Maxamp
.
43 4
Korting A500
32 12
Leak Stereo 30 Plus ..
42 8
Leak Stereo 30 Plus ( cased)
47 12
Leak ST70
•
50 8
Leak ST70 ( cased)
SS 12
•
Lux SQ77T
•
54 0
•
Metrosound ST20
26 0
Revox A50
86 15 1
.
Rogers Ravensbrook
••
35 10
Rogers Ravensbrook ( cased) ..
•.
39 5
Rogers Ravensbourne ( cased) ..
••
51 14
•.
47 12
Rogers Ravensbourne
Sacom SA500
•.
25 0
Sansui AU222
••
50 0
Sinclair 2000 ..
..
24 8
Sinclair Neoteric ..
•.
47 0
CARTRIDGES ( P. & P. 3/-)
STYLI
ADC 220 ..
f7
Audio Development 76K ..
4
Audio Development 86K
Audio Technica AT66LC/7/5
5
3 8
7
Audio Technica AT21S
5 0
10 13
Audio Technica AT2IX
12 I 1
Audio Technica AT35X
17
Audio Technica AT35S
13
Decca C4E
19 1
Goldring G8001-I ..
9
Goldring G800 ..
9
3 16 11
8 16 o
Goldring G800E
IS
13 10 0
Goldring G800SE
20
S
Goldring 850
Neat V70 .
4
Neat VSOM)-1
7
Neat V60MHE
9
Sonotone 9TAHC
2
3 0 O
Shure M3DM
5
7 15 3
Shure M3IE
10
6 19 9
Shure M32E
9
Shure M44- 5/C/7
9
9 6 4
Shure M55- E
..
13
8 10 10
Shure M44- E
III
AFTER- SALES
MAIL ORDER ( P. & P. Please)

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

DISCOUNTS

M75-6/2
M75 0/2
M75- E/2
M75- E.1/2 .
VIS Improv ed

..

12 10
12 10
19 10
19 0
31
0

O
O
I
O
O

619
7 IS
10 17
9 6
13 19

Revox 1124
Tandberg 1600X
TUNERS (P. & P. 14/-)
Arena F2Il ( MPX)
Armstrong 523 ..
Armstrong 524
Korting T-500
Leak Stereofetic ( cased) ..
Leak Stereofetic ( chassis)
Revox A76
Rogers Ravensbourne FET2 ( cased) ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FET2 ( chassis) ..

£36 12
1
..
44
I 2
33
5 9
HEADPHONES. Akai. AKG, Jenson, Pioneer, Koss
37 12 0
Sansui, Trio.
54 8 0
PICK-UP ARMS (P. & P. 7/6)
47
11
0
Audio Technica AT1007
£19 6
136 14 3
Connoisseur SAU2
11 13
56 3 9
Goldring L75
10 10
51 19 9
7 IS
Goldring L69
43 17 6
Neat G30/Lifter
12 18
TUNER- AMPLIFIERS (
P. & P. 141-)
SME 3009/52
26 0
Nikko STA301
£33 10 0
SPEAKERS (P. & P. 14/6)
Pioneer SX-300T
70 0 0
Celestion Ditton 10
£35 0
Lux HQ555
141
0 0
Celestion Ditton 15
23
5
TURNTABLES
(
P.
&
P.
15/-)
Celestion Ditton 25
47 17
Dual 1209 ..
£35 14 4
Goodmans Mambo
37 9 I
Connoisseur BDI Kit ..
10 10 4
23 16
Goodmans Mezzo II
Connoisseur BD2/SAU2
21 16 9
Goodmans Magnum K
32
Connoisseur BDI
12 16 0
45 o
Goodmans Magister
Goldring GL69
21
0 0
37 3
KEF Cresta
Goldring GL69/P/Cover
31 13 10
23 5
KEF Celeste
Goldring GL75
30 10 3
KEF Concord
34 16
Goldring GL75/P/Cover
KEF Concerto ..
42 16
41
12 10
3
O
S
Garrard SP25
.
Leak Mini Sandwich
23 16
Garrard SP25/Plinth/Cover, wired
18 0 0
Leak Sandwich ..
34 16
Garrard SP25 Plinth/Cover/AT66
22 17
6
Richard Allan Minette
13 11
Garrard AP75
18 0 0
Richard Allan Pavane ..
16 8 1
Garrard 401
26 0 0
Richard Allan Chaconne
26 0
G
d SL72B
26 0 0
Quad E/Static
52 16
Garrard SL75B
29 18 0
Wharfedale Dentons
28 5
Garrard SL95B
38 2 11
Wharfedale Super Lintons
35 7
Philips GA202 ..
53 14 8
Wharfedale Meltons
23 12
Pioneer PLI1/A735S
52 10 0
Wharfedale Dovedale III
•
•
31 12
Thorens TDI50A/2
36 14 7
44 0
Wharfedale Rosedale .. • • •
Thorens
TD150A111/2/TXII
43
7 9
SPEAKER CHASSIS available by Celestion, Decca,
58 11
2
Goodmans, Jordan Watts (( 1.16.0), Lowther. KEF, Fane, Thorens TD125
Thorens
TD124
39
7 9
Peerless, Richard Allan, WB, Wharfedale ( UNIT 3, £91216),
Tannoy.
EQUIPMENT ALSO AVAILABLE
BY:
Brenell,
TAPE RECORDERS (P. & P. 20/B & W, D/Furniture, Dula, Dynaco, Heater, Lafayette,
Akai 40000
f72 16 0 Korting, Koss, Nikko, P.E., Philips, Quad, Radford,
Ferrograph 724
..
.. 172 0 0 Transcriptors, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sugien I. E., Teleton,
Revox 1104
.. 172 7 2 Teat. Trio, Tripletone, Scott. Sansui. Pioneer.
SERVICE EXPORT ( including personal)
DEMONSTRATIONS, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. ( evenings by appointment).

M. O'BRIEN

49 COMPTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON, LONDON S.W.I9. Tel.. 01-946 1528.
Moving ro new premises shortly. Business from above address until further notice.

110 International
CAMDEN

TOWN

MARCH 10-12 1970

198 IS 4
From Stock

HALL ( opposite St. Pancras Station) LONDON
e

10 am- 6 pm DAILY ( Final day 10 am- 5.30 pm)

The only exhibition in Europe
exclusively featuring
Public Address & Allied Equipment
ADMISSION FREE

Sponsored by —
THE ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
394 Northolt Road, South Harrow, Middlesex.
Telephone: 01-422 4825
442

It gives as good as it gets.
Now, don't misunderstand.
We haven't reached perfection. Not yet.
But we have got closer than anybody in
our price range with our new stereo tape
deck, the 1600X. And we've done it by
basing the recording on the cross-field
technique. Which gives superb recording
and playback quality - even at the
slower speeds.
Its operation is as simple as it's logical.
An illuminated meter indicates the
correct recording level.
And single levers operate the tape
-transport, automatic end-stop and pause
switch.
But don't be fooled by the 1600X's
simplicity. Because it gives quite
outstanding purity of playback.

As we say, it gives almost as good as it
gets - which is quite aclaim.
Here's the technical specification
for the real enthusiasts.
4tracks. Frequency response : 40-18,000;
40-14,000; 4o-8,000Hz - 2dB at 71, 3, and
r ips respectively. Wow and flutter less
than o.i R.M.S., 0.15 R.M.S. and 0.35
R.M. S. at 7!„ 3 and
ips respectively.
Cross talk better than —6odB, . 9v output
per channel. DIN and phono sockets. Teak
cabinet. £89.10.0. Rosewood also available.

TANDBERG

1600X

Built by experts
for experts.

Please tell me
more about all
Tandberg audio
equipment.

Farnell-Tandberg Ltd., Hereford
House, Vicar Lane, Leeds LS2 7Ns.

Tape recording and audio systems.

100%

Words are inherently limited in stimulating the emotions aroused by music.
This is especially so in describing how
high fidelity components perform.
With cartridges, for example, we speak
of flat frequency response, high compliance, low mass, stereo separation.
Words like these enlighten the technically
minded. But they do little or nothing for
those who seek only the sheer pleasure
of listening.
We kept both aspects in mind when
developing our series of cartridges. We
made the technical measurements. And
we listened.
We listened especially for the ability

of these cartridges to reproduce the
entire range of every instrument. With
no loss of power.
That's what it takes for a cartridge to
recreate the most subtle nuances that
distinguish one musical instrument from
another. An oboe from an English horn.
A trumpet from a cornet.
We call this achievement " 100% music
power."
When you play your records with the
Pickering cartridge you won't be concerned with even that simple phrase.
Instead, you'll just feel and enjoy the
renewed experience of what high fidelity
is really all about.

‘),
Ask for details of
XV15 with DUSTAMATIC : V-15/3 DUSTAMATIC Series and floating stylus :

P Series

HIGHGATE ACOUSTICS

PICKERING
FOR THOSE WHO CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

184/8 Gt. Portland Street, London, W.I.
Telephone: 01-636 2901-4

R

ITH PICKERING
XV-15 SERIES ALL WITH
DYNAMIC COUPLING FACTOR

XV-115
AT 100% MUSIC POWER
... the instruments, all of
- them, are distinct and clear
throughout the entire
fundamental frequency range.

Cartridge " A"
AT 75% MUSIC POWER
... the instruments seem
a little faded in the
upper frequencies: because
Cartridge " A" attenuates the
higher frequencies as much as 25%

Cartridge " B"
AT 50% MUSIC POWER
... now you begin to lose
definition 01 tone and
instruments: because Cartridge "B"
loses as much as 50% at
higher frequencies.

Cartridge " C"
AT 25% MUSIC POWER
... serious loss of definition
occurs: because Cartridge " C" has
completely lost 75% of the music
power at the higher frequencies.

1
1
40911*

IIOJN

Intl I40•0.2.4
,1111. weguiegmtv
INAPDUM

stereo so 1 1
lotPoduce the
TEN-20

Advanced design
all silicon semi-conductor stereo amplifier. Exceptional performance comparable with
appreciably more expensive equipment.
New exclusive construction enables this powerful
unit to be assembled within aspace of 91," x 39"x 19".

Pick your cartridge with great
care. It's the all-important source
of sound. Only by using the right
cartridge will you hear your records
with true richness and clarity of tone.
And that's an unforgettable experience!
Listen with a Shure cartridge and
you'll hear what we mean.

High trackability at
competitive cost

Cabinet presentation in veneered
teak or walnut, 18" wide, 4" high, 69" deep.

Spherical stylus
cartridges combining
quality and economy

Shure M75 Series Hi- Track.
From the new generation of
providing
high
cartridges
TRACKABILITY at minimum
tracking pressures.
M75E—Elliptical Stylus
1-14 grms
M75EJ — Elliptical Stylus, 14-3 grms
M75G — Conical Stylus.
1-14 grms
M75- 6— Conical Stylus.
14-3 grms

Nice 0.0.0
Specirication
10 watts per channel continuous sine wave into 8 ohms.
Sensitivity: 2 mV at 1 kHz for 10 watts.
Frequency
response: 30 Hz to 25 kHz
3 dB. Measurable distortion
is inaudible. DIN sockets for loudspeakers, magnetic or
ceramic pick-up, radio and tape in/out. Five controls:
Function switch, Balance, Volume, Bass (
I
5dB at 100 Hz),
Treble (
15 dB at 10 kHz). Mullard semi- conductors: 2
matched pairs BD 131/132, 4 BC 148, 2 BC 149, 2BC 157,
2 BD 135. Two AC outlets for auxiliary equipment. AC
mains 110 and 200/240 volts, 50/60 Hz.

Shure M44 Series Stereo Dynetic. All feature 15 tracking:
all have received widespread
critical acclaim.
M44-5 1-14 grammes
M44-7 14-3 grammes
M44C 3-5 grammes

setting the world's standard
in sound

You'll be pleased you bought

Shure Stereo cartridges are suitable for both mono and stereo
records, and for any modern arm, unit
or changer. For advice on the right cartridge for your equipment— POST THIS
COUPON NOW I

stereo so
audio

'Please send me details of Shure cartridges. Please
Irecommend the best model for use with my equipment.
Arm or Unit

You can obtain your TEN- 20 amplifier through any retailer or store
but should you experience difficulty or require further information
please write or telephone:

Amplifier

Name_
I Address

L

STEREOSOUND PRODUCTIONS
BRIGHOUSE, YORKSHIRE.

HF3

f
.o: Shure Electronics Ltd • 84 Blackfriars Rd • London SEI • Tel: 01-928 3424 j

446

LIMITED,

CAPITAL WORKS,
Telephone: 4355

March is Dual month
at Davis & Kays (Watford)
The magic of music ... who can resist it? It yields to one's moods, it stimulates, it soothes, it even heals, it moves
and it elates. Music ... it fascinates eternally.

Dual

Every day, whether spent at work or leisure, needs music as part of it.

No wonder that the interest in music reproduction keeps growing, that more and more people enjoy listening to
really fine music reproduction.

All this has stimulated Dual to apply every advanced technique at their disposal to

the constant effort to achieve perfect music reproduction, and thus to satisfy music lovers to the utmost degree.
The ultimate in high fidelity reproduction, pure, well-balanced sound, matchless ease of operation and absolute
reliability.

CR 40 HIGH

FIDELITY STEREO RECEIVER

Dual expands its successful components programme by including the CR 40
high fidelity receiver ( tuner.amplifier). This all- transistor tuner- amplifier
combination is similar in power and performance to the component amplifier
Dual CV 40. The tuner section is identical to the high fidelity tuner CT 16.
HS 34 COMPLETE

HOME STEREO

Recommended retail price £178.1.3.

SYSTEM

Complete home stereo music system consisting of high fidelity automatic
Dual 1212 player with Shure magnetic cartridge, cue control, pitch control and
changer mechanism. Input selector switch for phono, tuner and tape recorder,
loudness/contour control. Separate treble and bass controls, balance control,
stereo/mono switch. Input jack for radio or tuner.
Recommended retail price £133.10.8.
Z.= —

, (

CTG 28 TAPE DECK
The high fidelity stereo tape
unit is in style and performance designed to match
the Dual stereo components,
but it also supplements any
other home music stereo
system. Since it is especially meant for use with other
components, it does not
have a power amplifier. Instead the emphasis is put
on perfect recording and
playback performance.

CT 16 AM/FM

CI is • -

(

STEREO TUNER

The high sensitivity provides outstanding reception on all wavebands.
Impressively equipped with 15 transistors, 20 diodes and arectifier. Selection
of 4 wavebands, 4 pre-set stations, mono/stereo function and AFC control
effected by means of push- buttons. The built-in ferrite antenna is effective
on medium and long wavebands. Fitted with illuminated tuning meter and
automatic stereo/mono switching in the decoder.
Recommended retail price £106.0.0.

Recommended retail price
£108.6.8.

DAV 4kAYS
22 Woodlands Parade WATFORD
FINCHLEY 857 High Road, N12
Tel 01-445 3319
HOLLOWAY 61 Seven Sisters Rd., N7
Tel 01-272 7901
WOOD GREEN 5Turnpike Parade, N15
Tel 01-888 9291

CV 80

Tel 92 26602

WALTHAMSTOW 4High Street, El 7
Tel 01-520 4121
WEMBLEY 3 Wembley Hill Road,
Tel 01-902 1792
EDMONTON 169 Fore Street, N18
Tel 01-807 2807

LONDON 115 KINGSWAY WC2

HIGH

POWERED

STEREO

AMPLIFIER

New high fidelity amplifier with wide dynamic range, especially suitable for
low- efficiency speaker systems. With 32 Watts continuous mean power per
channel and a power bandwidth of 15 Hz-60 kHz, it offers outstanding sound
reproduction at any level. A short circuit of the output stage is prevented
by a circuit breaker.
Recommended retail price £89.10.0.
H.P. terms available — unique part exchange

Tel 01-405 0446

Cameras for hi-fi — hi-fi for cameras.
447

THE

CITY

228 BISHOPSGATE
LONDON E.C.2
Telephone: 01-247 2609
Opposite Liverpool Street Station
Hours of Business:
MONDAY to FRIDAY-9a.m. to 6 p.m.
Closed all day Saturday

OPEN SUNDAY
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
At the City Tape Recorder Centre
you

can

selections

see

one

of

of

tape

recorders

display in London.
make

and

the

finest
on

Every leading

model

from

Akai

to

Vortexion.
We are easy to get to being almost
opposite

Liverpool

remember

we

St.

are

recorder specialists

Station

and

only

tape

the
in

Great Britain

open on Sunday!
Do

your

Saturday

NOW IN STOCK

weekly
with

rush

your

shopping

wife

and

on
visit

us on Sunday at your leisure!
Our manager Bob
Hookings is a keen tape
recording
enthusiast.
Bang & Olufsen's are
his
speciality,
having
used B & 0 equipment
for
several
years
his
knowledge of this wonderful range is second to
none. He is able to give
personal callers his expert advice ( please avoid
telephoning) not only on
B & 0 but on any other
recorder suitable to your
individual requirements
and pocket.

* GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES
*

FREE AFTER SALES SERVICING

*

UNBEATABLE SPECIAL OFFERS

*

EXPERT STAFF

EXPERT ADVICE

THE BANG &

OLUFSEN

The complete range of all
B & 0 Tape Recorders
and Audio Equipment including the latest B &
2400T listed at £210.
Still available limited number
of B & 0 2000 K & T at 152 gns.
and 158 gns.
Personal Callers Only

SPECIALISTS

When in the city — call in at the City!

Geoffrey Goodwin High Fidelity Ltd.
CAN NOW OFFER LOW DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS OVER 9, 12 or 24 MONTHS TO ALL
CUSTOMERS THROUGH PAYBONDS LTD. ON ALL MAKES OF HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

Example: Cash Price £ 135 0 0
Nominal Deposit £5 0 0
£130

0 0

Balance 24 monthly repayments of £ 619 0
Total Repayment £ 154 16 0
WE ALSO OFFER UP TO 30% DISCOUNT FOR THE CASH CUSTOMER

137 HALE LANE" EDGWARE " MIDDLESEX •

44S

Telephone: 01-959 2988

IF YOU'RE
SENSITIVE
TO SOUND

thermac present

you'll be receptive to Resto

Thermac
Price
ROGERS Ravensbourne TEAK .. .. £52 2
ROGERS Ravensbourne CHASSIS ..
48 16
QUAD 33/303
..
81 10
ROGERS Ravensbrook TEAK .. .. 41 12
ROGERS Ravensbrook CHASSIS ..
36 0
LEAK Stereo 70 TEAK
..
.. 57 0
LEAK Stereo 70 CHASSIS .. ..
52 14
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus Teak
..
.. 48 0
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus Chassis
.. 44 0
AMPLIFIERS

Famed for a wide range of bi-directional,
cardioid and radio microphones, Resto
also produce amplifiers, loudspeakers,
P.A. systems and accessories, all
precision- engineered to the highest
acoustical- performance
standards. Sounds good ?
Sound's great — with Reslo.
Clip the coupon and we'll
tell you more ...

CARTRIDGES

Thermac
Price
ORTOFON SL15E with transformer .. £29 0
ORTOFON MISE
..
.. 24 0
SHURE VI5 II
..
33 0
GOLDR1NG 800E ..
15 17
GOLDRING CS 91E
6 12
Thermac
Price

LOUDSPEAKERS

B. & W. Model 70, TEAK or WALNUT
P2HG, TEAK or WALNUT
.•
DM3 TEAK or WALNUT
•
DM3 ROSEWOOD .
.•
£42 16
K.E.F. Concerto, TEAK or WALNUT
53 16
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC ..
34 16
K.E.F. Concord, TEAK or WALNUT ..
B. & W. DM1 TEAK, WALNUT or ROSEWOOD

o
o
o

Thermac
Price
THORENS TD 125 Unit only .. .. £61 8 2
TD 124 II Unit only .. ..
40 12 0
25 10 0
GARRARD 401 Unit only . .. ..
THORENS TD 150AB 11/TX11 Unit, Plinth, Arm &
43 7 1
Cover .. .. .. .. .. ..
GOLDRING GL 75P/COVER Unit, Plinth, Arm 8,
40 12 2
Cover
..
11 0 0
GOLDRING L75 ..
PLAYING EQUIPMENT

TAPE RECORDERS

Thermac
Price
REVOX ( Series II) 1102/1104
£ 178 3 4
1122/1124 .. 205 8 6
1222/1224 .. 214 16 0

Type UD1
Modern- style highoutput microphone, with
internal ' anti- pop' filter.

Thermac
Price
.. £54 5 4
.. 48 1 0
.. 44 0 0

TU NERS
LEAK Stereofetic TEAK ..
LEAK Stereofetic CHASSIS
QUAD STEREO .

Type RBT & RBTS
Miniature ribbon
microphone, suitable for
sound reinforcement or
recording.

Type SL1
Omni- directional
microphone for hand or
stand use.

All accessories and variations of foregoing equipment available.
Prices on application.
Other highly recommended items are
TANNOY 12" 8( 15" Dual Concentric Drive Units
All items mint, brand new and boxed.
Carriage and'packing charge 10'— per item.

MAIL ORDER and EXPORT

Please send me
NAME
your free brochure
giving full details. ADDRESS

HAMISH ROBERTSON,
THERMAC, 96 LANGSIDE AVENUE,
GLASGOW, SI

1

Tel.: 041-632 1529

RESLO MIKES

Also at: 79 West Regent St., Glasgow, C.2.
Tel: 041-332 7107 8 9

ROMFORD
ESSEX

449

The choice is yours, some are excellent, some are good, some well defy description
AMPLIFIERS

TURNTABLES

Arena F.210 ..
Armstrong 521
*Cambridge Audio P.40
Ferrograph F.307 ..
Leak Stereo 70 ..
Nikko TRM.30
Nikko TRM.40
Quad 33+303
Rogers Ravensbrook—Case
*Sugden A.21/II
*Sugden A.51±C.51

£28
£44
£64
£46
£50
£28
£36
£80
£38
£46
£82

10
0
10
0
0
10
10
0
10
0
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

BD 1Kit

flO

0 O

B& VV DM.3

£51

0 0

Garrard SP.25/II

CI I 5 0

B & W DM.I

£24

0

Garrard AP.75

£I8 10

Garrard 401

£5

Goldring Lenco GL.75

£8 10

Thorens TD.I50AB

£38

Thorens TD.I24/11

£38 10

*Philips GA 202

£53

0

0

Dynaco A.25

£26 10

0

O

Goodmans Mezzo II ..

£23 10

0

0

Goodmans Magnum K

£30 I
0 0

0

* IMF Monitors ..

£85

0 0

0 0

KEF Cresta ( Pair)

£36

0 0

KEF Celeste II ..

£22

0 0

KEF Concord ..

£32 10

0

KEF Concerto ..

£41

0

BASES AND COVERS

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525 ..
Armstrong 526 ..
Armstrong M.8 ..

£73 0 0
£82 I
0 0
£7 10 0

For SP.25/II

£5

For AP.75 ( Collection only)
Plinth and Lid 75

0 0

£6 10

..

£10

TX.II Cover ..

0

0 0

£3 10

0

TUNERS
Armstrong 523 ..
Armstrong 524 ..
Armstrong M.8 ..
Quad FM

£43 10
£33 0
£7 10
£44 0

0
0
0
0

10

*Quad Electrostatic

£52

Wharfedale Melton ..

£22 10

HW, JW, Leak, Lowther,
Tannoy on application.

5 0

Rogers,

0

and

TAPE DECKS

ARMS
Lenco L.75 ..
*SME. 3009/114-S.2

£9 15 0
£25 0 0

Akai, Brenell, Ferrograph, Philip
Tandberg and Uher.

CARTRIDGES. ADC, SHURE, GOLDRING, PHILIPS, PICKERING, NEAT, ORTOFON, STANTON.
item for delivery and insurance, etc. * Better than average.
Free price list.

0

£23 10

0 O
0

' Celestion Ditton 15 ..

Advice free.

Time free.

Revox.

Better than average! Add 10/— per

Demonstrations free.

After- sales service when purchasing at a discount extra.

AUDIO T
DEPT. 9, HFN, DRYDEN CHAMBERS, 119 OXFORD STREET, LONDON W.I.
Tel.: 01-437 3063 5338 /8391. Monday to Saturday: Hours, 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
N.B. Telephones are cut off on Saturdays.

BUY THE BEST— AT THE LOWEST PRICE!

Bowers & Wilkins
for everything
that is best
in

SAVE
3O0
World-famous
BASF recording
tape! Brand new,
fully guaranteed.
Each tape supplied
in the superb
BASF plastic
swivel box.
(r tapes in plastic
mailing boxes.)

22/3
29/5
36/7

List

Our
Price
15/20/6
25/6

9/6
15/7
29/3
36/5
51/7

6/9
10/9
20/6
25/6
36/—

STANDARD PLAY Price
5
600
5.1" 900'
7" 1200

Bowers & Wilkins bring you
the finest, most comprehensive
Hi -Fi range on the South Coast.
In our enlarged demonstration lounge you
can experience all the latest equipment in
just the way it was meant to be heard. You
can talk with people who feel the way you do about
Hi Fi— not just salesmen, but real experts with the
right answer to any problems. And behind the scenes are technicians
who tackle installations, repairs and servicing quickly and efficiently.
Whichever way you look at it—
a visit to Bowers & Wilkins makes sound sense.

(BOWERS
r•ket

LONG PLAY
4

Road. JI(Jr-thing,

.
S14,...1"

450'

51" 1200' ..
7" 1800' .

BASF LOW NOISE
COMPACT CASSETTES
C 60 ..
C.90
C.I 20
....

eWILKINS)

tiviiatiiptott

..
....
' ..

1717
25/1
33/7

12/3
17/6
23/6

LEDA TAPES
London office Tel.: 01-226 7004.

Tel 64141

450

DOUBLE PLAY
300'
.
e 600' ..
3

5' 1200' ..
51 - 1800' ..
7" 2400' ..

TRIPLE PLAY
3"
450' ..
4"
5" 1800' ..
51."
T' 3600' ..

.•
••
••
••
•.

List
Price
I5/—
26/1
43/3
56/5
79/7

Our
Price
10/6
18/3
30/3
39/6
55/6

23/—
40/1
67/3
91/5
116/7

16/28/47/3
64/81/6

POSTAGE and PACKING
2/6 per Order
MAIL
ORDER
ONLY

17 LEIGH PARK ROAD,
LEIGH- ON- SEA, ESSEX

R.S.C. HIGH FIDELITY STEREO ' PACKAGE' OFFERS
(I)GoldringGL75Super
quality Transcription
Turntable and Pick-up
fitted
G800H MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE and
mounted on Teak veneer
Plinth with Rollover'
Transp. Plastic Cover.
(2) F.A.L. PHASE 32
15+15 Watt High
delity Stereo Amplifier.
(3)
Pair of AUDIO
FIDELITY LYNDON
II High Fidelity Loudspeaker Units in Teak
veneer finish. Total price
of ( I), (2) and ( 3).

CREDIT
TERMS
available

INTEREST
CHARGES
REFUNDED
on accounts
settled in
3 months

F.A.L. PHASE 32
GOLDRING GL75 on PLINTH

Send S.A.E. for free
coloured leaflet

AUDIO FIDELITY YORK 3 SPEAKER SYSTEM
Cabinet size app. 25' x 14' x 10". Teak veneer
finish. Inc. 12' high flux ( 15,000 line) bass speaker with
roll rubber cone surround and long- throw voice coil
to achieve extremely low fundamental resonance.
The highly efficient mid- range unit is 8- x 5" and a
highly sensitive cone type tweeter extends the frequency range beyond audibility. Cross-over is an
inductive capacitive, 3way quarter section series type.
Frequency range 30-20,000 c.p.s. Imp. 15 ohms.
Outstanding performance,
exceptional value.
Price each 27 gns.

F.A.L. PHASE 32
30 WATT HIGH FIDELITY
SOLID STATE STEREO AMPLIFIER
A well designed unit built to high standards.
Frequency Response 10-40,000 c.p.s. — 3dB
Harmonic Distortion 0-1% at 10 watts per
channel. Hum — 80 dB. Signal to Noise:
—60 dB. Cross-talk: — 50 dB. Output impedance: 3-15 ( 2. Switched inputs for all requirements. Teak veneer housing. Attractive Black and Spun Silver facia. Price 36 gns.

BRADFORD

(Agent) 0 & C Electronics, 227 Church St.

BIRMINGHAM

30/31

EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
HULL

Total 130

133 Leith St. ( H-day Wed.) Tel. Waverley 5766

326 Argyle St. ( Half-day Tues.) Tel.: CITY 4158

91 Paragon Street ( Half-day Thursday) Tel. 20505

105

2

GNS.
9 ONLY
o Carr. 35,- or Deposit
o £20.2.0 and 9 monthly
o payments El 1.6.5. (Total

0 II

Credit Price £ I21.19.9.)

AUDIO FIDELITY LYNDON II
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
Size approx. 20x11 x9 in. Rating 10 Watts. Incorporating high flux 13" x 8" speaker with P.V.C. cone
surround for low fundamental resonance. Highly
sensitive
tweeter.
Acoustically
damped
and
pressurised.
Provides
pleasingly realistic sound
output. Range 35-20,000 c.p.s. Price each 18 Gns.

i
rrne
Lr
ma 5-7 County Mecca) Arcade, Briggate ( H- D Wed.) Tel. 28252
LEICESTER 32 High Street. ( Half-day Thurs.) Tel. 56420

11S•C

Gt Western Arcade Tel. 021 -236 1279.

18 Priestgate ( Half- day Wed.) Tel. 68043

s
8
13
7
16
16

YOUR NEAREST BRANCH OF

26 Osmaston Rd., The Spot ( H- day Wed.) Tel, 41361

DARLINGTON

36
10
7
37
37

IT WILL PAY YOU TO VISIT

Half-day Wee.

DERBY

Ind. Rec. Retail Prices
GOLDRING GL75..
GOLDRING G800H
PLINTH .. ..
F.A.L. PHASE 32 ..
Pair LYNDON 11

Above available in lieu of LYNDONS for inclusive
price. 120 Gns.

10 North Parade. ( Half- day Wed.) Tel. 25349

BLACKPOOL

LYNDON II

You are invited to hear the above and other
equipment at any of our Hi -Fi Centres.
OTHER ' PACKAGE' OFFERS from 47¡ gns.

HI -FI CENTRES LTD.

Branches open all day Sags.

LIVERPOOL 73 Dale St. (Half- day Wed.) Tel. CENtral 3573
LONDON 238 Edgware Rd., W2 ( Half- day Thurs.) Tel. PAD 1629
MANCHESTER 60A Olaham St. ( H- day Wed.) Tel. CENtral 2778
MIDDLESBROUGH
IIPM1
ILC

106 Newport Rd. ( Half -day Wed.) Tel. 47098
41 B.ackett St. ( opp. Fenwicks Store)

All correspondence and orders to:
Head Office and Mail Order Dept.
(Half -day Wed.)
104 HENCONNER LANE,
SHEFFIELD 13 Exchange Street (Castle Market Bldgs.)
BRAMLEY, LEEDS 13.
( Half- day Thursday) Tel. 20716

Tel. 21469

SOUND INCORPORATED

YOUR FASTEST MAIL ORDER SERVICE.
PART EXCHANGES WELCOMED OR WE BUY FOR CASH—

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

TRY OUR SPECIALIST REPAIR SERVICE

TERMS
Up to 12 months on any equipment

A SELECTION FROM OUR HUGE STOCKS
AMPLIFIERS—STEREO
.. ..
Quad 33 & 303
Leak Stereo 30 .. ..
Leak Stereo 70 .. ..
Trio KA 2500
..
Trio KT 1000
Beolab 5000
.... ..
Rogers Ravensbrook ..
Goodmans Maxamp ..
Sony TA 1080 .. ..
Nikko TRM HO B .. ..
Arena F2I0 .. ..
Sansui AU222
.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS STEREO

140
42
54
120
46
34
59

I
1
1
1

ALL MAKES IN STOCK

OVER

10,000

RECORDS

CABINETS
43 1
29 1

Goodmans Maxim ..
Tannoy Lancaster ..
. , ..
B. & 0. 5000
B. & 0. 1
000 ..
..
Mordaunt Short 100
..
Wharfedale Linton—pair ..
Wharfedale Denton—pair
Goodmans Mambo .. ..
KEF Celeste Mk. 11 .. ..
ALSO
UNITS
BY
GOODMANS - Quad
..
Electrostatic..
DYNATRON - KB ., ETC. ETC.
Lowther PM6 Acousta ..
Sansui SP30 .. .. ..

20
60
62
21 1
36 1
41
33 I
21
29
66
56
29

TAPE RECORDERS

MOTORS

WE ARE STOCKISTS FOR ALL MANUFACTURERS: AKAI - B. & O. - SONY
- TRUVOX - FERROGRAPH - TANDBERG - REVOX - SANYO, ETC.

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES

SPEAKERS

Leak Sandwich . ..
Leak Mini Sandwich

Armstrong 426 .. ..
88 19
Arena T240
..
84 7
B. & O. 1400M .. 111 15
Trio 667 .. .. 122 0
1
Trio 20T .. . ..
85 0
Sony 6060F N
.. 188 I
B. & 0. 1000K . .. 102 10
Sansui 5000 .. .. 200 15
Sansui 2000 .. .. .. 154 13
Sanyo DC60 .. .. 100 14

[
98
53
63
52

Garrard 401 .. ..
Dual 1019
. .. ..
Thorens TD15.
0AB .. ..
Thorens TD125
.. ..
Garrard AP75 .. ..

Arena HTIO
31
46
39
69
23

14
15
16
I1
16

2
0
9
2
7

ALSO UNITS BY SONY - SANYO SANSUI - P.E. - GOLDRING, ETC.

ALWAYS

ON

WE STOCK A VERY LARGE RANGE
INCLUDING
MANY
FOR
WALL
MOUNTING.

COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEMS
Dua lHS31 .. ....
Sony HP180 .. .. ..
Sanyo O tto
..
..

ALSO UNITS
BY
DYNATRON KLINGER - K B. - NATIONAL TOSHIBA, ETC

19

TUNERS
Leak Stereo .. .. ..
uad FM Stereo ....
Trio AM/FM Stereo ..
Armstron g 523 AM/FM ..
Sansui TU 555 AM/FM ..
Goodmans Stereo Max ..
Q

SHOW AT OUR RECORD
Phone: 01-540 6543

SHOP

51
SI

56
52
72
82

HI-FI RADIOS
Beolit
..
31 15
n
Beolit 700 .. ..
39 14
10 5
O
s'
Hacker Sovereign . . ..
45 9
0 0
..
..
9 00
Hacker Herald
25 4
9 0
ALSO UNITS BY DYNATRON - K.B.
10 4
NATIONAL - SONY - ETC. ETC.

SITUATED

114, 124 & 126 BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19

AT

126

0
3
9
-

BROADWAY

Phone: 01-542 7455

Nearest Tube: South Wimbledon ( Northern Line) or Wimbledon ( District Line)
Also at 4 WINTHROP HOUSE, ST. MARKS HILL, SURBITON, SURREY Phone: 01-399 5552 ( Adjoining Surbiton Station)

451

122 10 0
126 7 9
175 15 0

Forget the Decibels ez Kilocycles
Just listen, Listen,LISTEN!

7o

That's what Thomas Heinitz
has to say to would-be stereo
buyers, and "Britain's leading
HiFi specialist" (Observer,
5th Oct 1969) ought to know!
So forget the vital statistics
of stereo and just concentrate
on the sound. Because that's
what you're paying for . . .
full, balanced, natural sound
at the price you want to pay!
Admittedly, making a real
value-for-money choice from
the thousands of equipment
combinations on the market
isn't easy. And this is where
Thomas Heinitz can help you.
At his showroom, he will
take you through a range of
gram/speaker/amplifier combinations suited to your
specific needs and individual
price bracket, where every

BRITAIN'S ONLY
TAPE RECORDER MART
specialising in the SALE, EXCHANGE and PURCHASE
of every make of high quality Tape Recorder. Brenell,
Ferrograph, Ampex, B & 0, etc, we have the lot!
Fantastic savings of up to SO per cent off original list prices
for Personal Callers only. Our stocks change daily— call
today— well over 100 models to choose from— all guaranteed
you pay no tax cn secondhand machines.

TYPICAL BARGAINS
ALL WITH 3 MONTHS WRITTEN GUARANTEE
Note: M = Mono, S=Stereo, BP = Battery Portable, 4 =. 4 track, 2=2 track)
GRUNDIG TK40 ( M/2) ..
SONY TC500 ( S/4)
AKAI M9 (
5/4)
.
SONY TC800 ( BP/M 2) .
V ORTEXION WVB/4 ( M/2)
TANDBERG 1241 (5/4) ..
REVO X 736 (
5/4) .
FERROGRAPH SA/N ( M/2)
PHILIPS EL3534 ( S/4)
BRENELL MK5M Series Ill ( M/2)
TELEFU N KEN 8SKL ( M/2)
SONY TC260 ( S/4)
AKAI 1710 Si4)
SONY TC250A ( S/4)
VORTEXION CBL/3 ( S/2)
FERROGRAPH 422 (
S/2) ..
PHILIPS EL3549 ( 11/2)
FERROGRAPH 631 (M/2)

Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our

price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price

ONLY 35 gns
ONLY S7 gns
ONLY 115 gns
ONLY 49 gnu
ONLY 52 gnu
ONLY 69 gnu
ONLY 95 gnu
ONLY 55 gnu
ONLY 59 gnu
ONLY 69 gnu
ONLY 39 gnu
ONLY 72 gnu
ONLY 65 gnu
ONLY 48 gnu
ONLY 89 gnu
ONLY 59 gnu
ONLY 29 gnu
ONLY 72 gnu

item has passed his own tests
for performance and value.
All you have to do is listen to
the quality of the sound,
talk to Thomas Heinitz and
make your final decision.
An hour, is usually long
enough for areally thorough
session, so drop in on Thomas
Heinitz any time. Simply
walk in—and start talking
equipment. Or ring to fix a
time for your visit. Or drop a
line for some more detailed
information. Or just wander
in during the "Live Record
Review" session any Saturday afternoon.
Thomas Heinitz is there to
advise and guide your stereo
purchase. So it really doesn't
matter when you visit him—
but sooner the better.

For sound worth living with!

Thomas Heinitz
MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W.2.
Basic opening hours:
TEL: 01-229 2077
Mon Tues Wed Sat. 9.30-5.30, Thurs. 9.30-1.00, Fri. 9.30-7.00.

NOTE:— THESE ARE NOW EVEN BETTER VALUE AS YOU
PAY NO TAX ON SECONDHAND RECORDERS
FERROGRAPH 622 (S/2) ..
AKAI 718 ( S/4)
SANYO 929 ( S/4)
SONY TC200 ( 5/4) • • • •
TANDBERG 74 ( S/4)
VORTEXION WVA/4 ( M/2)
TANDBERG 62 (512)
REVOX E36 ( S/2) .
FERROGRAPH 4A/N ( M/2)
PHILIPS EL3536 ( S/4)
REPS RIO ( M/2)
BRENELL MKS Series III (M/2) ..
TELEF U NKEN M300 ( BP/M/2) ..
WYNDSOR VANGUARD ( M/4)
TELEFUNKEN 204E ( S/4)
AKA1 X4 ( BP S/4)
PHILIPS EL3301 ( BP/M/2) ..
SANYO 151 (BP/S/4)

••

Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our

price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price

ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY

79
79
75
52
49
74
75
79
49
39
29
52
39
49
69
69
16
45

gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu
gnu

PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY

NEW TAPE RECORDERS
We also stock every make and model of New Tape Recorder
plus a complete range of accessories.

THE

BE SURE TO BUY

TAPE

MART

242/4 PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1
(200 YDS.IONGS CROSS )

TERminus 8200

for exciting bargains under
RADIO, TV, TAPE, ETC.

(HALF DAY THURSDAY)

452

I

I

CARRIAGE 35/-

The Premier Stereo System consists of an all transistor stereo amplifier. Ga
d Model 2025 auto/manual record player unit fitted stereo/mono cartridge
and mounted in teak finish plinth with perspex cover and two matching teak finish loudspeaker systems. Absolutely complete and supplied ready to plug in
and play. The 10 transistor Amplifier has an output of 5 watts per channel with inputs for pick up, tape and tuner also tape output socket.
Controls: Bass, Treble, Volume, Balance, Selector. Power on/off, stereo/ mono switch. Brushed aluminium front panel. Black metal case with teakwood ends:
Size 12 x5 x 34 in. high ( Amplifier available separately if required ( 14.19.6. Carr. 7/6).
SAVE
PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM with NOVA 10
NEARLY
watt Stereo Amplifier 45 G NS. Carr. 35 "VERITONE" TAPE
WIDE RANGE OF HI- F1 STEREO
5/6
LP3 3"
250' P.V.C.
EQUIPMENT ON DEMONSTRATION
"NOVA" TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER
7/6 A superb stereo amTT3 3"
450' Polyester
Including Rogers, Armstrong, Dulci, Wharfedale,
plifier offering every
I1/6
DT3 31" 600' Polyester
Nikko, Goodmans, Goldring, Shure, etc., etc.
8/6 facility for the hi-fi
SP5 5"
600' P.V.C.
Output
10/- enthusiast.
LP5 5"
900' P.V.C.
I5/10 watts per channel.
DTS 5" 1200' Polyester
SPECIAL CARTR.DGE OFFERS!
Frequency response
12/6
LP6
1200' P.V.C.
Shure M3D
List 0.8.3
Our Price £ 6.19.6
22/6 40-20,000 Hz ± 3dB.
DT6 5)" 1800' Polyester
Shure M44-5 List LI1.2.4
Our Price £ 10.10.0
37/6 Inputs for radio. P.U.
TT6
2400' Polyester
Shure M44C List £ 0.3. 10 Our Price (9.9.0
12/6 Ceramic. P.U. MagSP7 7" 1200' P.V.C.
Shure M44E List £ 14.16.6
Our Price £ 13.19.6
25/etic Tape Separate
DT7 7" 2400' Polyester
Shure M5SE List £ 6.13.6
Our Price £ 14.14.0
bass and treble controls, Volume and
50/TT7 7" 3600' Polyester
Shure M75-6 List 06.13.6
Our Price £ 14.14.0
Carr.
Balance controls, Mono/Stereo switch.
P P3" 1/-; 5",
1/6; 7". 2/- ( 3 & over Post Free).
Shure M7SE
List L25.18.10 Our Price £21.0.0
I0/-.
Also features headphone socket and tape
"PREMIER" TAPE CASSETTES
Audio Technica AT33.7 Stereo (( 10.14.3) £. 19.6
C.60 ..
7/6 ( 3 for 21 ,-)
output. Teak case with attractive illumiAudio Technica AT7S Stereo
(( 22.0.0) £15.0.0
"'Noya" 5 5watts Amp
nated
front
panel.
Size
141
x
9(
x
31
in.
C.90
.
12/6
(
3
for
36,-)
P
&
P
1/Audio Technica AT7X Eliptical ( 1.25.0.0) ( 18.0.0
(18.18.0 Carr. I0/A.C. 200/250V.
C.I20
17/6 ( 3 for 511-)
Post and Packing 1/6 each

£5!

sr
sr

sr,

25 gns.

PREMIER

URT RD.

23,TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON,W.1

*
*

LONDON'S FOREMOST TANDBERG STOCKISTS
Akai 4000D Stereo
Sanyo 801 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 355 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 255 Stereo
Tandberg 6X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 6000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 1600X
Telefunken 205 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 203 Studio
Philips N.4505 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Philips Pro. 122 sp. 2 Tr. Stereo

COMPLETE TAPE RECORDERS
Ampex 2100 Stereo
*Akai 1710W Stereo
*Akai M.9 Stereo
•Akai 1800 Dual-purpose stereo 8
track cartridge and tape recorder
*Brenell Mk. 5/M Series Ill Mono
•Brenell Mk. S Series Ill Mono
•Brenell ST200 2 Tr. Stereo
*Brenell ST400 4 Tr. Stereo
Ferguson 3232 4 Tr. Stereo
Ferguson 3247 4 Tr. Mono
Ferguson 3248 2 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Ferguson 3216 Mono
*Ferrograph 713
*Ferrograph 702/4
•Ferrograph 722/4
Fidelity Studio 4 Tr. Mono
Fidelity ' Braemar' 2 or 4 Tr. Mono
Grundig 124 2 Tr. Mono
Grundig 144 4t. Mono
Grundig 149 4 Tr. Mono Auto.
'Grundig TK 320 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single Speed Mono
Phil ips 4308 2 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.

1 Px»,,mo
li g

TAPE and 11141
*

Members of the H i
-Fi Dealers Association

(Microphone extra)

—

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
DECKS WITH PRE- AMPS

Tel:01-636 3451

Philips Stereo Cassette 3312
Philips 4407 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
*Philips 4408 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo
Pye 9123 2 sp. 4 Tr.
•Revox 77 Stereo Transistor
Sanyo 929 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
Sanyo 939 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
'Sanyo 990 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sharp RD.706 2 sp./2 Tr./Batt. Mains
*Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr./3 sp./Mono
*Tandberg Series 12X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. St.
Telefunken 204 T.S.
*Telefunken M207 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken SOI 4 Tr.
Telefunken 200 2 Tr. Mono
Telefunken 203 Stereo/Mono 2sp. 4Tr.
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr.
*Uher 714 4 Tr. Mono
•Uher Royal de- luxe 4 sp. 4Tr. Stereo

BATTERY PORTABLE & CASSETTE
Grundig Tk 2200
Stella 443 Cassette
Philips RR482 Cassette AM FM Radio
Philips RR290 Cassette/AM Radio
Akai 10 V 4 Tr./St./BM
Tandberg Standard Series II- 2
Ferguson Cassette 3240
Grundig Cassette C.200
Grundig Pk 2200
Aiwa Cassette Batt./Mains
Philips 2205 Batt./Mains Cassette
Philips EL3302 Cassette
Stella 91I2AT Batt./Mains Cassette
Pye Cassette
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
.Uher 4000L 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
.Uher 4200/4400 2/4 Tr. 4 sp. Stereo
POWER PACKS, by Philips, Stella,
Telefunken and Uher

"Microphones extra

453

Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P.
up to 18 months * Free Service during Guarantee period
Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only

AMPEX TAPE
SPECIAL OFFER
500 Series

Guaranteed Brand New

(P— Polyester: A— Acetate)
7" L.P. 1800 ft. ( P)
21/7" Standard 1200 ft. ( P) .
15/7" Standard 1200 ft. ( A)
12/6
51" L.P. 1150 ft. ( P)
17/6
51" L.P. 1150 ft. ( A) ..
15/51" Standard 850 ft. ( A)
12/6
5" D.P. 1200 ft. ( P)
17/6
S" LP. 900' ( P)
12/6
5" Standard 600 ft. ( P)
.
I0/Postage on orders under £ 3 add 1/9,
orders over
sent post paid UK

eMICROPHONES

by

AKG, Hammond, Grampian, Reslo,
Acos, Telefunken, Beyer, Sennheiser
etc.
Bib and E.M.I.
transformers,
Erasers, etc.

eMIXERS

splicers, Matching
Defluxers,
Bulk

by

Uher, Eagle, Telefunken etc.

Stands, booms, fittings.
Pre-recorded tapes and cassettes, etc.
Tapes in all grades and lengths by:
B.A.S.F., Scotch, Philips, E.M.I., etc.
Cassettes by Philips, etc.
Headphones by AKG, Ampex, Akai,
Sansui, Nikko, Philips, Koss.

111-11 1111,
11°T.

eAMPLIFIERS

Quad, Rogers, Arena, Philips,
Goodman,
Nikko,
Sansui,
Sanyo, Leak,
Armstrong, Tripletone,
Tandberg, Teleton.

•TUNERS

Quad, Rogers, Leak, Armstrong,
Tripletone,
Arena,
Nikko, Goodman, Huldra.

e LOUDSPEAKERS

Quad, Rogers, Kef, Wharfedale,
Goodman,
Tannoy,
Lowther,
Leak,
Tandberg,
Arena, Celestion.

e MOTORS,

PICKUPS
GARRARD S.P.25 Mk. Il less
cartridge, post free, U.K. £ 12.
Goldring
Thorens
Connoisseur
Tannoy
Audiotec
Shure
Neat
Empire
Acos
Sonotone
Dual
SME
BSR
Pickering
Diamond styli, Microlifts, Pressure
Gouges,
Cleaning
Accessories,
Cabinets, etc.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

Between St. Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station

Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2 mix. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— EARLY CLOSING WEDNESDAY

bargains

This is the DE- LUXE version of our LIS.
HEADPHONE Switch unit, incorporating
separate gain controls for each Headphone
earpiece, I22/6d.
Another example of fine engineering by
M.A.C., featuring Hand Engraved metal
fascia panel and Knob and SOLID TEAK
CASE.

in recording tape

Many models available, each one custom
built to professional standards.

BASF Round Pack
List price
s. d.
75 0
52 6
39 6
47 6
32 6
25 6

.•
•.
.•
•
••
•.

7" DP 2400'
51" DP 1800'
5" DP 1200'
7" LP 1800'
5¡" LP 1200'
5" LP 900'

Our

Send today for illustrated brochures to:—

price

SO
35
26
31
21
17

M.A.C. LTD. ( MN)

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0

5 NORTH STREET,
LEATHERHEAD,
SURREY.
Tel: Leatherhead 4541

An AAU from M.A.C.
connects all HI- F1

BASF, EMI and Philips ( including cassettes) at a 20%
reduction
(PB—plastic box

CB—cardboard box)

T' 2400' double play PB
..
sr 1800' double play PB ..
5" 1200' double play PB
..
10-1 4200' long play CB
..
Elg" 2400' long play CB•
.
7" 1800' long play PB ..• •
51" 1200' long play PB
•
•
5" 900' long play PB ..• •
C60 cassettes .. .. . •
C90 cassettes .. ..
CI20 cassettes .. .. .. ..
7" 1800 long play Ampex 341 at 30/-.

List price
s. d.
79 0
56 4
43 I
108 6
73 6
51 6
36 4
29 1
17 6
25 0
33 6

Our pece
s. d.
63 0
45 0
34 6
86 9 BASF only
58 9 BASF only
41 2
29 2
23 4
14 0
20 0
27 0

11.

Any audio equipment considered
either for CASH or EXCHANGE

All orders despatched on day of receipt
Cash with order— post and packing 2/6—over £3 post free.

Chew & Osborne Ltd.
148 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel. 4242

— BEST OFFERS AVAILABLE —

e

WRITE IN TODAY, Quoting Ref: H.F.N.

Address: 8 MOOR ST., LONDON W1J 5LJ

Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. till 6 p.m., except Wednesday (closed all day)
and Friday ( late shopping) 9 a.m. 018 p.m.

SONOTONE 9TAHC
Stereo Ceramic Diamond Stylus 47/6, postage I
.-.
GARRARD
SP25/11
fl 1/19/6
AP75 . C17/17/401
..
C281-/SL65B
£15/19/6
plus postage 7/6.

LEAK Troughline
Stereo FM Tuner,

Ill

Chassis £39/4/2.
In
Teak Case, £a16/5/10.
(25% off list

Telephone: 01-437 7108

A•D

GOLDRING 580
Stereo Magnetic Diamond Stylus, ES/I2/6, postage 1 -.

prices)

NIKKO MAIN DEALER
TRM 30B Amplifier
E35/10/TRM 408 Amplifier
f46/10/FAM12 Stereo FM AM
Tuner, (68/-/-.

NOTE
OUR NEW
ADDRESS

go

1600X

(89/10-

PERSONAL

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.

PACKAGE

287,289 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
Established 1910 Telephone: 01-723 5891/7595

(Cabinet Makers)
56 WELLESLEY ROAD
LONDON, N.W.5
Open till 5.30 Saturday

Let us know: how much you are prepared to spend; what facilities you
require; any preferences regarding
size; appearance, etc.
We will then quote aspecial package deal price for our recommended
selection for performance and reliability.

DEALS
TAILORED

EQUIPMENT AT COMPETITIVE PRICES BY—
QUAD
LEAK • ARMSTRONG • ROGERS • GOODMANS
WHARFEDALE • SME • SHURE • RECORD HOUSING
WYNDSOR • DECCA • GOLDRING
etc., etc.

o

A. DAVIES & CO.

01-485 5775

Stereo Tape Unit,
cross-field bias head

e

LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES
CABINETS

FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES
PLEASE

Teak finished with smoked perspex
hinged top, suitable for most turntables and pickup arms,
I
x 181" x 9r. C9/9/-.
Carriage 7/6

TANDBERG

• &

STOCK MODELS OR MADE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

NEAT V70 STEREO
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
Diamond Stylus
£3119/6
(
recommended
price
E5/4/8). Postage 1/-.

PLAYVIEW PLINTH

Two only

DARRIDGE LTD

THE PART EXCHANGE SPECIALISTS

TO YOUR

e

BUDGET

454

KIRKMAN
40 The Broadway, CRAWLEY

1

We are pleased to announce the opening of our

NEW DISCOUNT STORE
n
) 25%
PLUS OUR UNIQUE EXTRA
2.11%
SEND FOR NEW COMPREHENSIVE LIST
EXTENSIVE STOCKS

CASH & CARRY + MAI ORDER SALES

TAX FREE EXPORT

EXPERT GUIDANCE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
PRIVATE CAR PARKING

FE]•
9.30 TO 6.00 MON.-SAT.; THURS. 12.30

centre

88 HIGH STREET, EDGWARE, M
I ID
- DLES
IEX, HA8 7HE
(CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY)

_

HELICON

ELECTRONICS

CARTRIDGES AND ARMS
List Price
Goldring L-75 Arm £ 12 6
SME 3009 Mk II .. £ 31
6
SME 3012 Mk 11 .. £ 33 7
Goldring G-800H £ 10 3
Goldring G-800E
£18 7
Goldring Super E £ 26 0
Shure M- 3I E .. £ 12 9
Shure M-44E .. £ 14 6
Shure M- 55E .. £ 16 3
Shure M-75E .. £25 8
Shure V-15, Mk 11 £40 5
Shure M-44/7 .. £ 11
2
Ortofon SL.I5/E
(with transformer) £ 36 13

An outstanding turntable from Philips!!

Our Price

6 £10 5
3 £25 0
3 £26 19
9
a 10
I £13 7
0 £l9 5
5 £10 5
6 £ 11 10
6 £13 0
10 £ 17 10
5 £29 19
4
£1 2
0

Telephone: 01-952 3238

0
0
6
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
6

£9 5 0

GARRARD 401 Transcription motor.
Our Price, only £25, plus 10/— postage. Please
note 2/6 postage charge on all cartridges,
and 5/— on pick-up arms. All makes of pickup arm in stock, by SME, Goldring, Unipoise, Audio-Technica, plus Thorens.
Special Offer: Diamond Styli for Sonotone
9TA/CH, only 15/—, post free. Goldring
CS.80 Styli, same price!

The Model GA.202, electronically- controlled
stabilit y
, with
massive
beautifully balanced. Fitted with
extremel y accurate and finely- pivoted pickup arm, and high-compliance magnetic
cartridge offering asubstantial output signal
of extreme smoothness. Mounted in Teak
plinth, with modern-styled Perspex cover,
and fully wired and plugged. List Price £64.
Our Price, only £53/17/6, carriage paid.
for

accurac y and

platter

BRITAIN'S
LOWEST PRICES
We stock the superb TANDBERG I600- X
tape-deck, the most outstanding stereo unit
on the market. 40-14,000 cycles
2dB at

n, , ,

£8 ,
10/0 .

-i

Th e AKAI 40000 stereo ta peun it, w i
th
X-field head. Exclusive one- Micron recordhead. Our Price, only £75/916, plus 10/—
carriage.
SANYO MR-80I 3-speed stereo tapedeck. Neat, reliable, plus a very elegant
appearance. Listed at £ 78 . We have
at £59, plus 10/— carriage.

NEW ! ! ! The Goodmans " Magister"
speaker- unit, fitted with massive 15" bassdriver, plus middle and top drivers. Frequency range of 26 Hz to 22 kHz. Handling
power of 40 watts. King-size Sound! List
Price £ 57.
Our Price, only £46/17/6,
carriage p.
aid

Goodmans Mezzo 11 bookshelf speaker,
with 12" bass, plus tweeter with variable
attenuator.
Listed
at £ 30/181—.
Our
Price. only £23196, plus 9'— carriage,

6

only

SPECIAL OFFER. While our stocks last,
we offer Emitape and BASF 7" LP tapes
(1800') at only 3I/— each. Postage 1/3 per
reel. These are brand new and sealed, in
makers' boxes. This is almost half-price!
American "STANDARD" Philips- pattern
C.120 cassettes at only 19/6 each, plus I/—
postage. Orders over £ 3 post free. C.90 at
14/6, and C.60 at 10/6.
Unboxed 5" LP (900') tapes at only 9/6
each, plus 1/— postage.

60 QUEEN'S ROAD , WATFORD

9

HERTS.

Q
RCTS .5..)

T—a3r—a

S

PHOTOGRAPHIC

AUDIO
TEL:

01-946 8804

REVOX

HI-FI

All

Mark II

.

.
•,„
•

*NEW HIGH POWER MOTOR
*FASTER SPOOLING
*ALLOY SPOOL CARRIERS
*NEW TAPE TENSIONER
and other features
from £204/15/— inc. P/Tax.

A77

Nto.
l#,9' 14

ellillia ,.
• • . ,
'..; -» d

,

or 1124
f236-5-0 inc. tax
or your REVOX A77 Mark I 1122-1124 and £79/101—
or your REVOX 636
and E144/10/—
or your REVOX G36
and E159/10/—
OR YOU NAME IT

1122

NEW!
THE

ili

6
7

7
.̀
1Î

ROTEL

III

, .... .._

100- AMP

and MATCHING 12051 AM/FM STEREO TUNER
e 17 x 17 WATTS OUTPUT ( RMS) e FULL CONTROL COMPLEMENT
e SIGNAL INDICATOR LIGHTS
e HEADPHONE SOCKET ETC. ETC.
REC. PRICE

100 AMP C45'I0'-

RUSSELLS '

REC. PRICE

PRICE 75

EITHER UNIT IS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY
THE COMPLETE RANGE OF THIS NEW AND
IS ON DEMONSTRATION IN OUR STUDIO

120ST £ 49,10!-

GNS COMPLETE
EXCITING

EQUIPMENT

TOP PART EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES
EXAMPLES
QUAD 33, 303, and FM TUNER
OR YOUR QUAD II AMPS and TUNER and £84110'—
LEAK STEREO 70
OR YOUR LEAK STEREO 30 and C39/10/—
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK
OR YOUR ROGERS CADET III and [20/10/—
K.E.F. CONCORD SPEAKERS ( PAIR)
OR YOUR KEF CELESTES and (37/10/—
FERROGRAPH 722 or 724
OR YOUR FERROGRAPH 631 and f132/10, 1—
B & W DM3 SPEAKERS ( PAIR)
OR YOUR LEAK SANDWICH and (63/10/—
OR YOU NAME IT

C149-0-0
C69- I
0-0
E47-10-0
E87-10-0

o
5

(204-16-9
E126-0-0

STOCKISTS FOR:
QUAD-LEAK-ROGERS-SANYO - LU X - GOODMANS
ARMSTRONG - GOLDRING - REVOX - FERROGRAPH
CHILTON-TANDBERG-THORENS- GARRARD-K.E.F.
WHARFEDALE- ARENA- NIKKO - TOSHIBA-SHURE
ETC., ETC.
WE SPECIALISE IN STEREO LP RECORDS INC. DECCA - EMI POLYDOR - DOG - PHILIPS - ETC., ETC.
GUARANTEED MAIL ORDER SERVICE

e

H.P. CREDIT FACILITIES. e BY RETURN MAIL ORDER
BARCLAYCARD CREDIT. ( carriage extra)

e INSTANT

MAIL ORDER AND CASH COUNTER

RECMD P ICE
AMPLIFIERS
CASH FRIC
53
LEAK STEREO 30 - ( CHASSIS) ..
43 o
63
LEAK STEREO 70 ( CHASSIS)
50 o
52
ARMSTRONG 521 ..
43 o
98
QUAD 33/303 .. .. . . ..
82 9
59 1
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE ( CHASSIS)
49 0
44
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK ( CHASSIS) ..
36 2
30
SINCLAIR 2000 ..
23 o
46 I
NIKKO TRM 40B ..
38 o
95
NIKKO TRM 120 ..
79 o
ARENA F2I0
28 o
36 I
TUNERS
£40
ARMSTRONG 524 F.M.
..
..
£33 2
52
ARMSTRONG 523 AM/FM . ..
43 9
51 1
LEAK TROUGHLINE STEREO (
CHASSIS)
43 0
51
QUAD FM
..
..
.
..
45 0
61 1
RAVENSBOURNE "2" FM (CHASSIS) ..
51
9
30 1
SINCLAIR 2000 STEREO inc. DECODER
25 0
68
NIKKO FA.M. I2F AM/FM ..
57 3
44
ARENA F2Il inc. DECODER ..
37 0
56 11
LEAK STEREOFET1C (
CHASSIS)
47 0
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
£100 14
SANYO DC60E AM/FM
£84 0
121 17 II
NIKKO ST501 AM/FM ..
107 O
136 3 II
NIKKO ST701 SET AM/FM
119 0
87 16 9
ARMSTRONG 525 FM ..
73 0
98 15 6
ARMSTRONG 526 AM/FM . ..
82 0
107 2 o
ARENA T2500 AM/FM inc. DEC ODER ..
87 0
96 12 o
ARENA T2400 FM inc. DECODER ..
72 0
79 16 o
ARENA TI500 AM/FM inc. DECODER ..
65 0
SPEAKERS
£36 O O
WHARFEDALE DENTONS ( PAIR) .. £ 30 O
43 O O
WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTONS ( PAIR)
35 9
29 O O
WHARFEDALE MELTON ( EACH) ..
23 0
39 O O
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE 111 ( EACH)
30 0
10 9 6
WHARFEDALE UNIT 3 KIT ( EACH) ..
9 7
29 5 O
LEAK MINI SANDWICH ( EACH)
22 9
43 O O
LEAK SANDWICH ( EACH) ..
33 0
53 O O
K.E.F. CONCERTO ( EACH) ..
42 0
43 O O
K.E.F. CONCORD ( EACH)
34 0
29 O O
K.E.F. CELESTE ( EACH) ..
23 0
22 3 7
K.E.F. CRESTA ( EACH) .. ..
18 O
48 O O
GOODMANS MARIMBA ( PAIR)
40 0
30 18 O
GOODMANS MEZZO II EACH _
24 0
40
O
GOODMANS MAGNUM K EACH
30 9
CARTRIDGES
SHURE M3D
7 8 3
.. ..
E5 I
14 16 0
SHURE M44E
II
2
16 13 6
SHURE M55E
12 O
16 13 6
SHURE M75-6
12 O
29 10 0
SHURE M9IE
21
O
9 S
13 0 0
GOLDRING G800 ..
18 17
I
GOLDRING G800E
14 O
26 0 0
GOLDRING G800 SUPER E
20 O
10 14 8
PICKERING VI5/AC2
8 9
13 13 10
PICKERING VI5/AT3
10
6 3 9
B & O SPI
o
719 6
B & O SP6 —
6 9
6 4 8
AUDIO TECHNICA AT66LC
5 5
15 10 O
AUDIO TECHNICA AT2I X
12 o
TURNTABLES
£15 11
4
GARRARD SP25 less CARTRIDGE
El I O
23 16 0
GARRARD AP75 less CARTRIDGE
17 9
35 12 II
GARRARD SL75 less CARTRIDGE
26 9
45 9 1
GARRARD 51..95 less CARTRIDGE ..
34 9
49 0 0
GOLDRING GL75P and lid less CARTRIDGE
39 o
36 8 2
GOLDRING GL75 ..
29
50 II
9
THORENS TD150AB MK 11 less cart.
39
46 15 10
THORENS TDI24 ( UNIT ONLY)
39 9
69 11
2
THORENS TD 125 ( UNIT ONLY) ..
60 o
38 o
42 3 I
CONNOISSEUR BD2 Plinth and Cover less Cart.
11 13
CONNOISSEUR BDI LIT
10 9
TAPE RECORDERS
£204 15
REVOX A77 1102/1104 or 1302/1304 Mark II
£184 o
236 5
REVOX A77 1122/1124 or 1322/1324 Mark II
212 o
157 0
TANDBERG 64X STEREO
137 o
149 0
TANDBERG 122IX or 124IX
129 o
89 10
TANDBERG 1600X
82 o
90 15
SANYO MRI51 Mains/Battery STEREO
76 o
97 5
SANYO MR929 STEREO ..
82 o
112 5
SANYO MR939 ..
95 o
90 15
SANYO MR800
76 o
ARMS
£31
6
S.M.E. 3009 in SHELL ..
£27 o
33 7
S.M.E. 3012 inc. SHELL ..
29 o
11 14
I
NEAT G30
9
23 0 7
AUDIO TECHNICA
18 9
13 11 10
CONNOISSEUR SAU2
12 o

WIMBLEDON

JAMES RUSSELL & SONS LTD.
5 11 WIMBLEDON ( Station) BRIDGE, SWI9
Tel.: 01-946 8804
-15/,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 8d. per word ( private), minimum
I0/-, Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra. Trade rates 1/- per word, minimum I5/-, Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in APRIL 1970 issue must reach these offices by
4th MARCH addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block
capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

SITUATIONS VACANT

FOR SALE- private

Photo-Staff Consultants Ltd. are the leading agency for
HiFi sales and technical staff. Experienced personnel
required for jobs in all areas of London and the country.
Phone or call PHOTO-STAFF 01-734 1918 (5 lines).
25 Oxford Street, W. I. No fees to staff.

Pair KEF Concords. Teak, £58. HiFi News, April
1965 to date, £3. 26 Crest Road, South Croydon. Tel.:
01-657 4061.

Are you interested in HiFi? If so, and you have had
some experience of selling in the Retail Radio Trade, an
excellent opportunity awaits you at Telesonic Ltd.,
243 Euston Road, London, N.W.I. Tel.: 01-387 7467.
Tape Recorder Engineer required, experienced most
makes. Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road, London,
W.I. Tel.: 01-387 7467.
Hi Fi & Components Department Salesman required.
Please write concerning experience and product knowledge to Mr. Bold, Bold & Burrows, Chequer Street,
St. Albans 59234.
Surrey Sound Equipment Ltd., Purley, require an Assistant Manager. Applicant should have had previous
experience, and be fully conversant with all aspects of
High Fidelity. Top salary plus commission and expenses.
Five-day week. Telephone for appointment 01-668 4800.
Radio Test Engineers. Production testing and fault
finding on transistorised Audio Amplifiers & FM Receivers. 5-day week. Apply, Chief Engineer, Rogers
Developments ( Electronics) Ltd., 4-14 Barmeston Road
(off Bromley Road), Catford, S.E.6. Tel.: 01-698 7424/
4340.
Recording Engineer. Creative all-rounder needed to
run small studio, producing master tapes for disc pressing.
Work is unique, creative and rewarding. Suit ex-BBC or
commercial radio personnel, though all applicants seen.
Good slaary by negotiation. Please reply Box. No. 2039
(London).
Young Service Engineer required to join a small group
of ambitious and progressive technicians engaged in
Public Address, Hire and Maintenance. Opportunities
for both field and bench work also of constructing certain
items of equipment. Applicants must be able to drive
and willing to co-operate with the irregular hours required for this kind of work. London, S.W.I9 area.
Salary up to £ 1,150 per annum for 44 hour week. Tel.:
01-542 4368 for appointment.
Young man interested in tape recorders wanted to assist
in running hire service. Magnegraph, I Hanway Place,
London, W.I.
Audio Design Engineer. An outstanding opportunity
with an attractive salary and the satisfaction of seeing
complete equipment through design and production.
Candidates should have H.N.C. or equivalent with several
years experience in the audio industry. Electrosonic,
Greenwich. Tel.: 01-858 4784.
PA/Secretary for Managing Director of small Hampstead company specialising in production of audio visual
programmes for education and entertainment. Unusual
opportunity for alert, efficient, organised girl. Preference
given to applicants with recording/TV, radio/photographic/publishing or advertising experience. Age: 24
plus. Good salary by negotiation. Apply to Mr. I. Berg,
C.I. Audio Visual Ltd., 5 Rosemont Road, Finchley,
N.W.3. Tel.: 01-794 8242.

HI-FI ENGINEERS
Are you an experienced Audio/Hi-Fi Engineer
who wishes to improve his present position? If
so, we offer an excellent opportunity for acapable
man to take over the management of the Service
Department of established Hi Fi Specialists.
Permanent position with excellent pay and
prospects; 5- day week.
Apply in writing, stating qualifications and experience, etc. to:
Box No. 2044 ( London)

Pair Quad Electrostatics £60 will demonstrate. Tel.:
O'Brien 01-852 2226 office hours.
Decca PRO Arm, magnetic bias, 4E head, £26. H. H.
Preiss, 14 Devonshire Road, Gavesend, Kent. Tel.:
Gravesend 66996.
Pair of hand built fioorstanding loudspeakers, £25 pair.
Quad FM3 Stereo Tuner, £35. Details and demonstration
on request. Wise, 29 Briar Road, Hartley, Plymouth,
Devon. Tel.: OPL2 75967.
Leak Stereofetic F.M., Leak Stereo 70, Tandberg 64X
Stereo Deck, Thorens TO 124 II S.M.E. Arm, Mini Conic
Cartridge and Power Pack. 2 Goodmans Speakers in
Sherwood enclosures containing Axiom Bass, Trebax
and Midax. All housed in craftsman built Afrormosia
cabinets (photo available) cost £580, accept £400 guarantees. Tel.: 0482-632359 (Hull).
Tandberg 64X Tape Deck with cover, 4 Dynarange
tapes, mint condition. £85 o.n.o. Ampex Stereo Headphones, £8. Gallo, 6 Raleigh Road, Penge. Tel.: 01-778
2929 evenings.
Leak 70, teak, unused, £53. Leak Troughline stereo
tuner, £35. Truvoc PD97 Stereo Recorder, £60. Telefunken 20ITS Recorder, £ 35. Tel.: 01-592 3000 ext. 2181,
Cottrell, or 0438-51458 weekends.
Two Jordan Watts Jupiters, £25 each. Slot stereo unit
one month old, £25. 10 High View Close, Loughton,
Essex. Tel.: 01-508 6706.
Goldring P77 Professional Pickup Arm, as new, £ 18.
3Ashlands Road, Timperley, Altrincham, Cheshire.
Akai Deck, Stereo/Mono, four track, three speeds, no
pre-amps. Purely mechanical. Instr. booklet, for the
serious enthusiast, £25. Box No. 2041 (Berks.).
Leak Stereo 20 and Pre Amp, £20. Decca Mark 3Head
and Arm, £ 12. Mark 2 Head, £5. Yeo, 50 Airedale
Avenue, Chiswick, W.4.
Heathkit Decoder SDI. Particularly suitable for FM4U.
Just overhauled by Daystrom. Perfect, £ 10. Tel.:
Degnawy 81596 (STD Code 0492 N. Wales.).
Thorens TD124/II Turntable. Immaculate condition.
Pickup mounting board uncut. £35. 61 Durham Road,
Darwen, Lancs., BB3 INN. Tel.: Darwen 72746 (early
evening).
Leak Stereo 30. Excellent order. Recent Leak check,
£27. Potter, 14 Bearley Croft, Shirley, Solihull, Warks.
Quad Electrostatic Speaker. Perfect condition. £25.
42 Pepper Lane, Standish, Wigan. Tel.: Standish 3333.
Thorens TDI50A Bias compensated Turntable, mint,
£22. 2 Edmonton Road, Kesgrave, Ipswich, Suffolk.
Tel.: Kesgrave 3911.
Bargain. Two Monitor Speakers in new condition comprising E.M.I. elliptical bass speakers, specially designed
mid-units and lonofane ionic high frequency speakers
with crossover units. In new teak veneered cabinets
49 in. X 18 in. X 15 in. with large revolving castors.
Outstanding stereo reproduction. Demonstration any
time. £35 each or near offer if collected. Cost more than
double. Baker, Thorneyfold Farm, Bodle Street, Near
Hailsham, Sussex. Rushlake Green 232.
Goodmans Max-Amp Stereo Amplifier, teak case, £ 30.
Rennison, 3 Cloonmore Croft, Sheffield 8. Tel.: 47047.
Pair of Wharfedale Melton Speakers finished in oiled
teak only 9 months old, £40. Tel.: Ware 3738.
Rogers Stereo Amplifier, Tuner, GL70 Transcription,
walnut towline cabinet, Sonitone shelf Speakers, £65.
Tel.: Derby 50442 evenings.
Quad 22 Control Unit and 2 Power Amplifiers. V.H.F.
Tuner. Guaranteed in first-class order; trial if required.
£80. Mansfield, Nottinghamshire. Tel.: 26372.
Decca c4E: 18 months old, little used. Checked by
Decca. £ 14. Winterbottom, 61 Jordan Road, Four
Oaks, Sutton Coldfield.

457

Grundig. Matched pair, Box IIG (Stereo Mate) Loudspeakers. 5ohm, 20 watt. 311 H., 21) W., 10D. Attractive dark walnut. Fantastic performance. Demonstrations evenings, weekends. £40 pair. Tel.: Orpington
34852.
Akai 30000 Stereo Tape Unit. Excellent condition.
Will glady demonstrate. £60 o.n.o. Write Mike Smith,
30 Fairfield Gardens, London, N.8.
Uher 4000 Report L. As new, complete £85. Tel.:
01:888 3028.
Magnum K Speakers for sale £31/10/- each. New in
unopened cartons. Box No. 2038 (
Surrey).
Leak Stereo 30, 9 months old, £35. Shure M75E Cartridge 30 hours stylus timed, £ 15. Both items mint condition. Hale, 28 Samuel Avenue, Grimsby, Lincs.
Leak Trough Line 3Tuner, £ 18. Leak Stereo 20 Power
Amplifier, £20. Sugden Connoisseur Transcription Deck,
£10. Goodmans Audio 51 12 bass offers? Weston.
198 Blandford Road, Hamworthy, Dorset.
A.K.G. D202ES Microphones. Six months from new
-professional quality dynamic-(liu £70 pair new), bargain at £45 pair or £25 each. Superb frequency response.
Tel.: Romford 48088; R. Brown, 17 Beverley Road,
Barnes, S.W.13.
Ortofon SL I5E with transformer ( cost £34). Little
used, £22. Sheardown, 221 Stainbeck Lane, Leeds 7.
Akai M8, Mikes, tapes, cleaners and detluxers, cost
over £200 altogether, first £ 100 o.n.o. secures, delivered
within reasonable distance. Hardie, 42 High Street,
Malmesbury, Wilts. Tel.: 3297.
One third off! Wharfedale Super Lintons, Garrard
Lab 80, Rogers Cadet III, Audio Technics AT6 in Record
Housing cabinet: Cost £ 135, best offer £90. Delivered
within reasonable distance- Hardie, 42 High Street,
Malmesbury, Wilts. Tel.: 3297.
Akai 1710 4-track stereo tape recorder, in superb condition, plus microphone, accessories and several tapes.
All hardly used. £60. Tel.: 01-977 6831.
Shure M44E under 30 sides played: as new, £ 10 o.n.o.
Tel.: FIN 0911 after 7 p.m.
Leak point one stereo pre-amp and stereo 20 amplifier
also approximately 100 back copies of HiFi News as one
lot. Best offers. 15 Woodlands Grove, Stockton Lane,
Yorks.
Leak Troughline Ill Tuner teak case, £25. Avantic
Integrated Stereo Amp., £ 14. B & 0 Transcription Unit,
£18. Telefunken M24 Studio Recorder, £25. Tannoy 12"
Dual Concentric, £8. Offers. Tel.: Byrne 021-705 3078

(work).

Pair Decca Corner Horn Speakers using Wharfedale

r RSDD Units, £25 o.n.o. Cabinets only, £ 15 o.n.o.

Barwick. Tel.: Coventry 464256.
One TPI. Lowther in walnut unmarked, thirty pounds.
One Audiovector PM4 unit fitted, thirty pounds. Any
demonstration. Cook, 99 Sandwich Road, Ash, Canterbury. Buyer collects.
Revox G36 two-track stereo recorder, swop for Revox
four-track stereo, Ferguson four-track Recorder, £ 25
o.n.o. Tel.: 01-546 3281.
Dynastatic Mk II Speakers ( pair) perfect, £60. Quad 22
Control Unit and Quad II Amplifier, £ 18. Quad FM
Tuner, £ 13. Tel.: Sittingbourne 3372.

FOR SALE-trade
Save EfEs on new hi-fi. As specialists in hi-fi and
stereo equipment, we can offer all makes fully guaranteed
at generous savings, up to 25%. No membership charges.
Free delivery. Write with details of your requirements for
quotations to: HiFi Buying Agency, 22 Wardour Street,
London W.I. Tel.: REG 6848.
`Somerset' 10 and 30 watt output transformer. Transformer Equipment Limited, Railway Place. London
S.W. 19.
A better deal provided by a specialist HiFi Retail
Establishment of high reputation. Up to 25% discount.
Leading makes.
Massive stocks.
Demonstrations,
guidance, installations service. Optimum performance
guaranteed. Write or phone. Callers welcome. Shop
hours, 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Half-day Thursday. Open all
day Saturday. Audio Services Ltd., 82 East Barnet
Road, New Barnet. Tel.: 6605.
A.D. HiFi Cabinets are individually made, so they
can be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made
to order if not suitable. Send rough sketch. We will
quote if we are able to help. You will find our prices very
competitive for the high quality. Visit our works and
showrooms. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London N.W.5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
CASH DISCOUNTS (20-25%)
MAIL ORDER, AFTER SALES SERVICE
EXPORT ; Including Personal)
DEMONSTRATIONS
(Evenings by Appointment.)
PLEASE SEE ADVERTISEMENT PAGE 442
M. O'Brien, 49 Compton Road, Wimbledon, S.W.I9.
Tel: 01-946 1528.

FOR SALE—TRADE continued

Bargains for the New Year. All items are quoted brand
new, guaranteed by the makers and in their own packets.
Amplifiers: Quad 33/303, £77/10/-; Leak 30, £43 (chassis),
£48 (case); Leak 70, £47 (chassis), £52 (case); Rogers
Ravensbourne, £49 (cas:); Ravensbrook, £34 (chassis).
Tuners: Quad FM Stereo, £44; Rogers FET £49 (case),
£45 (chassis). Turntables: Goldring GL75, £29; GL69,
£20: Thorens TD124, £40; TD150 Mk II and Lid, £42;
Garrard SL75, £25/101-; SL95, £ 33/101-. Cartridges:
Shure M44E, £ 11; M55E, £ 12; M75-6, £ 12; V15/II, £29;
Goldring 0800, £9/10/-; 0800 Super E, £ 19/101-. Loudspeakers: Goodmans Marimba (pair), £39; Mezzo II, £23;
Magnum K, £31; Wharfedale Super Lintons (pair), £35;
Melton, £23; Dovedale III, £30; Leak Sandwich, £ 32;
Mini Sandwich, £22; KEF Concerto, £41; Concord, £33;
Cresta, £ 15. Other makes also supplied at discount
prices, Decca, Philips, Nikko, Renio, Celestion, SME,
Sinclair, Sound City, etc. Please phone or write for
quotations. Services, repairs and home visits are also
undertaken in G.L.C. area. Linway Audios, 26 Priory
Close, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel.: Walton (98)
23205 morning and evening.
Audio Electronics give you 21% discount on:—A.D.C.,
A.K.G., Armstrong, Chapman, Celestion, Connoisseur,
Dulei, Bowers & Wilkins, Decca, Garrard, Goldring,
Lenco, Grampian, Goodmans, Leak, Lowther, Neat,
Nikko, Akai, Sansui, Rogers, K.E.F., S.M.E., Tripletone,
and Wharfedale. Up to 271% discount on Shure,
Teleton, Quad, Ortofon, Revox and Ferrograph. Special
offer on cartridges:— Shure—M3DM, £51816; M31E,
£10; M32E, £9/2/6; M44/5, £7/19/6; M44/7 and ` C',
£7/17/6; M44E, £ 111816; M55E. £ 12/916; M75MB (use
with TD150), £9/4/6; M75/6, £9/15/-; M75G, £ 10/19/6;
M75E, £ 17/9/6; M74EJ, £ 19; M9IE, £ 19/19/6; M92G,
£16/916; M82E, £ 17/9/6; M93E, £ 16/9/6; V15 Mk 2, £ 30.
B & O— SPI. £5/11/6; SP-6, £6119/6. ADC-220.
£6/11/6; AT66, £4112/6. Neat—V70, £4/7/6. Goldring
—0800, £8/19/6; 0800E, £ 14/5/-; 0800 Super E, £ 19/2/6.
Decca Deram—L4/10/-. Ortofon—SLI5E with trans.
mod., £28. Write, phone or call by appointment 10 a.m.
to 10 p.m. six days aweek! Immediate delivery at Britain's
lowest prices. Buy your hi-fi from: Audio Electronics,
468 Arterial Road, Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.:
Southend 521737.
Audio Eletcronics are audio equipment consultants,
where you can discuss your exact requirements and listen
to a representative range of equipment under similar
acoustic conditions to your ' hi-fi room'. Hear a Quad
303 I- 33,)Cambridge P40, Ferrograph F307, Leak ST3 4- 0
or 70, and Armstrong 521 through some of the world's
best loudspeaker systems such as Acoustic Research
AR-3's, Bowers & Wilkins DM3, K.E.F. Concertos and
Ditton 25's!—and get up to 27% cash discount! Buy
your hi-fi from the company with 10 years' experience in
design/installation/sales who back you with one year's
guarantee. Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial Road, Leighon-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend 521737. ' It's really
worthwhile, a visit'!
Do you only want a discount from order takers? Or
would you like up to 271 % discount! plus ahelpful demonstration, plus one year's full guarantee, plus your set-up
wired ready to play by sound consultants. We do all
that for you! Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial Road,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend 521737.
Would you like at least 20% discount and your equipment sent carriage free? B.K. Electronics give this on :—
A.D.C., Celestion, Decca. Dynaco, Empire, B. & W.,
Grenadier, Garrard, Goldring, Armstrong, Goodmans,
LP., K.E.F., Leak, Rogers, Neat, Nikko, Metrosound,
Philips, Sansui, Shure, S.M.E., Thorens, Ortofon,
Truvox, Sinclair, Klinger, Wyndsor, Lowther, Grampian.
Wharfedale, etc. Sinclair Project 60 amplifier units and
ICIO integrated amplifiers in stock. Write, phone or call,
for your quotation. Terms:—Cash with order, B.K.
Electronics, 21 Tudor Road, Westcliff on Sea, Essex.
Tel.: Southend on Sea 30134 and 521118.
Shure Magnetic Cartridges, guaranteed new, maker's
pack, post free, M3D, £5/5I-; M31E, £ 10; M32-E, £9.
M44E, £ 11; M44-5, M44-7 or M44-C, £71101-; M55E.
£11/10/-; M75-6, £9/12/6; M75-6, Type II, £ 12/5/-:
M756. £ 10/17/6; M75G Type II, £ 12/7/6; M75EJ Type
II, £ 17/17/6; M75E, £ 1611716; M75E Type II, £ 17/151-;
M75E/966/1I, £21; VI5 Mk. II, £ 30. Send for your
"Best Buy in Hi Fi" discount list.—Planet Electronics,
88 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 7HE. Tel.:
01-952 3238.
Have you seen the special offers at ' S.S.E.'? Hava you
heard about the ' S.S.E.' extended guarantee? Hurry to
Purley. You can definitely save money at Surrey Sound
Equipment. (See our advertisement, page 426).
HiFi enthusiasts. In our modern hi-fi department we
have in stock now, all the leading makes, Wharfedale
Super Linton and Denton Speakers. Leak Stereo 30, 30
Plus and 70 amplifiers. Leak Stereofetic Tuners, Goodmans 3000 Music Suite, also DMI speakers. Full Tandberg range. Also Quad, Rogers, Philips, Goldring,
Sinclair, etc. Gratispool, Martineu Way, Birmingham
and Queen Street, Glasgow.
Easy terms! Huge discounts! Part-exchange! RW
Audio offer you all this, plus your choice of all leading
makes of equipment, including Leak, Quad, Goldring,
Thorens, Shure, SME, Goodmans, Wharfedale, B & W.
etc., etc. Write for instant quotation on any item, and
details of our no-deposit terms ancfgenerous part-exchange
allowances. RW Audio, II Arley Close, Plan Newton,
Chester. Tel.: 22531.
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TOM JOYCE
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We supply everything for the Hi-fi enthusiast

Our associated Hi -Fi Company has been
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BONDED ACETATE FIBRE
Loudspeaker Cabinet Lining

YOUR ' BEST BUY' IN HI-FI

25% OFF
PLUS A 2-1-% BONUS
ON ORDERS OVER
I50
UP TO

New comprehensive list
now available
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planet electronics
88 HIGH ST., EDGWARE,
MIDDX. HA8-7HE

Tel: 01-952 3238

I" Superior Quality, 9/6 per square yard.
Roll width is 54"—ANY LENGTH CUT.

LOUDSPEAKER GRILLE
FABRICS
VYNAIR
Fourteen patterns, 3/- per square foot.
ANY SIZE CUT—(Id per square inch!)

FERROGRAP H

424/404
available

now

Part exchange: Photographic/ Hi Fi
Equipment

HOLDINGS PHOTO- AUDIO CENTRE

39/41 MINCING LANE, BLACKBURN. BB2 2AF
Tel. 59595/6
Closed Thursdays

TYGAN
Six patterns now available, 5/- per
square foot. ANY SIZE CUT— pro rata.
Despatched promptly in strong tubes

UNIMIXERS 45

Fabric Samples and Fitting Instructions for all materials, 1/- ( stamps), deductable against purchase.

Mixing unit for professionals in studio and on
location. ( 1stereo pair and 2 pan controlled mica.)
Any input imp. 25-600 ohms. S/n ratio greater
than 55 dB with an input signal of 180 1.‘V at
200 ohms or 70 µ/V at 30 ohms. Individual test
certificate. Price £45. Further details:

NEW VYNAIR PATTERNS

SOUNDE X LTD.
18 Blenheim Road, London, W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1661

Our stocks now include a selection of
the specially developed V.R. 24 Range.

NICHOLS
ACOUSTICAL
FITMENTS
Bubwith, Nr. Selby, Yorkshire
Telephone: 0757 85-206

458

BUYING HI- Fl ?
We offer unbiased advice, free delivery and installation (
London area), complete after- sales service,
plus discount! For personal attention and sound
ideas consult the experts—
Mastersound Electronic Services,
192 Osidge Lane, London, N.I4.
Tel.: 01-368 8891 ( 24- Hour Ansaphone Service)

THE EXPERT'S CHOICE
WHAT DOES MR. LEEHING USE HIMSELF? " At the moment my system consists of:
Sugden A.2I Mk. 2 Amplifier, Wharfedale W4
Speakers, Connoisseur BD2 Turntable, Shure
M75-6 Cartridge, and 'Trio' TK.350 tuner.
Not quite the ultimate, but about the cheapest Ican enjoy! Speakers too large for Mrs.
Leeming! and to be swopped for B & W DM3
(buyer with £60 required for pair of W4's).
Tuner now obsolete, but Ican't find better at
the price".
Why not drop in and see Mr. Leeming1
P.S. We've just managed to pick up a few
more TK.350's.
HOLDINGS PHOTO-AUDIO CENTRE
39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BB2 2AF
Tel.: 59595/6.
Closed on Thursday. 7 miles from M6.
Always be careful (and money wise) before buying
quality equipment. Send your requirement to Audio
Supply Association for evaluation and quotation. See
below.
If quality matters consult first our 75-page photographically illustrated catalogue (6/6). Members enjoy
unbiased advisory service, preferential terms. Membership 7/6. Our associates also manufacture records from
your own tapes, or record the master at our studios
(Steinway grand). Bulk terms for choirs, fund-raising.
Please specify requirements. Audio Supply Association,
18 Blenheim Road, London W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1661.
HiFi Equipment up to 25 % off. We shall be pleased to
quote for any make of equipment. All the latest models
available. Mail order only. P.J.B. Audio, 37a High Street,
Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey.
Discount Records. Save ££££££s. Any available record
- tape - musicasette supplied. Guaranteed brand-new.
Send details of requirements-we send you an invoice
showing the exact amount required. Callers welcome.
S.a.e. to: Discount Records, 4Winthrop House, St. Marks
Hill, Surbiton, Surrey.
Save £ 15/10/-. All British complete Stereo system,
30 watt amplifier, KEF Speakers, etc. Recommended list
price, £ 120/10/-. Twelve months guarantee, installation
free (locally). Special offer--£ 105. Limited quantities
only. Surrey Sound Equipment Ltd., Royal Oak Centre,
Purley. (See our advertisement, page 426).
Grampian Reverb Unit new. List £57. Only £30.
Schaller Echo Unit s/h, £ 15. Grampian Parabolic Reflector (Bird recording, etc.), £8. Brenell Stereo Tape
Recorder (wants some attention), £ 10. Soundtrack, Tel.:
Southend on Sea 74752.
W.H.M. 8 transistor Audio Compressor/Limiter in
modular form. Full frequency range. P.P.M. attack, low
distortion. 35 Villiers Road, Watford, WD1 4AL.
60% off E.M.I. and Zonatape 5" L.P. Polyester Tapes
(boxed with leaders). These tapes have been partially
used by the professional recording industry, electronically
cleaned, and are 100% perfect. Satisfaction or refund.
10s. each, post 9d. per tape, 5 tapes 50s. post free, 10
tapes 95s. post free. Avon Enterprises, ( Dept. FIF1),
Fladbury Pershore, Worcs.
Do not purchase new hi-fi equipment before seeing our
price list. We offer professional advice and unbeatable
discounts. Lendel Electronics, 2The Four Tubs, Bushey
Heath, Herts.
Audioscan-Hi-Fi loduspeaker systems for the home
constructor, cabinet kits, new range of Peerless speakers,
speaker kit systems and cross-over networks.
BAF
wadding and all necessary components. Free speaker
fabric samples on request. Send 9d. in stamps to: Audio
scan, Dept. HN, 4 Princes Square, Harrogate, Yorks.
New! Celestion Ditton 25 speakers finished in Teak,
outstanding performance, ex-stock ! ! and on demonstra
tion at Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial Rd., Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex. Tel: Southend 521737. Hurry only eight left.
Brearcliffe type B12 2) cu. ft. Corner
Cabinets,
finished in matt dark mahogany, with sub-baffle for units
up to I2in. Last recommended list price £ 16. our price £8.
Few only-write The Birches'. Arford Common, Headley,
Hampshire.

MISCELLANEOUS
Audio Specialist and Consultant-David Phillips, St.
Anthony, Murley Crescent, Bishopsteignton, Devon.
Tel.: 326.
B. Erwood (Audio Engineer). Hi-fidelity equipment,
services, installed, modified and maintained. Reasonable
charges. Will travel, 30 Vincent Road, Kingston, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-546 6011.
Servicing Problems? The contented listener entrusts
his equipment to Sound Distinctive Ltd. Quad, Leak,
Armstrong and Rogers services to manufacturer's full
specifications. Installations and home visits in London
are also undertaken. Tel.: 01-458 1033.
Repairs. Our modern service department equipped
with the latest test equipment including a wow and flutter
meter and multiplex stereo signal generator is able to
repair HiFi and Tape Recording equipment to manufacturers' standards. Telesonic Ltd., 243 Euston Road,
London, N.W.I. Tel.: 01-387 7467.

NAMEPLATES/LABELS
produced to your Specification in Cast Metal,
Injection Moulded Polystyrene, Vinyl, Silk Screened
Aluminium and Plastic,
Brushed Aluminium
Escutcheons.
I. MARKOVITS LTD.
32/34 Stronsa Road, London, W.I2
Telephone: 01-743 I131
Service of quality equipment-graphical data and
reports supplied. H.F. Engineering, 3 Willowbank,
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex. Tel.: Sunbury 83232.
Are you stuck? Let us fix your hi-fi! We offer a comprehensive installation and repair service in the London
area-just telephone Mastersound Electronic Services,
01-368 8891 (24-hour Ansaphone) adn we will master
your sound problems-fast.
AUDIO ANNUAL 1970, produced by HiFi News and
Studio Sound, is packed with features for hi-fi and tape
recording enthusiasts. Articles deal with equipment
reviews, making records, record wear and many other
topics. 7/6 from newsagents and bookshops, or post free
from Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.
Contemporary stands for hi-fi equipment in metal frame
glass made to customers specification. Send details for
quotation by return, trade enquiries and personal shoppers
welcome. F. R. James ( Metalcraft) Ltd., 109 Kenton
Road, Kenton, Harrow, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-907 2416.
Amplifiers Pre- and Main, Tone Control Units, etc. to
Williamson and Grossmith designs, made to order by
qualified electronics engineer-state requirements. Box
No. 2040 (Warks.).
DIAMOND REPLACEMENT STYLI
Buy direct from manufacturer and save 50%.
We fit only naked hand- polished professional
quality diamonds to your own cantilever. Unconditional guarantee for quality, polish and dimensions. Twenty-four hour service. Price list on
request.
KELLY ACOUSTICS
6 Bycullah Avenue, Enfield, Middx.
Tel.: 01-363 7890

STUDIO FACILITIES
Your tapes to disc. 7in. 45, 25 -; 10 in. LP, 551-: 12 in.
LP, 65/-. 4-day postal service. Masters and Vinylite
pressings. To professional quality, s.a.e. photoleaflet.
Deroy Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth.
Disc recording styli for Grampian, Neumann, M.S.S.,
C.R.S., and Connoisseur Disc Recording Heads by
return service for new and re-lapped styli. Disc cutting
machines bought, sold, overhauled, repaired. Manufacturers of disc recording heads, Swarf Pumps, Extractor
Pipes, Heater Units, Equalisers, Tape to disc pressings.
Martin Watch Laboratories and County Recording
Service, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.
Tel.: Bracknell 4935.
Graham Clark Records. Tape to Disc pressings.
23 The Grove, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel.: 25627.
Ring Guildford 61684 for Tape-Disc and mobile recordings. EP abd LP pressings. S.a.e. brochure. Fanfare Records, IBroomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford.
J & B Recordings. Tape to disc-latest high level disc
cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. MITcham 9952.
Warren Recordings ( A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc pressings,
mobile. 59 Hendale Avenue, London N.W.4. Tel: 01203 0306.
Pressing specialists stereo or mono, discs manufactured
from your tapes. Mobile recording service. North Surrey
Recording Co., Pressing Dept., 14 Cannon Way, Fetcham,
Surrey.

WANTED
Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and HiFi specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and Hi Fi
equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London W.2.
Highest Cash Prices offered food quality Stereo TapeRecorders, Hi Fi equipment and LP records. R.E.W.
(Earlsfield) Ltd., 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London
S.W.17. Tel.: 01-672 9175.
We are constantly seeking good ideas for products to
develop and market in the audio and gramophone industries. If you have one we should be delighted to hear
from you. Box No. 1000 ( London).
GOOD QUALITY TAPE RECORDERS PURCHASED FOR CASH. Tel.: 01-472 2185.
Wanted for cash. Tape Recorders, HiFi equipment,
in any condition or part exchange for new B & 0, Arena,
Brenell, Ferrograph. Green & Cooper Ltd., 211 Kenton
Road, Kenton, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-907 9660.
Tannoy 1r Unit wanted in free standing ' Chatsworth'
enclosure, top price offered. O. Reid, Caius College,
Cambridge.
459

Decca comer speaker cabinet with or without speaker.
Box No. 2037 (Scotland).
Wanted. Goldring Lenco GL.70. S. Hanshaw, 98d
Portelet Road, Liverpool 13.
HiFi News all 1966 issues, alternatively all issues prior
to 1967. L. Berggren, Ulrikedal E:301, S-223 58 Lund,
Sweden.
HiFi News: mint copies wanted. Also other hi-fi
magazines, pair 3-way or 2-way crossovers, bass speaker
units, treble units. Box No. 2042 (Glasgow).
Wanted Garrard SP25 Mk. Il Turntables with or without plinths. Roger Varley, 13 Wellgrove, Sheepridge,
Huddersfield.
Pair small, quality, bookshelf speakers. Excellent condition essential. Matis. 24 Hearsall Court, Coventry.
Tel.: 76569.
Best cash prices paid for good quality tape recorders
and hi-fi equipment. Magnegraph, I Hanway Place,
London, W.I. Tel.: 01-580 2156.
Decca Corner Horn preferably mahogany finish and
P.M.6 unit-Bax, St. Juliot, Boscastle, Cornwall. Tel.:
Boscastle 225.
Tangle), Canterbury cabinet, walnut finish. Without
speaker preferred. Must be in excellent condition. Tel.:
evenings 01-584 9092.
Private buyer would like Braun hi-fi equipment and
headphones in any condition for cash. Box No. 2043
(London).
Tapes of The Move's live performances. Good price
paid. Details please. Richard Davis, Tel.: 0Y04-86 4330.

LISTEN TO THE
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WITH

CENTRE
OF
SOUND
You are invited to an
exhibition and recital of
equipment old and new,
including Paralines and
Bassetts ( described
in HFN) at the-

MARLOWE ROOMS
101 STATION ROAD,
SIDCUP,
KENT
WHEN ?
Thursday 26th March
How?

Tickets from

CENTRE Of SOUND
153 PLUMSTEAD ROAD,
LONDON S.E.18

(S.A.E. please) Car park & Food available.
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Richard Allan ..
Rogers Development ( Electronics) Ltd.
Rola Celestion Ltd...
R.S.C. HiFi Centres Ltd.
Russell, James & Sons Ltd. ..

449
376
436-437
374
464
312
451
456

Sands Hunter ..
Sansui Electric Co. Ltd. ..
Sanyo Marubeni ( UK) Ltd...
Scotch Tape ( 3.M. Co.) ..
Sheppard Audio Ltd...
Shure Electronics Ltd.
Sinclair Radionics Ltd.
S.M.E. Ltd. .* .
Smith, G. W., & Co. (Radio) Ltd. ..
Smith, H. L., & Co. Ltd. ..
Smiths Radio Service ..
Sonex ' 70 ..
Sound Incorporated Ltd. ..
Sound ' 70 ..
Sound Studio Ltd., (The) ..
Stereosound Productions ..
Studio Sound & Tape Recorder Sugden, A. R., & Co. ( Engineers) Ltd.
Sugden, J. E., & Co. Ltd.
Suppellex
Surrey Sound Equipment Ltd.

438
324-325
360
352
314
446
346-347
384
432-433
454
388
406
451
442
311
446
430
440
392
440
426

Tandberg
Tannoy Products Ltd.
Teac
Tape Recorder Mart
Telesonic Ltd. ..
Thermac
Trio Electronics Inc.

443
400
336
452
462-463
449
321

•.
••
.•
••

364
424
315

Unilet Products Ltd.
Unamec (National)
Watts, C. E., Ltd...
Welbrook Engineering Ltd.

332-333
427
452
316

Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.

r-

•

-•
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM

•

Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates 8d. per word. Minimum I0/—. Box No's 2/6 extra.
To: HiFi News, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Ave., Croydon CR9 2TA.
Please publish the advertisement indicated below for
insertion/s under the heading

Cheque/P.O. enclosed £

Nome

Is a Box No. required Yes/No. If no, please include

Address

remittance to cover name and address and/or Tel. No.
Please write in block capitals.
460

Audio Annual 1970 is packed
with features of interest for all
hi-fi and tape recording devotees.
Contents include:
la
MI
II
MI
•
MI
•

Are equipment reviews honest?
How records are made
A new theory of record wear
Visit to apop recording studio
Noise, noise, noise
Setting air in motion
Articles and reviews by a
dozen leading audio experts

A LINK HOUSE GROUP PUBLICATION
Obtainable at your local newsagent/bookseller,
or post-free from
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA

RECORDS ARE NADE
VISIT
MA POP RECORDING STUDIO
G AIR IN
MOTION
RYA DOZEN LEADING AUDIO EXPERTS

DISCOUNT RECORDS

If you're thinking about record storage
you must contact

Phoenix

SAVE ffes ON ALL YOUR RECORD PURCHASES
We can supply any records which are still available at huge
discounts.

All records BRAND-NEW — FACTORY-FRESH —

Unix Record Sections provide a really effective answer
to housing an expanding
record library.

UNPLAYED discs.
Simply send us the Titles or Numbers of the records you
require enclosing astamped addressed envelope and we will

Unix Record Sections enable
your storage space to grow
with your collection.

send you BY RETURN an invoice showing the exact
amount required and with discount deducted.

BARGAIN RECORD OF THE MONTH
"GET BACK"—BEATLES

141

USUALLY 57/6 — OUR PRICE ONLY

Unix Record Sections are
available open fronted or
with glass or wooden sliding
doors, and
are specially
designed to fit in with the
well-known Unix Bookcase
sections.

47/6 post free.
Including Full- Colour Book

ONLY AVAILABLE FROM PHOENIX BOOKCASES
Dept. HF30, 36a St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2
Telephone 01-836 0526

DISCOUNT RECORDS

NAME AND ADDRESS

(
HFND)

4 WINTHROP HOUSE, ST. MARK'S HILL,
SURBITON, SURREY. (
Adjoining Surbiton station)

CATALOGUE PLEASE!

CALLERS WELCOME
461

ALL AVAILABLE ON OUR FAMOUS

INTEREST FREE
TERMS

Our extensive knowledge in the Home and Export field coupled with
our technical expertise and the largest stock of all that is best in H: Fi
of British and Overseas manufacture enables us to offer the right
equipment of your requirement, wherever you are!
All other makes of equipment available including Dynatron, Eagle,
Grundig, Martin, Philips, Sanyo, Scott, Sinclair. Sonotone, Staples
Ladderax, Telefunken etc.
• FREE DELIVERY IN U.K.
OWN EXPERIENCED NON-PROFIT
MAKING SHIPPING DEPARTMENT ENABLES US
TO SAVE FREIGHT AND INSURANCE CHARGES.
FREE PACKING AND FREE DELIVERY TO
DOCKS. ALL QUOTED PRICES F.O.B. AND FREE
OF U.K. TAX.
e EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED TAX FREE TO OVERSEAS
VISITORS
ON
PERSONAL
EXPORT
SCHEME

e OUR

rn e 151 b e r

TRANSCRIPTION UNITS & AUTO CHANGERS
Beogram 1000V unit
Connoisseur B.D.I. Kit
Dual 1019
G
d 401 .
G
d AT 60
G
d SL 95
G
d AP 75
Garrard SP 25
Goldring GL 69
Goldring GL 75
Goldring G99
LP. Model T500
Sony TTS 3000
Thorens TD 124
Thorens TI, 150AB Mk Il
Thorens TO 125

SPECIAL
OFFERS!

Cash
Deposit
£40 19 0 £ 13 19 0
£11 13 5
£46 15 0 £ 16 15 0
£31 14 2 £ 11 14 2
£17 5 10 £6 S 10
£45 9 1 £ l5 9 1
£23 16 7 £8 16 7
£l5 Il II £5 II Il
£25
I 6 £9 1 6
£36 8 2 £ 12 8 2
£24 14
I £8 14
1
£36 19 4 £ 12 19 4
£81
8 0 £27 8 0
£46 15 10 £ 16 15 10
£47 8 7 £ 17 8 7
£75 17 8 £25 17 8

Mthly Pays
Export
12 of £2
$78.60
$ 12.68
12 of £2 1
$ 99.46
10 of £2
$61.14
S of £2
$ 32.40
11 of £2 1
$87.66
5 of £3
$48.00
Sof £2
$27.96
8 of £2
$48.60
12 of £2
$70.56
8 of £2
$45.88
12 of £2
$ 72.00
12 of £4 1
$ 157.92
12 of £2 1
$ 88.80
12 of £2 1
$ 90.00
12 of £4
1144.00

GARRARD SP 25 MK II, complete with
NEAT V70 Stereo magnetir cartridge ( Cash
only), E15/19/6.
CONNOISSEUR CLASSIC 2- speed transcription
turntable.
Our
Speci il
Price
Now only E9/19/6 (
Cash Only).

MONO & STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Cash
Armstrong 127 Stereo tuner/amp.
Armstrong 521 stereo amp
B & 0 1000 tuner/amp
Dynaco PAT4 pre-amp
Dynaco 120 amp ..
Goodmans Maxamp
Leak Stereo 30 Plus
Marantz 16 and 7T Stereo
Nikko TRMI20
Nikko TRM-40B
Nikko TRM30 Stereo Amplifier
Nikko TRM50 Stereo Amplifier
Quad 303 and 33 ..
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers R
bourne trans. amp
Sansui 2000 tuner/amp
Sansui 5000 tuner/amp ..
Scott 260B stereo amp ..
Sony ST R 6060F stereo tuner/amp
Sony TA/I080 ami, • • • • • •
Sony TAI120 amp
Tripletone 8+8 amp
Truvox TSA 2000 amp

Deposit

Mthly Pays

9 £ l4 13
0 £ 18 0
0 £34 IS
0 £24 1
0 £36 18

9
0
0
0
0

12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of

£54
£53
£441
£95
£46
£35
£58
£98
£44
£59
£162
£207

0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
7
0
IO
10
0
0
0
10
3
16

0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12 of £3 0
12 of £2 18
12 of C24 0
12 of ES 0
12 of £2 IO
11 of £2 0
12 of £3 3
12 of £5 6
12 of £2 8
12 of £3 5
12 of £9 0
12 of [ Il 10

0
4
0
0
0
0
4
8
4
0
0
0

$228.00
$ 112.00
$85.20
1139.20
1235.20
$ 105.60
9138.48
1380.40
5300.00

0 £45 0
6 £63
1
0 £40 0
0 £60 0
6
EIO 18
0 £ l8 12

0
6
0
0
6
0

12 of £6
12 of £ 10
12 of £6
12 of £8
9 of £2
12 of £3

4
4
4
4
4
0

$288.00
$384.00
171.94
$ 129.34

0
0
7
0
10
10
0
0
0
10
3
16

£125 0
£188 1
£120 0
£160 0
£29 19
£54 12

£ 18
El8
£ 147
£35
£ l6
£ 13
£20
£34
LIS
£20
£54
£69

£2
(2.
£5
£3
£5

8
16
II
6
10

Export

£43 13
£52 0
£101 15
£64 1
£102 18

13
8
13
6
2
0

4 $82.26
8 1126.0
8 $ 194.40
8
0
$ 129.60
$ 127.20

$288.00

SPEAKERS & SPEAKER SYSTEMS
A & D Titanium Cone Module
£18
Bowers & Wilkins DM3 .. £63
Celestion Ditton 10
£21
Celestion Ditton 15
..
£31
Celestion Ditton 25
£59
Celestion CX 2012 .. .. £ 18
Dynaco A25 Speaker System £32
Goodmans Maxim
..
£20
Goodmans Mambo
..
£21
Goodmans Marimba
£23
Goodmans Magnum K
£40
Goodmans Mezzo II
£30
HW
HW
KEF
KEF

Bergen ..
Narvik
.
Concerto
Celeste Mk Il ..

KEF Concord..
KEF Cresta ..
KEF K2 baffle
KEF LS5 1A Monitor ..
Leak Mini Sandwich ..
Leak Sandwich
.
Lowther PM6 Mk Iacousta
Lowther PM7 acousta
Quad Electrostatic
Tannoy f2" Gold Monitor
Tannoy Lancaster .. .. ..
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

15
0
3
3
17
18
II
7
6
19
2
18

El6 15
£29 15
£53 10
E29 0
£43
E22
C24
£ 155
£29
£43
£48
£56
£66
£36
f56

10
3
0
0
15
10
10
0
0
10
5

Super Lintons ( Pair) £43 0
Dentons ( Pair) .. £ 35 0
Airedale .. ..
E69 10
Dovedale III .. ..
E39 10

All prices subject to alteration

O

£6 15
£21
0
1 £7 3
6
El 1 3
o £20 17
o
£6 18
4 £ 12 11
8 £7 7
6 £7 6
Il £8 19
O £ 14 2
0 £ 10 18
10 £6 15
O £ 10 8
0 £ 17 10
O
El I 0
O £ 14 10
7 £8 3
O
£8 0
O
£53 0
O £ 10 8
O £ 14 10
o
£l6 10
O £20 0
O £22 0
O £ 12 10
O £ 19 5
O £ 15 0
O £ 12 0
O £23 10
O £ 13 10

o

0
0
1
6
0
0
4
8
6
1I
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6of
12 of
7 of
IO of
12 of
6 of
IO of
6 of
7 of
5 of
12 of
10 of
5 of
9 of
12 of
9 of
12 of
8 of
8 of
12 of
9 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of

£2 0
£3 10
£2 0
£2 0
£3 5
£2 0
£2 0
£2 3
£2 0
£3 0
£2 3
£2 0
£2 0
£2 3
£3 0
£2 0
£2 8

0 z42.00
0 $ 147.60
0 545.48
0 $68.52
0 $ 143.64
0 $47-00
0
4 $ 32.24
0 $43.20
0 $45.20
4 196.24
O 574.16
0 S30.00
0 166.60
0 $ 128.40
0 $ 6940
4 $ 105.60

£2 0
£2 0
£8 10
£2 3

0 $43.20
0 $ 57.60
0 1372.00
0 671.40

£2 8
£2 13
£3 0
a 13
£2 0
£3
I
£2 6
£2
1
£3 16
£2 3

4 1104.40
4 $ 120.00
0 $ 134.40
4 $ 158.40
0
8
8 $ 82.56
8 $ 69.10
8 $ 162.48
4 $ 95.00

'VP' -------

44 4.49
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FANTASTIC VALUE!
FREE! Pair of Stereo Headphones retail price £4.15.0

CARTRID6ES & PICK-UPS
Cash
Connoisseur SA U-2 arm
Decca Mk IV cart. C4E or H4E
Decca Mk IV cart. SC4E or SH4E
Empire 999VE Stereo cartridge
Goldring 800 free field mag. cart.
Goldring 800E free field mag. cart.
Neat V70 Stereo magnetic cart.
Neat V70E Stereo magnetic cart.
Neat V60MH Stereo magnetic
cartridge
Neat G.30 tone arm
Ortofon SLISE with transformer
Shure M3DM
Shure M55- E
Shure M44-7
Shure M75- E
Shure M44- E
Shure VIS 11
Shure M75-6
SME 3009 with S2 shell
SME 3012 with S2 shell
Sony PUA 237 tone arm

Deposit

£13
£22
£32
£45
£13
£18
£5
£7

II 10
8 9
I 1
II II
0 0
17 7
4 8
15 3

£8
Ell
£36
£7
£16
£10

12
14
12
8
13
3
18
16
15
13
6
7
0

as

£14
£40
£16
£31
£33
£47

6
1
II
3
6
10
10
6
3
6
3
4
6

Mthly Pays

Export

£8 8 9 7 of £2 0 0
1 1 10 of £2 2 0
£11
EIS II II 12 of £2 10 0
£6 17

7

$24.00
6 of £2 0 0 $ 36.54
$10.20
$15.12

12 of

£2

£6 -13 6

5of

£2
-

0

£9 -1
8 10

8 of

£2

0

£12 12 11

3 12 of
6
5of
3 10 of
4 I1of
6 12 of

£13 -15
£6 13
£11
6
£11
7
£16 0

$26.40
$43.59
$62.28

$16.80
$26.40
$74.40
$14.40
430.25
$19.80
$50.40
$28.80
$79.20
$30.25
$60.39
$66.40
$91.20

0

£2 5
£2 0
£2 0
£2 0
£2 11

DOKORDER MODEL MS-10I X
Stereo -ecord reproduction-AM/FM Stereo Rudo with built-in MPX decodertwo watched speakers-all n walnut cabinet,
A TRULY SUPERB

UNBELIEVABLE PRICE

TAPE DECKS & TAPE RECORDERS
Akai X300
Akai 1710
Beocord 2000K
Beocord 2000T
Beocord 1100K
Beocord 1800
Beocord 2400
Ferrograph 713 mono
Ferrograph 702 stereo
Ferrograph 722 stereo
Revox 77 1102/1104
Revox 77 1122 1124
Sony TC 530
Sony TC 800
Sony TC 100
Sony TC 230W
Sony TC 355
Tandberg 64X
Uher 4200
Uher 4000L

£268
£111
£159
£165
£86
£179
£208
£174
£194
£204
£204
£236
£146
£79
£42
£110
£100
£157
£162
£133

16
17
15
15
16
II
19
13
IS
16
15
5
12
17
9
4
2
0
10
13

1
II
0
S
3
0
0
6
8
9
0
0
3
9
6
9
6
0
7
2

£89
£37
£54
£56
£29
£60
£69
£58
£65
£68
£68
£80
£49
£30
£ 14
£37
£34
£52
£54
£44

16
17
15
IS
16
II
19
13
15
16
15
5
12
17
9
4
2
0
10
13

STEREO

COMPACT AT THE

1
II
O
5
3
0
O
6
8
9
0
O
3
9
6
9
6

12 of £ 14
12 of £7
12 of £8
12 of £9
12 of £4
12 of £9
12 of £ 11
12 of £9
12 of £ 10
12 of £ 11
12 of £ 11
12 of£13
12 of £8
12 of £4
12 of £2
12 of £6
12 of £5
o 12 of £8
7 12 of £9
2 12 of £7

18
0
15
I
15
18
11
13
15
6
6

$516.60
$213.60
$328.80
$312.00
$168.00
$344.64
$401.10
$333.60
$372.00
$391.20

1
1
6
I
10
15
0
8

$330.07
$153.20
$85.73
$226.20
$192.67
$302.16
$312.79
$257.23

OF

69 GNS.

AM- FM- MULTIPLEX TUNERS
£52
Armstrong 523 AM- FM
£40
Armstrong 524 FM tuner
£87
Armstrong 525 tuner/amp.
£98
Armstrong 526 tuner/amp
Dynascan 3000 AM/FM stereo Tamp £ 118
Goodmans Stereomax AM- FM
f82
Leak Troughline FM tuner
£36
Leak Stereofetic Tuner
£56
Maranta 10B tuner
£478

9
4
16
IS
3
10
8
11
4

0
6
9
6
3
4
10
O
O

£ 18
£ 14
£29
£34
£40
£27
£ 12
£20
£ 160

9 0
4 6
16 9
IS 6
3 3
10 4
810
II 0
10 0

£32 11
£68 5
£90 15
£45 9
£35 12
£25 4

0
O
0
9
4
0

£ 12
£23
£30
£ 15
£ 13
£9

II
5
15
9
12
4

O
O
O
9
4
O

10 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
11 of
8 of

£2
£3
£4
£2
£2
£2

0
18
18
10
0
0

O
4
4
O
O
0

$62.43
$ 131.00
$245.43
$84.66
$ 67.20
$48.42

SONY BATTERY/MAINS MODEL PORTABLE TV 9-90UB £83.10.0 cash
£28.10.0 deposit and 12 monthly payments of £4.11.8 0160.60

12 of £2
12 of £2
12 of £4
12 of £5
12 of £6
12 of £4
12 of £2
12 of £3
12 of £26

16
6
16
6
10
11
0
0
10

4168.60
4189.60
0168.00
$65.22

SPECIAL OFFER
TRUVOX FM200IC
FM Stereo Tuner
Last list price £60.12.0

gus

OUR
"'
PRICE
u
(Cash only)
Full maker's guarantee

HI-FI RADIOS- RADIOGRAMS- PORTABLES
Beolit 600 FM radio
Beolit 1000 ..
B & 0 900K radio
Hacker Sovereign
Hacker Helmsman
Hacker Herald

Complete with FREE
pair of Stereo
Headphones retail
price £4.15.0

Nikko FAMI2F stereo
£68 8 3 £23 8
Nikko ST501 AM/FM stereo T/amp if 121 17 II £41 17
Nikko ST301 AM/FM stereo T/amp £99 10 2 £33 10
Nikko ST701 stereo tuner/amp . £ 136 3 fl £46 3
Quad FM stereo tuner
£51 0 0 £ 17 0
Rogers Sw., FM tuner
£21 0 2 £7 0
Sony ST8OW AM/FM stereo tuner £49 8 0 £ 17 8
Trio TKI4OX AM/FM stereo Tamp f172 0 0 £58 0
Truvox FM200
£37 13 4 £ 12 13

ENGLAND'S LEADING HI-FI DEALER
Personal Callers and Hi -Fi Showrooms
92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.I. Tel.: 01-387 7467/9
Between Warren Street and Goodge Street Tube Stations
Open weekdays 9-6; Thursdays 9-7; Saturdays 9-1

3
11
2
11
0
2
0
0
4

12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
7 of
12 of
12 of
12 of

£3
£6
£.5
£7
£2
£2
£2
£9
£2

IS
13
10
10
16
0
13
10
I

0
4
0
0
8
0
4
0
8

$ 132.00
$235.20
$ 192.00
$262.80
$96.00
$ 37.29
095.00
$ 340.14
08240

What makes the Ravensbrook speaker
different from other speakers?
Two particular design ieatures* distinguish
the new Ravensbrook from the usua' run of
the mill speaker system; features which, combined with the overall design concept,
account for its marked superiority over any
other system of comparable size and price.
* A unique system of construction is employed in which. four I" steel bolts are used to
draw together the front and back panels of
the enclosure against the four sides and a
central spacing block. This results in a remarkable degree of solidity and overcomes
completely cabinet wood resonance and the
resultant boxy' sound, which until now has
been one of the major problems of speaker
design.
*Investigation into speaker damping for the
enclosure led to the discovery of an entirely
new material, far better than any material
used for this purpose so far, including bonded
acetate fibre. This new material provides exceptional damping at all frequencies and an
isothermal action resulting in a very low

system resonance, ! or the size of the enclosure, of 64 Hz.

Although developed primarily for use with
either the Ravensbrook or Ravensbourne

The bass unit has been specially developed,

amplifiers, this new speaker merits consideration as the final link in any stereo system.

using the very latest techniques. Features
include a new low resonance highly damped
suspension, die cast chassis, very high flux
ceramic magnet and rigid diaphragm for true
piston action at low frequencies. Together
with the acoustic damping already mentioned,
the result is smooth, low distortion, output
down to 40 Hz.

We invite you to listen to a comparative
demonstration and hear for yourself what
makes the Ravensbrook different from other
speakers.
DIMENSIONS: 19" x 13"

xse".

Two high performance tweeters are employed
with avery smooth response from 1500 Hz to

IMPEDANCE: 8 ohms

beyond 20 kHz. Dual tweeters are used to
ensure smoother response and high power
handling capacity.

continuoJs speech and music.

POWER HANDLING CAPACITY: 20 watts,
FREQUENCY RANGE: 40-20.000 Hz.

The cross-over is a precision network operating at 2kHz and providing asharp 12 dB per
octave cut-off.

Recommended U.K. Retail Price: ( Matched
Pair) £45.0.0d

The enclosures are finished in teak veneer,
with solid teak edge moulding, the front
covered with black/gold acoustically transparent fabric.

Below left: Ravensbrook Stereo Amplifier.
£49.0.0d (Chassis: £44.0.0d) FET FM Tuner.

RIM

£51.5.3d ( Chassis: £45.0.2d) Incl.
WM

BB

Rogers Developments (Electronics) Limited,
4-14, Barmeston Road, Catford, London,
S.E.6. Telephone: 01-698 7424/4340

11113

FKMERS

Please send me full details of the new Ravensbrook Speaker System.
I
Iam also interested in:
The Ravensbrook Amplifier EI
The Ravensbourne Amplifier E

•

I

NAME --

• ADDRESS

L

. MI MI
E X PORT:

111
IIIM

MI

MIM

MI IM

K. H. Waltman & Cu., Ltd., Blackford Haase, Sutton. Surrey, England

